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Hong Kong and Taipei have similarities in their ethnic compositions, geographic locations, economic 

structures, and relationships with Mainland China. However, they also have significant differences in each of these 

spheres, and in other socio-political dimensions. Socio-political factors have had an impact on curriculum as well as 

on other domains of education. This thesis compares the intended, resourced and implemented curricula in Hong 

Kong and Taipei. Comparisons across place and across dimensions of curriculum help to identify the forces which 

are unique to particular locations and dimensions and the forces which are more generalisable.  

 

The thesis focuses on music in junior secondary schools, and is constructed around one main research question 

and two supporting questions. The main research question is “What is the nature and extent of Chinese music in 

the curricula of junior secondary schools in Hong Kong and Taipei, and what socio-political forces have 

determined these patterns?” This has two supporting research questions: (1) What is the nature and extent of 

Chinese music in the curriculum at the intended, resourced and implemented levels in both places? and (2) What are 

the roles and status of Chinese and non-Chinese elements in the curricula in the two places? The answers to these 

questions are then interpreted within the context of analysis of socio-political forces.  

 

This analysis is undertaken with the help of a set of conceptual models drawn from the literature on 

comparative education. The research methods included content analysis of two official syllabuses and four sets of 

music textbooks, as well as interviews with syllabus designers, textbook publishers, and music teachers in Hong 

Kong and Taipei. The analysis centres on the curricular choices made regarding Chinese and non-Chinese music. 

This is a significant area of political, cultural and educational decision-making which is bound up with questions of 

national identity, allegiance and citizenship.  

 

The study argues that the overall process of curriculum development (from the intended official written 

curriculum to the resourced curriculum set out in textbooks, and then to the taught implemented curriculum) in the 

two cities has been influenced by similar socio-political forces. It also argues that the process is characterized by 

some similar and some varying complex patterns in the nature and extent of Chinese and non-Chinese music which 

is not adequately recognized in the existing literatures. The study contends that the national identity, preference of 

national and local cultures, national education, colonial education, and acceptances of, and relationships with, other 

cultures have played important roles in shaping the nature and extent of Chinese and non-Chinese elements in the 

music curriculum. 
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Socio-political Forces and Intended, Resourced and Implemented Curricula: 

Chinese Music in Hong Kong and Taipei Junior Secondary Schools 
 

CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 

 
1.1 Aims of the Study 

The values and the attitudes of people towards education are an important reference-point for policy makers in 

their formulation of education policy, including policy on curriculum design, textbook design and the school 

curriculum in general. These values and attitudes are much affected by a society’s political history, socio-cultural 

background and economic development, and these forces in turn influence the development of education. 

 

This thesis is a study of the nature and extent of Chinese music in junior secondary schools in Hong Kong and 

Taipei (City), and investigates the impact of socio-political forces on curricula in the two places. In order to do this, 

it investigates the syllabuses, textbooks and teachers of Chinese music education; identifies the socio-political and / 

or cultural forces that have influenced the design of music syllabuses and textbooks and the teaching of Chinese 

music; examines the roles and status of Chinese and non-Chinese elements in the curricula; and assesses the 

similarities and differences in outcomes in the two cities. During the period covered by this study, the music taught 

in Hong Kong and Taipei junior secondary schools was predominantly non-Chinese, and in particular Western. The 

thesis aims to explain the reasons for this situation, and the reasons for situational change. 

 

The researcher chose Hong Kong and Taipei for comparison because they are a very instructive pair for 

analysis of this type. They are both cities, and are thus comparable as units of analysis. Furthermore, Hong Kong 

and Taipei share common elements in their socio-political and cultural histories: both cities are located on the south 

/ south-east coast of China; both have been colonized by external powers; and both share a political ancestry as part 

of the broader Chinese political framework. Hong Kong is now a Special Administrative Region (SAR) within the 

People’s Republic of China, and Taiwan could in future have a similar status. Among other common features are: 

both are small in area; in both territories the great majority of inhabitants are Chinese; both have efficient financial 

infrastructures and free market economies; and both have highly productive and competitive workforces. By 

comparing patterns in the two places, some insights might be gained which would not be so easily ascertained from 

separate studies of Hong Kong or Taipei. 

 

1.2 Personal Motivation and Background 

The study originates from the researcher’s personal experience in the field of music teaching in Hong Kong. In 

1998, he chaired a seminar on ‘Future Directions of the School Music Curriculum in Hong Kong’ organized by the 

Curriculum Development Committee of the Education Department for all Hong Kong music teachers. He noted that 

many scholars, both music and non-music specialists, felt that there was too little information about Chinese music 

in the Hong Kong music curriculum. Also, Hong Kong music teachers showed little interest in incorporating 

Chinese music into their curricula because their knowledge was insufficient, they lacked the confidence to teach 

Chinese music, and textbooks were not supportive.  
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Having taught music in Hong Kong secondary schools since 1987, and having been involved in revising the 

music syllabus for primary schools, junior secondary schools and the Hong Kong Certificate of Education 

Examination (HKCEE), the researcher had become increasingly aware of the problems that music teachers faced in 

the design and teaching of Chinese music. As he had extensive personal experience of using different approaches in 

the design and teaching of Chinese music, he understood some of the difficulties involved and wished to study the 

matter more deeply. 

 

 From concern about the Hong Kong setting, the researcher expanded his focus to related societies. In 1996, he 

embarked on an MEd programme in comparative education, which led to a dissertation entitled ‘The Cultural 

Contents of the Secondary School Music Curricula in Hong Kong and Taiwan: A Comparative Study of Four Sets of 

Textbooks’ (Lau 1998). This was a valuable experience, but did not answer all the questions that the researcher was 

asking. In order to investigate the subject more deeply, he decided to embark on a PhD programme.  

 

Membership of the Curriculum Development Committee (Music), the Textbooks Reviewing Committee 

(Music), and the HKCEE Music Syllabus Revision Working Party gave the researcher more contact with leading 

scholars and publishers of music textbooks in Hong Kong, and also insights into the processes of revising syllabuses 

and textbooks. The researcher was also a committee member of the Part-time Degree Programme Alumni 

Association of the Music Department of the Chinese University of Hong Kong, in which he was also responsible for 

academic activities. This gave him access to over 100 music teachers for sharing of experiences in designing and 

teaching music programmes. Moreover, the researcher’s personal experience as a pupil brought up in the Hong 

Kong education system, and later as a music teacher, added to his sensitivity. Even though implicit, his personal 

experiences helped him to capture and understand what was seen and heard.  

 

 In all contexts, textbooks have been powerful mirrors of changes in curricula and social values, and over the 

decades textbooks have changed to reflect changing social and economic conditions. The changes embodied in 

textbooks in turn have reinforced changes in curriculum and instruction (Woodward 1994: 6367). When the 

researcher started his MEd research he was interested in differences in the nature and extent of cultural content of 

music textbooks in Hong Kong and Taiwan. The researcher was honored to have a chance to present his MEd thesis 

at the 10th anniversary conference of the Comparative Education Society of Hong Kong, in 1999. Both the audience 

and the researcher discovered that there was a great difference in the nature and extent of Chinese music in the 

curricula (syllabuses) and textbooks of two similar Chinese societies, Hong Kong and Taiwan. As the researcher’s 

MEd dissertation indicated, the music curricula in Hong Kong and Taiwan secondary schools deserved further study 

and research.  

   

1.3 Study Outline 

This thesis traces the nature and extent of Chinese music in the music curricula of junior secondary schools in 

Hong Kong and Taipei, and as such presents a fresh understanding of Chinese culture in the two cities.  

 

Several studies of music curricula in Hong Kong and either Taipei or broadly in Taiwan have noted the 

unbalanced content of Western music and Chinese music in both textbooks and actual classroom teaching (e.g. Ng 

1997; Brand & Ho 1999). This study tries to understand what forces have shaped these patterns. Using 
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questionnaires and interviews with music teachers and an in-depth analysis of official music syllabuses, music 

textbooks and other curricular documents and reference books, the study investigates the nature and extent of 

Chinese music through a three-angle analytical model, the dialectical Model of Fägerlind & Saha (1989), and a 

comparative four-stage modified Bereday Model by Yu (1996). It addresses the three levels of the curriculum in 

junior secondary schools in Hong Kong and Taipei (Figure 1. 1).  

 

Figure 1.1: Merging of the Captioned Three Models in the Research 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sources: Adapted from Bereday 1964: 28 and Fägerlind & Saha 1989: 227. 
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The dialectical model of Fägerlind and Saha (1989) helps to clarify the relationships between socio-political 

forces and Chinese music education. In this model, the three sides of the triangle represent each of the three 

dimensions (socio-political forces) of society, namely social / cultural, political and economic. The dialectical 

relationships are indicated by the pairs of arrows connecting them. In the center, the education systems (Chinese 

music education) are indicated by a pair of triangular prisms, and the dialectical connection with the three 

dimensions is indicated by pairs of arrows to each side. The dialectical process is very complex, since each of the 

dimensions both affects and is affected by the others and by the educational systems.  

 

The Bereday model was originally designed by Bereday (1964) and developed by Yu (1996). Bereday’s model 

starts with the systematic collection of precise and, similar data from each nation studied, which is followed by the 

categorization of data, careful juxtaposition of comparative data, generation of hypothesis from the data, and 

ultimately the comparison. In the third stage, juxtaposition, Yu modified Bereday’s model, choosing to answer a 

question rather than to test a hypothesis.  

 

This study utilizes a composite analytical framework, incorporating qualitative and quantitative techniques in 

order to understand, compare and interpret the nature and extent of Chinese music curricula in Hong Kong and 

Taipei. Figure 1.2 shows the flow of the research. The elements in the boxes indicate the elements studied, while the 

arrows indicate the relationships between the boxes. The italicized terms on the left hand side of the arrows are the 

processes of the undergoing studies, and the shaded italics on the right hand side are the models and methods used. 

For example, an understanding of the similarities and differences between Chinese culture in Hong Kong and 

Chinese culture in Taipei will facilitate an understanding of Chinese music education in Hong Kong and Taipei; 

understanding Chinese music education in these two cities will require a study of the design of music syllabuses and 

textbooks with regard to Chinese music; and understanding how the materials in music syllabuses and textbooks are 

taught in classrooms must be preceded by a knowledge of the nature and extent of Chinese music taught by the 

music teachers. 

 

Since Taipei is the capital of Taiwan, the researcher needed to understand Taiwan first. Although the official 

music syllabus in Taiwan is used in every province, and therefore the Taiwan official music syllabus is the same as 

that in Taipei, the sets of music textbooks and the perceptions of music teachers in Taipei, and their implementation 

of the music syllabus may not be the same as in the other provinces. To some extent, every locality has its own 

understanding of Chinese music education, and so in order to understand the nature and content of music textbooks 

and the perceptions of music teachers, this research focuses on the textbooks and music teachers in Taipei.  

 

For the first stage of the study, the researcher needed to understand the backgrounds of Hong Kong and Taiwan, 

in addition to the relationships between socio-political forces (society / cultures, politics and economics) and 

education, especially Chinese education. The second stage of the study focused on Chinese music education, 

especially at the three levels of curriculum. The final stage involved assessment of the intended, resourced and 

implemented curricula, and trying to understand the relationships between socio-political forces and Chinese music 

education and their impact on Chinese music education in the two cities. 
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Figure 1.2: Flow-chart of Understanding Chinese Music Education in Hong Kong and Taipei 
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1.4 The Problem 

Both Hong Kong and Taiwan have colonial histories. Hong Kong was a colony of the United Kingdom from 

1842 to 1997, and Taiwan was controlled by Dutch and Spanish powers in the 17th century and by Japan from 1895 

to 1945. In addition, both territories have experienced conflict between supporters of the Chinese Communist Party 

and the Nationalist Party (Kuomintang). In Taiwan, the Nationalist Party secured dominance. The Nationalists were 

pushed out of mainland China by the Communists in the 1940s and 1950s, and after the establishment of the 

People’s Republic of China on the mainland, the Nationalist government retreated to Taiwan with 1.5 million 

mainlanders.  

 

In Hong Kong the colonial government promoted Western cultures, while in Taiwan the government tried to 

reduce the influence of mainland China and encourage a local culture. Moreover, the economies of both Hong Kong 

and Taiwan have been much influenced by Western countries. These political, social-cultural and economic factors 

have created ambiguity in identity in the two places and have led to such questions as: ‘Are we Chinese?’; ‘Are we 

Hong Kong Chinese?’; ‘Are we Taiwan Chinese?’; ‘Are we Hongkongese?’ or ‘Are we Taiwanese?’. Many people 

in the two settings are uncertain about their identities, and as a result have different degrees of understanding and 

ways of handling various aspects of Chinese culture, including Chinese music. Music textbook publishers and music 

teachers can play important roles in either clarifying or continuing the confusion over identity. Different experiences 

and attitudes may lead publishers and teachers to different approaches.  

 

The problem therefore, is how to understand and handle these ambiguities and tensions. The researcher decided 

to investigate the relationships between Chinese music curricula and socio-political forces. This required analyzing 

the nature and extent of Chinese music in the music curricula of junior secondary schools in Hong Kong and Taipei, 

and the ways in which they have been shaped and influenced by socio-political histories, economics, teacher 

training and contemporary politics. It also required an investigation into how these socio-political forces influenced 

the content of music curricula, and how the status and roles of Chinese music and non-Chinese, especially Western 

music, has been reflected in the music curricula.  
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1.5 Research Questions and Focus 

Many Hong Kong and Taipei students have little or no interest in Chinese music in junior secondary forms, 

and the lack of knowledge about Chinese music and deficiencies in Chinese music education at junior secondary 

forms are often cited in criticisms of Hong Kong and Taipei music education (see example Brand & Ho 1999). The 

main research question addressed in this thesis is: 

 

What is the nature and extent of Chinese music in the music curricula of junior secondary schools in Hong 

Kong and Taipei, and what socio-political forces have determined these patterns? 

 

The research question incorporates two supporting sub-questions. 

 

What is the nature and extent of Chinese music in the curriculum at the intended, resourced and implemented levels 

in both places, and how do they compare? 

 

What are the roles and status of Chinese and non-Chinese elements in the curricula in the two places, and how do 

they compare? 

 

The process of curriculum-making, starting from policy making to teaching implementation, creates different 

curriculum products, for example, policy documents, syllabus materials, textbooks, and teaching materials. The 

details of the relationships between the three focus levels in the research are shown in Figure 1.3. 

 

 

Figure 1.3: Steps in Curriculum Decision-making 
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1.6 Significance of the Study 

This study extends our understanding of the links between socio-political forces and the curriculum and, more 

specifically, our understanding of the nature and extent of Chinese music in the junior secondary school (music) 

curriculum in Hong Kong and Taipei. In addition, it offers new insights into the implications of the similarities and 

differences of Chinese music education in Hong Kong and Taipei. The need for this study arises from the following: 

 

1. Little comparative literature on Chinese music education focuses on this pair of cities. The literature 

search revealed only two studies in which part of the Chinese music education of both Hong Kong 

and Taiwan was described and analyzed. One was conducted in 1998 by the researcher himself (Lau 

1998) and the other was written by Ho (2003). The researcher’s previous research only focused on 

the resourced level, music textbooks, while the research by Ho chiefly focused on democracy, 

citizenship and extra-musical learning. Despite their methodological limitations, both studies 

suggest that Chinese music education is problematic and requires further study. Although there have 

been a range of developments in Chinese music education since these studies were completed, there 

has still been no research on music education in Hong Kong and Taipei (as opposed to Taiwan as a 

whole). 

 

2. Not only is very little known about Chinese music education concerning the three different levels of 

music curricula, intended, resourced and implemented, but much of the literature that there is in this 

area focuses on only one level or on only one of the cities. Consequently, there has been very little 

comprehensive empirical analysis using a comparative approach.  

 

3. This study draws attention to the effects of social-political and economic forces on Chinese music 

education in junior secondary schools, whereas existing studies have not extensively discussed the 

similarities and differences of the influences. 

 

4. A culture group may develop an elaborate system of historical roots, traditions, arts and behaviour 

patterns which identify that group, and music is one of the most powerful and conspicuous cultural 

markers (Geisler 1990:5). There are many similarities in the characteristics of Hong Kong and 

Taipei, but the curricula in Taipei, including its music curricula, contain more Chinese cultural 

material compared to Hong Kong. Although Western music is the chief focus in the music 

curriculum in Hong Kong because of the influence of the British and the Western world, since the 

return of sovereignty to China on 1st July 1997, when the status of Hong Kong was changed from 

colony to Special Administrative Region, there has been a trend of incorporating more Chinese 

music and its cultural materials into the curriculum. Furthermore, both places strongly promote the 

understanding and acceptance of different cultures, including non-Western and non-Chinese 

cultures, such as Asian and Russian music. This comparative study may allow a broader 

understanding of the factors which can shape music curricula in different socio-political 

circumstances. 
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5. The study is quite creative in trying to integrate three research models into one complex model and 

this would seem to be a promising model for future research on comparative education. 

Furthermore, in particular, the findings for the intended curriculum are represented in a new format 

(using font styles as indicators for different aspects). 

 

6. The topic of this study is an important one highlighting a significant curriculum issue by 

considering it in a comparative perspective. The use of Hong Kong and Taipei as case studies 

provides a new area of investigation for music education. In addition, the focus on ‘intended’, 

‘resourced’ and ‘implemented’ curriculum builds on existing literature that highlights gaps in the 

curriculum implementation process. 

 

1.7 Scope and Limitations of the Study 

The study has a particular focus on junior secondary schools (secondary one to secondary three). In Hong 

Kong, the focus is only on mainstream aided schools and government schools, while in Taipei, the focus is only on 

aided junior high schools and not on ‘completed’ schools. In neither place are private schools included in the 

investigation.  

 

The study examines the issue from both micro and macro perspectives. The micro perspective deals with the 

nature and extent of Chinese music at different levels of the curriculum, and the macro perspective examines 

various factors affecting the design and implementation of Chinese music in junior secondary schools.  

 

The following are the main limitations of the study: 

1. While recognizing that Taiwan has minority groups, the study only focuses on Chinese groups. Although 

Taiwan was ruled by European powers and the Japanese for some periods, and in recent history the Taiwanese 

Democratic Progressive Party has sought to separate the society from Mainland China, in this thesis Taiwan is 

still basically considered to be a Chinese society. 

 

2. The teaching of Chinese music can only partly reflect the status and roles of Chinese cultures in these societies. 

Research design involves compromise, and focusing as it does on the experiences of a limited number of 

teachers, the researcher’s investigation into classroom curriculum and teacher choice sacrifices breadth of 

representativeness for depth of understanding. Furthermore, the curriculum tends to be a cyclical phenomenon 

as patterns vary within the same classroom across units and the course of the year. The researcher’s abilities to 

capture the full variation of curricular practice in any of the classrooms studies were limited by time and 

resources. Nevertheless, the researcher believes that his work was sufficient for him to draw valid conclusions. 

 

3. This research only focuses on the two official music syllabuses (CDC 1983; MOE 1994) and the four sets of 

textbooks from Hong Kong and Taipei which were published from 1996 to 1998. Thus the main issues concern 

the 1990s. Also, this study is limited to selected junior secondary school music textbooks, and as the teacher’s 

edition of the textbooks is used for this study, some of the books do not include materials which are 

incorporated in students’ manuals, students’ editions, or other printed supplements. 
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4. This study (at the implemented level) focuses on the views of music teachers, and does not explore in detail the 

understanding of students. Since students in both places commonly have limited knowledge and experience of 

Chinese music, it would be difficult for them to reflect on issues relating to the teaching of Chinese music. 

Rather the study is primarily concerned with information from curriculum designers, practicing music teachers, 

music textbook publishers, and music syllabus designers. 

 

Finally, a note is needed on translation and transliteration. It has been necessary to translate all Chinese terms 

used in this study to English. Even though the translation has been done by the researcher who has studied English 

for over 35 years, it is possible that some terminology might vary. The transliteration of the Chinese characters in 

this thesis has mainly been done according to the Putonghua / Mandarin Pinyin system. In this way, it is hoped that 

readers who can read Chinese will have a better understanding of those terms. Cantonese transliteration is 

sometimes used for Chinese songs in Taipei and a few articles in Hong Kong and Taiwan. This study has 

endeavored to find a balance between accuracy and consistency, but with an emphasis on faithful reproduction of 

the Chinese terms used in the articles, books and names of songs cited.  

 

1.8 The Structure of the Thesis 

There are eight chapters in the thesis. Following this introductory chapter, Chapter Two gives a general review 

of the literature relevant to the issue, providing a framework for analyzing the results presented in the later chapters. 

Three key components of literature are discussed, namely socio-political forces and education, curriculum, and 

Chinese music.  

 

Chapter Three presents the conditions and design of the research, and justifies and describes the strategy used 

to explore the research questions. The methods, samples, instruments, procedures, limitations, and definitions of 

some important terms are presented. Chapter Four outlines the major similarities and differences between Hong 

Kong and Taipei. It then turns to comments on historical background and music education, and to specific aspects of 

education and political and social transition with which the chapter is particularly concerned.  

 

Chapters Five to Seven report and analyze the findings of the research. Chapter Five analyses the content of 

the music syllabuses, i.e. the intended curricula of Hong Kong (1983 – 2002) and Taiwan (1994 – 2003) (because 

Taiwan’s music syllabus is commonly used in all provinces, including Taipei). The analysis is supported by 

interviews with syllabus designers and curriculum officers. Chapter Six also uses content analysis, in this case four 

sets of music textbooks. These form the resourced curriculum in junior secondary schools in Hong Kong and Taipei. 

Music publishers and textbooks designers were interviewed to secure information to support the analysis. Chapter 

Seven explores the perceptions of the music teachers as to the nature and extent of Chinese music in the music 

curriculum through questionnaires and in-depth interviews.  

 

The last chapter summarizes and discusses the findings from the three different angles of intended curriculum, 

resourced curriculum and implemented curriculum. In addition, it concludes with the results from the three angles’ 

views of Chinese music education and from the relevant literature. It then returns to the research questions and 

considers the overall implications of the study. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
 LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
2.1  Introduction 

This chapter reviews the relevant literature in order to situate the study within a broader context. The scope of 

the review is confined to the relationships between socio-political forces and three principal areas: education, 

curriculum, and Chinese music, and draws on both Chinese and English language sources. The main focus of this 

chapter is on the international literature, while the literature concerning specific issues in Hong Kong and Taiwan 

will be mainly discussed in Chapter Four. However, some of the literature which describes the situation in Hong 

Kong is written by writers from both Hong Kong and from Taiwan; and similarly with Taiwan. Moreover, not only 

is some of the literature written by Hong Kong and Taiwan writers, but also most of the writers come from mainland 

China, United States, Britain, Canada and many other places. 

 

The central discussion of this chapter focuses on the meanings and understanding of socio-political forces, the 

curriculum, and Chinese music since different researchers view these matters from different professional viewpoints, 

which leads to different meanings and understandings. Many researchers, especially comparative educators, 

investigate the influences of forces on a country / city in order to examine and understand a country / city; or even 

to compare two or more countries / cities. However, while there has been much research on determining the effect 

of socio-political forces on a country/city in order to understand that country / city better, or even to compare 

countries / cities, only a limited volume of literature has specifically discussed how these forces have affected 

Chinese music in the junior secondary school curricula of Hong Kong and Taipei. Therefore, this chapter will 

mainly discuss the three major components: socio-political forces, curriculum, and Chinese music in general. The 

detailed discussion of the societies of Hong Kong and Taiwan, the teaching of Chinese music in the junior 

secondary schools of Hong Kong and Taipei, and the relationships between socio-political forces and the music 

curricula, will be placed in the other chapters of this thesis.  

 

The first section of this chapter focuses on understanding the relationships between socio-political forces and 

education in order to answer the second part of the research question. The second section focuses on Chinese music, 

and includes an examination of the different names and meanings of Chinese music and its various styles, forms and 

characteristics, an understanding of which will help in classifying repertoires, styles and characteristics, and in 

answering the first part of research question. In the third section, the researcher discusses the meaning of curriculum 

because the literature offers many different explanations and interpretations of the term. This is followed by a 

discussion of three forms of curriculum: the intended curriculum, the resourced curriculum and the implemented 

curriculum in order to answer the first supporting research question. Finally, the last section discusses the content of 

music curricula in order to show the role and status of Chinese music in music curricula, which will help to answer 

the second supporting research question. 

 

2.2 Socio-Political Forces and Education 

The relationship between education and society may be viewed as a dialectical one, in that education can both 

change society and be changed by society. Furthermore, the manner in which this dialectical process occurs and is 

resolved is contingent on other characteristics of the social system itself. Fägerlind and Saha pointed out (1989: 
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225-6) that the most important forces in a society which effect change are economic, social and political, and each 

of these three dimensions interacts dialectically with the others, and all three interact dialectically with education. 

According to Fägerlind and Saha, there are two levels at which the dialectical process occurs. The first and the most 

general concern the relationship between education and society as a whole. Figure 2.1 illustrates this process, 

showing that education is both an agent of change and is itself changed by society. In this study, education is seen in 

terms of curriculum, and societal inputs in terms of socio-political forces. As indicated in the figure, education in the 

first instance is a product of society (1), but then acts on society, bringing about change (2). The manner in which 

the dialectical process operates appears to be different for different types of society.  

 

Figure 2.1: The Interrelationship between Education (Curriculum) and Society 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Adapted from Fägerlind & Saha 1989: 226. 

 

The second level at which the dialectical process occurs is more complex. Each of the major development 

dimensions, the forces, both affects and is affected by the others and by the educational system (Figure 2.2). As such, 

education in any society is part of a dialectical process of interaction with the economic, social and political 

dimensions of society. Its contribution to the development process is therefore contingent on the configuration of 

these dimensions in any given society at any point in time (Fägerlind & Saha 1989: 226). Consequently, in this 

study, the researcher will try to identify the ways in which the curriculum is affected by those different 

socio-political forces. 
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Figure 2.2: Dialectical Model of Education (Curriculum) and  

Development Dimensions (Socio-political Forces)1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Adapted from Fägerlind & Saha 1989: 227. 

 

Bray (2004: 237) pointed out that academics commonly undertake comparison in order to develop theoretical 

models which promote understanding of the forces which shape teaching and learning in different settings. He 

added that, in contrast, policy makers in individual countries examine education systems in other countries in order 

to discern ways to achieve political, social and economic objectives. Bray and Yamato (2003: 62) further observed 

that cross-national comparisons of education systems usually place considerable emphasis on the social, economic 

and political contexts. Such contexts are key elements in Bereday’s (1964: 27-8) classical comparative model, and 

Crossley and Jarvis (2001) stressed that ‘context matters at all levels and in many forms’. Similarly, Le Metais 

(2001: 197) observed that ‘context goes a long way to explain the success or failure of specific teaching and 

learning approaches’. Consideration of context is of course as necessary for intra-national as for cross- national 

comparisons. Adamson and Li (2004: 35-6) described and compared the main educational provision at primary and 

secondary levels in their comparative study of Hong Kong and Macau, and identified some of the main forces, 

socio-political and economic forces that had shaped the similarities and differences. 

 

Adams (2002: 1) considered that the social and economic development of nations is fundamentally an 

education process in which people learns to create new institutions, utilize new technologies, cope with their 

environments, and alter their patterns of behaviour. Education in a broad sense improves the capabilities of 

individuals and the capacity of institutions, and becomes a catalyst for the closely interrelated economic, social, 

                                                 
1 The arrows in the diagram indicate how the various influential forces interact with one another. For example, the arrows from the three 
sides of the triangle to the centered-circle show how the the three forces, social / cultural, political, and economic environments of the society 
have an impact on the education system, the curriculum. Conversely, the arrows from the centered-circle to the edges of the triangle show 
how the education system in a society also has an impact on the social / cultural, economic, and political environments of the society. 
Furthermore, the arrows between the three socio-political forces also indicate how the three forces  influence each other; for example, social 
forces affect political forces in the society or vice versa; social forces affect economic forces or vice versa; and economic forces affect 
political forces or vice versa. In conclusion, the arrows indicate how all the dimensions, the education system, social / cultural forces, political 
forces, and economic forces, affect, and are influenced by, one another. 
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cultural, and demographic changes that become defined as national development. Tilak (1994: 25) observed that the 

role of education in development is contingent on the socioeconomic, political and cultural environment prevalent 

in a given society. Thomas and Postlethwaite (1983: 4-6) believed that all cultural developments – inventions, social 

structures, political and economic systems, literary and artistic creations, philosophical persuasions, and practical 

science – have been closely allied to education, since all have required teaching and learning to ensure their growth 

and survival. Therefore, each chapter of their book begins with a description of the nation’s geographic, 

demographic, and socio-political characteristics that have significantly influenced educational development. 

 

Fägerlind and Saha (1989: 125) believed that education has been regarded as serving three main functions: (1) 

as the main agent for the political socialization of the young into the national political culture; (2) as the primary 

agent for the selection and training of elites; and (3) as the main contributor to political integration and the building 

of national political consciousness. Tilak’s (1994) work was in line with this, and with reference to Japan, Korea 

and Taiwan showed that education can also be an important instrument for rapid economic growth even under 

conditions of scarcity of natural and physical resources. Anderson & Windham (1982: 203-4) further observed that 

in developing countries, the quality and quantity of education may be substitutes or complements, depending on 

circumstances. The magnitude and, in some cases, the direction of these interacting effects are different under 

different economic, social, and cultural circumstances. Actually, the establishment of the Hong Kong Special 

Administrative Region and the governments of Taiwan have brought about enormous structural, social, economical, 

political and cultural changes to society. 

 

Recent socio-political changes have significantly influenced the shape of education worldwide. Thomas and 

Postlethwaite (1983: 4) found, with particular reference to East Asia, that social structures, and political and 

economic systems have been closely allied to education since all have required teaching and learning to ensure their 

growth and survival. Thomas (1983a: 1) stated that politics and education exist in a symbiotic relationship, with 

each influencing the fate of the other, and that the nature of this political-education interaction could vary greatly 

from case to case, depending on the circumstances involved. For example, since church-run education played an 

important role in colonial education systems, the decolonization process has also involved church-run education. 

However, Lee and Bray (Lee & Bray 1995) found that education can be a vehicle for resisting as well as for 

promoting decolonization of attitudes and structures. Graham-Brown (1991: 4) focused on the impact of economic 

and political pressures on the provision of basic education in decolonized countries and found that the effects of the 

crisis have been most severe among marginal communities, that is, those who have least access to political power, 

economic influence and social benefits.  

 

2.3 Chinese Music 

Yeung (2001: 7) remarked that music was an important component of ancient Chinese culture, and the 

economy and customs of a community were mirrored in the style of music it produced: gentle in a peaceful society 

and sorrowful under unsettled conditions. A musical instrument, like an art object, is a tool which documents the art 

it represents. In addition, musical instruments are invaluable historical materials: they have recorded, for example, 

the harmonious relations between the Han people and minority groups, and have documented cultural exchange 

between China and other foreign nations. Lam (2001: 637) added that the continuously documented history of 

Chinese music reflects both the vast size of the country and its ethnic and cultural interactions; constant change has 
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nevertheless been based on long tradition. Thrasher (2000: 631) commented that Chinese music, owing to its depth 

of historical development and breadth of regional diversity, constitutes an uneasy alliance of many traditions. Some 

traditions, such as court ritual music and qin (zither 古琴), maintain observable lines of continuity between ancient 

periods and the present; in the case of others, such as the common-practice vocal and instrumental genres, their 

histories are more recent, and regional differences among similar types are often quite pronounced. Thus a balanced 

view of what we call traditional Chinese music must be based not only on knowledge of written history and related 

iconography but also on the distinctive cultural patterns and musical tastes of the various regions. 

 

Yung (1998: 1- 2) stated that China has a recorded history of about 4,000 years, traceable and verifiable by 

archaeological and written documentation, and the country, including the island of Taiwan, has waxed and waned in 

size throughout the centuries. Racially and culturally, the Chinese are far from homogeneous: they comprise many 

distinct groups, among which the Han constitute about 95% of the population. Some minority groups retain distinct 

linguistic, cultural and musical identities, sometimes exhibiting stronger affinities with neighboring peoples such as 

those of Central Asia and Mainland Southeast Asia than with the Han. In ancient times, the Chinese considered their 

land to be the centre of the world and their culture far superior to those of surrounding peoples. The scholar Han 

(1994: 311) noted that the Chinese refer to their country as Zhongguo, which is literally translated as ‘The Middle 

Country’ although in both an historical and a cultural sense, Zhongguo is more appropriately translated by Western 

authors as ‘The Middle Kingdom’. The Han Chinese have lived and worked in this Middle Kingdom for more than 

four thousand years, during which time, as noted by Manuel (1988: 222), they have always had a strong sense of 

cultural identity, regarding foreigners as barbarians.  

 

Wolpert (1983: 362) considered that the concept of ‘the Chinese people’ as a cultural entity may also include 

millions of expatriate Chinese whose forebears have emigrated in the last few centuries, but who have retained to 

different degrees the tradition and culture of their native land, including the aural, physical, and conceptual 

behaviour of music. Yung (1998: 1- 2) pointed out that some of the overseas Chinese are even more retentive of 

their musical tradition than their counterparts at home. Wolpert discussed ‘Chinese music’ with reference only to the 

musical culture of the people who call themselves Han, after the dynastic name of an empire 2,000 years old, and 

excluded the music of the people who live on Chinese soil, but who are not of Han-race - the national minorities 

living mainly in the autonomous regions. The territory of the Chinese has changed through the ages, but here, the 

area regarded as possessing ‘Chinese’ musical culture may be described broadly as present-day China, including 

Taiwan and Hong Kong, but without the autonomous regions of Inner Mongolia, Xinjiang-Uighur, Goangxi-Zhuang, 

Ningxia-Hui and Tibet.  

 

Some Chinese scholars, especially Taiwanese scholars, have similar views as to what is Chinese music. Huang 

(1997: 235; 2000) stated that Chinese music is music which grows and develops in the history of China, and that the 

term ‘Chinese music’ means the national music of China. This is supported by other scholars (Hsu 1992; Yang 

1987). Huang, W. L. (2000) said that, in Taiwan, the term ‘guoyue’ means national music and is also a simplified 

written term for Chinese national music. The earliest document recording the term ‘guoyue’ is in an ancient book, 

liao shi yue zhi (遼史樂志), in which the music played in the court during dinner time was called ‘guoyue’, the 

national music of China.  Yang (1987) maintained that all types of music created and developed by Chinese 

belonged to or could be classified as a kind of Chinese music. Hsu (1992: 55) agreed, saying that music influenced 
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by Western music and developed in Taiwan could also be called Chinese music. However, there is still some dispute 

and confusion over what to call Chinese music and what constitutes Chinese music, or what is meant by Chinese 

music. The following sections outline this confusion and dispute, and discuss some of the general characteristics of 

Chinese music.  

 

 2.3.1  General Characteristics of Chinese Music 

Han (1994: 312-6) summarized the general musical characteristics of Chinese music:  

(1) The common belief that the Chinese scale is a pentatonic scale (without half steps) is only partly correct. 

The Han Chinese music has at least three forms of seven-tone scale. It also uses various forms of a five-tone 

pentatonic scale. Southern Chinese folk songs tend to progress in a more conjunct motion and smoother lines and 

emphasize the intervals of thirds and fifths, while Northern melodies tend to progress in a more disjunct, angular 

motion, and emphasize intervals of a fourth. These tendencies in the use of melodies are related to the tonal 

characteristics of the contrasting dialects of the two areas. Except in special cases (such as free-rhythm 

introductions), most Chinese music is in duple rhythm. However, the weak beat to strong beat stresses in Western 

music is not necessarily used. Triple meter is rare, even in modern folk compositions. Syncopation, on the other 

hand, is the norm rather than the exception. When discussing Han Chinese music, it is common to distinguish two 

major styles: northern and southern, which correspond to the two major geographical and cultural areas where most 

Han people live. Although both styles emanate from the general Han Chinese culture, they differ in detail because 

of environmental conditions. Chinese music (contemporary Chinese music) today is also influenced by Western 

musical concepts, which is an inevitable consequence of historical and social change. 

 

(2) Chinese instrumental music is traditionally heterophonic if it is performed on more than one instrument or 

for an instrument and voice. Although Chinese music does not use the triadic, four-part harmonic progressions of 

Western music, harmony may occur occasionally. Vocal music is also complicated because of the complex tonal 

inflections and intricacies of the Chinese languages, and Chinese vocal quality is often described as being 

high-pitched and nasal.  

 

(3) In the past, solos and small ensembles were more characteristics of traditional Chinese music making; the 

large Chinese orchestra with a baton-waving conductor is a product of the twentieth century. Westerners sometimes 

describe Chinese music as ‘loud’. The Chinese themselves consider the northern style more dynamic and energetic 

and the southern style softer and more graceful. All of these characterizations are oversimplified, however, as the 

dynamics in Chinese music actually vary according to the nature of the musical genres and instruments. Of all the 

instrumental forms of Chinese music, the most popular are suites and variations. A major characteristic of Chinese 

instrumental variations is the use of identification motives called the hetou (refrain head) or hewei (refrain tail) that 

appear at the beginning and end of each movement. 

 

Lau W. T. (2003: 69) remarked out that Chinese music before the 20th century was always written according to 

its melodic structure, without the harmonic dimension. Chinese music has been for thousands of years structured 

through horizontal thinking; it is a kind of musical art that develops only in a linear direction, and Chinese 

composers from ancient to modern time have placed emphasis on melody when they wrote music. For instrumental 

music, Tsui (2002: 230) concluded that the basic characteristics distinguishing modern Chinese folk orchestral 
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practice from traditional Chinese instrumental music can be summarized as follows: (1) The orchestra is divided 

into four sections: blown, plucked, bowed and stuck instruments; (2) There is a conductor; (3) Full scores and parts 

are used; (4) Musical notation includes cipher notation and Western staff notation; (5) The musician should be able 

to play at sight; (5) Music is composed with reference to Western classical theory such as the use of harmony. 

 

2.3.2   The Nature of Chinese Music 

The broad view of Chinese music history is clear. Despite historical and regional variation, it is unified not 

only by geographical, political and cultural homogeneity but also by many distinctively Chinese pairs of ‘yin (陰)’ 

and ‘yang (陽)’ dynamics. These include ‘proper’ versus ‘vernacular’ music; national versus regional development; 

ethnically Han Chinese genres and practices versus non-Han ones; commoners’ creation of repertoires and styles 

versus the elite’s appropriation and re-moulding of them; and retrospective understanding and faithful transmission 

of inherited music versus innovatory interpretations of them (Lam 2001: 637). 

 

Chinese music from the high art tradition is based on firm aesthetic and philosophical principles (Deeble 1996: 

109). Yung (1998: 1-2) believed that ‘Chinese music’, therefore, should not be understood to refer to a single 

unified tradition, but to a network of related traditions of great diversity. Even within the limited scope, the range of 

music is enormous: the musical genres are numerous and the styles greatly varied. The differences both stem from 

and reflect important contextual factors: the uses of music, the social class which the music serves, regional 

differences including linguistic and other cultural characteristics, and varying degrees of innovation and 

conservatism through the ages. There is also, naturally, a variety of structural and stylistic features of the music 

sound. 

 

Thrasher (1981: 3) found that among the Chinese people there is often a certain ambivalence toward 

traditional music. This is perhaps best explained in terms of the historic role music has played in promoting 

government-sanctioned social norms. Perhaps because music, more than literature or the other arts, was seen as 

being closely related to the emotive aspects of behaviour, it absorbed a larger percentage of these conservative, 

essentially Confucian values. In determining the role of music in Chinese life, researchers must accommodate these 

various traditions by first considering the key factors of social stratification, function and regional preference. 

 

Mittler (1996: 4-7) considered that there are many Chinese composers who, no matter where they live or how 

sharply they demarcate between one another’s local traditions, basically share the same objectives and encounter 

similar problems in their careers as artists. Politics has played a tremendous and often paradoxical role in their lives. 

However, most of these composers try to combine Chinese and non-Chinese elements in their music. In doing so, 

they may find inspiration in elements of Western avant-garde music which were in turn originally borrowed from 

Asian traditional music – the ‘double mirror effect’. To those who have argued that music in China was (and is) 

nothing but political music, it may appear paradoxical that music which emerges from three politically opposed 

areas such as Taiwan, Hong Kong and the PRC, under Nationalist, Colonial (past) and Communist rule respectively, 

should be able to form a shared cultural tradition. 

 

Campbell (1991: 193-194) maintained specifically that the Chinese have long supported music in education 

for its aesthetic and moral values, but major changes have occurred in the means by which students are musically 
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educated. Where music was once a subject of study only for the elite or scholarly on the mainland, music instruction 

for the general public is presently under discussion. In the developing of music education in Hong Kong and Taiwan, 

the traditional Chinese methods of music teaching were embellished with those of the British colonists in the 

nineteenth century. The notated hymnbooks in four-part harmony of the British and their solemnization practices 

were widely adopted in Hong Kong and throughout many of the larger cities of China. Taiwan has continued the use 

of British- and American-styled techniques in teaching both Western music and traditional Chinese music. Wu 

(2006: Preface) further pointed out that the essence of recent Chinese music history is a history of combining 

Western and Chinese music, with an emphasis on Western music. It is also a history of ‘improving’ Chinese music 

to become on a par with its Western counterpart. Thus, in the recent history of music of the Chinese people, the 

status of indigenous traditional Chinese music, and of styles with a strong Chinese orientation has naturally greatly 

diminished .  

 

    The folk traditions of instrumental music in China, which are related to temple, courtly, and literati traditions 

of imperial times, continue to play an important part in the cultural life of the villages and small towns which are 

home to the great majority of China’s people. However, in China, there has been a long and persistent neglect of 

popular culture in favour of official, elite culture (Jones 1995). Several factors are involved in determining which 

response a culture may adopt. The presence of Western influences in much modern Chinese music illustrates some 

of the complexities at work. In many respects the Westernization in Chinese music is paradoxical as China has a 

rich musical heritage, which includes one of the great non-Western classical traditions, with a well-developed theory 

and pedagogy. In describing Chinese music, then, scholars (see for example, Han and Mark 1980: 10) have 

emphasized the integration of music with the social and cultural life of the people; traditional Chinese music was 

embedded in social and ideological contexts. Music was mostly programmatic or symbolic: programmatic in that it 

evoked other sensory forces; symbolic in that it expressed philosophical ideas, ritual and social behaviour.  

 

2.3.3   Confusion and Dispute Over the Terminology used in Chinese Music 

The main problems in defining Chinese music lie in the variety of terms used in defining and describing 

Chinese music. Many people, for example, confuse the terms, ‘Chinese music’, ‘National Chinese music’ and 

‘traditional Chinese music’. These terms appear in the syllabuses of music in Taiwan, which have been changed 

frequently, and have not been explained correctly or systematically (Lai 1995: 622), and also confuse people in the 

music syllabuses and names of courses in universities and colleges of education. That means these different terms 

are used interchangeable in the music syllabuses and music courses in universities and colleges of education and are 

confusing to people (Huang 1996: 94).  

 

In Taiwan, various terms are related or have similar meanings. The term ‘Chinese music / Zhongguo Yinyue’ 

(中國音樂) can sometimes be named or interpreted as ‘Chinese traditional music / Zhongguo Chuantong Yinyue’ 

(中國傳統音樂), ‘National music/ Guoyue (國樂) or ‘Chinese national music / Zhongguo Minzu Yinyue’ (中國民族

音樂). Lai found that some scholars (e.g. Hsu 1993 & 1988; Danching et. Al. 1986; Yau 1981) in their articles mix 

up the terms ‘Minzu (民族)’ or ‘Chuantong (傳統)’ Yinyue (音樂) and ‘Zhongguo (中國)’ Yinyue. For example, he 

reported that the term, Zhongguo Minzu Yinyue had been replaced by Zhongguo Chuantong Yinyue in the music 

syllabus (Ministry of Education 1995). Lai further commented on terms which have similar meanings but in 

different situations (Lai 1995: 622). Huang (1993) tried to use the term Chuantong Yinyue to contrast Chinese with 
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Western music, which seemed to imply that Chuantong Yinyue meant Chinese music which was different and 

opposed to Western music. She further pointed out that there were many arguments concerning another similar term, 

Guoyue, which had been used for many years in tertiary education, but had been replaced by the term, Chuantong 

Yinyue from 1995. This explanation was similar to that of Lai (1995). Hsu (1991) explained that the term ‘Minzu 

Yinyue’ had a similar meaning to ‘Chuantong Yinyue’, but in addition had one more specific meaning, that is, that 

the music was accumulated by peoples who lived and played music together for a long time and also used oral 

tradition to preserve it. In the above arguments, the researcher found that some writers did not use Zhongguo / China 

before the terms, Chuantong Yinyue, Minzu Yinyue or Guoyue. This might be for a political reason (some Taiwanese 

do not think Taiwan is a part of China), or because the term ‘Zhongguo’ might be easily implied and therefore 

omitted by people. However, the researcher also found that many writers in Taiwan used the term, Woguo / my 

country (我國) instead of, Zhongguo / China (中國) in their writing. Wu (2006: Abstract) maintained that Chinese 

instrumental music, that is, Minyue or Guoyue, as it is called in Mainland China and in Taiwan respectively, is 

generally known as Zhongyue (Chinese music) in Hong Kong. Sometimes, the term Zhongyue refers to Chinese 

instrumental music and its related genres. However, Huang (2000: 5) concluded that the term ‘Guoyue’ can be 

defined in broad and narrow terms. Broadly speaking, ‘Guoyue’ means Chinese music, in terms of location, that is, 

music developed in China. Narrowly speaking, ‘Guoyue’ only refers to a specific piece of music or a specific 

musical genre which developed in Taiwan post-1949, and which is similar to Western symphonic compositions. The 

term ‘Guoyue’ was first used in the 1970s. 

 

In contrast, in Hong Kong people usually just put the word Chinese before the different kinds of Chinese 

music terms: for instance, Chinese folk songs, Chinese contemporary music, and Chinese traditional music 

However, the terms, Chinese national music (中國民族音樂), Chinese traditional music (中國傳統音樂), Chinese 

new music (中國新音樂), Chinese contemporary music (中國現代音樂) and so on, are confusing to many people. 

Liu (1997) tried to use different periods to define different kinds of Chinese music. For example, Chinese traditional 

music in his definition is music between the Xia Dynasty and the Qing Dynasty; and modern and contemporary 

Chinese music is from the Qing dynasty to the present etc. (Liu 1997: 6). Yu (1997a) mentioned more similar terms 

commonly used in Mainland China and Hong Kong to describe Chinese music, and tried to explain these terms 

from social, cultural and political viewpoints. Although in the end he did not conclude which term reflected Chinese 

music, he did outline the characteristics of the different terms and summarized the origins of the terms. Similar 

discussions can be found in his other articles on Chinese music (Yu 1995, 1997a & b, 1998, 1999). More 

discussions related to the nature, characteristics, history, and development of the term ‘Chinese music’ can also be 

found in the works of Ng (1996) from Hong Kong and Liu (2002) from Taiwan. 

 

From the above, the researcher found that the different terms for Chinese music were intended to represent   

the historical, cultural, or musical characteristics of Chinese music. Different names serve different functions and 

purposes, and indicate different characteristics. In this research, for example, it was found that the notion of the term 

‘folk song’, having the same meaning as the term ‘Chinese music’, was also under vigorous discussion. 

Consequently, it is worthwhile studying the different terms for, and meanings of, ‘folk song’. 

 

According to Qiao (2002: 149), the folk song is an important genre of Chinese music and an element in the 

folk music of the Han Chinese people. It has a long history and is found in all parts of China where the Han live. 
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According to traditional classifications, Han folk music can be divided into song, dance, narrative song, opera, 

instrumental music, and religious music, and folk song was the earliest of these and has always influenced the 

traditions and development of the others. Concerning terminology, the term ‘folk song (minge)’ did not exist in 

China before the twentieth century. A number of terms for folk song can be found scattered in documents from 

imperial times: (1) song (ge); (2) ballad (ci); (3) ballad / rhyme (yao); (4) ode (shi); (5) air (feng); (6) melody (qu / 

uiz); (7) sound / voice (sheng); (8) mountain song (shange); (9) small melody (xiaoling); (10) tune/popular 

tune/small tune (diao / shidiao / xiaodiao); (11) folk ballad / rhyme (minyao); and (12) vulgar melody (liqu). It is 

important to note that this wide range of names for folk song reflects the richness and variety of Han folk song 

culture. However, besides naming, there is another similar argument, that is, over the definition or meaning of folk 

song. Lau W. T. (2003: 87) commented that musicologists in China, such as Song Daneng, Zhou Qinqing, Jiang 

Mindun, Wang Yaohua and Du Yaxiong have all given definitions to the term ‘Chinese folk song’, and these 

definitions are similar and yet different from each other.  

 

Although there are still many arguments over the different terminology used in Chinese music, clear 

distinctions are not always necessary. Generally speaking, all the above terms refer to the same musical genre, 

Chinese music, but, more specifically, they refer to different types or different characteristics of Chinese music in 

different social, cultural, political environments. The definition of Chinese music used in this study is given in 

Chapter Three. 

 

2.4 Curriculum 

The Latin root of the word ‘curriculum’ means race course. Perhaps because of this linguistic origin the most 

common everyday definition of curriculum is a course of study (Connelly & Clandinin 1988: 4). Through time, its 

meaning evolved to include the idea of a ‘running’ sequence of courses or learning experiences. The fundamental 

differences between people’s conceptions of curriculum lie in it being seen as either a means or an end, or as a plan 

for, or a report of, actual educational events (Posner 1995: 5). Some authorities have viewed the term ‘curriculum’ 

broadly. For example, Brubaker (1982) defined curriculum as “what persons experience in a place beyond its more 

traditional associations with schools and other instructional environments”. Taylor and Richards defined curriculum 

as the ‘content of education’. Taylor and Richards (1985: 3 cited in Wing 1992: 196) viewed curriculum as the 

vehicle through which education take place. There are other definitions of curriculum, such as course of study, 

educational experiences, subjects to be studied, subject matter, and educational activities. Tanner and Tanner (1980) 

see curriculum as, “that reconstruction of knowledge and experience, systematically developed under the auspices 

of the school, to enable the learner to increase his or her control of knowledge and experience”. An example would 

be someone who learned music from his school’s music instrumental lesson. Swanwick and Taylor (1982: 119) 

viewed a curriculum as what is actually done in a classroom; what course is followed. Actually, it is found that 

curriculum has numerous of meanings. 

 

Individual definitions of curriculum also reflect different basic orientations. Some emphasize the content of the 

instructional program, as in the case of Phenix (1962), who wrote: “the curriculum should consist entirely of 

knowledge which comes from the disciplines”. In a music lesson that would be the knowledge of music theory. 

Another curriculum orientation emphasizes the importance of curriculum as the plan for transmitting content rather 

than as the content itself. In this sense, Taba (1962) described “curriculum as a plan for learning”, which would be 
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the scheme of work prepared by a teacher in each academic year. Law and Ho (2004: 65) argued that curriculum is 

an important means of transmitting to students certain types of values that are acceptable to society and even to the 

authority of the state. Labuta and Smith (1997: 57) defined curriculum in three ways. (1) It is what students must do 

as part of schooling, which reflects the term’s original Latin meaning and emphasizes skill development. From this 

perspective, the ability to do a thing indicates that one possesses some degree of theoretical knowledge; (2) it refers 

to what students must know as a result of schooling. This definition emphasizes subject matter and suggests that 

skills and theoretical knowledge are acquired simultaneously or that skill is less important than knowledge; (3) it 

refers to specific instructional methods or philosophies such as those developed by Carl Orff, Zoltan Kodaly, 

Shinichi Suzuki, and others. These above methods typically concern skills to be developed, theoretical knowledge 

to be acquired and the order in which both should be presented, thus implying that skills and knowledge are equally 

important educational concerns. 

 

Varying conceptions of curriculum carry with them different expectations about what curriculum developers 

should do. For example, Phenix (1962) expected curriculum developers’ primary responsibilities to be finished once 

the content elements from the disciplines had been defined. Oliva’s (1982) view of curriculum might expect 

curriculum developers to plan for everything that logically could be thought of as the responsibility of the school. 

Many traditional definitions of curriculum have tended to be school-centred in their conception. For example, 

Armstrong (1989) suggested that a curriculum is a school’s adopted program of studies, and that it consists of 

contents of the various courses taught in the school; involves planned interactions among instructors, learners and 

learning resources in the school or in other appropriate instructional settings; and encompasses all of the school 

Armstrong proposed the definition of curriculum as a plan for learning rather than as the content of learning. He 

thought of a curriculum as a master plan for selecting content and organizing learning experiences for the purpose 

of changing and developing learners’ behaviour and insights. However, in this study, the researcher defines the 

curriculum as being the content of learning rather than a plan for learning.  

 

On the other hand, some educators define curricula in other forms or in different ways. English (1992) 

described three forms of curricula in schools: formal, informal and hidden. At the same time, there are 

manifestations of these forms in the written, taught and tested curricula, and these six elements are brought together 

in working on the development of a localized school or district curriculum. He pointed out that the function of the 

curriculum is to shape the work of teachers by focusing and connecting it as a kind of work plan in schools. It does 

not matter who ‘develops’ it, whether it is imposed from-top down or constructed ‘bottom-up’, the function of 

curriculum is to shape the work of classroom teachers. He concluded that the curriculum is the work plan, or plans, 

developed by, or for, teachers to use in classrooms, by which the content, scope, and sequence of that content, and to 

some extent the methodology of their teaching, is defined and configured (English 1992: 17). A 3 x 3 curriculum 

matrix at work in school is shown in Table 2.1. 
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Table: 2.1: 3 x 3 Curriculum Matrix at Work in Schools 

 

Curriculum Formal Informal Hidden 
Written 

(Intended / 
Resourced) 

Curriculum Guides / 
Syllabus / 
Textbooks 

Tracking Plans Lived Rules 

Taught 
(Implemented) 

Content Taught 
(Instruction) 

Personality Variables of the 
Teacher 

Authority Role of the Teacher 

Tested Standardized Tests / 
Teacher Tests 

Test Behavior Cultural Norms / 
Socio-economic Status 

Source: Adapted from English 1992: 9. 

 

The curriculum guides and textbooks in the formal written curriculum in Table 2.1 are part of what is 

considered to be the intended curriculum and resourced curriculum respectively. The content taught (instruction) in 

the cell of formal taught curriculum is the implemented curriculum as conceived in this study. These will be 

discussed further in subsequent sections. 

 

Posner (1995: 12) suggested that there are five concurrent curricula: (1) The Official curriculum: the 

curriculum described in formal documents; (2) The Operational curriculum: the curriculum embodied in actual 

teaching practices and tests; (3) The Hidden curriculum: institutional norms and values not openly acknowledged by 

teachers or school officials; (4) The Null curriculum: the subject matter not taught, and (5) The Extra curriculum:  

the planned experiences outside the formal curriculum. He also identified (1995:11) six common concepts of 

curriculum: (1) Scope and Sequence: the depiction of curriculum as a matrix of objectives assigned to successive 

grade levels (i.e. sequence) and grouped according to a common theme (that is, scope); (2) Syllabus: a plan for an 

entire course, typically including rationale, topics, resources and evaluation; (3) Content outline: a list of topics 

covered organized in outline form; (4) Textbooks: instructional materials used as guide for classroom instruction; (5) 

Course of Study: a series of courses that the student must complete, and (6) Planned Experiences: all experiences 

students have that are planned by the school, whether academic, athletic, emotional or social. Longstreet and Shane 

(1997) and Marsh (1997a) referred in different ways, to four major conceptions of curriculum: (i) The 

society-oriented curriculum: the purpose of schooling is to serve society; (ii) The student-centered curriculum: the 

student is the crucial source of all curricula; (iii) The knowledge-centered curriculum: knowledge is the heart of the 

curriculum; and (iv) The eclectic curriculum: various components are possible including mindless eclecticism. 

 

Tsui and Cheng (2000: xviii) proposed that curriculum definitions may be understood as falling along two 

dimensions: means-ends and existential-personal. They defined the curriculum (the planned goals, content, activities 

in the teaching and learning processes) at societal, school, classroom and individual level. Wong (1969: 3) agreed 

that the term ‘curriculum’ may have various interpretations. In the broadest meaning of the term, school curriculum 

includes all the learning experiences provided by the school. Or, as it has once been defined in ‘The Yearbook of 

Education, 1958’ the curriculum is the sum-total of all the activities which a school, by its existence, encourages and 

promotes. 

 

As noted above, although there are many different conceptions of curriculum and much discussion concerning 

the meaning of curriculum, actually, they are only a part of understanding but not all of it. These examples only 
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outline a frame of understanding of the meaning of curriculum. The following paragraphs will go on to describe the 

three levels of curriculum which are discussed and studied in depth in this research. These are: the intended 

curriculum, the resourced curriculum and the implemented curriculum.  

 

2.4.1 The Intended Curriculum 

The intended curriculum comprises the official syllabuses, official educational documents, guidelines, etc. 

Sometimes these official documents are issued by the government or one of its agencies and prescribe how and 

what is to be taught (Marsh 1997a: 4). Marsh’s definition of the curriculum as ‘content’ is an interesting emphasis 

and brings into question another term, namely the ‘syllabus’. A ‘syllabus’ is usually a summary statement about the 

content to be taught in a course or unit, often linked to an external examination. This emphasis on what content is to 

be taught is a critical element of a ‘syllabus’, but as Marsh further pointed out, a ‘curriculum’ includes more than 

this. Swanwick and Taylor (1982: 119) agreed that there is often confusion between ‘curriculum’ and ‘syllabus’, and 

it might therefore be helpful to define a syllabus as a notated curriculum. People do not necessarily need to write out 

a curriculum, but if we do specify something of the curriculum in written form, then we have produced a syllabus. 

Morris (1996b: 2) and Marsh (1997a: 3-4) further maintained that syllabuses are actually official plans of what the 

curriculum for a specific school subject is intended to achieve. A syllabus also differs from a curriculum guide. 

Abeles and others (1984: 268) explained that a curriculum guide is printed material that is collated for the purpose 

of providing a faculty with some direction as to how to function in a classroom. It can serve in several different 

capacities. It may be a source-book for teachers to advise them as to goals and objectives, and it may contain 

suggestions on how to achieve these goals. However, Posner stated that a syllabus is a plan for an entire course, and 

typically includes the goals and / or rationale for the course, topics covered, resources used, assignment given and 

evaluation strategies recommended.  

 

Labuta and Smith (1997: 60) found that official school curricula are formulated at several levels. National and 

state curriculum recommendations, the broadest and most general level, are partially based on the opinions of 

professional music organizations. When formulating recommendations for the state and national levels, these 

national professional groups consult more specialized organizations of music educators. Curriculum guides 

developed by any group usually begin with a general philosophical statement establishing the rationale. Colwell & 

Wing (2004: 107)) agreed and said the suggested curriculum guides or models exist at the state and national level; 

although traditionally they have been available from state board of education offices, their existence is often 

unknown at the local level. Posner (1995: 7) further pointed out that occasionally syllabuses might also include 

learning objectives, learning activities and study questions. Thus, the syllabus represents the plan for a course, and 

includes elements of both the ends and the means of the course. English (1992: 46) suggested that ‘user friendly’ 

curriculum guides emphasized the development of well-organized, easy to read unambiguous textual language that 

is contextually relevant to real classrooms and real procedures.    

 

2.4.2 The Resourced Curriculum 

The resourced curriculum refers to all the resources available for teaching the curriculum such as textbooks, 

videos, tapes and CD-Roms, etc. Textbooks are by far the most commonly used curriculum materials. Other 

important ones include worksheets, map and pictures, and models (Marsh 1997b: 85-86). There are two kinds of 

textbooks in classrooms: national and approved by the nation, which are designed by or approved by their country’s 
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ministry of education respectively. Approved textbooks are compiled by individual publishers and then published 

after passing through government inspection (Huang 1989: 103). The nature of the government decides the nature of 

the textbooks used. Textbooks are one of the most important educational inputs, and reflect basic ideas about a 

national culture, and as noted, textbooks are often a flashpoint of cultural struggle and controversy (Altbach 1991: 

257). It is interesting to note that alignment policies, especially in California, have required textbook publishers to 

ensure that their publications are congruent with state curriculum frameworks and state tests.  

 

Textbooks are a major learning source for students, in that they can provide a core of important learning, 

up-to-date information, instruction on basic skills, and an introduction or overview of particular topics. Good 

textbooks are often very popular with teachers because they bring together a massive amount of important material 

in one volume, thus saving the busy teacher considerable time (Marsh 1997a: 141). Textbooks, as the most 

traditional teaching materials, are still widely used by educators in schools (Howard 1995: 59), and in the great 

majority of the world’s classrooms, the most reliable indicator or what is taught is the textbook (Thomas 1995: 318). 

As a result, the most convenient source of information about the detailed objectives of typical educational programs 

comes from the set of textbooks used by students, especially if the texts are accompanied by a teacher’s guidebook 

that describes the objectives (Thomas 1995: 43). 

 

Textbooks have a major influence on the horizontal and vertical integration (see Table 2.1) of the content of 

the curriculum, and are also often the only resource to which the pupil has easy access – except, of course, the 

teachers. It is, therefore, important to evaluate carefully the textbooks used by pupils. One of the ways to do this is 

to try to measure a text‘s cultural biases (Morris 1996b: 97). This is because there is a close relationship between 

textbooks and ideology, and every kind of textbook consists of ideology. According to the principle of Wilhelm von 

Humboldt (German educator), for example, the textbook has been edited with the principle of culture, which is said 

to be one type of ideology.  

 

Some writers, such as Apple (1993) and Pinar et al. (1995) discussed the influence of textbooks – ‘they are at 

once the results of political, economic and cultural activities, battles and compromises. They are conceived, 

designed and authored by real people with real interests. They are published with the political and economic 

constraints of markets, resources and power. And what texts mean and how they are used are fought over by 

communities with distinctly different commitments and by teachers and students as well’ (Apple 1993 cited in 

Marsh 1997a:141-142). 

 

For teachers who teach ‘by the book’, the textbook functions as a day-to-day guide to both the ends and the 

means of instruction. Traditional texts present the content, without much guidance on what is important to learn or 

on how to teach. Contemporary texts, on the other hand, are more appropriately described as instructional systems. 

They include teacher guides, study guides or workbooks, tests, laboratory kits and supplementary instructional 

materials (Posner 1995: 7). Goldstein (1978 cited in English 1992: 15) estimated that at least 75% of a pupil’s 

classroom time involves the use of a textbook. These data show that the most important curriculum decision 

officials may make is not which curriculum to ‘develop’ but which textbooks to adopt as no other work plan in a 

school exercises such a dominant and profound influence as school textbooks. 
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 2.4.3  The Implemented Curriculum 

Abeles and others (1984: 265) considered that the importance of the curriculum and subject-matter content 

vary according to philosophical and educational beliefs: some educators believe that what is actually taught in a 

course is of the utmost importance, while others think that it hardly matters and that the process is more important. 

Regardless of an individual’s point of view, however, at some time or another all educators must be able to say what 

it is they are trying to teach. 

 

A good curriculum guide contains important stated objectives, but there are also unstated, recognized 

objectives. Some writers suggest that, in addition to the printed curriculum, both intended and resourced, there exist 

other forms of curriculum: the curriculum planned by teachers; the curriculum taught; the curriculum learned, and 

the curriculum tested. District curriculum guides, or syllabuses, seldom limit the flexibility of teachers; frequently, 

they are ignored as irrelevant because no important supervision or assessment is based on the guide. By contrast, 

few school districts realistically provide the resources to attain the objectives in the curriculum guides (Colwell & 

Wing 2004: 107).  

 

The implemented curriculum is the actual curriculum which is delivered in lessons. Connelly and Clandinin 

(1988 cited in Wing 1992: 213) provided a perspective on how teachers can create a curriculum in considered ways 

by reflecting on their own experiences in the classroom, and on new ideas. Morris (1996b: 1) stated that as a general 

statement, a curriculum can include a consideration of the purposes of schooling, what teachers teach, how they 

teach, both what is planned and unplanned, and it can focus on the product of schooling or on its processes. Each of 

these different emphases has to be taken into consideration if we are to study and improve the curricula. Abeles and 

others maintained (1994: 273-274) that a curriculum is influenced by where the decision-making power resides. For 

example, if it is the responsibility of a fine arts department head or a music teacher, the approach to the nature and 

appropriateness of the offerings may vary from that of an overall curriculum coordinator who is the final authority 

in these matters. The attitudes of teachers, curriculum specialists, administrators, and the public – as well as 

facilitators and obstacles – will all have an impact on the quality of a program being offered. These considerations 

are all in direct proportion to what ultimately constitutes a curriculum as it is offered in a school. Marsh (1997a: 133) 

explained that the decision-makers are those individuals or groups who, because of their professional status or 

position, are able to make specific decisions about what is to be taught, when, how and to whom. Obvious examples 

of decision-makers include state education systems and their senior officers and school principals and senior 

teachers. However, there are many other decision-makers, including textbook writers, testing agencies, accreditation 

and certification agencies. 

 

Labuta and Smith (1997: 61) found that curriculum recommendations formulated by school districts in the 

United States are based on national and guidelines, but these educational suggestions also consider factors not 

mentioned in more general program documents in order to accommodate their population’s needs and interests.  

The reasons for different personal implemented curricula are: (1) the increasing ‘personalization’ of teachers and 

schools accounts for much of the curricular variation among schools; (2) the ‘control’ of teaching contents by 

different school administrators may contribute more to curricular differences. Teachers and administrators, or school 

authorities, have considerable latitude in implementing the curricula’s suggestion; and (3) ‘Efficiency’ is required to 

impart knowledge and skills (Efficiency is a factor in determining the nature of the implemented curriculum). 
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Program designers, for example, teachers, ideally seek the most direct, least wasteful, and fastest way to convey 

information to students. 

 

At the classroom level, classroom teachers (individual teachers) are the key actors in translating, localizing, 

and modifying a school-based curriculum to a classroom-based curriculum for classroom teaching. It is they who 

will interpret the school-based curriculum; adapt the goals, objectives, and content of school curricula to their 

specific classroom contexts by additions, deletions, and changes in emphasis. Curriculum-making at the classroom 

level therefore refers to teachers’ decisions on curriculum coverage, time allocation, content, instructional emphases, 

teaching strategies, and grouping of students in terms of specific instruction tasks and learning activities (Marsh & 

Willis, 1999; Smylies, 1991 cited in Tsui & Cheng 2000: xxviii). However, some writers considered that teachers 

are not interested in empowerment because of limiting factors in the culture of teaching. For example, Hargreaves 

(cited in Marsh 1997a: 84) argued that teachers are present-oriented, conservative and individualistic, and tend to 

avoid long-term planning and collaboration with their colleagues. Nevertheless, Abeles and others (1984: 270) 

stated that curriculum guides should be developed cooperatively. The developers should include the teachers who 

will use the guides, curriculum specialists, those who will be involved in evaluation of the curriculum, possibly 

parents, and, depending on the age level, students. However, Morris (1995: 2) argued that the situation nowadays 

has resulted in pressures to develop curricula which are better suited to the capabilities and needs of a more 

heterogeneous school population. This task has essentially been undertaken by the government through its executive 

arm, the education department.  

 

Teachers are regarded as the ones who implement the intended curriculum, and without the action of teachers, 

a curriculum remains a plan formulated by curriculum designers. Wan (1993: 6) claimed that teachers are “active 

participants, or essentially change agents in all curriculum processes, namely initiation, design, adoption, 

implementation and evaluation”. Thus, the outcomes of the curriculum are greatly affected by how teachers carry 

out this job. In Hong Kong and Taipei, teachers are much more exam-orientated than curriculum-orientated. In a 

survey conducted by Morris (1995), the majority of teachers in Hong Kong agreed that public examinations had a 

great influence on their teaching approach, and they are anxious to prepare students for answering questions in 

public examinations since they have to meet the expectations of both students and school principals. In this situation, 

teachers pay little attention to the design of curriculum components in terms of aims, content, pedagogy and 

resources, but concentrate on the examination syllabuses and the formats of assessment. In order to have better 

lesson preparation, teachers mainly specialize in teaching certain levels of the curriculum like the Certificate Level, 

the Advanced Level and one or two levels of the junior forms. Hui (1997: 3-4) believed that teachers may or may 

not be aware of the concept of a teacher-designed curriculum depending upon factors such as professionalism, 

teaching experiences, training and goals for teachers. In this way, the intentions of the curriculum may be very 

different from what has actually been done in reality. 

 

It is generally agreed that teachers play a very important role in the implementation of educational innovations. 

Some studies have concluded that teachers’ perceptions affect adoption of an innovation (Hoyle, 1976; Crowther, 

1972). Teachers may adopt an innovation when they perceive the educational value it offers their pupils (Walker, 

1976), or when they perceive a decrease in discomfort, a saving of time and effort, or the immediacy of reward 

(Rogers & Shoemaker, 1971). On the other hand, an innovation may increase workload, undermine confidence and 
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competence, and may sometimes represent a career risk particularly when it departs from the specialized subject 

structure (Humanities Curriculum Project, 1973). In these cases, teachers may not favour adoption of the 

innovation. 

 

Teachers are involved in all the complexities associated with daily teaching and are of course responsible for a 

myriad of classroom decisions. They try to create order and stability in potentially chaotic surroundings. Their 

decision-making is typically confined to the classes they teach and doesn’t affect their fellow-teachers. However, if 

decision-making occurs across grades, then a number of teachers become involved and time is required to develop 

collaborative procedures, The rewards have to be substantial for teachers to commit the necessary energy and extra 

time to what they may see as a diversion from their major focus of teaching their allotted class(es) (Marsh 1997a: 

139). Moreover, the acceptance by teachers of an educational programme is a necessary precondition for its success. 

If teachers do not accept the basic philosophy of a programme, or do not think it is worthwhile to try it, one can 

hardly expect that it will be properly implemented. 

 

Another factor, as pointed out by Colwell and Wing (2004: 107), is that students who appear to be equal in a 

class situation may differ in their receptivity to further instruction. Developmental problems, emotional, physical 

and social factors can affect student readiness to learn. School- or community- or world-related events can have an 

impact on learning. Research by Ennis indicates that music teachers, for example, abandon or adjust their planned 

instruction in response to student pressures. When students object strenuously to, or react strongly against, the 

planned instruction or assignment and become disruptive or uncooperative, music teachers change their planned 

objectives in return for student cooperation and willing participation in group activities. However, the researcher 

will not discuss very much students’ influences in this study.  

 

2.4.4   The Music Curriculum 

General music curricula have been affected by a great number and variety of influences. Some of them are 

listed as follows: 

(1) Basic Series Textbooks: many teachers use these series as their sole curriculum; 

(2) Teacher Experience and Preference: teacher experience and preference undoubtedly have an effect on 

general music curricula. It seems reasonable to assume that teachers’ attitude toward general music affect 

the quality of instruction; 

(3) State and Local System Curriculum Guides: these guides constitute perhaps one of the strongest 

influences on the implementation of the curriculum in the classroom;  

(4) Tradition: both a society’s belief about music education and traditional practices strongly influence what 

happens in today’s classroom (Runfola & Rutkowski 1992: 699). 

 

Music can be closely identified with particular cultural groups and their value systems, and linked with level 

of income, religion, dress, ethnic and national origin and general life-style. These elements make their mark on 

music education (Swanwick 1994: 167). Music is one of main components in education, and debates regarding its 

value can be traced as far back as the fourth century B.C. (Abeles et al 1984: 27). Music education has not 

developed in isolation but rather in the social, religious, and economic contexts of the times.  
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Swanwick and Taylor (1982: 119) believed that education is primarily the transmission of some kind of 

cultural heritage, and Stephens (1995: 2-3) maintained that people of every culture have found a need to express and 

share feelings, thoughts and ideas by ordering sounds into forms which symbolize and interpret their experience.     

Music is so much a part of the background of everyday life. Music education aims to develop aesthetic sensitivity 

and creative ability in all pupils. In fact, music is one of the oldest of curriculum subjects and was probably included 

in the first formal systems of education designed for the ruling elite in ancient Egypt (Plummeridge 2001: 5). 

 

Curriculum building in music education includes the formulation of objectives for the music-education 

program, the organization of classes and activities in which to achieve the objectives, and the selection of 

experiences that are appropriate to the classes and activities and will contribute to pupil growth toward the 

objectives. The task of selecting experiences implies concern with the selection of teaching materials. Leonhard and 

House (1959: 176) further argued that in the core curriculum music is treated as one element in the common cultural 

heritage. It is not separated from its ordinary setting in social activities, but is taught as the occasion arises. 

Typically, music is introduced in the study of transportation, war, and religion, and during recreational activities. 

Fowler (1991: 18) suggested that if music education does not take on the responsibility of passing a basic 

understanding and knowledge of our musical heritage on to the new generation, educators have failed fundamentally. 

The study of music provides an essential part of the foundation for humane civilization by establishing a basic 

relationship between the individual and the cultural heritage of the human family. 

 

According to Labuta and Smith (1997) and Wong-Yuen and Gladys (2000), there are three different definitions 

of a music curriculum: a curriculum for skills development, a curriculum for the acquisition of the subject matter, 

and a curriculum for the specific instructional methods developed by such music educators as Carl Orff, Zoltan 

Kodaly, Edwin Gordon, etc. These curricula place different emphasis on the areas of knowledge, technical skills, 

and sequences of the subject matter, as well as the technical skills to be acquired. Also, Hoffer (1991: 3) said that 

the components of music teaching can be stated as questions: (1) Why have music in schools? (2) What should be 

taught in the music class? (3) How will it be taught? (4) To whom will it be taught? (5) What are the results? The 

answer for ‘what should be taught in the music class?’ can be found in music curricula or music syllabuses. Paynter 

(1982: 65) suggested that it is perhaps unwise to think of the music curriculum too definitively in terms of such 

things as ‘singing’, ‘literacy’, ‘appreciation’, ‘creative work’, etc. Balance is not achieved by seeing that all the 

recognized and accepted bits have been included, but rather by a unifying principle which will release musical 

potential in various directions and still ensure a general grasp of musical concepts. 

 

Hoffer (1991: 71) maintained that quality in a music curriculum results not only from drawing up a list of 

courses but also from providing a varied and quality program of music education. Deciding what to teach requires 

thoughtful attention to subject matter validity, relevance, and the selection of music. The Hong Kong Report on 

Review of 9-year Compulsory Education stated that to ensure an all round education, schools should be encouraged 

to review and report to parents their pupils’ development in a wider range of aspects including Art, Music, Physical 

Education etc. (Education Department 1997: 32). Ng and Morris (1995: 273) quoted the example of music, a long 

established curriculum subject, designed to achieve a broad range of goals as well as to provide a wide range of 

experiences to students. Goals such as learning practical skills in music, acquiring musical knowledge and 

developing personal qualities of self-expression have been widely recognized and promoted. Shuji and Mason (1990: 
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77) argued that educators must realize that there are many important sources from other countries, and they must 

broaden their knowledge to observe new ideas and combine the traditional and foreign education systems into a 

practical and useful system for their own society. According to Abeles et al (1994: 285), in order to develop respect 

for the achievements of cultures other than their own, teachers need to integrate multicultural music into the core 

music curriculum (Abeles et al 1994: 285). Only a highly diversified curriculum can possibly function.  

 

2.5 Summary 

A brief description of the background and processing of this chapter might be useful before the summary. 

Since this comparative study examines and compares the nature and extent of Chinese music education in music 

curricula at the three levels of curriculum, in preparing the materials and writing for this chapter, the researcher 

divided all the reference academic papers and books in the bibliography into four categories: the intended level, the 

resourced level, the implemented level and others, and put them into three different tables (Appendices 2.1; 2.2; 2.3): 

Hong Kong, Taiwan and International, for easy reference. The academic references were put into the appropriate 

tables and categories according to the main focus of their discussion. Sometimes, an academic reference was put 

into two different categories because it concerned content from two different levels, or an academic reference was 

put in two different tables as it discussed information from the two places, Hong Kong and Taiwan. Those academic 

references which did not directly concern the three levels of curriculum were put into the category, others. It was 

found that the number of articles in this category, others, was much larger than the number of academic papers in 

the other three categories, which meant that there were few articles which only focused solely on one level of 

curriculum. Furthermore, not one academic paper was put into all three categories of levels, which means that no 

other researcher has attempted to do a comparative study and analysis of music curricula at these three levels. As a 

result, this study may contribute much to the literature. It should be noted, however, that some of the references may 

not have been put into the most appropriate category because of the difficulty in determining which category they 

belonged to. The three tables were only a reference for this researcher to categorize all his academic references. 

 

After categorizing the references, it was found that while many were related to music education in Hong Kong 

and Taiwan, there were few which compared music education in Hong Kong and Taiwan. Therefore, this study may 

contribute to filling this gap in the literature. On the other hand, many articles did show that Chinese music 

education in both places is considered of rather low status, and that both music teachers and students show little or 

no interest in Chinese music. Actually, Chinese music education generally is not considered an important subject in 

either secondary or tertiary education, as many educators have commented. In Taiwan, it is treated only as an 

elective subject, and before 1995 (Huang 1995) it was not even in the official secondary school syllabus. In the case 

of Hong Kong, Thrasher (1981: 47) noted that although the government has budgeted a large amount of money to 

revise the public curriculum and include Chinese music, this endeavor does not seem to have been successful. What 

accounts for this phenomenon in these two Chinese societies? This chapter may help us to understand the 

phenomenon through understanding the relationships between socio-political forces and the nature and extent of 

Chinese music at three levels of music curricula. Because no researcher before has studied the nature and extent of 

Chinese music at the three levels of music curricula in Taipei and compared it to other cities, this study, as far as this 

researcher is aware, is the first comparative study which attempts to understand the nature and extent of Chinese 

music in the music curricula of Hong Kong and Taipei. 
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This selective literature review has charted the essential issues involved in defining the meaning of curriculum 

and in determining its components, and in particular has discussed the curriculum at the levels of intended, 

resourced and implemented, as well as the content of the music curriculum. In addition, this chapter has discussed 

the argument and debate surrounding the different understandings of, and naming and defining of, Chinese music, 

as well as the present studies of Chinese music education in Hong Kong and Taiwan. This literature review is useful 

in the following aspects: first, it has enabled the researcher to consider a number of questions stated in the literature 

for a more systematic, clear and focused examination of the Chinese music components in the music curricula of 

Hong Kong and Taipei. Second, several key issues that remain controversial in the literature are highlighted in this 

literature review. These include the various names given to, and different understandings of, curriculum and Chinese 

music. Finally, this review has enabled the researcher to place the major findings of this research in the context of 

the international literature. 

 

 What is most notable in the literature is that while there are many studies which discuss the different roles 

and characteristics of different kinds or types of curricula, there are very few empirical analyzes of music curricula 

in Hong Kong and Taipei. There are practically no studies in the literature which compare the music curricula of the 

two places in order to see how their similarities and differences have been shaped by socio-political forces. This was 

a major reason for the researcher to undertake this research.  

 

In conclusion, it is hoped that this literature review has provided a useful framework for understanding the 

influences of socio-political forces on education, the curriculum, and Chinese music. Specifically, it has analyzed 

the characteristics of the different types of curriculum, intended, resourced, and implemented, in addition to, more 

specifically, the music curriculum which have been identified in the literature. Furthermore, this chapter has also 

examined the confusion involved in naming and defining Chinese music, and has discussed Chinese music 

education in Hong Kong and Taiwan. The next chapter will concentrate on the research methodology of this study. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 
3.1  Introduction 

This chapter describes how the research was designed, and justifies the research methodology that was 

adopted. First, the methods of data collection are described, and this is followed by the procedures, the analytical 

techniques, the measures taken to ensure the reliability of the data and findings, and the model for comparison. The 

researcher discusses his rationale for using selected qualitative and quantitative methods, and how he handled the 

data. The first section defines some of the key terms used in this study and the later sections describe the various 

types of analysis and show the coherence and coordination of different parts of the thesis. 

 

The researcher started with an open mind to allow what was subsequently perceived to shape his 

understanding of the reality. Instead of sitting in the library to look for answers (documentary study) as many others 

do, the researcher chose to make full use of his human senses to ask (questionnaires), watch (classroom observation, 

field trips), listen (interviews) and perceive, as well as trace, analyze (the intended, resourced and implemented 

curricula), compare and interpret so as to explore what is so far unknown. The researcher’s background and 

personal experience in the field, as mentioned in Chapter One, provided the insights and the necessary capacity to 

capture and understand what was seen and heard. The research in this context was a learning process, and the 

researcher was therefore the learner, the principal and the most reliable research instrument of exploration, 

inspection and comparison. While the researcher’s background and experience were the main tools in carrying out 

the research, the analyzes of the questionnaires and the interviews with the music publishers, syllabuses designers, 

and music teachers helped to ensure that the analysis was objective. However, the research model (A combination of 

a three-angle analytical model, the modified Bereday Model, and the Fägerlind and Saha’s Model) and the other 

research techniques (content analysis and documentary analysis of official documents, syllabuses, and textbooks, 

conducting questionnaires and interviews) were taken and developed from previous researchers.  

 

This comparative study examines the relationships between socio-political forces and music curricula in Hong 

Kong and Taipei. As Bray and Koo (2004: 3) mentioned, the fundamental basis of comparative studies of all kinds 

is the identification of similarities and differences. From this identification, analysis usually proceeds to the reasons 

for the similarities and differences and to the conceptual implications of the forces which shape the objects being 

compared. In this respect, the field of comparative education resembles all other comparative fields. Major 

questions for analysis in the field of comparative education concern the reasons why education systems in different 

parts of world are similar to and / or different from each other. Additional questions concern the links between 

education systems and the broader societies which those educations serve. Bray and Koo further pointed out that 

education systems on the one hand reflect the societies in which they are situated, and on the other hand shape those 

societies. Meaningful analysis is facilitated when the units for comparison have sufficient similarity as well as 

significant differences. 

 

The research questions were formulated to investigate, in specific terms, the story behind the policy 

documents, syllabuses, textbooks and teaching in classrooms, and what they tell us about Chinese music education 

and Chinese culture in Hong Kong and Taipei. The research was an investigation with no a priori hypothesis 
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although the study was motivated to some extent by the literature, particularly that concerning socio-political forces, 

Chinese music, and the curriculum. The methods selected were dictated by two factors: the research questions and 

the sources of data. 

 

3.2  Definition of Terms 

As Thomas (1983a) pointed out, the terms keywords and key phrases refer to concepts at the core of the 

research project, concepts that must be adequately understood if the project is to be conducted with proper care and 

if the procedures and outcomes are to be precisely explained to readers (Thomas 1995:53). The following 

definitions only give brief descriptions of some important key terms which are used in the study. Further 

clarification and detailed discussion of these terms can be found in the literature review and later sections of this 

thesis. 

 

3.2.1 General 

Content: the (nature and extent of) subject matter or experience of the teaching-learning process, which includes 

knowledge, processes and values. It may be depicted in terms of concept maps, topics and themes, all of which are 

abstractions which people have invented and named. 

 

Curriculum: that which is taught in school: a set of subjects; content; a set of materials; a set of performance 

objectives; which is taught both inside and outside of school and directed by the school, which an individual learner 

experiences as result of schooling; everything that is planned by school personnel. In this study, there are three 

specific types of curriculum, the intended/planned curriculum, the resourced curriculum, and the implemented 

curriculum, which show the different characteristics and nature of a curriculum. Curriculum is defined in this study 

as the planned content and/or a set of activities in the official syllabuses, textbooks, and the teaching by music 

teachers. 

 

Implemented Curriculum: what has really been experienced by teachers and students, or the actual curriculum 

which is taught by teachers in lessons. 

 

Intended Curriculum:  Official syllabuses, official educational documents or guidelines etc. The intended / planned 

curriculum is quite often defined as a product --- a document which includes details about goals, objectives, content, 

teaching techniques, evaluation and assessment, and resources. Sometimes these are official documents issued by 

the government or one of its agencies, which prescribe how and what is to be taught. 

 

Junior Secondary Schools (Hong Kong) / Junior high schools (Taipei): the first three years’ of secondary school 

education. 

 

Nationalist China: this derives from the name of the dominant political party in Taiwan, the Kuomintang or 

Nationalist Party. It came to power in China in the 1920s under the strong hand of Chiang Kai-shek, who inherited 

leadership of the party from Sun Yat-sen, ‘the father of the Chinese revolution’ of 1911, and was responsible for the 

overthrow of the Qing (Ch’ing) dynasty. 
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Resourced Curriculum: the materials available for implementing the intended curriculum. The most commonly used 

curriculum materials are textbooks, which are produced by curriculum developers, governments, local publishers or 

other agencies for use in classrooms. Other resources may include videos, cassette tapes & CD-Rom, workbooks, 

maps and pictures, globes and models, and wall-charts. 

 

Syllabus: a list of content areas which are to be taught and assessed. Sometimes objectives and learning activities 

are included. A syllabus contains explicit details about objectives, content and assessment procedures for a unit or 

course, can include recommendations about teaching methods and resources, and is usually very brief and concise. 

 

Taipei: Taipei City (inside Taipei Hsiens) / Taipei Municipality 

 

Taiwanese: Refers to the roughly 85 percent of the inhabitants of the island who are descended from Fujian (Fukien) 

and Guangdong (Kwangtung) immigrants of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Most of the remaining 15 

percent arrived from various provinces in China after 1944 and have been called mainlanders. There is also a tiny 

minority of aboriginal residents, living primarily in the mountains. 

 

3.2.2 Music 

Aboriginal Music: Taiwan’s indigenous peoples have a rich musical heritage, which can roughly be divided into 

songs and dance music, and instrumental music. 

 

Chinese Folk Songs: The culture of Chinese folk songs is one of the richest in the world. Because of different 

cultural, social and geographical traits, each region has developed its own style in folk songs. These songs reflect 

the life of the people. E.g. in south and southeast China these folk songs are generally lively and graceful. The tunes 

are remarkable for their fluency and pentatonic character. Most typical Chinese folk song is in 4-sentence structure, 

which is similar to the usual structure of ancient Chinese poems: statement, expansion, digression and conclusion. 

 

Chinese Folk Music: a combination of singing and dancing. The rhythmic structure is comparatively complex, for 

example, ‘Feng Yang Hua Gu’ (鳳陽花鼓) (IM 1: 158). Folk music exists in almost every region of China. Its 

variety of styles and local flavors has been influenced by: (1) historical and geographical background; (2) folk tunes 

and regional operas; and (3) regional ensembles and instrumentation. 

 

Chinese Music Curriculum: the contents of Chinese music in the curriculum. 

 

Chinese (Han) music theory: This covers the main elements of music: notes (sheng), temperament and pitch (lu), 

scale (diao), melody (qiang), and meter and rhythm (pai). 

 

Guangdong Music: music popular in the Pearl River Delta. Its spirit of lightness and fluency of melody lends the 

music a local flavor (IM 2: 145). 

 

Han Chinese Music: Han Chinese music in Taiwan is primarily Hokkien and Hakka, and can roughly be divided 

into four types: folk, opera, instrumental and religious. 
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Chinese Music: Consideration of the definition of Chinese music must allow for several parameters and a number of 

complexities. The first problem is that the term ‘Chinese’ may be: 

 

* a political term, referring to a national of China (however defined, but as appropriate including Taiwan, the 

People’s Republic of China, Hong Kong and Macau according to different perspectives and periods of 

history),  

* a cultural term (e.g. referring to the culture of Chinese people wherever in the world they live), or 

* a linguistic term (e.g. referring to songs, articles and books written in the Chinese language). 

 

In addition, all the political units which may be considered Chinese (again as appropriate including Taiwan, 

the People’s Republic of China, Hong Kong and Macau) have minority groups who might be Chinese nationals but 

who would not in all circumstances be considered Chinese in ethnicity. 

 

Within the domain of music, a further difficulty arises from the mixing of cultural styles. It is common to talk 

of ‘traditional Chinese music’ as work composed in China during and before the Qing Dynasty, and ‘modern 

Chinese music’ as work composed after the Qing Dynasty; but modern music, in particular, has many features 

which are arguably cross-cultural in identity. Further, music in the Chinese style can of course be composed by 

people who are not Chinese in nationality, culture or language. Making an analogy with cuisine, Western people can 

cook Chinese-style food, just as Chinese people can cook Western-style food. 

 

Addressing these complexities, this thesis has endeavored to find a confluence of factors which can be taken 

together to define Chineseness with regard to music. The boundaries of the definition are not completely clear, but 

the core should be uncontroversial. At this core are forms of music which are composed by Chinese people, whether 

traditional or modern, regardless of where those Chinese people live, and that use Chinese or at least mixed Chinese 

and non-Chinese compositional techniques. This has been made the core on the grounds that the majority of 

teachers and textbook writers interviewed for this study have adopted this concept, either explicitly or implicitly.  

For the same reason, the study includes in its definition of Chinese music the songs which have in effect been 

‘adopted’ by Chinese societies, regardless of their origin, through translation and use – even if they use non-Chinese 

styles of melody. However, the study does not include in the definition music which is explicitly written in the style 

of minority ethnic groups in either Taiwan or Hong Kong, and which in many instances derives its identity from a 

contrast with what most people would describe as Chinese music. 

 

In presenting this definition, the researcher recognizes that matters are not simple and that boundaries are 

blurred. Interpretations are to some extent subjective, and it has been necessary in this thesis to confront some of the 

challenges of ambiguity. This is itself one of the contributions of the study, which is comparative not only across 

places but also across cultures. Geographic boundaries for comparison are relatively easy to define, but cultural 

boundaries are more difficult to delineate. 

 

Guangdong Opera: the most popular opera in Guangdong province. The dialogue is in the local dialect known to its 

common audience. Singing is performed with a natural voice and is soft and melodious. The arrangement of scenery, 

lights and scenes show a Western influence. The early Guangdong opera was a combination of local folk tunes and 
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the dramatic traditions of the regional operas from other districts such as Kunqu (崑曲) and Hanju (漢劇). The basic 

melody is pihuang-qiang (黄腔), and the dialogue was in contemporary Mandarin. The local theater started in 1889, 

and absorbed a great number of local folk songs and ballads in the local dialect. The characters are the same as those 

of the Hanju, which fall into 10 types. The orchestra for the opera consists of about 15 players. The instruments 

include erxian, tiqin, yueqin, sanxian, yehu, qinqin, pipa, yangqin, di, dongxiao, drums, gongs, and cymbals etc. 

 

Music Syllabuses: This study focuses only on the official music syllabuses that were promulgated by the Curriculum 

Development Council (Music) (CDC) in 1983 in Hong Kong and the Ministry of Education (Music) (MOE) in 1994. 

The current official music syllabuses that were promulgated by the Curriculum Development Council (Music) 

(CDC) in 2003 in Hong Kong2 and by the Ministry of Education (Music) (MOE) in 2004 in Taiwan3 will not be 

fully discussed in this study. 

 

Modern Chinese Orchestra: a combination of traditional Chinese ensemble and Western orchestration. It consists of 

four groups of instruments played by: blowing, plucking, bowing and striking. 

 

Music Teachers (Junior Secondary School): Secondary school teachers teaching music, provided that the number of 

teaching periods of music exceeds half of the total number of periods they are teaching and that they teach junior 

forms (from secondary one to secondary three). 

 

Music Textbooks: music textbooks which have been inspected and recommended by Textbooks Reviewing Panel 

(Music) of CDC in Hong Kong or MOE in Taiwan. 

 

Nanquan: the most representative of Fujian folk music. It has become popular in south Fujian and Taiwan. 

                                                 
2 The current syllabus, CDC (2003), is a post-colonial syllabus which was created in Hong Kong`s post-colonial period, after 1997, and as 
such, its design was affected by post-colonial socio-political forces This contrasts with the last colonial syllabus, CDC (1983), which was 
used during both the colonial period (1983 – 1997) and the post-colonial period (1997 – 2003), and so its design was influenced by colonial 
socio-political forces. However, because this syllabus was used during both colonial and post-colonial periods, the designers of textbooks and 
music teachers at different times were affected by different kinds of socio-political forces, which led them to create different resourced and 
implemented curricula. The reasons for creating the current syllabus were: “In 1987, the Hong Kong Curriculum Development Council 
published the Music Syllabuses for Junior Secondary and Primary Schools respectively as guidelines for schools to develop their Music 
curriculum. In an age of rapid changes, curriculum reform is of crucial importance. The Hong Kong Curriculum Development Council 
published the Arts Education Key Learning Area Curriculum Guide (Primary 1 - Secondary 3) in 2002. It sets out the directions, strategies, 
rationale and Learning Targets for the development of arts education in schools, with Music being one of the important and unique subjects in 
the Arts Education Key Learning Area. The Music Curriculum Guide (Primary 1 - Secondary 3) provides recommendations and materials for 
schools to plan and develop their school-based Music curriculum, covering aspects such as curriculum framework and planning, strategies for 
learning and teaching as well as assessment, and the use of learning and teaching resources. Nevertheless, curriculum development is a 
continuous and developmental process that needs to be built on the existing strengths in schools, and should take the form of evolution rather 
than revolution. Therefore, this Curriculum Guide is built on existing good practice, and aims at improvement and further development” 
(CDC 2003: 4-6). 
3 The current syllabus, MOE (2004), is a ‘localised’ syllabus which was designed during the governing of the DDP ruling party, and its 
design was affected by the socio-political forces during this period. The major characteristic of this syllabus is that music is merged with other 
arts subjects such as visual art, whereas in previous MOE syllabuses music was a single cultural subject. The previous syllabus, MOE (1994), 
was used during the KMT ruling period (1994 – 2000) and the DDP ruling period (2000 – 2003), and its design was affected by the 
socio-political forces during these peiods. However, because this syllabus was used during both KMT and DDP periods of government, the 
designers of textbooks and music teachers at different times were affected by different kinds of socio-political forces, which led them to create 
different resourced and implemented curricula. The reasons for creating the current syllabus were: “The Curriculum Frameworks for Junior 
High Schools were revised and promulgated in 1994. Although the Curriculum Frameworks have been gradually and properly implemented, 
the MOE believes that innovative thinking and practice in education are the prerequisites for success in the new century. Therefore, the MOE 
has launched plans for another curricular reform in order to build up consensus and integrate the efforts of education reform, in order to create 
a new and better environment for school education. Given that, the following five basic aspects are emphasized and included in Grade 1-9 
Curriculum designed for the new century: developing humanitarian attitudes, enhancing integration ability, cultivating democratic literacy, 
fostering both indigenous awareness and a global perspective, and building up the capacity for lifelonlearning” (Grade 1-9 Curriculum 
Guidelines 2004: 2-3). 
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Popular music: a term we usually associate with post-industrial mass media – the music disseminated through films, 

radio, television, and sound recordings. 

 

Taiwanese Music: music composed by Taiwanese people (past and present), including traditional and contemporary 

repertoires. 

 

3.3 Design of the Study 

The nature of this comparative study is essentially social scientific research. It mainly seeks to understand, 

compare and interpret the contents of products of curriculum decision-making: policy documents, syllabuses, 

textbooks and the teaching of music teachers in Taiwan and Hong Kong. The historical perspective allows the study 

to identify emergent trends or shifts, which also reflect and embody broader social interactions. The study 

incorporates three levels of curriculum: (i) intended, (ii) resourced and (iii) implemented, in Hong Kong and Taipei; 

and in four stages: (i) description, (ii) interpretation, (iii) juxtaposition and (iv) comparison, for simultaneous 

comparative analysis of both places. Understanding and interpreting the extent and nature of Chinese music 

involves analysis of the implemented product, the actual teaching of Chinese music by music teachers, which draws 

on social science research techniques, such as individual questionnaires and interviews. In-depth content analysis of 

the intended product, syllabuses and curricular documents, and resourced product, textbooks, were both qualitative 

and quantitative. There are also historical, political, social and economic aspects to the research, which demand an 

understanding of the history, politics, and social and economic influences of Hong Kong and Taiwan from the past 

to present. 

 

 The following table (Table 3.1) shows that the major methods in this study of the three levels of curricula 

included the use of content analysis and documentary analysis, and questionnaires and interviews. These methods 

were used in all four stages of the modified Bereday Model to investigate which influential forces have had a direct 

and indirect impact on the curricula. The methods used to study these socio-political forces in the four stages of the 

Model at the three levels of curricula are listed. 

 

 

Table 3.1: Methods Used in this PhD Study 

 

 

            Curriculum 
Stage              

  Intended 
 Level 

 Resourced 
Level 

Implemented 
Level 

Influenced by 
Forces

DESCRIPTION Documentary Analysis
 

Content Analysis 
 

Interviews 

 
Content Analysis

 
Interviews 

 

 
Questionnaires 

 
Interviews 

 
 

Social  /  Cultural
 

Political 
 

Economic 

INTERPRETATION 

JUXTAPOSITION 

COMPARISON 

 
Based on 

A three-angle analytical model; 
the modified Bereday Model; 

the Fägerlind & Saha’s Model. 
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3.4 Research Question 

As indicated in chapter one, the research question on which this study focuses is: 

What is the nature and extent of Chinese music in the curricula of junior secondary schools in Hong Kong and 

Taipei, and what socio-political forces have determined these patterns? 

 

The question incorporates two supporting questions. 

(a) What is the nature and extent of Chinese music in the music curriculum at the intended, resourced and 

implemented levels in both places, and how do they compare? 

(b) What are the roles and status of Chinese and non-Chinese elements in the curriculum in both places, and 

how do they compare? 

 

The methods adopted to address the research questions (broken down into supporting questions) are 

summarized in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2: Methods Adopted to Address the Research Questions 

 

Research Question: What is the nature and extent of Chinese music in the music curricula of junior 
secondary schools in Hong Kong and Taipei, and what socio-political forces have determined these 
patterns? 
 
Supporting Question 1a: 
What and why is the 
nature and extent of 
Chinese music in the 
curriculum at the 
intended, resourced and 
implemented levels in 
both places? 

Intended  
Level 

Content Analysis / 
Documentary Analysis

Official Curricular / Policy Document,
Guidelines, Syllabus 

Interviews CDI Inspectors & Syllabus’ Designers
Resourced  

Level 
Content Analysis Textbooks (mainly), videos, tapes, 

CD- Rom & other teaching materials 
Interviews Textbooks Reviewing Panel, Publishers

Implemented 
Level 

Questionnaires All Music Teachers 
Interviews Selected Music Teachers 

Supporting Question 1b: 
How do they compare? 

Comparison Merging of Three-Angle Analytical Model, 
modified Bereday Model, and Fägerlind & Saha Model 

 
Supporting Question 2a: 
What are the roles and 
status of Chinese and 
non-Chinese elements in 
the curriculum in both 
places? 

Intended  
Level 

Content Analysis/ 
Documentary Analysis

Official Curricular / Policy Document,
Guidelines, Syllabus 

Interviews CDI Inspectors & Syllabus’ Designers
Resourced  

Level 
Content Analysis Textbooks (mainly), videos, tapes, 

CD- Roms & other teaching materials 
Interviews Textbooks Reviewing Panel, Publishers

Implemented 
Level 

Questionnaires All Music Teachers 
Interviews Selected Music Teachers 

Supporting Question 2b: 
How do they compare? 

Comparison Merging of Three-Angle Analytical Model, 
modified Bereday Model, and Fägerlind & Saha’s Model 

 

As the questions are multivalent, encompassing both macro-level and micro-level dimensions, and the sources 

of data are varied, the researcher used a variety of research techniques, including the modified Bereday Model, a 

three-angle analytical model, and the Fägerlind and Saha’s Model for comparison. The next section discusses how 

the models were used and the analytical techniques that were employed once the data had been collected. Finally, 

the procedures of how data were collected are outlined.  
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3.5 The Models Used in the Research  

Three models are used in this research: A Three-angle Analytical Model, the modified Bereday Model, and the 

Fägerlind and Saha’s Model. A merging of these three models forms the basic framework for analyzing and 

comparing the data for answering the research questions.  

 

3.5.1  Three-angle Analytical Model 

Aims: This model (Figure 3.1) is used to understand an object of study (e.g. a policy / a phenomenon) from three 

different angles in order to have a more complete view of the object. 

 

Methodology: With the research objectives in mind, the researcher constructed an analytical model with three levels, 

namely: intended level, resourced level and implemented level, which are based on related literature. Table 3.2 gives 

some examples of each category at the three levels. These are of course not the only ways in which curricular contents 

can be analyzed, but the model does promote understanding of patterns in Hong Kong and Taipei, as well as in other 

parts of the world. 

 

The process was mainly divided into three steps, and each step used one angle to view the object of study, in this 

case Chinese music education. The researcher processed these three steps by analyzing and comparing the data of the 

intended level, resourced level, and implemented level of the music curriculum. The first level focused on the original 

and the earliest-released primary official documents, the official syllabuses, as the researcher hoped to learn more 

about the original ideas and the decision-making regarding the choice of contents. The second level focused on the first 

product or publication derived from the earliest official document, the schools’ textbooks. In this way, the researcher 

hoped to understand how authors, publishers and others understood the policy and proceeded from it. The third level 

focused on how the document was implemented, and included the analysis of how socio-political, educational and 

other factors influenced the interpretation.  

Figure 3.1: Three-angle Analytical Model4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
 
4 The study used three ‘levels’ to describe intended, resourced and implemented curricula. This is because the researcher believed that the 
resourced and implemented curricula are developed from the intended curriculum; and the implemented curriculum can also be developed 
from the resourced curriculum. Sometimes, the curriculum can be seen as three levels, in terms of its development. The bottom level is the 
intended curriculum, which develops into the second level, the resourced curriculum, which develops into the third level, the implemented 
curriculum. The three curricula are interrelated with each other in terms of level. However, these three levels of curriculum are three different 
aspects of curriculum, in terms of the curricular contents. Consequently, the three curricula, when studied individually, can be looked upon as 
three different things, like the three faces of a prism. That is, the three curricula are not directly interrelated to each other. In conclusion, the 
characteristics of a prism can reflect the researcher’s ideas about the relationships between the three levels of curricula of Chinese music, and 
the non-relationships between the three kinds of different curricula of Chinese music. 
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3.5.2 The Bereday Model and The modified Bereday Model  

Lepherd (1992) suggested a conceptual framework which can be used for analysis and comparison of music 

education in national systems which is adapted from the work of Holmes (1981) and Bereday (1964, 1967). Holmes 

suggested six categories in his model: aims, administration, finance, structure & organization, curricula and teacher 

education. Bereday developed a comparative method which can be used in conjunction with Holmes’ model and 

with a further extension, enables even more rigorous comparison. Bereday suggested that national systems can be 

compared in four stages (Lepherd 1992: 39), and his model starts with the systematic collection of precise, similar 

data from each nation studied, which is then followed by the categorization of data, careful juxtaposition, generation 

of hypothesis from the data, and ultimately the comparison. Bereday believed that educational planners in one 

country should not ignore relevant precedents in other countries because by studying the experience of other 

countries, they can be provided with a set of alternatives from which they can formulate an appropriate policy for 

their own (Yu 1996).  

 

The four stages of the Bereday model with respect to this research are as follows: 

Stage 1, description: proper preparation permits comparative educators to approach their first task, the 

description of educational systems and practices. Stage 2, interpretation: the preparation and processing of purely 

descriptive educational data is but the first step in an area study. Stage 3, juxtaposition: juxtaposition could be 

defined as preliminary matching of data from different countries to prepare them for comparison. Stage 4, 

comparison: this task examines student demonstrations in several countries in order to see why they occur and 

whether the reasons advanced for them in a particular place hold true in a world perspective (Bereday 1964; 1969).  

  

For the present study, the researcher chose this comparative modified Bereday model devised by Bereday 

(1964) and developed by Yu (1996); that is, in the stage of juxtaposition, a question is answered instead of a 

hypothesis tested. The question(s) raised in this stage is actually the research question(s) of the study. Furthermore, 

the juxtaposition stage in this research is not clearly spelled out in one section or one chapter; in fact, the stage of 

juxtaposition can be frequently found in Chapters Five, Six and Seven, in the comparison of similar issues. When 

applying this modified model (Figure 3.2) to the three studied curriculum levels (intended, resourced and 

implemented level) in this research, modifications should have been made to suit the researcher’s objectives.  

 

One of Bereday’s principles is that the data should be described in the light of the variety of factors that 

influence the education process, which can include sociological, economic, historical, and geographical 

considerations. For example, it is appropriated to review the above factors before examining the provisions for 

music education, by including an overview of the context for music education in a report that addresses the nature 

of contemporary society of a particular country and its history, geography, and economy. Or, in an examination of 

music education in a society, it is necessary to examine the music context of that society. This includes the nature of 

the music (a nation’s traditional music as well as other forms) and also the current national climate for music (the 

extent to which a variety of national or local organizations directly influence the provisions for music education). 

Within this framework it is possible to establish a link between the educational context, the musical context, and the 

direct provisions. Music education does not exist in a vacuum. A national system is the way it is because of the 

factors that have influenced its development. Often these factors differ from one country to another, and it is 

important to recognize this in the description and interpretation, and above all, the comparison (Kemp & Lepherd 
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Intended Level 

Resourced Level 

Implemented Level 

 

 

Intended Level 

Resourced Level 

Implemented Level 

1992: 773-788). 

Figure 3.2: The modified Bereday Model 
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III  JUXTAPOSITION        IV  COMPARISON 

Establishing Similarities & Differences           Simultaneous Comparison 

 

Question 

 

  
 

             d             Conclusion 

 

 

N.B. In the modified Bereday Model a ‘question’ is raised instead of testing a ‘hypothesis for comparative 

analysis in stage of juxtaposition. 

 

Sources: Adapted from Bereday 1964: 28; Yu 1996. 
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3.5.3   The Fägerlind and Saha Model 

There are two levels at which the dialectical process in the Fägerlind and Saha Model occurs. The first and 

most general concerns the relationship between education and society as a whole, whereby education is both a 

change agent and is changed by society. The second level at which the dialectical process occurs is more complex. 

Each of the major development dimensions both affects and is affected by the others and by the educational system. 

As such, education in any society is part of a dialectical process with the economic, social and political dimensions 

of society. Its contribution to the development process is therefore contingent on the configuration of these 

dimensions in any given society at any point in time (Figure 3.3) (Fägerlind & Saha 1989: 226). In this study, the 

subject of the model, ‘education system’, is substituted by an object, the comparison of three levels of Chinese 

music curricula of Hong Kong and Taipei (Figure 3.4). 

 

Figure 3.3: The Fägerlind & Saha Model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Adapted Fägerlind and Saha Model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Adapted from Fägerlind & Saha 1989: 227. 
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3.6  Methods and Procedures in the Study 

Three main pieces of research were conducted during this PhD study. The first involved studying the opinions 

of music teachers, which were obtained from questionnaires and interviews. The second involved the content 

analysis of music textbooks, and the final research entailed the content analysis of music syllabuses. This PhD 

research starting in 2000, which is also in the transitional period for both Hong Kong and Taiwan syllabuses 

changing from an older one to a new one. Due to this transitional time, many teachers may mix up the materials 

between the old and the new syllabuses. Consequently, because the researcher did not want to lose any materials 

related to the original syllabuses, CDC (1983) and MOE (1994), from the music teachers due to the change of 

syllabuses; he did the research on the implemented curriculum first, instead of on the intended curriculum as most 

of the other researchers have done.  

 

3.6.1   Content Analysis  

According to Carney (1972: 25), content analysis is any technique for making inferences by objectively and 

systematically identifying specified characteristics of messages. Weber (1985: 9) stated that these inferences may be 

made about the sender(s) of the message, the message itself, or the audience of the message. Holsti (1969: 1-2) also 

pointed out that the basis of making these inferences is the content of human communication, which is a central 

aspect of human activity. 

 

Content analysis usually involves an analysis of written words, and its objective is to convert recorded ‘raw’ 

phenomena into data which can be treated in essentially a scientific manner so that a body of knowledge may be 

built up (Yang 1982: 69). One could also say that it is a technique for comparison, which acts as a tool for gaining 

control over a vast and ‘unequal’ body of material in which exact scientific comparison is difficult. Basically, the 

method proposes a list of criteria which serve as the points of comparison. The content to be analyzed is then 

subjected to the criteria (Lee 1984: 11). According to Holsti, the measurement tools of content analysis are 

categorical systems and rating systems by which the researcher assesses ‘Who said What to Whom by What means, 

Why and To What effect’ (1969: 25 cited in Rainbow 1987: 131). 

 

The procedure of analysis includes three parts: (i) description and analysis of the content of each lesson; (ii) 

summary of findings from above; and (iii) the discussion of findings (Hsu 1992:12). In the case of this research, 

when analyzing the themes in the textbooks the researcher used a song, a repertoire or a musician as a recording unit 

and each set of textbooks as a context unit. A recording unit is a specific segment of content examined by the 

researcher in order to place it in a category. A context unit defines a larger context for each recording unit, that is, it 

is the context in which recording unit occurred (Wang S. S. 1993: 19).  

 

This technique has been widely used in research for examining textbooks [for example, Hsu (1992), Wang S. S. 

(1993), and Li (1995)], but it is also widely used in research of music education [for example, Yarbrough (1984), 

Shehan (1985), Price (1988), Schmidt and Zdzinski (1993), Volk (1994), Koza (1994), and Kantorski (1995)]. 

Moreover, this technique has also been applied in the research of Hong Kong popular music [for example, 

‘Hegemony and Popular Culture’ (1994) by the Hong Kong Policy Viewers]. 
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3.6.1.1 Analytical Techniques in Comparative Studies 

The aim of the research at the intended and resourced levels was to conduct a content analysis of selected 

Hong Kong and Taipei junior secondary schools’ syllabuses, music textbooks and to compare and / or contrast  

them in order to determine if there were important similarities and differences in the nature and extent of their 

Chinese  music content. In the process, the different music areas (Chinese and non-Chinese elements) in the 

content of music textbooks, syllabuses and documents were categorized according to a list of music areas developed 

by the researcher. The coverage of each music area within textbooks, syllabuses and documents was measured 

quantitatively by employing frequencies and percentages of the total repertoires allocated in each syllabus and 

textbook.    

 

As noted above, the analytical techniques chosen for this study were a function of the research questions and 

the available sources of data. .Both qualitative and quantitative methods were used in the study. The former were 

used in analyzing and interpreting the comparison between the nature and the extent of Chinese music education in 

Hong Kong and Taipei, while the latter were used to supply supporting evidence. Both qualitative and quantitative 

methods were employed to investigate how music teachers were implementing the Chinese music curriculum, and 

how textbooks and other official curricular documents, syllabuses, embody and reflected socio-political and 

pedagogical influences. Although quantitative analyses of textbooks, such as content analysis, which rely on a 

single indicator, is often simplistic and superficial, the researcher has used such analysis in a complementary role to 

provide information and evidence to support qualitative analysis. For example, through the analysis of the ratio of 

content of Chinese music to Western music in the textbooks, he was able to find information which would help him 

to understand the amount of Chinese music accepted by music publishers. 

 

The researcher’s position as both researcher and music teacher in Hong Kong proved to be an advantage in 

this study. The broad scope involved in understanding the nature and the extent of Chinese music education in Hong 

Kong and Taipei arose from interviews with music teachers in both places, and led, in turn, to the adoption of 

qualitative techniques for data collection. 

 

3.6.1.2 Procedures for Carrying out Content Analysis of HK and Taipei Music Syllabuses 

The purpose of this research was to examine two junior secondary school music syllabuses, the CDC (1983) 

syllabus in Hong Kong and the MOE (1994) syllabus in Taiwan, in order to collect and analyze data to support the 

premise that socio-political forces have an impact on the designing of music syllabuses in Hong Kong and Taiwan. 

In this research, the nature and extent of Chinese and non-Chinese music, and the relationships between 

socio-political forces and the (intended) curriculum perspectives on analyzing syllabuses are employed as the 

framework of discussion. The following research is sub-divided into three sub-researches, which were conducted 

between 2003 and 2005. The procedures for doing the content analysis are shown in table 3.3. 
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Table 3.3: Procedures for The Content Analysis of Hong Kong and Taipei Music Syllabuses 

 

Steps Items Persons Involved 
 First Sub-Research 

 Content Analysis on the Comparative Materials of Music Syllabuses 
 

1:1 Reading the Hong Kong music syllabus, CDC (1983) and the relevant literature. Researcher 
1:2 Buying the Taiwan music syllabus, MOE (1994) through the neighbour of the 

researcher, Ms. Chang Pao Yue, whose sister is living in Taipei. 
Researcher 

Ms. Chang Pao Yue
1:3 Translating the Taiwan music syllabus from Chinese to English. Researcher 
1:4 Comparing the two syllabuses. Researcher 
1:5 Designing the comparative table and deciding the specific and related items or 

materials which should be put in the category boxes. 
Researcher 

1:6 Placing the related material from the two syllabuses into the comparative table. Researcher 
1:7 Categorizing and colouring different kinds of music, Chinese music, 

non-Chinese music and music mixed with the characteristics of both Chinese 
music and non-Chinese music. 

Researcher 

1:8 Putting those materials of Chinese music and related to Chinese elements into 
red (‘bold’ in this paper). 

Researcher 

1:9 Putting those materials of non-Chinese music and related to non-Chinese 
elements into bluish-green (‘italic’ in this paper). 

Researcher 

1:10 Putting music material with both Chinese and non-Chinese characteristics or 
ambiguous material difficult to determine whether it belong to Chinese music or 
non-Chinese music into brown (‘bold and italic’ in this paper). 
Remark: In this paper, as the printing is limited to black and white, the 
researcher tries to use different kinds of font styles i.e. bold and/or italic, instead 
of colouring, to illustrate different kinds of music. 

 
 

Researcher 

1:11 Determining the extent of Chinese and non-Chinese music in the two syllabuses. Researcher 
1:12 Determining the nature of Chinese and non-Chinese music in the two syllabuses. Researcher 
1:13 Determining and comparing the similarities and differences, in terms of the 

nature and extent of Chinese music and non-Chinese music. 
Researcher 

1:14 Drawing conclusions and commenting on them. Researcher 
1:15 Presenting the paper in the conference seminar (CESHK 20045; HKU 20046). Researcher 
1:16 Writing a paper for the above findings (Lau 2004a). Researcher 

 Second Sub-Research 
Understanding the Background of Syllabuses Designing: HK Music Syllabus 

 

2:1 Reading the content of the music syllabus thoroughly. Researcher 
2:2 Studying articles and journals relating to the music syllabus. Researcher 
2:3 Studying and examining the findings from the first research. Researcher 
2:4 Being invited by Dr. Ng Yuen Fun, who was a senior curriculum officer, to work 

as member of Curriculum Development Council (Music Committee) of 
Education Department from 01/1997 to 08/1999 for revising the music syllabus. 
In addition, her PhD study focuses on Hong Kong music curriculum (Ng 1997). 

Researcher 
Dr. Ng Yuen Fun 

2:5 Understanding and obtaining information about the designing and details of the 
music syllabus. 

Researcher 
 

2:6 Setting questions for interviewing. Researcher 
2:7 Interviewing Dr. Ng Yuen Fun. Researcher 

Dr. Ng Yuen Fun 
2:8 Interviewing Dr. Estella Cham who was a principal inspector and who 

understands the background of the music syllabus design very well. In addition, 
her doctoral thesis was on the development of music education in Hong Kong 
(Cham 2001). 

 
Researcher 

Dr. Estella Cham 

2:9 Interviewing Mr. Yeh Cheung Shing and Mr. Tai Kit Man, who are the current 
senior curriculum officers 

Researcher 
Mr. Yeh Cheung Shing 

                                                 
5 Annual Conference of the Comparative Education Society of Hong Kong 2004 (held in the University of Hong Kong). 
6 The 7th Postgraduate Research Conference on Research Studies in Education 2000 (held in the University of Hong Kong). 
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Mr. Tai Kit Man 
2:10 Summarizing their discussions Researcher 
2:11 Editing and concluding their discussions with the findings of content analysis on 

Taiwan music syllabus. 
Researcher 

2:12 Concluding the relationships between socio-political forces and the Hong Kong 
music syllabus. 

Researcher 

2:13 Discussing the findings with supervisors. Researcher 
Supervisors 

2:14 Writing and concluding the findings in Chapter Five. Researcher 
 Third Sub-Research 

Understanding the Background of Syllabuses Designing:  
Taiwan Music Syllabus 

 

3:1 Reading the content of the music syllabus thoroughly. Researcher 
3:2 Studying articles and educational journals relating to the music syllabus. Researcher 
3:3 Studying and examining the findings from the first research. Researcher 
3:4 Applying to the Sik Sik Yuen Educational Research Fund via supervisors for 

Taipei visit. 
Researcher 
Supervisors 

3:5 Setting selected questions for interviewing. Researcher 
3:6 Visiting the National Taiwan Normal University and trying to find the identities 

of the syllabus designers. 
Researcher 

 
3:7 Making appointments with the syllabus designers. Researcher 
3:8 Interviewing Ms. Hu Shui Wen, who is the assistant professor of National 

Taiwan Normal University and who arranged for me to give a speech in that 
University. In addition, she is one of the designers of the music curriculum. 

Researcher 
Ms. Hu Shui Wen 

3:9 Interviewing Prof. Lai Mei Ling, who is the professor of National Taiwan 
Normal University and one of the textbook (NY) authors. In addition, she 
understands the background of the syllabus design very well 

Researcher 
Prof. Lai Mei Ling 

3:10 Interviewing Prof. Yao Shi Ze, who is a professor at National Taiwan Normal 
University and one of the major syllabus designers. 

Researcher 
Prof. Yao Shi Ze 

3:11 Summarizing their discussions. Researcher 
3:12 Editing and concluding their discussions with the findings of content analysis on 

the Taiwan music syllabus. 
Researcher 

3:13 Reaching conclusions on the relationships between socio-political forces and the 
Taiwan music syllabus. 

Researcher 

3:14 Discussing the findings with supervisors. Researcher 
Supervisors 

3:15 Comparing and analyzing the findings from Hong Kong and Taiwan. Researcher 
3:16 Writing and concluding the findings in Chapter Five of this study. Researcher 

 

3.6.1.3 Procedures for Carrying out Content Analysis of Music Textbooks of HK and Taipei 

The intended curriculum does not tell us much about how music publishers actually understand and interpret 

the official syllabus. However, this can be done through textbook analysis since it is well-known that Hong Kong 

and Taipei music teachers rely to a very great extent on published texts (Lai & Yip 2000; Xu 1993). 

 

 Four sets of textbooks (two each from Hong Kong and Taipei) were analyzed with reference to the Hong 

Kong Music Syllabus (CDC 1983) and the Taiwan music syllabus (MOE 1994), using an analyzing framework 

adapted from the researcher’s past research (Lau 1998). The investigation focused on the nature and extent of 

Chinese music and non-Chinese music content in the textbooks. 
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Data obtained from the analysis were subjected to basic descriptive statistics. Demographics including 

frequencies and percentage distributions of the listed features were studied, and the intra- and inter-relationships of 

the content of the textbook series were revealed in order to analyze the relative proportion of Chinese and 

non-Chinese songs, repertoires and introduced musicians presented in the textbook series.  

 

The research was sub-divided into two sub-researches, content analysis of four sets of music textbooks and 

understanding the backgrounds of textbooks design, and was conducted between 2002 and 2005. The procedures are 

shown in Table 3.4. 

 

Table 3.4: Procedures for Content Analysis of Four Sets of Music Textbooks in Hong Kong and Taipei 

 

Steps Items Persons Involved 
 First Sub-Research 

Content Analysis of Four Sets of Music Textbooks 
 

1:1 Studying the previous research of the researcher on the comparison of Hong 
Kong and Taiwan music textbooks (Lau 1998). 

Researcher 

1:2 Collecting different sets of Hong Kong music textbooks and seeing which two 
sets of textbooks were worth studying (as the researcher is a panel chairman in a 
Hong Kong secondary school, it was easy to collect different sets of textbooks). 

Researcher 
Music Textbooks 

Publishers 
1:3 Choosing two sets of textbooks after discussing with three music panel chairmen 

in other schools. (One textbook is the most common and popular in Hong Kong 
junior secondary schools, and the other one has some interesting Hong Kong 
characteristics in the contents).  

Researcher 
3 Music Teachers 

1:4 Choosing two sets of textbooks, after discussing with Ms. Chang Pao Yue (one 
textbook is the most common and popular in Taipei junior high schools, and the 
other one has some interesting local Taiwan characteristics in the content)   

Researcher 
Ms. Chang Pao Yue

1:5 Buying different sets of Taipei music textbooks. (This was done through the sister 
of the researcher’s neighbour, Ms. Chang Pao Yue, and her sister who is living in 
Taipei). 

Researcher 
Ms. Chang Pao Yue

1:6 Finding the similarities and differences in music textbooks from previous and 
current research by the researcher. 

Researcher 
 

1:7 Designing a new comparative table.  Researcher 
1:8 Doing a pilot test using this comparative table involving the researcher, his 

students (these students are keen on music study), and three music teachers. 
Researcher 

Music Students 
Three Music Teachers

1:9 Discussion by three other music teachers and the researcher. Researcher 
Three Music Teachers

1:10 Making minor modifications to the table. Researcher 
1:11 Entering the data into the suitable category of the table. Researcher 

Music Students 
1:12 Counter-checking and discussing the data with the music students. Researcher 

Music Students 
1:13 Editing and modifying the finding. Researcher 
1:14 Analyzing and interpreting the findings. Researcher 
1:15 Discussing the results with supervisors. Researcher 

Supervisors 
1:16 Concluding the findings and writing them in academic papers. Researcher 
1:17 Presenting them in conference seminars (APSMER 20037; HKU 20038). Researcher 
1:18 Publishing the academic papers (Lau 2003; Lau 2004b). Researcher 

                                                 
7 The 4th Asia-Pacific Symposium on Music Education Research on Curriculum Innovation in Music 2003 (held in the Hong Kong Institute 
of Education). 
8 The 6th Postgraduate Research Conference on Research Studies in Education 2003 (held in the University of Hong Kong). 
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 Second Sub-Research 
Understanding the Backgrounds of Textbooks Design  

 

2:1 Reading related books, and articles in textbooks about the relationships 
between textbook design and socio-political forces. 

Researcher 

2:2 Discussing with the representative of Hong Kong music textbook publisher (IM), 
Ms. Amy Lau.  

Researcher 
Ms. Amy Lau 

2:3 Arranging an interview with Taipei music textbooks publishers through Ms. Lu 
Hui Yan. 

Researcher 
Ms. Lu Hui Yan 

2:4 Discussing with the representative of Taipei music textbooks publishers (KS), Mr. 
Chen Jian Ming and Mr. Wu Wan Lai. 

Researcher 
Mr. Chen Jian Ming

Mr. Wu Wan Lai 
2:5 Interviewing Prof. Lai Mei Ling, who is the author of the textbook NY. Researcher 

Prof. Lai Mei Ling
2:6 Interviewing Ms. Lu Hui Yan, who is an experienced and retired music teacher in 

Taipei. 
Researcher 

Ms. Lu Hui Yan 
2:7 Summarizing the discussion. Researcher 
2:8 Concluding the discussions. Researcher 
2:9 Discussing the relationships between socio-political forces and their influences on 

the designing of music textbooks in Chapter Six in this study. 
Researcher 

 

3.6.2    Questionnaires to Music Teachers in Hong Kong and Taipei 

A questionnaire is a written document containing statements or questions that are used to obtain subject 

perceptions, attitudes, beliefs, values perspectives and other traits (McMillan 2000: 155). The disciplines of 

sociology, political science and economics often lead researchers to make cross-national comparisons that rely on 

data and information obtained from survey techniques using questionnaires and interviews (Theisen & Adams cited 

in Thomas 1995: 278). The questions can be of a factual nature or can focus on the respondent’s opinions, attitudes, 

interests, likes and dislikes. Questionnaires permit a researcher to collect data from a large number of respondents in 

a short period of time and the responses are in a more convenient form for summarizing the results than is usually 

true of information gathered by means of interviews (Thomas 1998: 13). Also, a questionnaire that can guarantee 

confidentiality may elicit more truthful responses than would be obtained with a personal interview (Ary et al. 1990: 

421). Distributing questionnaires to a group of participants enables a researcher to save the time that interviewing 

would require. In addition, a larger number of people can participate in a questionnaire survey than would be 

possible through individual interviews (Thomas 1998: 133). A disadvantage of the questionnaire, however, is the 

possibility of misinterpretation of the questions by the respondents as it is extremely difficult to formulate a series 

of questions whose meanings are crystal-clear to every reader (Ary et. Al. 1990: 421).  

 

In questionnaire construction, the Likert-scale is the most widely used for collection of scaled opinions. In a 

true Likert-scale, the statement includes a value or positive or negative direction and the subject indicates agreement 

or disagreement with the statement (McMillan 2000: 157). It is particularly desirable in questionnaire construction 

when local knowledge is used and the questions are sensitively written. Also, the questions must be coded in the 

international format, which must be the same for all countries (Postlethwaite 1999: 44).  

 

3.6.2.1   Procedures for Questionnaire survey and Data Collection in Hong Kong and Taipei 

 The research employed a two-prong survey approach by utilizing a questionnaire (with two slightly modified 

versions for two places) and some pre-set questions for semi-structured interviews. This survey approach combined 

the advantages of questionnaire and interview surveys. The music teachers provided both their perceptions and 
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factual data on their teaching in terms of the nature and extent of Chinese and non-Chinese music in the classrooms. 

 

The research survey utilizing a questionnaire was developed in two major stages. The first stage was the 

development of the questionnaire based on the literature review and research questions, and the second stage was 

the establishment and verification of the questionnaire through discussions with educational scholars, senior 

curriculum officers and few selected music teachers from Hong Kong and Taipei. Questionnaire activities started 

during September, 2000 in Hong Kong and January, 2001 in Taipei. The research was sub-divided into three 

sub-researches.  

 

The sequential and detailed activities are shown in following Figure 3.5 and Table 3.5. 

 

Figure 3.5: Sequential Activities of Questionnaires Survey in the Two Different Places 

 

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Adapted from Wiersma 1995: 180. 
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Table 3.5: Procedures for Collecting Data from Questionnaires in Hong Kong and Taipei 

 

Steps Items Persons Involved 
 First Sub-Research  

Sending Questionnaires to Hong Kong Music Teachers 
 

01 Applying to the Sik Sik Yuen Education Research Fund via supervisors 
(Appendix 3.1). 

Researcher 
Supervisors 

02 Studying relevant literature and past questionnaires on the curriculum and 
Chinese music. 

Researcher 

03 Studying the current official Hong Kong and Taipei music syllabuses  Researcher 
04 Designing the draft questionnaires Researcher 
05 Setting and Sending draft questionnaires and letters to principals, music teachers 

and chief music curriculum officer, Dr. Estella Cham (2 versions: English for 
supervisors to read for reference and Chinese for 3 music teachers to answer for 
trial). 

Researcher 
Dr. Estella Cham 
3 music teachers 

06 Editing of the questionnaires and invitation letters by supervisors (Appendix 
3.2). 

Supervisors 

07 Doing a pilot study with three experienced Hong Kong music teachers with 
degrees of Master of Education (Mr. Ngai, Ms Luk and Ms Chan). 

3 Music Teachers 

08 Making minor modifications and revisions to the questionnaire. Researcher 
09 Handing the final version of the questionnaire to supervisors for their comments  Supervisors 
10 Checking and revising the Chinese version of the questionnaire by a senior 

teacher, Mr Yu Kwok Choi. 
Mr. Yue Kwok Choi

11 Contacting the chief curriculum officer (music) and obtaining the addresses of 
schools with music lessons in junior form. 

Researcher & 
Dr. Estella Cham 

12 Counter-checking the school addresses via the internet. Researcher 
13 Preparing and sending 395 questionnaires to all junior secondary schools music 

teachers addressed to their school principals (Appendix 3.2.1 – 3.2.3). 
Researcher 

Schools’ Principals 
Music Teachers 

14 Collecting the completed questionnaire from music teachers. Music Teachers 
15 Entering the data from the collected questionnaires. Researcher 
16 Sending questionnaires addressed to junior form music teachers directly again to 

those schools that had not sent back replies. 
Researcher 

Music teachers 
17 Receiving replies and entering data from questionnaires again. Researcher 
18 Contacting directly by phone those teachers who had not replied and asking for 

their reasons for not replying and their comments on Chinese music and this 
questionnaire  

Researcher 
Music Teachers 

19 Receiving replies and entering the final data from questionnaires. . Researcher 
20 Analyzing the questionnaire data and summarizing them in tabulated form. Researcher 
21 Interviewing six selected teachers and asking for more details about their 

comments on Chinese music teaching with reference to the questionnaires. 
Researcher 

6 Selected Teachers
22 Writing a summary report and discussing with supervisors (Appendix 3.3). Researcher Supervisors

 Second Sub-Research 
Sending Questionnaires to Taipei Music Teachers 

 

23 Studying the current official Taipei music syllabus and relevant literature. Researcher 
24 Modifying the questionnaire (changing some terms for better understanding by 

Taipei music teachers and also adding missing Chinese musical items which are 
found in Taipei music syllabus). 

Researcher 

25 Doing a pilot study with a neighbour, Ms Chang Pao Yue, who is a Hong Kong 
primary school music teacher, but who was born and educated in Taipei. 

Researcher 
Ms. Chang Pao Yue

26  Making minor modifications and revisions. Researcher 
27 Checking and revising of the Chinese version of the questionnaire by Ms. Chang 

Pao Yue. 
Ms. Chang Pao Yue

28 Finding the school addresses from the annual education paper in Taipei. Researcher 
29 Counter-checking the school addresses via internet. Researcher 
30 Preparing and sending 59 questionnaires to all junior secondary schools music Researcher 
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teachers (addressed to their academic education officers); and one week later 
sending invitation letters (addressed to principals) to all junior high schools 
again for permission for school visits (Appendix 3.4). 

Academic Ed. Officers
Music Teachers 

31 Collecting answered questionnaires. Researcher 
32 Entering data from the collected questionnaires. Researcher 
33 Sending questionnaires (addressed to junior form music teachers directly) again 

to those schools who had not sent back replies. 
Researcher 

Music teachers 
34 Collecting replies and entering the data from collected questionnaires. Researcher 
35 Contacting by phone (via a Taipei music teacher, Ms. Lu Hui Yan) those teachers 

who had not replied and asking for their reasons for not replying and their 
comments on Chinese music and the questionnaire; also Ms. Lu invited a music 
publisher, Knsh, to help her in distributing questionnaires again to those teachers 
who had not replied.  

Researcher 
Ms. Lu Hui Yan  
Music Teachers 
Knsh Publisher 

36 Receiving replies and entering data from the collected questionnaires. Researcher 
37 Analyzing the questionnaire data and summarizing them in tabulated form. Researcher 
38 Taipei Field Trip: Discussing the results from the questionnaire with the most 

helpful music teacher, Ms. Lu Hui Yan. 
Researcher 

Ms. Lu Hui Yan 
39 Writing a summary report and discussing with supervisors. Researcher Supervisors
40 Applying to the Taipei Trade Centre Exchange Scheme: University for a visit 

grant via supervisors (Appendix 3.5). 
Researcher Supervisors

41 Writing letters as well as electronic mails to National Taiwan Normal University 
for permission to give a seminar and hold discussions with their teachers & 
students (Faculty of Education & Faculty of Music) (Appendix 3.6). 

Researcher 
Faculties’ Dept. Head

42 Receiving an invitation from the Faculty of Music, the National Taiwan Normal 
University, Prof. Qin Si Hua giving permission to give a seminar & discussion 
(Appendix 3.7). 

Prof. Qin Si Hua 
Head of Music Dept.

43 Taipei Field Trip: held a seminar in National Taiwan Normal University with 50 
Taiwan in-service training music teachers and discussed  with them  the 
results of the questionnaires; interviewing Ms. Hu Shui Wen, an assistant 
professor in the field of music education; discussing with music student-teachers 
(both at undergraduate & postgraduate levels); interviewing music publishers; 2 
school visits and interviews with 4 selected music teachers and asking more 
details about their comments on Chinese music teaching with reference to the 
questionnaires Appendix 3.8); interviewing the Chief Secretary, Association for 
Research and Development of Teaching Materials in Taiwan and getting 
reference materials about Chinese culture in Taiwan; finally concluding a report 
to supervisors (Appendix 3.9). 

 
Researcher 

50 in-service teachers
Ms. Hu Shui Wen 
Student-teachers 
Music Publishers 
4 Music Teachers 
Chief Secretary 

Supervisors 

44 Modifying the summary report and discussing it with supervisors (Appendix 
3.10).  

Researcher 
Supervisors 

 Third Sub-Research 
Comparing the Findings from Questionnaires of Hong Kong and Taipei 

 

45 Comparing the data found in the questionnaires of Hong Kong & Taipei and then 
tabulating them in the summary table. (Appendix 3.11) 

Researcher 

46 Presenting selected interesting points from the summary report in the PhD 
candidature confirmation seminar (HKU 20009) (Appendix 3.12).  

Researcher 

47 Discussing with panel of supervisors. Researcher 
Supervisors 

48 Reaching conclusions on the relationships between socio-political forces and the 
findings from the questionnaires. 

Researcher 
 

49 Putting the findings into Chapter Seven of this study. Researcher 
50 Writing papers for the findings (Lau 2004c). Researcher 
51 Presenting the papers at conferences (ICET 2004)10. Researcher 

   

                                                 
9 The 3rd Postgraduate Research Conference on Research Studies in Education 2000 (held in the University of Hong Kong). 
10 Annual Conference of the International Council on Education for Teaching World Assembly 2004 (held in the University of 
Hong Kong) 
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3.6.2.2 Questionnaires and Supporting Interviews 

Talking with informants enables researchers to gather diverse types of information --- the informants’ patterns 

of thought, abilities, moral values, interests, ambitions, plans, judgments of other people, and recall of events. 

Interviews maybe conducted directly --- face to face --- or via telephone or computer. For the purpose of data 

collection, interviews have several advantages over printed questionnaires. Unlike questionnaires, interviews permit 

the researcher to rephrase questions that respondents do not understand and allow respondents to elaborate their 

ideas at length (Thomas 1998:12). McCracken (1988) held the view that interviews bring the researcher into ‘the 

mental world of the individual, to glimpse the categories and logic by which he or she sees the world’. Also, they 

help the researcher to situate human action in its social and cultural contexts (McCracken 1988:9 cited in Siu 1996: 

62). Interviews also make it easy for participants to amplify their answers or to digress from the central topic in 

ways that may prove useful to the investigator. They can also provide an in-depth understanding of a respondent’s 

motives, pattern of reasoning and emotional reaction not possible with questionnaires (Thomas 1998: 133-4). Five 

kinds of interview may be used specifically as research tools: the structured interview, the semi-structured interview, 

the unstructured interview, the non-directive interview, and the focused interview (Cohen & Manion 1994: 273). 

The semi-structured interviews and unstructured interviews were mainly used in the present study in order to gain 

flexibility. 

 

3.6.2.3 Problems Encountered  

The methodology of this research encountered a number of problems. The researcher was unable to gain 

access to some potential key informants, such as officials in the Ministry of Education in Taipei, because he was not 

familiar to them. To address these problems, the researcher tried to locate second-hand sources data where possible, 

such as other informants or documentary evidence. 

 

Collecting data from Taipei music teachers was not always straightforward. Many times, the researcher could 

only rely on Ms. Lu Hui Yan to help him to contact the music teachers first. Also, the researcher was not familiar 

with the circle of music teachers in Taipei, which meant that he was only able to obtain a low return rate of 

questionnaires and interview a few music teachers. The situation became better after Ms Lu introduced many music 

friends, teachers, and publishers to him later on.  

 

Sometimes, the researcher was able to have regular contact with Professor Hu, lecturer of National Taiwan 

Normal University, but much of this was informal. Professor Hu and the researcher met in Taipei or communicated 

by e-mail or letter, but formal interviews were difficult to arrange because there were many other calls on her time, 

and opportunities for a long meeting were very limited. Frankly speaking, Ms. Lu, a Taipei music teacher, was 

extremely helpful, providing me with much information about Taipei Chinese music education and was always 

willing to discuss with me details of about my findings concerning Taipei Chinese music education. In order to 

ensure the reliability of his interpretations of the data, the researcher supplied drafts of the questionnaire summary 

to them for their comments. This resulted in some factual amendments or supplementary data. 
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3.7 Data Reliability 

3.7.1  Internal Validity 

Internal validity refers to the match between the researcher’s categories and interpretations and what is 

actually true. That is, do the meaning, categories and interpretations of the researcher reflect reality? Is a pattern 

actual or have limitations in the data-gathering or situation distorted the findings (McMillan 2000: 273)? In this 

study, the researcher invited three experienced music teachers to take part in a pilot study of the questionnaire for 

Hong Kong music teachers first and then discussed with them the details of the questionnaire to see whether it could 

reflect what he wanted to find. Similarly, the researcher invited his neighbour, who was a music teacher in a Hong 

Kong primary school, and who had been born and educated in Taipei, to do the pilot study of the questionnaire for 

Taipei music teachers. She discussed the use of suitable Taiwanese terms to replace the confusing terms which had 

been used in Hong Kong and whether the questionnaire would be able to reflect the situation which the researcher 

wanted to investigate. Furthermore, the comparative tables for content analysis of the syllabuses, the textbooks, and 

the teachers were constructed in consultation with different scholars, who included senior curriculum officers, 

university professors, academic writers, and music teachers. 

 

 On the other hand, the data collected from the interviews with the syllabuses’ designers, textbook publishers, 

and music teachers were found, as with most qualitative and quantitative research, to enjoy high validity but to 

suffer from low reliability. High validity refers to the use of instruments which are believed appropriate for the 

collection of relevant data. For example, the researcher repeats, explains, and clarifies the questions well and makes 

sure the interviewee understands well. This cannot be done by, say, a questionnaire survey. To pose the right 

question to the right informant was also the researcher’s concern. 

 

3.7.2   Modified Triangulation for Reliability  

However, in order to improve reliability, this PhD research made use of ‘modified triangulation’; that is, the 

object of study, the relationships between socio-political forces with Chinese music education, was viewed from 

three different angles, the three levels of curriculum, intended, resourced, and implemented. Moreover, the use of 

tape recorder and DV recorder increased the reliability of the interviews in the sense that the recorded (taped) data 

became more researcher-independent. 

 

Triangulation is the use of different methods of gathering data or collecting data --- with different samples, at 

different times or in different places --- to compare different approaches to the same thing (McMillan 2000:272; 

Patton 1980). Ely (1991: 97) supported the above argument and said that cross checking of data obtained by a 

variety of methods is one way of contributing to trustworthiness. Denzin (1978:28 cited in Wong 1999:71) further 

identified four types of triangulation: data triangulation, investigator triangulation, theory triangulation and 

methodological triangulation. The present study is a mixture of data triangulation and methodological triangulation, 

that is, a modified triangulation. The following modified triangulation framework was used in this research. 
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Figure 3.6:Modified Triangulation Framework of Chinese Music Education in Hong Kong and Taipei 
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The criteria for credibility are based primarily on the validity and reliability of the data and on internal validity. 

Credibility is defined as the extent to which the data, data analysis and conclusions are believable and trustworthy 

(McMillan 2000: 272). As noted above, the qualitative nature of this study entails a degree of judgment and 

evaluation, and to ensure the reliability of findings, various procedures were applied. For example, in the research 

on the implementation of Chinese music teaching in classrooms, triangulation was used where possible, by bringing 

together evidence from interviews with selected music teachers, questionnaire surveys with all music teachers, and 

documentary analysis to provide information as well as to triangulate the data. Any discrepancies which occurred 

(such as details of the syllabuses) were resolved by reliance on contemporary or most recent official documents, if 

available, rather than on recollected accounts. 

 

3.8 Comparative Education and its Advantage in the Study 

The present comparative research includes various kinds of data, including collected and compared data from 

documents, content analysis and interviewing. Bogdan and Biklen suggested that the constant comparative method 

is designed for multi-data sources (1992:68). Through comparison of different data in the modified Bereday Model, 

the research question is answered and conclusions are reached concerning the nature and extent of Chinese music in 

the music curricula of junior secondary schools of Hong Kong and Taipei. 

  

Research techniques in data collection and analysis must be congruent with research methodology. They 

emerge from a theoretical position and therefore reflect values, beliefs and dispositions towards the social world 

(Popkewitz 1978: 29 cited in Yung 1996: 49). In this comparative study, a wide range of different research methods 

are used, with each one appropriate for investigating a particular type of question. This point can be illustrated with 
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a brief overview of representative research techniques and of typical types of studies to which those techniques 

might be applied. The purpose of comparative studies is to investigate the relationship between one variable and 

another by simply examining whether the value of the dependent variable in one group is the same as or different 

from the value of the dependent variable of other group. In other words, a comparative study compares two or more 

groups on a variable (McMillan 2000:180-181). 

 

Why did the researcher use comparison in this study? The term ‘comparative’ in comparative education 

requires the identification and detailed explication of both the similarities and differences between things – in this 

case certain features of education in selected countries or regions. The term also suggests the need to show that like 

is being compared with like. Thus some justification is required for the selection of particular countries or regions 

for comparison (Nicholas 1983:4). The use of comparative education can deepen the understanding of our own 

education and society. It can be of assistance to policy makers and administrators, as well as in the important area of 

teacher education (Noah 1986:154). Comparative education analysis does not suggest that one country or another is 

superior or inferior with regard to education – that one country ‘succeeds’ more through its policies than others and 

should thus be seen as an exemplar (Nicholas 1983:11). However, like all applied fields, comparative education is 

open to potential abuse by those who wish to use its results to support (or oppose) a specific program of change 

(Noah 1986:161). 

 

Comparative research that is designed to formulate generalizations and explanations asks such questions as 

‘Does the relationship hold in another country or another cultural setting?’ The primary task of a comparative 

researcher is to identify an acceptable level of conceptual equivalence across cases regarding the idea, institution, or 

process being studied. The second task focuses on measurement. Both highly structured data-gathering techniques 

(such as questionnaires), and less structured ones (such as participant observation), are subject to comparability 

problems. The more obvious, more easily manipulated stumbling blocks include comparable linguistic translations, 

standardization of statistical information, uniform administration procedures, and temporal equivalency (Theisen & 

Adams 1995: 278-279). Intra-educational and intra-cultural analysis, which investigates education according to its 

various levels and also systematically researches the historical, social, cultural, political, religious, economic and 

philosophical forces that partly determine and are partly determined by the character of education systems, also 

compares the resultant outcomes in two or more systems or even globally. The approach may also be thematic 

(Halls 1990:24). 

 

In conclusion, as maintained by Bray and Koo (2004), the purposes and advantages of comparative study of 

education may be wide and varied. Much depends on who is doing the comparing, and under what circumstances. 

For example, policy makers in individual countries examine education systems in other countries in order to discern 

ways to achieve political, social and economic objectives; academics commonly undertake comparison in order to 

develop theoretical models which promote understanding of the forces which shape teaching and learning in 

different settings. That is why, in this study, it was worth comparing and studying two places instead of studying 

only one place.  
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3.9 Summary 

The methodology of this study was shaped by the study’s focus on Chinese music education, rather than on 

Chinese music development in Hong Kong and Taipei. The methods were interpretative and descriptive and 

required statistical or measurement techniques. The study relied heavily on content analysis and interviews, as well 

as questionnaires, to collect data to answer the research questions. This has led to an emphasis on the syllabuses, 

textbooks and the implementation of the Chinese music curriculum. 

 

This study seeks to understand and interpret the junior secondary level music curricula with particular regard 

to Chinese music in the two Chinese societies, Hong Kong and Taipei. Three main levels of curriculum were 

investigated: the intended level: the syllabus; the resourced level: textbooks; and the implemented level: teacher 

actions in the classroom. Consequently, a model which combined three research models, a three-angled analytical 

model, the modified Bereday model, and the Fägerlind and Saha model, was created and used throughout this study. 

The nature and extent of Chinese music was examined, in addition to its role and status. Because of the multivalent 

nature of the research questions and the access to different levels of curricula, music teachers, textbooks and 

syllabus, this study is both qualitative and quantitative, employing a range of source of data including syllabus, 

textbooks and music teachers etc. Evidence was gathered through the use of different analytical techniques. A 

composite conclusion and answers to the research questions were built up using data from the various sources and 

techniques employed. To ensure data reliability, corroboration and expert construct and triangulation were used as 

appropriate and where available. 

 

It is hoped that the study may contribute to the literature by enhancing understanding of the relationship 

between socio-political forces and Chinese music through studying the nature and extent of the music curricula in 

junior secondary schools in Hong Kong and Taipei. It compares the music curricula, at three different levels, in 

Hong Kong and Taipei, two communities with a predominantly Chinese cultural context although with differences 

in political and socio-economic development. The results of the study may be inspiring and useful for the future 

development of curricula in Hong Kong and Taipei. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
HONG KONG AND TAIWAN: 

SOCIETY, POLITICS, ECONOMICS, AND EDUCATION 
 

4.1  Introduction 

Hong Kong and Taiwan represent two major Chinese communities outside mainland China. Today, Hong 

Kong has a population of 7 million and Taiwan, 23 million. Both have pursued an export-oriented strategy of 

development and have enjoyed fast economic growth rates. According to a World Bank study, education was by far 

the single most important contributor, more so than investment, to the predicted economic growth rates of these two 

cities between 1960 and 1985 (Wu 1997: 189).  

 

This chapter is concerned with a cross-cultural comparison of the historical backgrounds of Hong Kong and 

Taiwan. Its aim is to compare and contrast the nature of education in these places with respect to their various 

socio-political forces, social, political, and economic. In doing so, it seeks to identify the forces that have shaped 

education in general, and music curricula in particular, and to determine the similarities and differences between the 

two societies. 

 

Apart from their geographic location (Map 1), Hong Kong and Taiwan also share a number of important 

features. First, Taiwan was colonized by European powers and Japan until 1661 and 1945 respectively, while the 

British colonized Hong Kong until 1997. Second, economic modernization generally, and industrialization 

specifically, have occurred rapidly and recently in these two Asian societies. They are two of the 

newly-industrialized countries (NICS) of Asia and in the 1970s and 1980s achieved the fastest rates of economic 

growth in the world. This economic development has been paralleled by a rapid shift toward urbanization in those 

places which were dominated by agriculture. Third, the populations of these two places share a common cultural 

heritage which has its roots in an essentially Confucian set of moral sentiments (Marsh & Morris 1991: Preface). 

However, these two economies have very different political structures. In political terms they include the recent 

hundred of year of former colony of Hong Kong and the product of incomplete civil war --- Taiwan. To varying 

degrees in each of the societies, government has performed a different role. Hong Kong has a relatively 

non-interventionist government which tends to provide only what cannot be provided by the private sector, in 

contrast to Taiwan, which has a highly interventionist government. Despite these differences, the respective 

governments have linked their own survival and legitimacy to economic success (Morris 1995: 2). In this light, due 

to the interesting similarities and differences, Hong Kong and Taiwan make an ideal pair for comparison. More 

specifically, the two cities, Hong Kong and Taipei (Table 4.1), make a better pair for comparison. However, in order 

to understand and compare Hong Kong and Taipei, it is necessary to understand the culture, society, politics, 

economics, and education of the two cities.  
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Table 4.1: A Comparison of Characteristics of Hong Kong and Taipei 

 

 Hong Kong Taipei 
City Independent (SAR of China) Capital of Taiwan 

Land Area (sq. km) 1,097 Municipality: 272 (12 Districts) 
Population 6.816 million (2002) 2.62 million 

Population Density  
(people per sq. km) 

6200 2407 

Ethnicity 95% Chinese; 2% Filipino;  
3% other 

98% Han Chinese; 2% indigenous 

Official Languages Chinese / Cantonese & English Mandarin & Taiwanese / Minnanhua
Currency Hong Kong Dollar (HK$) New Taiwanese Dollars (NT$) 

Exchange Rate US$1 ≒ HK$7.8 US$1 ≒ NT$31.6 
Return of Sovereignty to China Yes Not Yet 

Occupied & Controlled by / 
Colony of 

Britain (1841 – 1997) 
 

Portugal (1544 ) 
Dutch (1624 – 1661) 
Japan (1894 – 1945) 

Schoolings (Primary / 
Secondary / Tertiary) 

6 + 7 (3 + 4) + 3 6 + 6 (3 + 3) + 4 

 

Data refer to 2002 Sources: Hong Kong, Information Services Department (2003); Taiwan: Government 

Statistics (2003).  

 

Comparative studies of the type presented in this study, an analysis of the backgrounds of Hong Kong and 

Taiwan and their education systems, must be made within the framework of contextual features. For this reason, it is 

useful to commence with an outline of the social, political, and economic similarities and differences (Table 4.2 & 

Table 4.3). Fägerlind and Saha (1989: 225 & 261) in their comparison of education and national development 

described ‘the relationship between education and society as a dialectical one’ and concluded that ‘the link between 

education and development is complex and contingent on the economic, social and political development goals’. 

This chapter begins with a description of Hong Kong and Taiwan’s geographic, demographic and socio-political 

characteristics, which have significantly influenced educational development. Cultural development, social structure, 

political and economic systems, have been closely allied to education since all have required teaching and learning 

to ensure their growth and survival (Thomas & Postlethwaite 1983: 4). The purpose of this chapter is to describe the 

current condition and backgrounds of society, politics and education systems in the two places. To expand on this 

point, this chapter discusses the major similarities and differences in Hong Kong and Taiwan, and then turns to 

comment on the historical backgrounds and music education, and specific aspects of education and political and 

social transition with which the chapter is particularly concerned. 

 

4.2 Social and Political Contexts 

In Chinese traditional culture, all students are expected to be all-rounders: there is the notion of five aspects of 

education: moral, intellectual, physical, social and aesthetic, and these are still basic educational objectives in 

Chinese societies such as Taiwan and Hong Kong (Cheng 1994: 70). Common Confucian thoughts and values in 

Chinese places, for example Hong Kong and Taiwan, are some of the common characteristics of Chinese culture.  

Furthermore, in trying to answer the question ‘how South-East Asian students learn?’ it has become increasingly 

common for writers to see the commonality among some South-East Asian places (for example, Hong Kong and 
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Taiwan) as a matter of culture (Cheng 1994: 67). 

 

 4.2.1  Hong Kong 

The population of Hong Kong is predominantly ethnic Chinese, and although some people have adopted 

Western lifestyles, a substantial number of them still adhere to traditional Chinese morals in various aspects of 

social living. Confucian thinking and traditional Chinese values exert strong influences on business practices and 

policies in Hong Kong, particularly within Chinese firms. These include an emphasis on interpersonal relationships, 

courtesy, ‘face’, and trust in verbal agreements (Chin 1991: 78). 

 

4.2.1.1   The British Colonial Period (1842 – 1997) 

The 1842 Treaty of Nanjing ended the Opium War and Hong Kong Island was ceded to Britain, thus formally 

placing Hong Kong under British control. Further, another treaty signed in Peking on June 9, 1898, extended Hong 

Kong territory, and the New Territories --- comprising the area north of Kowloon up to the Shenzhen River and 235 

islands --- was leased to Britain for 99 years (HK 2004: 473). However, Hong Kong is, and always has been, 

Chinese. In spite of more than 150 years of colonial rule, most Chinese, who now make up 98 percent of the 

population, have never had a sense of allegiance to the British Crown. Those of the older generation who originated 

from elsewhere often identify their affiliation to their provinces or towns in China rather than Hong Kong. However, 

after a century and a half of separation from their homeland, local Chinese are more inclined to view themselves as 

Hong Kong citizens. The vast majority of Hong Kong Chinese are Cantonese, and their dialect, cuisine, and 

customs make up the fabric of society (Bell 1998: 61). 

 

Between 1945 and 1949 there was a large influx of refugees from the civil war between the Nationalists and 

the Communists to Hong Kong. The population increased from 1,600,000 in 1945 to 2,200,000 after the 

establishment of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) in 1949, when more refugees entered the colony. The 

Cultural Revolution in China in the 1960s seriously affected Hong Kong and led to riots in 1966 and 1967. 

 

Hong Kong’s administration followed the usual pattern for a British colony, with London appointing a 

governor as well as members of the administrative Executive Council (Exco) and the law-making Legislative 

Council (Legco). Hong Kong was governed as a free market operating under the principle of equality of all races 

before the law (Rutherford 1998: 33-4). Public finance was managed prudently, with an annual average surplus of 9 

percent of the budget, and a noninterventionist economic policy which facilitated free trade was adopted. However, 

there was no long-term plan for social and human resource development (Wu 1997: 197). From the early 1980s, life 

in Hong Kong was dominated by the issue of its return to China. However, Hong Kong people have not been 

unfamiliar with the mainland Chinese, as immigrants from mainland China have long played a key role in the 

development of Hong Kong (Rutherford 1998: 43). 

 

4.2.1.2 After the Return of Sovereignty Period (After 1997) 

The handover of Hong Kong to China was on 30 June 1997, and Hong Kong became a Special Administrative 

Region of the PRC on July 1, 1997. The Basic Law of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) 

came into effect on the same day, and prescribed the system to be practiced in the HKSAR. The HKSAR shall 

remain a free port, a separate customs territory and an international financial centre and may, on its own, using the 
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name ‘Hong Kong, China’ maintain and develop relations and conclude and implement agreements with foreign 

states and regions, and international organizations in the appropriate fields, including economic, trade, financial and 

monetary, shipping, communications, tourism, cultural and sports (HK 2004: 1). 

 

4.2.2 Taiwan 

Taiwan’s population numbers close to 23 million; Taipei’s population is 2.6 million. Taiwan’s population is 

made up of four major ethnic or sub-ethnic groups: the Aborigines, two groups of “Taiwanese” Chinese (Fukienese 

or Hoklo and Hakka), and Mainland Chinese. The Aborigines are generally considered to have migrated from 

Southeast Asia or South China several millennia ago. The government lists ten major Aboriginal tribes: Atayal, 

Saisiyat, Bunun, Tsou, Rukai, Shao, Paiwan, Puyama, Ami, and Yami. The Chinese who early migrated to Taiwan 

include the Hakka and the Fukienese, and they are categorized as Taiwanese and are often called native Taiwanese 

or early arrivals, as opposed to the Mainland Chinese, called Mainlanders or late arrivals, who came to Taiwan after 

1945, when the island was returned to China as a consequence of World War II. Most, however, came in 1949 when 

the nationalists were defeated by the Communists (Copper 2003: 13). The early Chinese migrants to Taiwan hailed 

mainly from Fukien and Kwangtung (Canton) provinces, and these early arrivals are now called “Taiwanese” or 

sometimes “native Taiwanese”.  

 

Taiwan’s society and culture are basically traditional and Chinese. More specifically, they are rural southern 

Chinese in origin, though both have evolved considerably in Taiwan --- affected by interactions with the Aborigines, 

contact with other people in the region, European and Japanese colonization, and considerable Western influence 

(particularly, in recent years, American influence). In addition, rapid economic growth and the material cultural and 

urbanization it engendered, as well as the rise of a large middle class, have produced profound social changes and 

have given rise to many of the conditions and problems present in Western countries. The breakdown of the 

traditional culture, the weakening of the family, increasing alienation, and other pains of a changing and 

modernizing society, has been serious (Copper 2003: 67). The official language, Mandarin Chinese, has been the 

only medium of instruction allowed in Taiwan’s primary and secondary schools since 1943. The government 

language policy was enforced so thoroughly that the younger generations today speak Mandarin fluently, while the 

aboriginal dialects are seldom spoken, and are even facing the danger of extinction (Taneja 2000: 271). Mandarin 

and the various dialects are virtually identical in written form (Chinese not being a phonetic language but rather one 

that employs pictographs and ideographs), so there is no problem with written communication. Ease of 

communication is also enhanced by Taiwan’s high rate of literacy, the difficulty of written Chinese notwithstanding. 

Mainland Chinese are urban dwellers more than are the other groups, with more residing in Taipei proportionally 

than anywhere else. Certain districts or suburbs of Taipei are predominantly inhabited by Mainland Chinese (Gates 

1981 cited in Copper 2003: 75). 

 

In 1949, when the Communists defeated Nationalist China armies on the Mainland and assumed political 

control of China, another wave of more than 1.5 million Chinese immigrants arrived in Taiwan. Because they hailed 

from various parts of China, they were known simply as Mainlanders (outside the province people). Taiwan’s 

population today is grouped as follows: Mainlanders, around 14 percent; Taiwanese, slightly more than 84 percent 

(the Hakkas make up 10 to 15 percent of this group) and Aborigines, slightly less than 2 percent. By the mid-1980s, 

more than half the Mainland Chinese population of Taiwan had been born on the island. At that time, of the total 
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population of the Republic of China, less than 6 percent had been born in China. As a result, it seems that, at least as 

reflected in Taiwan’s demographics, ties between Taiwan and China were weakening (Li 1987 cited in Copper 2003: 

15). With the exception of about 300,000 aborigines, the 20 million population in Taiwan are ethnic Chinese. There 

is no doubt that Taiwan is a Chinese community and its cultural identity is built upon the Confucian heritage (Young 

1995: 125). 

 

Taiwan’s culture, for the most part, is of Chinese origins. It was brought by Chinese immigrants from Fukien 

and Kwangtung provinces and later from various parts of China and contains elements of both regional cultures, as 

well as the national culture in China (Hsiung 1981 cited in copper 2003: 15-16). The Chinese from Fukien and the 

Hakka Chinese brought cultures with them that were different in many ways. Both, however, reflect their southern 

coastal and rural origins, and, to a considerable degree, they have become more similar over the years in Taiwan. 

Western cultural influences came to Taiwan through early missionary activities and the period of Dutch colonial rule 

in the seventeenth century. The Japanese also had a major effect, most notably through the Japanese language and 

educational system which were imposed on Taiwan during the Japanese colonial period. But many other facets of 

Japanese culture are to be found in Taiwan, among them music (Copper 2003: 16). So, even though Mainland China 

and Taiwan have been controlled by different regimes since 1895, in terms of culture, the two groups of 

Chinese-Mainlanders and Taiwanese have retained the same cultural legacy. The Mainlanders and the Taiwanese 

had the same background before they were separated by different regimes in 1949 (Song 1984: 347-8). 

  

With the transfer of political control to the Republic of China in 1945 came a marked increase in Chinese 

influence and a Chinese cultural revival. The Nationalist government, especially after moving to Taiwan in 1949, 

sought to propagate Chinese culture. Chiang Kai-shek’s personal cultural interests, for example, Chinese opera, 

influenced government policy. Meanwhile, cultural activities of various kinds (but mostly Chinese and not Japanese) 

were encouraged by the government in order to enhance social and political control. Anti-Soviet and 

anti-Communist themes were also in evidence and reflected the government’s view and Taiwan’s international status. 

The government influenced cultural matters through the Ministry of Education. In the early 1950s, the ministry 

launched a project to preserve the Chinese classics, and subsequently sponsored cultural organizations and various 

awards. The central government gives financial support to the National Central Library, concert halls, and Chinese 

opera theatre. The Taiwan Provincial Government budgets for libraries and music halls in all counties and large 

cities. Although culture was to a considerable extent manipulated by the government for political reasons in the 

years after 1949, this influence did not discourage the freedom of cultural expression. In fact, Western influence in 

Taiwan in the 1950s and 1960s was evident. Popular movements in art and literature also influenced Taiwan’s 

culture, and many Western words and concepts became part of the language spoken in Taiwan. In the 1970s, cultural 

developments in Taiwan reflected pragmatism (generally attributed to rapid economic growth), nationalism, 

nativism, and realism. Western influence increased markedly in the 1970s and thereafter as Taiwan’s economic 

development became more dependent on exports and as more people had access to Western newspapers, magazines, 

movies, and music. Culture also mirrored the changing nature of politics in Taiwan, especially as it became more 

acceptable to expound political ideas. Modern scientific thought and new trends in the West in particular had a 

growing influence on Taiwan’s culture. In the 1980s, Taiwan’s growing cosmopolitanism and cultural 

self-confidence also became more evident. Culture, meanwhile, became less subject to government regulation and 

more pluralistic in nature. Official support and encouragement of cultural pursuits continued, however, because the 
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public demanded that tax money be spent on culture. Chinese opera, and traditional music appeal to the more 

educated and conservative segments of the population, probably because government policy in the past encouraged 

these forms of cultural expression. After 1967, musical education became part of the required curriculum in primary 

and secondary schools in Taiwan.  

 

The earliest inhabitants of Taiwan can be divided into two groups, consisting of ten plains (pingyu 平原) tribes 

and nine mountain (gaoshan 高山) tribes. The plains peoples live along the west coast, on the plains and around the 

mountains. They have been assimilated into Han Chinese society for over 300 years and can hardly be distinguished 

from the Han Chinese people today. The mountain peoples live scattered in the high mountain along the east coast 

and in the Lanyu Islet. Although they have long had some contact with the Han Chinese people, their traditional 

culture was retained until the end of WWII. Since the mid-20th century many groups have been converted to 

Christianity, and in recent years, modern popular culture has also affected their traditions (Hsu & Lu 2001: 1). 

 

4.2.2.1   During the Rule of the Kuomintang (1949 – 2000) 

Under Japanese rule (1895 – 1945), Taipei had become the administrative headquarters for the island. After the 

decampment of the Nationalist forces of Chiang Kai-shek to Taipei in 1949, the city eventually grew to its present 

size (272 sq km) and governmental structure of 12 districts. Today Taipei, which means ‘north Taiwan’ in Mandarin, 

is Taiwan’s undisputed capital of politics, business and culture (Bender, Grundvig, Kelly & Batchelor 2004: 62). It 

is the political, cultural and economic centre of Taiwan and its largest city. Today, Taipei is a cosmopolitan city of 

2.7 million people (Berg, Lee, Griffiths, Hock, Corenelius, & Sismondo 1998: 14).  

 

The history of relations between Taiwan and the United States encompasses a broad journey. The Nationalist 

Chinese looked to the US for military, political and economic support during the war with Japan, the civil war and 

after their escape to Taiwan. Even with Taiwan’s attainment of prosperity, political diversity and a significant 

measure of respect from the world community in the 1990s, the American tie retained a conspicuous centrality. The 

Nationalists did not, however, allow their needs to overwhelm their sense of purpose, direction and self (Tucker 

1994: 6). Initially, the Kuomintang viewed Taiwan as a temporary home, such that it refused to think in terms of 

local improvements, which would squander the limited resources needed to return to the mainland and regain 

control there (Tucker 1994: 53). Chiang instituted a series of land reform policies that successfully laid the 

foundation for Taiwan’s future economic success. He also modernized the educational system and developed 

democratic institutions, following the pattern of Sun Yat-sun (Bender, Grundvig, Kelly & Batchelor 2004: 25). 

 

 After the KMT fled China for Taiwan in the late 1940s, it promoted Mandarin Chinese as the official language 

for the island. At the time, however, few Taiwanese could speak it as the main language of Taiwan then was 

Hokkien, usually referred to as ‘Taiwanese’ (also called Minnanhua, a name that emphasis its roots in southeastern 

China, where it is also spoken), and Japanese. Hakka, another Chinese language, was also spoken in some areas, 

and Taiwan’s aboriginal tribes had their own languages (Bender, Grundvig, Kelly & Batchelor 2004: 343). 

 

The beginning of political change in the late 1960s and the 1970s, however, barely affected Taiwan’s foreign 

policy. In July 1987, Chiang Ching-kuo seemed to put the final touches on political modernization by abolishing 

martial law. At the same time, trying to ameliorate ethnic differences, CCK noted that he had lived in Taiwan for 
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forty years and should be counted as Taiwanese (Wu 1995 cited in Copper 2003: 53). Chiang Ching-kuo died in 

January 1988, and Vice President Lee Teng-hui succeeded him as president according to the constitution and Chiang 

Ching-kuo’s wishes. Lee symbolized the end of the Mainland Chinese minority’s hold on political authority and a 

transition to majority or Taiwanese rule. Interest groups and new political parties demanded more, reflecting 

Taiwan’s growing pluralism and its economic maturity. Thus, protest too, had become part of Taiwan’s political 

process (Copper 2003: 55).  

 

The problem of whether Taiwan is a sovereign nation-state or a province of China remains; it is an even more 

important, more relevant, and a global problem now than before. It affects not only the 23 million inhabitants of the 

island but also the international community. It profoundly affects U.S.-China relations ----- said to be the most 

important nexus between two nations in the world and a relationship upon which world peace hinges (Copper 2003: 

xiii). The fundamental questions are: Will Taiwan retains its sovereignty as the Republic of China? Or will it 

become a province of the People’s Republic of China? The relationships between Taiwan and the People’s Republic 

of China are complex and uncertain. 

 

According to a recent investigation, most people in Taiwan have a sense of dual identity or mixed identity, 

describing themselves as ‘both Chinese and Taiwanese’. This dual identity is expressed in two different ways: some 

people perceive themselves as Chinese in the cultural domain and as Taiwanese in the political domain; some accept 

that Taiwan is geographically part of China, but nonetheless possesses a strong sense of a distinctive 

‘Taiwaneseness’ (Chiang Y. H. 1998 cited in Liu 2004: 100). 

 

One of the most important events in the 1980s occurred in 1986 with the formation of the Democratic 

Progressive Party (DDP). Chiang Ching-kuo, surprisingly, did not shut down the party. The year 1987 was another 

turning point for the Taiwanese when Chiang Ching-kuo announced the end of martial law, much to joy of the 

Taiwanese (Bender, Grundvig, Kelly & Batchelor 2004: 26). 

 

  4.2.2.2 During the Rule of the Democratic Progressive Party (2000 – Present)  

Chen Shui-bian of the opposition Democratic Progressive Party won the presidential election in May 2000.  

and was elected president in March 2000. He had always been an ardent advocate of Taiwan’s independence. 

During the rule of Chen’s government, the “New World Order” has also affected Taiwan because it has given Taipei 

an argument for seeking to participate in the United Nations and other international organizations, eg. UNESCO 

(Copper 2003: xii). 

 

4.3 Economic Context 

4.3.1  Economic Development in Hong Kong 

Hong Kong’s development into a commercial centre began with the British settlement in 1841 (HK 2004: 471). 

When the British took over Hong Kong in the 19th century, it was only a small fishing village, but today it is one of 

the world’s major industrial and financial centre, thanks to a dramatic and rapid postwar economic boom which 

turned Hong Kong from a regional entrepôt into a highly commercial and industrialized centre in the world (Chin 

1991: 44). The achievement of Hong Kong has received much attention from economists, who have identified Hong 

Kong as the only economy in the world that most resembles the neo-classical model of a prosperous, fast-growing, 
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committed to free trade and non-interventionism market. Its economic development is a typical capitalist success 

story: cheap labour, high profits, laissez-faire government, and substantial re-investment (Chow & Papanek 1981: 

469 in Chin 1991: 44).  

 

The postwar economic development of Hong Kong can in general be divided into three stages. Stage one 

(from the early 1950s to the early 1960s) could be termed ‘From Entrepôt to Manufacturing Centre’, whilst Stage 

two (from the early 1960s to the mid 1970s) could be called ‘Rapid Industrialization’, and Stage three (from the mid 

1970s onwards) ‘Diversification’ (Chin 1991: 45-46). 

 

Until the late 1970s, the Hong Kong business sector was dominated by British companies, but since the 1970s, 

energetic and ambitious Hong Kong Chinese groups, with investments in shipping, property, and the textile industry 

have increased. Apart from the free-market spirit and the rule of law established by the former British administrators, 

Hong Kong owes its economic success, to a large extent, to the opening of the mainland Chinese economy in the 

late 1970s, when Hong Kong`s strategic position as the international community’s gateway to China and as China’s 

trade window to the outside world became even more important. Consequently, both China and Hong Kong have 

benefited from their fast-developing economic ties (Bell 1998: 118). 

 

The Basic Law of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) came into effect on July 1, 1997. 

Under the Basic Law, the HKSAR remains a free port, and an international financial centre, is free to maintain and 

develop relations with, and conclude and implement agreements with, foreign states and regions, and international 

organizations in the appropriate fields, including economic, trade, financial and monetary (HK 2004: 41). With its 

strategic location at the doorway to the Mainland and in a time zone that bridges the east and the west it serves as a 

global centre for trade and business (p. 43). The strong economic ties with the Mainland, especially with the Pearl 

River Delta (PRD), are one of Hong Kong’s strengths. The relocation of production processes to the Mainland in the 

last two decades has triggered a remarkable transformation in the economy of both Hong Kong and the PRD and 

brought about the development of Hong Kong as an international financial centre (p. 116). 

 

4.3.2   Economic Development in Taiwan 

For some years, Taiwan has been a model of successful economic and political development, and has been 

called both an “economic miracle” and a “political miracle”. At the close of the millennium, Taiwan could claim to 

be the fastest-growing economy in the world over a thirty-year period. It achieved this status without many of the 

undesirable side effects that usually accompany rapid growth, such as growing income disparities. It democratized 

without a positive colonial experience and while under constant threat. It was the first “Chinese nation” ever to elect 

its chief executive directly, and in 2000, it consolidated its democracy when the opposition party became the ruling 

party. It furthered this process with a legislative election in 2001(Copper 2003: xii). 

 

The mainland Chinese who fled to Taiwan in 1949 did not consider the move permanent. They hoped that the 

Nationalist Chinese military could regroup and counter attack, and that Mainland China could be liberated from the 

Communists, after which they would return home. But over time, their attitude changed. After a while, most 

Mainlanders began to call Taiwan home and gave up serious thoughts of returning to China permanently. This 

resignation to living permanently in Taiwan was at first more evident among younger and more successful 
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Mainlanders, but years of separation and Taiwan’s miracle economic growth, notably by the 1970s and 1980s, and 

lagging growth in China, made the view of Taiwan as home true of almost all Mainlanders (Copper 2003: 15). 

 

During the past two decades, Taiwan has become more separate from China politically as a result of 

democratization. Yet for over a decade, economic ties, and to a lesser degree, people-to-people ties, have brought 

the two together. With the benefit of a period of peace for the first time in more than a decade and the help of U.S. 

economic and military assistance, Chiang Kai-shek instituted new policies aimed at promoting economic 

development. The first, and one of the most important ones, was land reforms. Land reform and Taiwan’s overall 

successful economic development plans, both of which were overseen by U.S. aid advisers, also made Taiwan a 

showcase of U.S. foreign aid and improved the Nationalist government’s image in the international community. By 

the mid-1960s, after successful land reform, the start of its industrialization process, and some years of peace and 

stability, Taiwan was poised for an economic takeoff. In 1964, U.S. aide to Taiwan stopped; almost simultaneously, 

Taiwan’s economy took off. Over the next two decades, Taiwan enjoyed the world’s fastest-growing economy. 

Economic development fostered social progress in manifold ways, including the rapid growth of a middle class, 

more openness, and an influx of Western ideas. Taiwan became permeated by foreign influence and culture, 

especially as trade increased and the population and the government came to realize that economic prosperity 

depended on exports. Taiwan, as a consequence, became much more cosmopolitan toward the world. As economic 

well-being increased, Taiwanese alienation decreased, and yet politics gradually moved in the direction of 

democracy (Copper 2003: 47). 

 

Rapid economic growth has been an engine driving social and cultural change in Taiwan. Taiwan’s new 

society has become affluent, recreation has become more important. In response, the government has made more 

cultural activities available to citizens, for example, listening to music in music halls (Copper 2003: 91). Economic 

modernization and its effects, has resulted in affluence, increasing literacy, urbanization, a growing middle class, 

and higher levels of education. In 1992, Taiwan’s GNP per capita reached US$ 10,202, with an annual economic 

growth rate of over 6 percent. Education has also expanded considerably over the past four decades. The total 

number of schools and colleges has increased four times, from 1,504 in 1950 to 6,819 in 1992 (Ministry of 

Education 1993 cited in Taneja 2000: 271). Although many people believe that has education has contributed to 

Taiwan’s ‘economic miracle’, the relationship between educational expansion and economic growth needs to be 

further explored (Young 1994: 35-6 cited in Taneja 2000: 15). Taiwan’s economic boom engendered vast social and 

political development, while producing a large middle class, consumerism, and Westernization. Copper argued that 

Taiwan’s very rapid and successful democratization suggests Taiwan should be independent and separate from 

China, while increasingly important economic links between Taiwan and China indicate the opposite (Copper 2003: 

back cover). 

 

4.3.3  Economic Relationships between Hong Kong and Taiwan 

Hong Kong, being the gateway to China, is strategically well placed to act as a springboard for Taiwan’s 

private investment in the Mainland. Many scholars and businessmen describe Hong Kong as the pivot of economic 

integration among the trio-China, Taiwan and Hong Kong (Chan 1992: Preface). Since 1993, Hong Kong has 

become Taiwan’s third largest trade partner (Tse 1996: 116). According to official Hong Kong customs statistics, 

trade between Taiwan and China via Hong Kong was worth US$ 11.45 billion in 1995 (p.108). 
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4.4 Education Context 

 4.4.1  The Hong Kong Education System 

Hong Kong was constitutionally a colony of the United Kingdom until 1997, and so a similarity between its 

education system and that of the UK is to be expected. Equally, given that the vast majority of the population is 

Chinese and speaks Cantonese, some contrasts are also to be expected. The educational system follows the structure 

of the English system and is thus based on a 6:7(3+2+2):3 pattern. Compulsory and free schooling begins at age 6 

and continues for nine years (McClelland cited in Marsh & Morris 1991: 107). The majority of schools are operated 

by aided agencies which mainly comprise religious groups and benevolent societies. The role of the government is 

primarily to supervise and support the work of these agencies (Morris 1994: 114).  Hong Kong’s educational system 

is as competitive as its business community, and children suffer tremendous pressure to gain entrance into 

prestigious schools. The most sought-after schools are English or ‘bilingual’ schools, because English is widely 

used in business, medicine, and law. Parental pressure often proves too much for children, who spend most of their 

time doing homework, cramming for examinations, and studying foreign languages for overseas study (Bell 1998: 

68).  

 

Educational policy is formulated by an Executive Council (EXCO) consisting of the Governor or Chief 

Executive, senior civil servants and invited persons of high standing. Policy initiatives are debated and modified by 

a Legislative Council (LEGCO), most of whom are appointed by the Governor or Chief Executive, with a minority 

elected through functional constituencies. The Education Department (ED) is headed by a Director, who is senior 

civil servant, and is advised by a Curriculum Development Council (CDC), whose thirty-six non-official members 

are appointed by the Director. The coordinating committees of the CDC monitor the overall curriculum for 

kindergarten, primary, secondary, sixth form, technical and special education, and the provision of textbooks. 

Subject committees are responsible for developing teaching syllabuses and, where appropriate, liaising with the 

corresponding Hong Kong Examination Authority (HKEA)) committees. Formally, policy document written by ED 

officials and recommended syllabuses and guidelines are promulgated under the title of the CDC (McClelland 1991: 

112 – 3). 

 

Curriculum development in Hong Kong has followed a typical British territory line. To a very large extent the 

output of the CDC has derived very directly and visibly from UK models (McClelland 1991: 113). Revisions of 

existing syllabuses are the responsibility of the Subject Committees. These include teachers and members of tertiary 

institutions as well as officials and proposals are circulated to schools for comment (McClelland 1991: 115). As can 

be seen, the development of the syllabus is already at an advanced stage before the subject committees are formed, 

and so members will face an uphill struggle to make substantial modifications, while root-and-branch surgery will 

be virtually impossible (McClelland 1991: 116). 

 

In Hong Kong there are both public examinations and school-based examinations, with public examinations 

being administered by the HKEA. A pupil attending school in Hong Kong from kindergarten to S7 must face many 

examination hurdles; in fact, both teachers and pupils are under examination pressure. The language of instruction is 

a problem in the popular perception rather than in educational rationale, and it has a strong economic basis. Ability 

to use English is seen as valuable for entry to higher education, for emigration and for access to better paid jobs. But 

most teachers in so-called English medium schools adapt to their students’ inability to cope with the demands of 
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learning in a second language by providing basic statements in English with discussion and elaboration in 

Cantonese (McClelland cited in Marsh & Morris 1991: 120). Also, the limited demand for Chinese language 

secondary school texts does not stimulate provision of up-to-date and attractive books (McClelland 1991: 120). 

 

4.4.2 Language and the Medium of Instruction in Hong Kong 

Since 1997, when Hong Kong became part of China, one of the most controversial issues in education has 

been the language of instruction (MOI). The medium of instruction in a society both influences, and is more or less 

influenced by, sociopolitical forces and it is an important factor in Hong Kong’s present social, political, economic 

and education environments. Hong Kong’s educational system is as competitive as its business community, and 

there has always been immense pressure on children to gain entrance into prestigious schools, which were usually 

English medium or bilingual schools because English is widely used in business, medicine, and law. However, as 

Rutherford (1998: 68) argued, although many of the so-called English medium (EMI) schools in the past claimed to 

use English as the medium of instruction, teachers and students often resorted to using ‘Chinglish’ – Cantonese 

peppered with English phrases. This resulted in students being demotivated and unable to learn effectively. 

Moreover, outside the classroom, English was seldom used by students in their daily lives. In an attempt to remedy 

this situation and to encourage mother tongue teaching, after 1997, the SAR government introduced a measure by 

which the number of schools allowed to be English medium schools (those which the government thought capable 

of teaching through the medium of English) was reduced to a 1/4 of all schools, while the majority were to be 

Chinese medium (CMI) schools. The government considers that the mother tongue is the most effective teaching 

medium in motivating students to learn independently, think critically and participate actively in class; and thus to 

facilitate their all-round cognitive and character development (EC 2005: 1). However, there have been doubts about 

the effectiveness of the scheme; for example, whether all EMI schools are capable of using English as the medium 

of instruction, and whether teachers in CMI schools are adequately prepared for teaching through the medium of 

Chinese. The measure has also resulted in even more pressure on the part of parents for their children to attend EMI 

schools, and the success of the measure remains to be seen. Chan (2004: Abstract) argued that successful 

implementation of mother tongue teaching is determined by the extent of support and compliance of the public, 

which in turn depends on government's efforts in policy administration and its role in the educational continuum. 

Overall, however, the SAR government is strongly committed to ensuring that Hong Kong students become 

biliterate (in written Chinese and English) and trilingual (in Cantonese, Putonghua and spoken English) (HK 2004: 

170). 

 

4.4.3 The Taiwan Education System 

Education has long played a special societal role in Taiwan. In the past, one’s education level correlated with 

his or her status in Taiwan more than it did in most other places in the world, except China. In recent years, 

education has provided an avenue for social mobility and social class change and has made the population more 

cosmopolitan and conscious of events elsewhere in the world. It has been an avenue for many new interactions and 

opportunities, and it has also helped promote culture, economic growth, a sense of national unity, and democracy 

(Copper, 2003: 92).  

 

Chiang Kai-shek and the government under him viewed education as one of the most important tools for 

building social consensus and unity, as well as a means of promoting economic, social, and political advancement. 
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Thus, improving the quality of education gained strong public and government approval (Copper 2003: 93). 

Taiwan’s compulsory education increased to nine years in 1968, and textbooks and the curriculum, which were 

approved by the Ministry of Education and uniform throughout the nation, were upgraded, at first following the  

U.S. system except for national competitive entrance examinations) (Copper 2003: 83).  

 

By the 1980s, Taiwan’s quality of basic education was six times higher than that of countries at a similar level 

of development (Copper 2003: 94). Wang (1994) attributed Taiwan’s excellent educational system to standardized 

instruction, intense competition, more time in class, more homework, more exams, and special schools (Wang 1994 

cited in Copper 2003: 95). In fact, primary and secondary schools are so much more demanding than Western high 

schools, and this is perhaps why younger students have been going to the United States and elsewhere to study now 

that it has become more affordable. Taiwan’s higher education, however, does not match the quality of its primary 

and secondary education; indeed, none of Taiwan’s universities have high rankings internationally, and even in Asia 

none are considered the very best (See asiaweek.com/features/universities2000/) (Copper 2003: 96). Consequently, 

many of Taiwan’s best students have studied abroad. Up until 1989 Taiwan had sent more students to the United 

States (where 90 percent of its students went for foreign degrees) than any other nation in the world (Chong 1994 

cited in Copper, 2003: 95). As a result of the internationalization of Taiwan’s education, many students returning 

from studying overseas have stimulated political and social change by assuming various leadership roles. For 

example, over 60% percent of the cabinet members (70% had been educated abroad) of Chen Shui-bian government 

held Ph.D. degrees (Copper 2003: 83 & 95).  

 

In Taiwan, school curricula are mandated at the national level. The Ministry of Education (MOE) controls the 

national curriculum for elementary and secondary schools through its Curriculum Standards reversion Committee, 

which is composed of university professors, schoolteachers, and educational administrators. The MOE enforces 

curriculum standards in order to ensure the overall quality of schooling. These standards prescribe the goals, time 

allocation, scope and sequence, and implementation guidelines for each subject. The National Institute for 

Compilation and Translation (NICT) then compiles and publishes textbooks and teaching materials based on these 

curriculum standards. Since 1996, the MOE has opened up the textbook market to competition among private 

publishing companies. Under the new law, all competing textbooks are field-tested and scrutinized before they are 

adopted (Liu 2004: 101). Many changes have been instituted regarding the regulations and school systems since the 

1902 Qing Dynasty’s ‘Regulations Governing the Establishment of Schools’ was first introduced. Over the years, 

Taiwan has revised its educational policies to fit and meet the needs of its society. The following items will present 

a brief overview of Taiwan education system in the 1990s. 

 

1.  The Educational Process 

The present education structure supports 22 years of formal study. Completion times are flexible, depending 

upon the needs of the students. Normally, the entire process requires 2 years of preschool education, 6 years of 

primary school, 3 years of junior high, 3 years of senior high school, 4-7 years of college or university, 1-4 years of 

a graduate school program, and 2-7 years of a doctoral degree program.  
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2. Compulsory Education for Primary and Junior High School Students  

In 1968 (SY68), a compulsory education program for primary and junior high school students of Taiwan, 

Kinmen, and Matsu was implemented. A trial ten-year compulsory education program was launched in 1994 (SY94) 

and implemented nationwide in 1996 (SY96). This program was designed to integrate junior high school and senior 

vocational school curricula. Junior high school students who are interested in beginning a program in vocational 

training, could now do so during the last year of their junior high school for two years. This specifically designed 

program addresses their needs and allows them to receive the relevant occupational training that they will need, 

since they are not going on for further education (http://140.111.1.22/english/en04/2003/16-19.PDF). 

 

Educational policy was liberalized in 1987 after the lifting of martial law that had been imposed in 1940 by 

Mainland China. The period since then has been one of very rapid social change, with greater openness, cultural 

diversity and freedom of thought. National curriculum standards for elementary and junior high schools were 

revised in 1993 and 1994. The major change was the addition of local cultural education to the curriculum, not only 

in the form of the national language, but thirteen indigenous languages as well (including Ho-Lo, Hakka and eleven 

aboriginal languages). For the first time, music was offered as an independent course in the first and second grades. 

The six music categories remained, but the teaching materials became more diverse. Although music had been in the 

school curriculum since the beginning of Chinese rule, Taiwan’s long-standing emphasis on preparing students for 

entrance examinations and a shortage of music teachers have adversely affected efforts to improve the quality of 

music education (Lai 2001: 182). 

 

A localized education is aimed at encouraging people concerned to have a sound knowledge of natural and 

human elements in their native land through their learning of native or local languages, history, geography, 

environment, arts and culture, so as to have confidence in them, and to identify with their native land. It is expected 

that on the basis of their love of family, locality and country, the people so educated would further develop a 

multi-cultural and world perspective. An education for a world perspective, besides emphasizing students` 

knowledge of their own culture, should also be capable of making them aware of other peoples’ cultures. It is 

argued that the whole purpose of education is to enable students to learn cultural understanding, appreciation, and 

respect, so that they may rid themselves of biases and stereotypes and improve their views and behaviour when 

faced with different cultures and ways of life, both locally and internationally. A viable education with a world 

perspective should be a localized education writ large, ideally (Lin 2003: abstract). 

 

 4.4.4  Languages and the Medium of Instruction in Taiwan 

After the KMT fled China for Taiwan in the late 1940s, it promoted Mandarin Chinese as the official language 

of the island. At the time, however, few Taiwanese could speak it, as the main languages of Taiwan then were 

Hokkien, usually referred to as ‘Taiwanese’ (also called Minnanhua, a name that emphasizes its roots in 

southeastern China, where it is also spoken), and Japanese. Hakka, another Chinese language is also spoken in some 

areas, and Taiwan’s aboriginal tribes have their own languages, which belong to a completely separate language 

family to Chinese. 

 

In Taiwan, students in junior high school, which is also part of the nine-year compulsory education and lasts 

three years, as well as continuing with studying subjects taught in elementary schools, also study a foreign language 
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(Berg et. Al. 1998: 67). Although Taiwan’s students are required to study English, few actually learn to speak it. As 

a result, they tend to read and write English much better than they can speak it, and consequently, introductory 

English now begins in junior, rather than secondary school, and classes have begun to focus more on the spoken 

language (p.86).  

 

4.5 Music Context 

 4.5.1  The Music Cultures in Hong Kong 

Although Hong Kong is well known as a centre of commerce, music occupies an important place in many 

people’s lives, occurring in a dizzying variety of contexts and mixtures of local, pan-Chinese, and other elements. 

Cantonese operatic music can be heard in weeklong series of ritual performances held in makeshift theaters, in 

auditoriums, in hundreds of amateur singing clubs, and in the bustling night market at Temple Street. The 

professional Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra and Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra, along with various 

semi-professional and amateur groups, play to enthusiastic audiences, and hardly a day goes by without at least one 

solo concert on Chinese or Western instruments somewhere in town (Witzleben 2002: 431). 

 

Most of these musical activities can be easily identified as Chinese, Western, or a syncretic fusion of the two, 

but traditions from elsewhere in Asia and beyond are also part of the musical landscape. Although the vast majority 

of Hong Kong’s people are Chinese, as in many modern Asian cities, Western classical music is widely taught, 

promoted, and studied. In all the tertiary institutions, the majority of undergraduate music students specialize in 

Western music (Witzleben 2002: 432). 

 

Within the realm of Chinese music, some traditions are pan-Chinese or national in nature, whereas others are 

strongly associated with a region. Some regional genres in Hong Kong are indigenous, whereas others are 

transplanted from elsewhere in China. In Chinese instrumental music, the typical concert for a solo instrument or a 

modern Chinese orchestra represents what could be called a ‘pan-Chinese’ tradition, known as ‘Chinese music 

(Zhongyue 中樂 )’ or ‘national music (Guoyue 國樂 )’. The repertoire, musical style, and convections of 

performance are shared with Chinese societies elsewhere, including Singapore and overseas Chinese communities. 

They belong to the Chinese people at large, and the term ‘pan-Chinese’ indicates a cultural phenomenon that 

transcends the concept of national music. Although works by native Hong Kong composers are often performed, the 

basic repertoire, overall musical style, and aesthetics of the modern Chinese orchestra are drawn from a tradition 

whose central thrust of development has occurred on the Chinese mainland since 1949, for example, ‘Great Wall 

Capriccio’ and ‘Butterfly Lovers’ (Witzleben 2002: 432). 

 

Most recitals of Chinese instrumental solo music are also pan-Chinese: some of the repertoire may be 

Cantonese, but recitals devoted primarily to Cantonese or Hong Kong music are rare. Concert performances of 

Chinese instrumental music frequently combine traditional and modern pieces, and written programme notes 

express respect for tradition and pride in modernity and innovation. Followers of modern Chinese instrumental 

music see it as not only thoroughly Chinese but also international in terms of its artistic standards and its potentially 

widespread appeal (Witzleben 2002: 432). 
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Still, the majority of Hong Kong’s people are native speakers of the Cantonese dialect; musically and 

linguistically, mainstream Hong Kong is part of a regional system extending into the neighbouring province of 

Guangdong. Cantonese opera, Cantonese narrative singing, Cantonese instrumental music, and Cantonese Daoist 

and Buddhist music are all part of this system. With this regional complex, some traditions are more specifically 

local or Hong Kong-centred than others. For example, Cantonese opera in Hong Kong differs from that performed 

today in Guangdong, but it is still part of a continuum inseparably tied to traditions on the Chinese mainland 

(Witzleben 2002: 433). 

 

Cantonese popular song, in contrast, is almost entirely a Hong Kong phenomenon. Economic prosperity, 

technological development, unrestricted access to Western music, and freedom from political constraints on artistic 

expression have resulted in a tradition that has diffused from Hong Kong to elsewhere in the Cantonese-speaking 

region and beyond. Thus Cantonese opera may be viewed as a regional tradition and Cantonese pop as a local one 

--- or, at least, locally based, because many singers are now trying to reach a national audience by recording 

Mandarin versions of their Cantonese songs (Witzleben 2002: 433).   

 

Most contemporary books about Chinese music, including this one, divide the music into genres --- folk song, 

instrumental music, and so on --- and various subgenres. Although these distinctions are practical and convenient, 

they do not convey the regional cohesiveness that is intrinsic to most Chinese performing arts. Genres of Chinese 

music may be related in various ways, including links that are historical, contextual, musical, or a combination of 

these and other factors, for example, Cantonese opera and Cantonese instrumental are two traditions that also share 

several kinds of interrelationships. Most of the Cantonese instrumental repertoire can also be sung in Cantonese 

opera, and instrumental preludes and interludes are an important part of an opera performance. The instruments and 

the style of playing them in the two traditions are quite similar, although opera makes more use of loud percussion 

instruments, and purely instrumental performances may feature more virtuosity than would be heard in an 

accompanying role. The tonal and modal systems and stylistic features such as phrasing, sliding tones, and 

ornamentation are shared, and both traditions are closely tied to the Cantonese dialect (Witzleben 2002: 435). 

 

Cantonese-language popular song, called ‘Canto-pop’ in the Western press, attracts a much larger audience 

than other genres of Chinese or Western music in Hong Kong. Musically, Cantonese-language pop is drawn from a 

variety of influences. Many of the biggest hits are ‘cover’ versions of tunes from the West, Taiwan, and especially 

Japan, but the style has established its own identity, at least for Hong Kong audiences. Although the Western 

influences are obvious, the choice of which elements to imitate or expand on shows many affinities with traditional 

Chinese musical values. Singers become popular for their voices (rarely for their composition); ‘raspy’ timbres are 

not favored; clear articulation of the lyrics and clear speech tones are essential (Witzleben 2002: 435-6). 

 

For most listeners in Hong Kong, the Cantonese-language popular song is unquestionably a kind of ‘Chinese 

music’. Ethnomusicologists (both Western and Chinese) are more likely to view it as a syncretic tradition, 

combining Chinese and Western elements to create a new genre. The modern Chinese orchestra could also be placed 

in this category. The identification of a particular tradition as ‘Chinese’ often transcends purely musical criteria. 

Many Chinese composers in Hong Kong and elsewhere consider their works in Western idioms, such as music for 

piano or Western symphony orchestra, to be a type of Chinese music simply because of who they are. Although 
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some of their works contain themes or involve compositional principles derived from traditional music, many others 

do not. Thus, from a popular, emic Hong Kong perspective, the use of Chinese musical instruments (as in the 

modern Chinese orchestra) or of the Chinese language (for Cantonese pop) is considered to be a sufficient criterion 

for defining a music as ‘Chinese’, whereas, in other contexts, the definition may be expanded to indicate music in 

any idiom that is created by a Chinese person.. The multilingual, multicultural nature of Hong Kong society has 

made it possible for a resident of Hong Kong to choose one or more of a wide variety of musical traditions, Chinese 

and Western, as his or her own (Witzleben 2002: 436). 

 

  4.5.1.1 Western Classical Music 

In the 19th century Hong Kong was a sparsely populated trading outpost, and the Western and Chinese 

populations were largely segregated. Cantonese opera had been presented in the countryside from as far back as 

1786 (Tanaka 1981: 672 cited in Ryker & Ryker 2001: 685). Performances coincided with seasonal and ghost 

festivals, purification and initiation rites reflects tastes in neighbouring Guangdong province. For Westerners, a City 

Hall opera house (1869) fostered amateur music-making. In 1912 music was written for the opening of Hong Kong 

University and band concerts at Hong Kong University proved popular in the 1930s. The first radio station was 

established in 1928, and live broadcasts of Western classical music began the following year. From 1937 Chinese 

music too was played (Ryker & Ryker 2001: 685). During World War II, a postwar symphony orchestra of Western 

and Chinese members was founded in 1947 and named the Sino-British Orchestra. The opening of a new City Hall 

in 1962 provided an adequate venue for concerts and opera (concerts had previously been given in schools such as 

Queen’s College, and the Low Yew Hall of Hong Kong University), and its design was copied for three halls in the 

New Territories. Control of most concert venues and programming devolved to the Urban Council and (from 1986) 

the Regional Council, which represented an unusual amount of government administration given Hong Kong’s 

capitalist ethic. In the 1960s Chaozhou and Hoklo (Minnan) opera flourished, while the regional Cantonese opera, 

which began to move into concert halls, experienced declining audiences. An economic boom beginning in the 

1970s vitalized cultural life. In 1973 the first annual International Arts Festival was held, and the professional Hong 

Kong Philharmonic orchestra and the Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra were founded in 1974 and 1977 respectively, 

both under the wing of the Urban Council. The Hong Kong Children’s Choir (later Yip’s Children Choir) was 

founded in 1969 by Yip Wai-hong, and has repeatedly toured overseas. The Hong Kong Composers’ Guild was 

established in 1983. In the absence of a conservatory, musical instruction after World War II relied on small private 

institutes, church organizations and individual teachers. The degree programme of the Chinese University of Hong 

Kong began in 1965, followed by the Hong Kong Baptist University (1973) and Hong Kong University (1982). 

These institutions offer a wide range of undergraduate and graduate studies, both Western and Asian. The local 

self-awareness of the late 1980s and 1990s was reflected in a revival of Cantonese opera and narrative genres, such 

as ‘nanyin’. 

 

4.5.1.2   Local Popular Music 

Popular music audiences in Hong Kong from the 1950s to the 70s were divided along the line of class, 

language ability, and age. Composers who had emigrated from China in 1949 continued the popular music tradition 

of pre-revolution Shanghai and produced ‘shidaiqu’ (contemporary songs’, with lyrics in Mandarin), catering to the 

masses not only in Hong Kong but also in Taiwan. However, Hong Kong’s urban young enjoyed the same exposure 

to Anglo-American popular music as their Western counterparts from the late 1950s. The Beatles performed in 
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Hong Kong in 1964, and during the 1960s and 70s local bands performed British and American rock music and 

composed songs in English. 

 

By the 1970s local television stations were broadcasting original songs with Cantonese lyrics (title songs of 

prime-time programmes), which boosted the careers of composer Joseph Koo and lyricist James Wong. Hong 

Kong’s indigenous popular music industry became a major commercial enterprise by the early 1980s with 

Canto-pop (Cantonese popular music). The term, Canto-pop, was coined by Billboard writer, Hans Ebert, who 

originally used the term Canto-rock in 1974. One of the first bands that became successful was Lotus, with lead 

singer and songwriter, Sam Hui. Hui’s output gradually became more ‘pop’ than ‘rock’, prompting Ebert to revise 

his terminology. Hui remained one of the few Canto-pop stars who wrote and performed his own composition. 

 

Canto-pop derives primarily from Japanese and American popular music of the 1970s, and much of its music 

was borrowed (cover versions of Japanese and American tunes with Cantonese lyrics). As consumer products, 

Canto-pop records were promoted on radio and television, and many international record companies produced 

Canto-pop, constantly discovering new talent and marketing singers as teenage idols. Stars performed in sports 

stadiums and extended their performing activities into acting on television and in films, further enhancing their 

popularity. By the 1980s Canto-pop became a stylized, formulaic genre, characterized by verses and refrains, 

synthesizer arrangements and soft-rock rhythm. Occasionally, traditional instruments such as the erhu, zheng or pipa 

would be featured in interludes to give some Chinese flavour. Lyrics were almost exclusively amorous. During the 

Beijing student movement of 1989, Canto-pop stars participated in fund-raising efforts and performed and recorded 

an all star ‘All for Freedom’ concert in the style of ‘We are the World’. Another Canto-pop trend in the early 1990s 

explored the emotions and tensions of emigration as a result of the political change of 1997. From 1993-4 

Cantonese rap performed by the duo Softhard was immensely popular. During the early 1990s, Canto-pop 

established strong holds in Taiwan and the PRC, dominating musical tastes. Secondary products such as music 

videos and karaoke versions of Canto-pop generated even more income for artists, their managers and record 

companies (Lee 2001: 686). 

 

  4.5.1.3 Music Education 

   4.5.1.3.1 Educational Background of Music in Hong Kong 

Hong Kong, as elsewhere, has enacted laws, such as the Education Ordinance (1971) to ensure that its children 

are educated. That the education should be broad is specified in the White Paper of 1974, where Art and Music are 

specifically mentioned, and that of 1978 recommends broader perspectives and appreciation of the world’s cultural 

heritage. Some classroom music lessons are provided in most schools, often by qualified teachers and in rooms set 

aside for the teaching of music. The curriculum consists mainly of class singing and the music reading and theory 

activities associated with it. Instrumental playing, mainly recorder and music appreciation are often also included 

(Ryan 1987: 38-39).  

 

The syllabus for music in the Junior Secondary forms (Form 1-3) is divided into three stages, and the planners 

state that the arrangement ‘recognizes the differing musical experiences and levels of attainment of children 

entering secondary school’, and it need not be adhered to rigidly (Hiebert 1993: 78). Music in the Hong Kong 

school curriculum is very similar to the situation described by Akrofi (1982) in his study of music education in 
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Ghana, formerly a British colony. He found that: (i) The elementary music program is geared to the singing of 

Western songs and hymns; (ii) Secondary school music is intellectually based and geared towards British 

examinations; and (iii) Western- style music and concepts form the basics of music education (Ryan 1987: 39). 

 

Music teachers in Hong Kong have a clear consensus that the current aims of the music are appropriate as they 

are (CDI 1998a: 17). Western-art music seems to dominate other types of music in the current syllabus. Music 

education of contemporary concerns should be more visible in the next syllabus: technology, creativity, Chinese 

music and world music. The basis for listening should extend beyond Western classical music. Folk music, popular 

music, Chinese music world music, and others should be considered as valid forms of music for listening. Although 

Chinese music areas are perceived as one of the most important areas, Chinese music areas are consistently the least 

frequently taught. This contradiction shows an obvious gap between need and competence (CDI 1998a: 26-28). 

 

4.5.1.3.2 Studies of Chinese Music Education in Hong Kong 

Many music educators believe that a balanced and completed music curriculum can more effectively lead the 

students to a better understanding of the music of the world and their own country (Lau 1998; CDC 1983, 1985 & 

1987; Craig 1972). In the past thirty years, there have been various studies of music education in Hong Kong, which 

have more or less discussed Chinese music and Chinese music education in Hong Kong. These studies include: 

general music education (Li 1999; Hiebert 1993; Money 1973); popular music (Leung 1999; Wong 1997; Lee 1992a 

& b); contemporary music (Chan 1999b); traditional folk songs (Chan 1985); music performing activities (Chow 

1999); composers and their compositions (Leong 1999); music development (Chu 1999; Lam 1999a); music 

learning (Ho 2001); musical preferences (Geisler 1990); Chinese musical instruments competition (Lee 1999); 

yearly-plan of the music office (Urban Council & Regional Council 1997); political influence on music (Ho 1999, 

2000b & 2000c; Mittler 1996); music syllabuses in primary schools (Wong 1990; Lai & Yip 2000; Leung 2000; 

Yu-Wu & Ng 2000) and secondary schools (Wong-Yuen & Gladys 2000; Yu-Wu & Leung 2000; Ng 1998 & 1997; 

Ng & Morris 1998 & 1995; Wong 1990; Ryan 1987 & 1985; Mui 1984; Foo 1979). Other studies have focused 

mainly on: Chinese music development and influence (Yu 1999, 1998, 1997a & b; 1995); and the curriculum of 

Chinese music education (articles from Studies of Ethnomusicology Series 8 [1999] & Series 6 [1997]).  

 

However, in these years a number of educational researchers have complained that there are inadequate 

resources for Chinese music teaching (Chiang M. 1999; Lau 1998), teacher-training or development of Chinese 

music education, and that teachers as well as students have no interest in Chinese music (Cham 1999; CDI 1998b). 

In contrast, it was recently found that Chinese music education is strongly promoted by Curriculum Development 

Council, from primary school (ED 2000) to secondary schools (Lai 1999; CDI 1998a), especially the teaching of 

Guangdong opera. Also, Chinese music is treated as an important part of the curriculum elements in primary music 

education (CDC 1987), secondary music education (CDC 1983) and tertiary music education, for example, the 

Chinese University of Hong Kong (Chan 1999a), the University of Hong Kong (Chan 2001a, b, c & d) and the 

Baptist University of Hong Kong (Lam 1999b). 

 

In Hong Kong, a balanced music curriculum has been proposed in the shape of an equilateral triangle in which 

composing, performing and listening are of equal weight and each can be the basis for the other two to build upon. 

This design takes into account the diversity of schools in Hong Kong in terms of teachers` expertise, time and 
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resources, school priorities, pupils’ interests and so forth. Music teachers are encouraged to develop a music 

curriculum most suitable for their pupils, whereby no matter which perspective is used as the ‘foundation’ (the 

‘base’ of the triangle), the other two areas of music training must go alongside and be given adequate attention (CDI 

1997: 2-3). Ng and Morris mentioned that direct contact with music in the school curriculum can be understood to 

occur in three distinct ways: creation, which involves understanding and utilizing compositional and 

improvisational techniques; re-creation, the reading and recreating of music written by a composer, which is often 

referred to as performing; and, lastly, the perception of the re-creation, that is, describing music through perceptive 

listening, analysis and evaluation, which is generally described as music appreciation (Ng & Morris 1998: 172). 

 

Wong-Yuen & Gladys (2000) stated that there are many suggestions concerning types of vocal and 

instrumental music, such as folk songs, classical songs, Baroque, and classical instrumental music. Pop music is not 

elaborated even though it is in the syllabus. It is likely that students at schools find the music they learn very remote 

and are not in the realms of their understanding, and this would widen the gap between school music and music that 

students favor in their daily lives. Thus, the place of pop music in the music curriculum has to be reconsidered 

carefully. However, it should not be greatly emphasized as it would also limit students’ experience of music 

(Plummeridge, 1991 cited in Wong-Yuen and Gladys 2000: 455). Ng and Morris (1998: 177) claimed that music 

syllabuses in Hong Kong provide little operational guidance to educators. There is no detailed description or 

discussion of the entire recommended music programme, and the listening programme although stressed, is very 

narrow. For example, popular music is specifically limited to pre-1950 material. On the other hand, in the United 

States, Abeles argued that given the limitations that one has to comply with in a school music setting, guidelines 

need to be established to give curriculum planners a basis for making choices. The most important aspects of a 

music program are those that offer the greatest variety of experiences, as well as the broadest scope of musical 

literature. It is not the quantity of offerings but rather the quality of these offerings that will determine the ultimate 

success of a school music program (Abeles et al 1984: 273-274). 

 

4.5.1.3.3 The Cultural Contents in Hong Kong Secondary Schools Curriculum 

The specific aims (social and moral) of Hong Kong secondary school education, with respect to the cultural 

elements in the curriculum are the following: (a) To support students in identifying and cultivating personal ethical 

values and in applying these values to contemporary social issues; (b) To train students in the habit of acquiring 

information and understanding about matters of concern for Hong Kong, China and the world and in making 

personal contributions towards the resolution of these places within the limitations of their circumstances; (c) To 

make students aware of the noteworthy aspects of Chinese culture, to strengthen their esteem for it, and to help them 

develop a positive attitude towards other peoples, cultures, values and ways of life; (d) To help students appreciate 

the cultural richness of Hong Kong’s international life and to help them acquire the habit of adapting it for their 

personal development (CDC 1993: 59). 

 

The Committee of the Report on the Review of 9-year Compulsory Education considered that success in 

promoting aesthetic and cultural values in pupils relies very much on the motivation of teachers and support from 

other sectors in the community. On the other hand, incorporating cultural and aesthetic activities in the school 

curriculum, and strengthening relevant manpower support in CDI should also help bring about such success (ED 

1997: 27). 
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The CDC considered that the music curriculum should also take into consideration societal change, in 

particular the change of sovereignty to Mainland China. Since music plays an important role in transmitting culture, 

attention should also be paid to the promotion of Chinese music and songs. This provides a balance between music 

of the West and the East (Chinese music and local compositions). In effect, world music of all kinds should be 

promoted (CDC 1997: 3). 

 

4.5.2 The Music Cultures in Taiwan 

During the rule of the Chinese (1662-1895) and the Japanese colonial periods (1895-1945), the Taiwanese, the 

Hakka, and the Aborigines were able to maintain much of their ancestral languages, dialects, and musical cultures. 

After the Nationalist government came to Taiwan in 1949, however, martial law was imposed to maintain social 

order and security, Mandarin was strongly promoted as Taiwan’s official language and local language were 

suppressed. This cultural policy inculcated a ‘big China’ consciousness among the Taiwanese by promoting Chinese 

culture and down-playing local cultures. As a result, the younger generation of people on Taiwan, except for the 

group of former mainlanders, became alienated from their mother tongue and their traditional culture, including 

music. In addition, industrialization and the mass media brought rapid changes, which also caused a rapid decline in 

traditional cultures. 

 

In 1987, however, martial law was lifted, and Taiwan entered a transitional stage. Freedom of speech and the 

mass media, along with an opening of relations with mainland China, made the people of Taiwan highly aware of 

issues of ethnic identity and the island’s cultural and political outlook. Subsequently, many efforts have been made 

to revive traditional music and to make it fit into modern society in Taiwan. Moreover, traditional music has become 

an important vehicle for political statements, a bridge across ethnic boundaries, and a form of ‘Taiwanese 

consciousness’. For these reasons, among others, the contemporary music scene in Taiwan is extremely exciting 

(Wang 2002: 424). 

 

Taiwan’s historical development has been stimulated and influenced by different cultures during the rule of 

various regimes, resulting in a unique Taiwan culture, and one important part of Taiwan culture is Taiwan music, 

with its plethora of varieties that have influenced each other (Council of Cultural Affairs 2002: 28). There are four 

major kinds of music in Taiwan: two are traditional music: aboriginal music and Han Chinese music; one is Western 

classical music; and the other is contemporary popular music. 

 

4.5.2.1   Traditional Chinese Music 

Aboriginal Music: Taiwan’s indigenous peoples have a rich musical heritage, which can roughly be divided 

into songs and dance music, and instrumental music. Most dance music is connected with ceremonies: the Ami 

Harvest Festival, Burning Millet Harvest Ceremony, Shao Ancestor Ceremony, and Yami Flying Fish Ceremony, for 

example, all involve music and dance, and each exhibits its own distinct characteristics. The Burning prayer song 

for a good harvest adopts natural harmony in eight-tone scale. The aborigines play a wide array of different 

instruments, including instruments with very unusual shapes, making a wide variety of musical tones. These 

instruments included pestles, bamboo tubes, wooden drums, bamboo zithers, Jew’s harp bells, nose flutes, long 

flutes, bows zithers and five-string zithers (Council of Cultural Affairs 2002: 28). Taiwanese native music in schools 

is used as a means towards the reconstruction of the island’s historical cultural identity (Law & Ho 2004: 66). 
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Han Chinese Music: Bender, Grundvig, Kelly and Batchelor thought that most Taiwanese feel a strong 

connection to China, realizing that the majority of their cultural traditions have their source in its long history (2004: 

19). Han Chinese music in Taiwan is primarily Hokkien and Hakka, and can roughly be divided into four types: folk, 

opera, instrumental and religious. Folk music and folk songs include ‘Dark Sky’ (天黑黑) and other favorites. The 

melodies and lyrics of these songs have a strong feel of the countryside to them. Hakka folk songs include tunes 

from Taiwan’s southern mountainous regions, children’s songs, and the traditional Hakka tea-picking songs from 

northern Taiwan. The Hakka Eight Tone Melody is the most representatives in terms of pure musical art 

performance. Dramatic music comes in a multitude of forms, including songs performed by actors on the stage and 

instrumental tunes performed off-stage, for example, Nan-kuan performances, Pei-kuan performances, hand puppet 

theater, Marionette puppet theater and Taiwanese theater and Taiwanese opera. Instrumental music includes that 

performed on the ku-chin, ku-cheng and pipa, or on other local folk instruments such as yang-chin, tung-hsiao and 

ta-kuang-hsien. The performance tunes are primarily folk ballads or tune matrices from local drama forms. From 

temple to public venues, religious music is an indispensable part of daily life for ordinary people. Taoist, Buddhist 

and national rites each have their distinctive ritual music (Council of Cultural Affairs 2002: 28-31). Traditional 

Chinese instrumental pieces are often based on ancient Chinese poetry, making them very symbolic in form. Unlike 

Western music, tone is considered more important than melody (Bender, Grundvig, Kelly & Batchelor 2004: 41). 

 

Han Chinese traditional music in Taiwan is performed mainly by Holo (Fulao) and Hakka people, descendants 

of migrants from south-east China. The performance of traditional music may take the form of singing, pure 

instrumental music, theatre, dance and narrative. There are four main genres in practice: ritual music, nanguan, 

beiguan and other vocal music. The influence of nanguan ad beiguan on the vocal and instrumental music of other 

genres respectively is profound Lu & Lu 2001: 7). However, interest in traditional Chinese music has suffered a 

decline as more people today prefer listening to contemporary pop, rock and disco music. However, traditional 

music concerts are held regularly (Berg, Lee, Griffiths, Hock, Corenelius, & Sismondo 1998: 92). 

 

4.5.2.2 Western Classical Music 

Western Music: Although Western music was the latest type of music to be brought to Taiwan, it is among the 

most flourishing musical styles to develop on the island. Western music first took root in Taiwan at the end of the 

19th century when the island’s ports were forced open and Presbyterian missionaries spread their faith throughout 

the island. During the period of Japanese rule, Taiwan actively promoted Western musical education, planting seeds 

for the future. In 1949 when the Nationalist government came to Taiwan, it implemented professional high-level 

music education and reorganized elementary and middle school music curricula. Western music ensembles were 

established to play classical music, and new compositions in the form of Western pieces became plentiful. Even 

traditional Chinese music came under its influence, an example being the appearance of a ‘national music ensemble’ 

(國樂團). Starting in the 1970s, Western-style musical composition in Taiwan began considering and searching for 

the roots of nativist musical culture, which progressed along with innovation to create a new trend in Taiwan music 

(Council of Cultural Affairs 2002: 31-32). 

 

Since classical music was introduced into Taiwan by the Dutch in the seventeenth century, it has experienced 

quite a few functional transformations. Moreover, owing to the impact of Western culture and capitalism, classical 
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music at present bears many different presentations. Philharmonic Radio Taipei, which is the first professional 

classical music radio station in Taiwan, can be seen as the epitome of this complex classical music society (Lee 

2003: abstract). 

 

Before 1945: Although both Dutch Calvinist and Spanish Catholic missionaries taught Christian hymns to 

local people, primarily aborigines, in Taiwan in the 17th century, it was not until the mid-19th century, when Taiwan 

was reopened to the West, that Christianity and its music returned in full force, this time to take root permanently. In 

1895, Taiwan was ceded to Japan by the Chinese Qing dynasty after the Sino-Japanese War, and a formal education 

system based on Western models was established by the Japanese. Music was an integral part of this system, 

especially in the normal schools for training teachers; Western and Westernized Japanese songs formed the core of 

these course (Han 2001:8). 

 

Since 1945: Like all developing countries, Taiwan faced many challenges immediately after World War II. 

However, by the 1990s, it ranked among the developed countries, with a high per capita income, a well-educated 

and motivated populace, and worldwide trade and networking contacts. Along with these improvements came inner 

political conflicts, an identity crisis, and tensions between tradition and modernity, native and foreign, Taiwan and 

China etc. Inevitably, musical culture reflected and responded to these changes.  

 

The development of art music in postwar Taiwan can be divided into the three periods of government cultural 

policy as distinguished by Winckler (Winckler 1994 cited in Han 2001: 9), namely 1945-60, 1960-75 and 1975-90 

The first period was 1945 to 1960. Following its defeats in WWII, Japan returned Taiwan to the Nationalist 

government of the Republic of China. Politically authoritarian and sensitive, this was a period in which science and 

technology were encouraged at the expense of long-term humanistic investment. Chinese and Russian communist 

elements were completely banned, whereas Western culture was allowed. It was safer to approach Western culture, 

which was novel at the time, so modernism and cosmopolitanism became the norm in the 1950s and 60s. The 

second period was 1960 to 1975. This was a period of gradual transition, when ideological emphasis gave way to 

economic development. Initially, modernity and cosmopolitanism occupied the minds of most intellectuals. The 

setback in international relations which resulted from the expulsion of Taiwan from the United Nations and the 

confrontation with Japan over the Diaoyutai fishing islands in the early 1970s sparked national sentiment and 

regionalism. The third period was 1975 to 1990. From the mid-1970s, with growing economic power and a rising 

middle class, Taiwan experienced its most dramatic political and social changes. The event that accelerated the 

whole return-to-native movement was the Native Literature (Xiangtu wenxue) movement of 1977-8. Native, in this 

case Taiwanese, subjects became the themes of popular songs. The liberalized and localized Nationalist government 

shifted its cultural policy and paid more attention to native subjects and local benefits. 

 

By the 1980s and 90s none of the political taboos of the early years after the war existed. Commissions came 

from government as well as the private sector. Large and small festivals were sponsored by orchestras as well as 

public and private agents. New compositions, often commissioned by these festivals, were performed, and many 

composers had their works performed overseas. A host of composers returned to Taiwan in the 1980s. Some of the 

best known are Pan Huanglong, Zeng Xingkui, Ke Fanglong, Qian Shanhua, Wu Dinglian, Qian Shanhua, Pian Shiji 

and Chen Shuxi. They faced two dilemmas: the search for identity amid continuing tensions and conflicts, and the 
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rationalization of their works in the context of an ever-changing society. However, they increasingly found 

themselves on more solid ground when approaching modern or post-modern techniques. They employed 

contemporary practices such as frequent use of percussion; they experimented with Chinese and other instruments 

or unusual media, including multimedia; they emphasized the inflection of pitch and timbre; and above all, they 

considered Asian philosophical and aesthetic concepts and literary sources, most of which their Western 

counterparts had borrowed from Asia. An important concern was to capture and assimilate the Asian traditional 

spirit and express it in a contemporary language. Few quoted directly from traditional melodies, but traditional 

rhythmic ideas were sometimes employed. In this sense, the return-to-native movement in new music became what 

Mittler (1996) has called a ‘double mirror effect’ (Han 2001: 10). 

 

4.5.2.3   Local Popular Music 

Popular Music: In line with social changes, popular music that amply reflects various sorts of social 

phenomena has a political, business, educational, entertainment and lyrical function, making it is a favorite with the 

public. The changes in popular music over the decades reflect the twists and turns of various eras. In the early years 

of Japanese colonial rule, the infusion of Western and Japanese music influenced the nature and form of popular 

music in Taiwan, resulting in a new style. Subsequently, a popular movie theme song opened a golden era in Taiwan 

popular songs. However, thereafter with the institution of the Japanese imperial system in Taiwan, colorful folk 

songs were banned, silencing songs composed in the Taiwanese language. Taiwan was in a shambles in the period 

immediately following the war. Then came the February 28 Incident and the impact of white terror, resulting in a 

shift toward conservative cultural and arts activities. However, representative songs from the period 1950 – 1970 

still include such outstanding works as ‘If We Open Our Hearts’ and ‘The Green Island Nocturne’ (綠島小夜曲). 

During the 1970s and 1980s, the Taiwan contemporary folk song movement grew out of the campus songs (校園民

歌). In the following years, Mandarin, Taiwanese and Hakka-language music flourished with the first stirrings of 

democracy in Taiwan. At the start of the 21st century, many new musical vistas are emerging with the advent of the 

information technology age. The popular music of the past marked by sadness has given way to a wide array of 

contemporary styles that reflect today’s social diversity (Council of Cultural Affairs 2002: 31-32). 

 

As a Japanese colony and an island separate from China, Taiwan’s commercial popular culture in the first half 

of the 20th century was mostly imported from Japan, although some film music from Shanghai was also distributed. 

Taiwan’s own popular music culture came into being after 1949, the result of the migration of Nationalist Chinese 

led out of mainland China by Chiang Kai-shek. However, a significant portion of popular music in Taiwan in the 

1950s was imported from Hong Kong, since the majority of Shanghai musicians had settled there. Shidaquo 

(contemporary songs 時代曲) became the general term referring to such music in the 1960s. 

 

The 1960s Shidaquo was highly stylized: strophic in structure, with American dance-band instrumentation of 

strings, keyboard, brass and percussion, but with Chinese lyrical melodic character and vocal delivery. The leading 

Taiwanese composer of the genre was Liu Jiachang. Although some songs were original compositions, Taiwanese 

popular music sources included popularized versions of folksongs and cover versions of Japanese popular songs. 

Lyrics were exclusively about love. 
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The most celebrated Taiwanese singer in the 1970s and 80s was Deng Lijun. Deng was among the first 

Taiwanese singers who made an impressive career along the Pacific Rim (including Japan). Luo Dayou, who came 

to prominence in the late 1970s, was a pioneer and an all-round composer, lyricist and performer, whose career was 

mainly based in Hong Kong and Taiwan. He has written some compositions using the Taiwanese dialect of Hokkien 

(Minnan), rather than Mandarin, as a symbol of Taiwanese regionalism. His output also contains much political 

commentary. Hou Dejian, a contemporary of Luo, wrote one of the most important Taiwanese popular songs of the 

1980s, ‘Descendants of the Dragons’, which became an anthem in the 1989 Chinese democracy movement. 

 

Campus folksongs, accompanied by acoustic guitar, were popular in the 1980s. Stemming from a search for 

simplicity by urban youths, the music and lyrics were original and reflective, influenced by the American folk 

tradition of the 1960s. Hong Kong’s Canto-pop was dominating Taiwan by the 1990s; singer such as Kenny Bee 

recorded Mandarin versions of Canto-pop songs distribution in Taiwan and China. Stylistically, Hong Kong and 

Taiwan popular music became indistinguishable in the 1990s (Lee 2001: 10). 

 

4.5.2.4   Music Education 

4.5.2.4.1 Educational Background of Music in Taiwan 

After the implementation of nine-year compulsory education in 1968, the school system switched to a uniform 

series of music textbooks prepared by the National Institute for Compilation and Translation (NICT). From 1969 to 

1989, the NICT also published three sets of music textbooks to be used in the first three years of junior high school; 

the number of volumes in each set varied from three to six. These uniform sets provided a complete series of music 

textbooks, including a teacher’s manual, and they contributed significantly to the improvement in the quality of 

music textbooks in Taiwan. The content of these textbooks followed the national curriculum standards very strictly, 

including theory, music reading, singing, composition, instrumental music and appreciation. Singing materials 

included children’s songs, folk songs from Mainland China and foreign countries, patriotic songs, art songs and a 

very small portion of newly composed songs and native Taiwanese folk songs with lyrics in Mandarin. Materials for 

music appreciation included traditional Chinese and Western classical music. Instrumental music was covered until 

the third set of NICT music textbooks (published in 1978 and 1983). All textbooks were designed to be used in the 

general music class, the only music class in the curriculum. Musical groups such as choir and orchestra were 

extra-curricular activities. 

 

The NICT has not compiled any new music textbooks since 1989, but the institute has been responsible for 

examining textbooks produced by various publishing companies. Music textbooks have been subject to 

progressively fewer restrictions, especially in content and design. Folk songs consisting of different dialects and 

aboriginal music have been adopted freely. Traditional Chinese music came to include not only music from ancient 

China, but also early Taiwanese music. Patriotic songs were removed and ethnic music from different continents 

was introduced. In addition to a teacher’s manual, the publishers also prepared recordings, videos and charts for 

teacher use (Lai 2001: 187 – 8). 

 

Education policy in Taiwan was greatly influenced by political change. Due to the political changes, there 

were differences in the music curriculum, music teacher education, and music textbooks during the major periods of 

Japanese rule and Chinese rule. For example, during the colonial period, the Governor-General looked upon 
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education as a means of making the Taiwanese people more like the Japanese people, while simultaneously 

subjecting Taiwanese students to unequal treatment. After the Chinese Nationalists came to power, they 

implemented an education policy aimed at instilling in students the ‘Three People’s Principles’, in part by providing 

Taiwanese students equal opportunities for education. Education was designed to coordinate with political goals and 

it was highly centralized in both periods. Elementary education was the main focus during the Japanese rule, and 

education at all school levels achieved remarkable growth under the Chinese government (Lai 2001: 188). Music 

was included in the school curriculum throughout both Japanese and Chinese periods: during Japanese rule, the 

content focused only on singing, and although wartime music was added, it was not really implemented; in the early 

years of Chinese rule, singing remained the main activity in the music class. The music curriculum content 

gradually expanded to include theory, music reading, appreciation, composition, and instrumental music, and in this. 

it was similar to the Hong Kong curriculum. The content of the music curriculum was not implemented fully in 

schools, however, until the NICT music books were published in 1968. Although the curriculum has been revised 

from time to time, it has consistently provided for one or two class hours per weeks during both periods of rule. The 

ability to carry out proper music instruction, however, has depended on individual teachers and schools Lai 2001: 

188-9). Since the return to Chinese rule, the pressure to prepare entrance examinations and the shortage of music 

teachers has sometimes had a good effect on music education (Lai 2001: 189). The NICT stopped publishing music 

textbooks in 1989, when music textbook publishers were freed of many restrictions, and music textbooks since then 

have appeared in very different formats from those of their predecessors (Lai 2001: 189). Lai (2001) argued that 

after the return to Chinese rule, the government was anxious to eliminate everything in the education system that 

had been aimed at making the Taiwanese into loyal subjects of the Japanese emperor. Mainland Chinese directly 

transferred the Mainland education system to Taiwan, totally ignoring the conditions and needs of the Taiwanese 

people, and the standard of education was impeded for many years. If the Chinese government had not destroyed 

what the Japanese had established during the Japanese rule, music education in Taiwan could have made greater 

progress in the second half of the twentieth century (Lai 2001: 190; Taneja 2000: 272). 

 

In Taiwan, discussion of music education is found much more than in Hong Kong. Various articles related to 

music education are published in various educational journals: Zhong Deng Jiao Yu (中等教育); Journal of Music 

Research (音樂研究學報); Yi Shu Xue Bao (藝術學報); Education Information Periodical (教育資科集刊); 

Elementary Education (國民教育); Shi Yiu Yue Kan 274(師友月刊); Ping Dong Shi Yuan Xue Pao (屏東師院學報); 

etc. Many articles referred to in this study were selected from the above journals, and in particular, Zhong Deng Jiao 

Yu (中等教育) 46 (4) was found to contribute many important and articles for this study. This special volume was 

published in 1995, one year after the promulgation of the new music syllabus for junior high school, MOE (1994) in 

Taiwan, and is notable for its discussions of the contents of music education in junior secondary high schools. These 

discussions include general music education (Chen 1995; Guo 1995; Yao 1995); music education in Taiwan (Liao 

1995); curriculum (Wu 1995); textbooks (Lai 1995); etc. Also, the Journal of Music Research (音樂研究學報) has 

contributed many useful music education articles to this study. This is a yearly journal which is published by the 

music research center, the Taiwan National Normal University. Nearly all the music teachers in Taipei graduated 

from this university, and therefore, much attention has been paid to this University published journal, and it has 

influenced this study.  
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Various articles (Chen et. Al. 2000; Lin 1999; Huang 1996 & 1993; Lai 1995; Guo 1993; Xu 1991) have 

discussed similar issues to those of this study. Also, other articles and references books were found which discuss 

the contents of curricula at the planned level (Huang 1996; Yao 1995; Lai 1995; Wu 1995; MOE 1986 & 1994; 

Wang 1993; Xu 1991 & Wu 1991), the resourced level (Lai 1995; Chong 1995; Shi 1993; Hsu 1992; Liu 1991, 

Tseng 1989; Huang 1989) and the implemented level (Lin 1999; Chiang 1998 & Liao 1996). Moreover, the 

following articles helped this study by giving the researcher a better understanding of the nature and extent of 

Chinese music in the Taiwan music syllabus in terms of: the cultural background (Hsu 1997; Hsu 1992); the 

political background (Law 1996 & 1997; Song 1984); the economic background (Chin 1991); the social background 

(Hsu 1989; Yeh 1985); the educational background (Yiu 1999; MOE 1996; Lin 1983; Chen 1989); and the musical 

background (Chen 1996; Hsu 1995; Shamrock 1988; Chan 1984) of Taiwan.  

 

Reference material concerning Chinese music education in junior secondary schools music curricula of Taipei 

is limited. In the National Central Library in Taipei, there are no articles directly concerning this issue. The 

researcher could only find other two useful PhD theses related to the music education in Taiwan, one is Yik (1996), 

which discusses the curriculum materials used in music classes in primary and secondary schools in 1950 to 1973, 

and the other is Chiang M. (1998), which is an up-to-date analysis of music teacher education. The former helped 

this researcher to understand the curriculum at the resourced level, and the latter was useful in describing the 

curriculum at the implemented level in Taiwan. 

 

4.5.2.4.2 The Cultural Contents in Taiwan Junior High Schools Curriculum 

In Taiwan, one of the most important articles of the Constitution of the Republic of China (Taiwan) pertaining 

to education and culture is that education and culture shall aim at the development of a sense of nationalism, a sense 

of autonomy, national morality, a healthy physique, scientific knowledge, and the ability of the citizens to earn a 

living (Article 158) (MOE 1997: 3). The Ministry of Education (MOE) is the department in charge of administrative 

affairs in connection with academic, cultural and educational matters in Taiwan (MOE 1997: 9). 

 

4.5.2.4.3 A Comparison of Hong Kong and Taiwan Music Education 

Many studies of music education have focused on Hong Kong or Taiwan, but few have focused on both places. 

Among the studies which have compared education in Hong Kong and Taiwan are Wong (1969), Chin (1991), Chan 

(1992), Lau (1998), and articles selected in the books, Jump of Dragon: The Social Developments in Mainland, 

Hong Kong and Taiwan (2000), Face to 21st century: Educational Development Articles on Mainland, Taiwan and 

Hong Kong (1995) and Social Change and Educational Development: Mainland China, Taiwan and Hong Kong 

(1995). As observed by Lau Siu Kai (2000: 10), “few scholars work on comparing these two Chinese societies and 

understanding the common or different situations and problems between these two Chinese societies.” Music 

education research is a sub-set of educational research in Hong Kong and Taiwan, and thus even smaller in volume. 

To the researcher’s knowledge, only two researchers have been found in this theme: Ho Wai Chung, [focusing on 

Hong Kong secondary music education in a sociological enquiry; and the democracy, citizenship and extra-musical 

learning in these two Chinese communities (1996; 2000a)] and the present researcher, [focusing on the nature and 

extent of Western culture and Chinese culture in music textbooks (Lau 1998)]. Consequently, the present study can 

contribute to the literature in this area. 
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4.6 Summary 

Hong Kong and Taiwan are two of the Four Newly Industrialised Economies (NIEs) of East Asia, and 

represent two major Chinese communities outside mainland China. Today, Taiwan has a population of about 21 

million and Hong Kong, 6 million. Both have pursed an export-oriented strategy of development and have enjoyed 

fast economic growth rates. However, these two economies have very different political structures, which have led 

to marked differences in educational policies and outcomes (Wu 1997: 189). 

 

    The comparison of the educational policies of Taiwan and Hong Kong shows different consequences of 

conscious policy decisions. In Taiwan, the government, through four decades of consistent efforts, has deepened the 

human capital of that society and provided a strong foundation for sustained development. In Hong Kong, the 

divergent interests of the government and the people it governed resulted in lost opportunities for many, and limited 

options for development for the future. While Hong Kong is likely to remain an international centre of finance and 

business after its return to Chinese sovereignty, in the course of rapid economic growth in this new era of global 

competition, Taiwan, by focusing on developing a strong infrastructure of human resource is destined to have much 

more positive and enduring prospects than Hong Kong (Wu 1997: 202). 

 

4.6.1   The Connection of and Relationships between Hong Kong and Taiwan 

Hong Kong is one of Taiwan’s most important transportation links with the rest of the world. The PRC has 

indicated that it regards the Special Administrative Region as a model for Taiwan’s accession to the PRC (Clough 

1988: 227). In 1997, Hong Kong reverted to Chinese rule. At that time, the government in Beijing proposed the 

formula “one country, two systems” (which it used to handle Hong Kong’s return to China’s sovereignty) for the 

return of Taiwan. But it is argued by Taipei that unlike Hong Kong, the Republic of China was not a colony and was 

not economically dependent upon China. Furthermore, Taiwan had a strong military and possessed sovereignty. It 

therefore rejected China’s proposal. Taiwan, it appeared, did not want to become part of China (Copper 2003: xi-xi). 

 

 Taiwan’s contact with Hong Kong is important, but it presents a unique challenge. The Nationalist Chinese 

cause once found many supporters (both anti-Communist and admirers of the Republic of China) among Hong 

Kong Chinese, and trade with the British colony was significant. The 1984 agreement between Beijing and London 

on Hong Kong reunification with China thus presented Taipei with a serious dilemma: whether to try to continue 

contacts with Hong Kong after July 1, 1997, and if so on, in what fashion. Taiwan tried, generally successfully, to 

maintain commercial and other links with Hong Kong. Much of Taiwan’s extensive trade with the People’s 

Republic of China still passes through Hong Kong, and Taipei maintains an important presence there. Ironically, 

better relations between Taipei (especially direct trade links) and Beijing will hurt Hong Kong economically. On the 

other hand, the government in Taiwan was, and is, careful to point out that Taiwan’s situation is different from that 

of Hong Kong prior to its reversion to China. For example, President Lee noted that Taiwan is some distance away 

from China; it has its own military; and it (or the Republic of China) is a sovereign nation-state, not a colony. 

Therefore, the “one country, two systems” used by Beijing to incorporate Hong Kong, he said, cannot apply to 

Taiwan. President Chen has also made this argument: Taiwan does not see the Hong Kong model, ‘one nation, two 

system’, as attractive or appropriate. Taiwan’s view is like this: unlike Taiwan, Hong Kong was never sovereign, 

economically self-sufficient, or able to defend itself. Hong Kong was a colony, and its colonial status had to end and 

it did not have the option of sovereignty (Copper 2003: 245). 
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Innumerable meetings between people from Taiwan and people from Hong Kong occur in Hong Kong in the 

fields of sports, education, business, professional activities, and tourism. Every year a large number of international 

conferences take place in Hong Kong which is attended by delegates from Taiwan. The movie industries in Hong 

Kong and Taiwan work closely with each other. Hong Kong entrepreneurs have investments in Hong Kong. 

Individuals and groups in Taiwan, including the Kuomintang (KMT), publish newspapers and magazines in Hong 

Kong. The KMT maintains an extensive organization in Hong Kong with an influence on labor unions, schools and 

other organization. In short, the interconnections between the two places are very numerous and complex (Clough 

1988: 225-6). 

 

4.6.2 Why do I compare Hong Kong and Taipei? 

In this study, the researcher chooses Hong Kong and Taipei, the capital of Taiwan to compare. The reasons are: 

the most obvious similarities between Hong Kong and Taipei are their locations and their political history. Both 

cities are located on the south / southeast coast of China; both have been colonies of, or occupied by, European 

powers; and while one is now a Special Administrative Regions (SARS) within the People’s Republic of China 

(PRC), it is possible that the other may also be (proposed by the PRC). 

 

These comments show that similarities in the political histories of the two territories are not confined to 

colonial origins, for both have had a common destiny in the contemporary era. Hong Kong was colonized earlier 

than Taiwan and also it has already returned to the sovereignty of China. The political negotiations allowed Hong 

Kong to retain many of its existing characteristics, including its legal, financial and education systems. While China 

remained officially socialist, Hong Kong remained officially capitalist. This formula was known as ‘one country, 

two systems’, and set the model for Taiwan in its future return of sovereignty. 

 

The similarities do not end there. Among other common features, some of which are identified in the 

following table, are the following: 

 both are small in area (Hong Kong and Taipei, capital of Taiwan); 

 both are small in population, especially compared with their immediate neighbours; 

 both are urban societies, with insignificant agricultural sectors; 

 in both territories, the great majority of inhabitants are Chinese 

 both have efficient financial infrastructures and free market economics with simple taxation systems; 

 both have highly productive and competitive workforces; and 

 both have efficient telecommunications and transport systems, providing easy access to Mainland China 

and other part of the world. 

 

Despite these similarities, major differences are also apparent. Among them are the following: 

 Although in global terms both cities are small in area, Hong Kong is considerably larger than Taipei. 

Hong Kong’s land area is 1,097 square kilometers compared with just 272 square kilometers in Taipei. 

 Unlike Hong Kong, Taipei has a significant indigenous minority – though this minority is very small (2% 

of the population of Taiwan are indigenous, and are mainly divided into nine tribes). 

 Although both cities have high per capita incomes compared with most parts of the region, Hong Kong’s 

per capita incomes are higher than those of Taipei 
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 In both cities, most of the citizens are Chinese; however, one legacy of British administration in Hong 

Kong is that English is an official language in that city. By contrast, Mandarin which was promoted by in 

the Kuomintang period as well as in the Taiwanese period by the Democratic Progressive Party. They are 

both official languages in Taiwan. 

 

Turning specifically to education, again similarities and differences are evident. The main similarities are in 

the formal nature of schooling, some parts of the curriculum and the high enrolment rates. However, the structure 

and important aspects of the content of education differ significantly in the two cities. 

 

From this review of the histories and education systems of Hong Kong and Taiwan, several major similarities 

and differences will be evident. This chapter began by discussing the histories of the two cities. It then analyzed 

their education systems at different levels. As these topics are significantly influenced or affected by one another, 

the chapter emphasized how similarities and variations between the two cities reflect different social, political and 

economical factors. 

Table 4.2: The Chronology of Development in Post-War Hong Kong 

 

Year Economic Political Social Educational 
Present     
1995 DIVERSIFICATION: BELATED HK IDENTITY EFFORTS TO PLAN

 SERVICES & DEMOCRATIZATION  Focus on Tertiary Level; 

 MANUFACTURING Onset of Party Policies Growth of the Middle Class; Problems over Quality & 

   Consumerism; Services for  

 Financial Centre  Importance of 1997 Factor Yuppification; Non-Mainstream Pupils; 

1985   Pressure Group Activity; Continued Decline of 

 Use of High Technology Some Disenchantment with Media Mentality; Private Sector; 

  China & with the UK Brain Drain; Politicization 

 Links with China’s  BUREAUCRATIC Social Problems TOWARD A POLICY
 Modernization OLIGARCHY  Focus on Secondary Schooling;

1975 MANUFACTURING   Mass Education; 

 Rapid Expansion Positive Non-Interventionism UNCERTAINTIES Problems of Administration; 

  & Centralized Populism  Beginning of Decline of 

 Industrialization  Refugee Mentality Private Sector; 

  A-Politicization  Beginning of Expansion of 

1965 Increase in Female  Disturbances Technical Education 

 Participation in the Workforce Leadership Problems   

   Transience RECONSTRUCTION
 Important part played by Growth of Pressure-Groups  & EXPANSION 
 Immigrant Labor & Capital  Focus on Livelihood  

1955  Importance of Non-formal  Focus on Primary Schooling 

 Relatively Small-scale Politics Doubts over Identity  

 Business & Factories   Highly Selective & Elitist 

 RECONSTRUCTION    

  RECONSTRUCTION  Growth of Private Sector 

1945 Entrepôt  RECOVERY  

     

     

     

Source: Adapted from Sweeting (1995): 49. 
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Table 4.3: The Chronology of Development in Post-War Taiwan 

 

Year Economic Political Social Educational 
Present     

  Advocate of Independence   

 FASTEST-GROWING    

 ECONOMY LIFTING OF MARTIAL LAW  
(from 1987) 

 

 Growing Income Disparities; Democratic; Pluralistic;  

1995    STUDIED ABOARD
  Localization Increasing Recognition of a  To US study normally; 

 Trade Increased;  Distinct Taiwanese Identity Primary & Secondary Schools

 Depended on Exports Without Constant Threat  More Demanding; 

  MARTIAL LAW Internationalization 

1985    Free Compiling of Textbooks (1989)

  Constitution: Authoritarian Uniform HIGHERQUALITY 
    OF EDUCATION 
  Withdraw from the UN (1971) Monolithic Chinese Identity Excellent Educational System;

    Standardized Instruction 

1975  Constant Threat Peace & Stability  

    Intense Competition 

   Growth of a Middle Class  

    More Time in Class, more HW.

   More Openness More exams. & Special Class

1965    COMPULSORY  
 LAND REFORM  An Influx of Western Ideas EDUCATION 

 Industrializing Process;    Increased to 9 years (1968) 

 US Economy & Military Assistance  More Cosmopolitan toward  

 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT   the World Textbooks & Curriculum are 

1955 STRATEGIES (1950s)   approved by Ministry of 

 Success in Business   Education & compiled by  

    NICT 

 RECONSTRUCTION TRANSITIONAL PERIOD (CHINA)  

  Democratic Reforms Diluted its Elitist Nature National Competitive 

1945  JAPANESE COLONIALISM  
(1895 – 1945) 

Entrance Examinations 

  Bureaucracy: Less Important   

  Feudalism   

  Legalism   
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CHAPTER FIVE 
CHINESE AND NON-CHINESE MUSIC CONTENTS IN THE  

HONG KONG AND TAIWAN INTENDED MUSIC CURRICULA 
 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter11 concerns the first of the three levels of curriculum discussed previously, the intended 

curriculum, and describes and compares the intended music curricula, the official music syllabuses, of Hong Kong 

and Taiwan. This phase of the research was for the most part a qualitative study conducted from 2003 to 2005 in 

Hong Kong and Taiwan. As the music syllabus in Taiwan is commonly used in the whole of Taiwan, the analysis of 

the syllabus of Taiwan is the same as the analysis of the music syllabus in Taipei. The analysis of the intended level 

of curricula of Hong Kong and Taiwan relied on data from two main sources in this phase, (1) the data drawn from 

interviews with syllabus designers, and (2) the data generated from content analysis of the official music syllabuses. 

 

As discussed in Chapter four, there are three main kinds of curricula in education: the intended, resourced, and 

implemented curriculum. The intended curriculum consists of the official written materials of the subject; the 

resourced curriculum encompasses textbooks and other materials; and the implemented curriculum refers to how the 

intended curriculum is actually taught in the classroom by teachers. Among these three curricula, the intended 

curriculum is the one to be designed first and can be called the ‘root of the curriculum’ or ‘foundation of the 

curriculum’. The intended curriculum exerts a direct influence, in terms of design and content, on the other two 

curricula. Therefore, a study of the intended curriculum is the first step to an overall understanding of a particular 

school subject. Moreover, the intended curriculum not only influences the design of the other curricula, but is itself 

influenced by various socio-political forces.   

 

In order to come to an understanding of Chinese music education, this chapter describes similarities and 

differences in the two official music syllabuses, Hong Kong’s Syllabus for Music (Forms I – III)12 (CDC 1983) and 

Taiwan’s Curriculum Standards of Junior High School: Music13 (MOE, 1994). In particular it focuses on the 

relative extent of Chinese and non-Chinese music in the music syllabuses, on the basis that Chinese music is an 

important element of a music syllabus in a Chinese society because of its firm aesthetic and philosophical principles 

(Deeble 1996: 109).  

                                                 
11 Part of the content of this chapter is a revised version of paper presented at the Annual Conference of the Comparative Education Society 
of Hong Kong, held in the University of Hong Kong in January 2004. 
12 The syllabus can be said to be a colonial music syllabus as it was created in colonial times and lasted for 20 years (14 years in the colonial 
period; 6 years in the post-colonial period). According to the interviews with the music publishers and textbooks designers, during these 20 
years, they designed their textbooks not only based on the skeleton of the syllabuses provided, but also by modifying the content materials to 
suit the publishing periods and updated currcular documents. For example, after 1997, the CDI strongly promoted more local music, 
Guangdong opera, and so textbook publishers and designers put more Guangdong opera in the Chinese music part of texbooks. On the other 
hand, according to their interviews, the music teachers normally followed the music textbooks in their teaching and only few of them looked 
closely at the syllabus.They believed the textbooks provided the most updated materials (according the most updated CDI materials required) 
which they needed to teach. 
13 Although the syllabuses MOE (1983) and MOE (1994) were both created at the time of the KMT, the 1994 syllabus differs greatly from 
the previous MOE (1983) syllabus, in that it has a stronger feeling of promoting local cultures and, unlike the previous syllabus, does not have 
much of a feeling of patriotism, of loving and protecting one`s country. The local textbook publishers for the first time were able to publish 
their textbooks according to their understanding of the syllabus unlike the previous time, when all textbooks were published by the 
Government (NICT). During the 8 years (1994 – 2002), the Taiwan publishers were rather traditional and restricted; most of the materials 
included in the textbooks were according to the suggestions in the syllabus, with few personal additions. On the other hand, while the music 
teachers reported that they normally followed the textbooks, as Hong Kong music teachers did, they always referred to the syllabus to see 
which parts they should teach. For example, although many teachers reported that they did not like to teach aboriginal and local dialect songs, 
eventually, they thought that they should teach them because the syllabus stated that these songs were compulsory.   
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The music syllabuses for junior secondary forms in Hong Kong and Taiwan were published and promulgated 

in 1983 and 1994 until 2003 and 2002 respectively. As Chinese societies, the two places naturally view Chinese 

music as an important art and treasure. However, since the two places were ruled by British and Japan respectively 

for some time, they have been influenced by these countries. Consequently, as this investigation reveals, not only 

Chinese music, but also a lot of non-Chinese music, mainly Western music, has had an impact on local music 

syllabuses designers. Furthermore, it was found that educational, political, historical, social and economic factors   

influenced the syllabuses designers. The chapter tries to explore and discuss the similarities and differences in the 

nature and extent of Chinese and non-Chinese content of the two syllabuses. 

 

Music, as one of the long established cultural subjects in the secondary school curriculum, has been the subject 

of rigorous discussion, like many other subjects, in terms of its relationships with different socio-political factors. 

The purpose of this chapter is to analyze the nature and extent of Chinese music and non-Chinese music in the two 

syllabuses in terms of aims, subject materials (songs, repertoires, theory etc.), and suggested activities.  

 

As discussed before, official syllabuses (the intended curricula) directly influence how future textbook 

designers and publishers design their textbooks (the resourced curriculum), as well as how music is taught in the 

classroom (the implemented curriculum). Generally, official syllabuses are formal guidelines for textbook designers 

and music teachers. Although in this research the researcher does not investigate in depth how closely textbook 

designers and music teachers followed the two syllabuses, the syllabuses did have a certain affect on music 

textbooks, teachers and students (as reported by the textbook designers and the music teachers in their interviews). 

Consequently, if we want to have a more complete picture of the nature and extent of the music curricula, in terms 

of Chinese music and non-Chinese music, in Hong Kong and Taipei, we should first understand the origin and the 

roots of the intended music curricula (the official music syllabuses) of Hong Kong and Taiwan. Similarly, if we 

want to understand the similarities and differences between the music curricula of Hong Kong and Taiwan, we 

should first compare and discuss these two intended curricula (the two official music syllabuses).  

 

5.2  Research into the Intended Curriculum 

The aim of this research is to determine the extent and nature of Chinese and non-Chinese music set out in the 

music syllabuses in Hong Kong and Taiwan, and what socio-political forces have influenced their design. At the 

same time, the researcher would like to discuss the relationship between the intended curriculum (the official music 

syllabuses), the resourced curriculum (music textbooks) and the implemented curriculum (actual music teaching in 

the classroom). The research focuses on the official music syllabuses for Hong Kong junior secondary school 

(CDC1983) and Taiwan junior high schools (MOE 1994). The main research instrument used in this study was 

content analysis followed by semi-structured in-depth interviews with the syllabus designers for greater 

understanding of the background of the designing of the syllabuses. In this study, the researcher defines the 

following limitations and criteria. (1) ‘Intended curriculum’ refers only to the official music syllabuses of Hong 

Kong and Taiwan; (2) Taiwan is a part of China and Taiwanese music is deemed a kind of Chinese music; (3) These 

two syllabuses were designed over ten years ago, with few documents related to their design, especially that of 

Taiwan, remaining, and therefore, the researcher only focuses on what is actually contained and written in the 
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syllabuses and on the interviews with the syllabus designers14 to obtain as much data as he can. 

 

In general, the purpose of this research is to examine the syllabuses which are being used in the junior 

secondary school (S.1 to S.3) in Hong Kong and Taiwan. Through such an examination, the researcher wishes first 

of all to provide a reasonably complete description of the Chinese and non-Chinese music content in the syllabuses; 

second, to compare the similarities and differences in the Chinese and non-Chinese music content in Hong Kong 

and Taiwan junior secondary schools as reflected in the subject matter contained in the syllabuses examined; third, 

to determine the status and roles of Chinese and non-Chinese elements in the curricula; and fourth, to analyze the 

socio-political forces which have shaped and determined these patterns. 

 

In a narrower sense, the purpose of this study is to analyze the nature and extent of Chinese music content of 

the two official music syllabuses in Hong Kong and Taipei in terms of basic information, content outlines, and the 

content at each junior secondary level, secondary one, two, and three. As little research has been done in this area, 

the identification and analysis of the nature and extent of Chinese and non-Chinese music content can serve the 

curriculum profession by revealing who are the syllabuses designers and perhaps more significantly, by providing 

curriculum designers with a perspective when evaluating and formulating future syllabus content. 

 

Hong Kong was ruled by the United Kingdom for over 150 years, while Taiwan was occupied by Japan before 

the Second World War, and in addition, there have been numerous conflicts between the Chinese Communist Party, 

Kuomintang and the Democratic Progressive Party. These political backgrounds have resulted in a certain ambiguity 

in what is meant by being Chinese, as well as in the role and status of Chinese music and non-Chinese music in the 

Chinese societies of Hong Kong and Taiwan. The problem for the researcher, therefore, is how to understand and 

interpret how such ambiguities have influenced the design of music syllabuses, in terms of their Chinese and 

non-Chinese music content. How have the nature and extent of Chinese music in junior secondary schools music 

syllabuses in Hong Kong and Taiwan been shaped and influenced by political histories, economics, educational 

background or contemporary politics? How have the above factors influenced the content of the official music 

syllabuses (intended level) and the status and roles of Chinese music and non-Chinese music in the music curricula? 

 

The major research questions of this research are: 

1. What is the nature and extent of Chinese music at the intended level (the two official syllabuses) of junior 

secondary schools in Hong Kong and Taiwan, and what socio-political forces have determined these patterns? 

2. What are the roles and status of Chinese and non-Chinese elements in the curricula in the two places? 

 

The two official music syllabuses, the CDC (1983) syllabus and the MOE (1994) syllabus, were analyzed 

between 2004 and 2005. The rationale for choosing these two was that they are the official syllabuses in Hong Kong 

and Taiwan. In the interviews, some of the Hong Kong and Taiwan syllabus designers agreed that these two 

syllabuses reflect much of the society and education at that period, and that they have been shaped by the culture, 

                                                 
14 Actually, many Hong Kong syllabus designers are not working or living in Hong Kong anymore. Therefore, the researcher 
has tried to contact some senior staff, both inspectors and curriculum officers, to obtain some precise information about the 
background of syllabus design. On the other hand, in Taipei some syllabus designers are still working in tertiary institutions, so 
the researcher was able contact them easily and obtain more first hand information (just oral information but with no written 
materials) related to the background of the syllabus design. 
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politics, society, education and music education of Hong Kong and Taiwan at that time. The information about the 

music syllabuses obtained from the interviews in this research may enable us to have a deeper understanding of the 

whole picture generally and of the original ideas behind the design of the syllabuses, in particular in determining the 

nature and extent of Chinese and non-Chinese music in the music syllabuses of Hong Kong and Taiwan. 

 

The Hong Kong official music syllabus, CDC (1983), represented the long-awaited refined version of the 

music syllabus promised in the 1975 provisional syllabus, and it claimed to provide a balanced music programme 

featuring creative, performing, and listening activities, the ideas expressed by Simpson in the 1960s. It suggested a 

desired level of development in music literacy and assured the coverage of the essential skills to enable students to 

gain an understanding of music (Yu-Wu & Leung 2000: 475-6). The syllabus was published in 1983 and has been in 

practice for more than twenty years (Wong-Yuen & Gladys 2000: 445). The MOE (1994) syllabus, unlike previous 

syllabuses, which were normally revised every eight to ten years, has now been implemented for nearly twelve 

years. The socio-political environment at that time was changing a lot. People were concerned with localization, 

promoting their own cultures and independence from mainland China, rather than with fighting with the Mainland 

and returning to China. Therefore, one of the important characteristics of this syllabus is the promotion of local 

cultures, including listening to and singing different types of local Taiwanese music. 

 

5.2.1 Findings 

The comparative findings from the two official music syllabuses, CDC (1983) and MOE (1994), are shown in 

five comparative tables (Table 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5), and consist of: the basic information, the outline of 

contents, and the contents of secondary one, secondary two, and secondary three of the music syllabuses. The 

materials chosen for discussion from the syllabuses focuses on Chinese music and non-Chinese music. In order to 

understand the extent of Chinese and non-Chinese music in the syllabuses, the researcher has used different font 

styles to represent different types of music: Chinese music, non-Chinese music, a ‘mixture’ of Chinese and 

non-Chinese music, or music which is ambiguous in its Chinese or non-Chinese nature. The font styles used in the 

tables for Chinese music, non-Chinese music, and for both a mixture of Chinese and non-Chinese music or 

ambiguous music15 are written in ‘bold’, ‘italic’ and ‘bold and italic’ fonts respectively16. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
15 Music which is difficult to classify whether it is Chinese music or non-Chinese music. 
16 The choice of font styles of the syllabi was fully worked out by the researcher, and has been counter-checked by two music teachers and 
three educational scholars for validity. 
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Table 5.1: A Comparison of Basic Information of Music Syllabuses in Hong Kong and Taiwan 
 

Places HONG KONG TAIWAN17 
Music Syllabuses Names Syllabuses for Secondary Schools: Syllabus for Music (Forms I – III) Curriculum Standards of Junior High School: Music 

Abbreviations as CDC (1983) MOE (1994) 
Periods of Implementation 1983 – 2003 1994 – 2004 

Designed by Curriculum Development Committee, Hong Kong Ministry of Education, Taiwan 
Syllabus Designers18 Representatives of CDI, Music Teachers, Tertiary Education Representatives of MOE, Music Teachers, Tertiary Education, (Textbooks 

Designers) 
Published by / Printed by Hong Kong: Government Printer Taiwan: Ministry of Education 
History of Developments 1975; (1981)*; 1983; 2003 1912; 1922; 1929; 1932; 1936; 1940; 1948; 1952; 1955; 1962; 1968; 1971; 1983; 

1994; 2002 
 

Written Medium  
Mainly English 

(with Chinese translation for specific Chinese terms, 
e.g. Names of Chinese instruments and Chinese Provinces) 

 
Chinese 

Pages 19 Pages (pp. 3 – 21) 16 Pages (pp. 355 – 370) 
Packing Style Separated / Individual Volume Music syllabus is one of the parts in the volume of 

‘Curriculum Standards of Junior High School’ 
 

Supplementary / Related 
Resourced Materials 

CDC (1981). Zhong Yi Zhi Zhongguo Yin Yue Xin Shang Ke Cheng 
Jiao Shi Can Kao Zi Liao 

(中一至中三中國音樂欣賞課程教師參考資料) 
Hong Kong: Government Printer. 

(Advice on presentation of Chinese music listening programme 
& a guide to resourced material for this topic) 

MOE (1994). Curriculum Standards of Junior High School: 
Music as elective subject (pp. 655 – 664) 

Taiwan: Ministry of Education 
(provided more details on the contents) 

 
 
 
 

Aims 

1. To provide a balanced and well-defined programme of creative, 
performing and listening activities which will develop musical 
literacy to the point where any pupil who might wish to re-kindle 
an interest in music at a later stage may do so with a degree of 
assurance that essential basic skills have been covered and 
understood. 

2. (Music in the Chinese Tradition) 
To provide Chinese students in Junior Secondary Forms with 
a basic understanding of their own cultural heritage. The 
content includes Chinese Folk Songs, Chinese Operas and 
Operatic Songs, Chinese musical instruments and 
instrumental music as well related theoretical and historical 
aspects of Chinese music. 

1.  To cultivate students’ interest in music; to encourage them to love their 
home, local district, nation and the world. 

2.  To develop students’ fundamental knowledge of music and build up their 
ability of music appreciation. 

3.  To help students to be involved in their music interests in terms of different 
forms of music activities; increase their artistic culture in their leisure 
time. 

4.  To nurture students to have good personality and good cooperating skills as 
well as to enhance their virtues of being harmonious and sociable. 

5.  To let students understand and acquire the meaning of life and enhance 
their value of life through directly aesthetic experiences. 

 

The Hong Kong music syllabus, CDC (1983), was implemented for over twenty years (1983 – 2003), while 

the Taiwan music syllabus, MOE (1994), was implemented for over ten years (1994 – 2004). Both syllabuses were 

designed by the Education Departments of their governments: the Curriculum Development Committee of Hong 

Kong and the Ministry of Education of Taiwan. The CDC (1983) syllabus is mainly written in English, but with 

Chinese translations for specific technical terms such as the names of some Chinese instruments and some Chinese 

provinces, while the MOE (1994) syllabus is completely written in Chinese. The Hong Kong syllabus was designed 

during the period of colonial rule by Britain, when both English and Chinese were widely used in Government 

documents. In contrast, English is not commonly used by the Taiwan government, including official government 

documents, and therefore, the Taiwan music syllabus is almost completely written in Chinese. The Hong Kong 

syllabus can be read by both Hong Kong people and people in all English-speaking countries’, while the Taiwan 

music syllabus can only read by Chinese people. Both syllabuses have a similar number of pages, 19 pages and 16 

pages, and seem to have a similar extent and coverage of contents, and requirements. The CDC (1983) music 

syllabus is printed as an individual volume, whereas the MOE (1994) music syllabus is combined with the other 

subjects in the syllabus as ‘Curriculum Standards of Junior High School’. This may be because the music part of the 

Taiwan music syllabus is more coherent and has closer relationships with other subjects, and so they are bound 

together. In contrast, the music curriculum in the Hong Kong music syllabus was quite independent from other 

                                                 
17 The materials chosen from the MOE (1994) syllabus were originally written in Chinese, and are translated by the researcher. 
18 It is believed that the educational backgrounds of the syllabus designers affected their decisions in designing the syllabus. In Hong Kong, 
most of the syllabus design is carried out by CDI members, while representatives of teachers and tertiary education only comment on, and 
give advice on, the modification of the syllabus and the curricular document. In contrast, in Taiwan, teachers and professors are much more 
heavily involved in syllabus design. In addition, some of the music teachers and professors in the syllabus designing committee are also music 
textbook designers or supervisors, and so it can said that some music textbook designers or supervisors are involved in the design of the music 
syllabus in Taiwan. Furthermore, in the interviews, CDI and MOE members reported that all the music teachers and professors whom they 
invited to help in designing the syllabus were experienced both in teaching and knowledge and wereconsidered capable of contributing to 
music syllabus design in an objective manner. 
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subjects at that time, so they published it as an individual volume. Both are traditional music syllabus presentations, 

in which the supplementary materials provided for the music syllabuses are Zhong Yi Zhi Zhongguo Yin Yue Xin 

Shang Ke Cheng Jiao Shi Can Kao Zi Liao (中一至中三中國音樂欣賞課程教師參考資料) by the Education 

Department of Hong Kong Government, and the part of ‘Music as elective subject’ (pp. 655 – 664) is included in 

the Curriculum Standards of Junior High School by the Taiwan Ministry of Education respectively. While the CDC 

(1983) syllabus gives advice and suggestions on the presentation of a Chinese music listening programme and acts 

as a guide to the resourced material for this topic, the MOE (1994) syllabus provides more details on the content due 

to its being designed especially for students specializing in music as major study. Both syllabuses have rather simple 

contents for junior students to study, while students with higher abilities can choose a deeper content as suggested in 

the supplementary parts.  

 

The aims of the CDC (1983) syllabus are: to provide a balanced and well-defined programme of creative, 

performing, and listening activities, which will develop musical literacy to the point where any pupil who might 

wish to re-kindle an interest in music at a later stage may do so with a degree of assurance that essential basic skills 

have been covered and understood, and to provide Chinese students in junior secondary forms with a basic 

understanding of their own cultural heritage. The content includes Chinese folk songs, Chinese operas and operatic 

songs, Chinese musical instruments and instrumental music as well as related theoretical and historical aspects of 

Chinese music. The aims of the Hong Kong syllabus seemed to focus on encouraging Hong Kong (Chinese) 

students to learn and recognize their country’s music, Chinese music. On the other hand, the aims of the MOE (1994) 

syllabus are (1) to cultivate students’ interest in music; to encourage them to love their home, local district, nation 

and the world; (2) to develop students’ fundamental knowledge of music and build up their ability of music 

appreciation; (3) to assist students in involving themselves in their music interests in terms of different forms of 

music activities; to increase their artistic culture in their leisure time; (4) to nurture students in developing a good 

personality and good cooperating skills as well as to enhance the virtues of being harmonious and sociable; (5) to let 

students understand and acquire the meaning of life and enhance their value of life through directly aesthetic 

experiences. The aims of the Taiwan syllabus therefore seem to have a broader acceptance of different cultures, 

which allows students not only to appreciate their local music, but also music around the world. Moreover, the aims 

of the CDC (1983) syllabus focus on the balance between creative, performing and listening activities, but do not 

discuss the balance of Chinese and non-Chinese content. In contrast, the aims of the MOE (1994) syllabus focus on 

aesthetic virtues with a few discussing the balance of Chinese and non-Chinese content.  
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Table 5.2: A Comparison of the Contents Outlines of Music Syllabuses in Hong Kong and Taiwan 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Contents 

Outlines 

1. Introduction 
2. Basic Activities – Stage I 

a. Singing 
i. Repertoire 
ii. Presentation 

b. Music Reading 
i. Review of the Basic Concepts of Time and 

Tonality 
ii. Rhythm Training 
iii. Pitch Training 
iv. Sight-reading 

c. Listening 
i     Music in the Western Tradition 
ii     Music in the Chinese Tradition 

3. Basic Activities – Stage II 
a. Singing 
b. Music Reading 

i. Rhythm Training 
ii. Pitch Training 
iii. Sight-reading 

 
c. Listening 

i. Music in the Romantic Period 
ii. Music in the Twentieth Century 
iii. Music in the Chinese Tradition 

 
4. Basic Activities – Stage III 

a. Singing 
b. Music Reading 

i. Rhythm Training 
ii. Pitch Training 
iii. Sight-reading 

c. Listening 
i. Music in the Baroque Period 
ii. Music in the Classical Period 
iii. Music in the Chinese Tradition 

5. Additional Activities 
i. Instrumental in Class 
ii. Creative Music Making 
iii. Music and Movement 

6. Extra-Curricular Activities 
(School Choir, Vocal Groups, Recorder Groups, Classroom 
Instrumental Groups, Instrumental Classes (Western & 
Chinese), Instrumental Ensembles, School Bands / Orchestra, 
Concerts /Operettas ,Inter-class / Inter-school Competitions, 
Music Clubs / Interests Groups) 

1.  Aims 
2.  Time Allocation 
3.  Teaching Materials Outlines (Year 1 to Year 3) 

a. Theory 
b. Fundamental Exercises 
c. Songs 
d. Instruments 
e. Music Appreciation 

4.  Methods of Implementation 
f. Choices of Teaching Materials 

i. Criteria of Selecting Textbooks 
ii. Criteria of Selecting Songs and their lyrics 
iii. Textbook Publishers can record Demonstration 

Song Tapes and Music Appreciation Tapes for 
Teaching 

5.  Methodology and Teaching Focus 
i.          General Rules 
ii.         Theory 
iii         Fundamental Exercises 
iv. Songs 
v. Instruments 
vi. Creativity 
vii. Music Appreciation 
vii        Counseling for students with special needs 

6.  Teaching Resources 
i.      Music Room 
ii      Teaching Apparatus 
iii      Uses of Teaching Apparatus 

7.  Relationships and Interactions with other subjects and their topics 
8.  Evaluation 

i    Evaluation on the Proportion and Contents in Teaching 
ii    Remarks on the Music Result Report  

 

 

 

Remarks for Syllabus in 

terms of Chinese Music and 

Non-Chinese Music Contents 

1. Two listening programmes, based on the Chinese and Western 
traditions, are recommended, but broadly speaking they follow a 
similar pattern i.e. in the first year emphasis is placed on 
instruments and voices as a medium of musical expression;  in 
the second and third year, a general survey of the development of 
music in varying styles and forms is presented. 

 
2. Teachers are encouraged to include elements of both musical 

traditions in their listening programmes in order to help 
students to understand and appreciate their own musical 
heritage as well as that of other lands. 

1. The criteria for choosing a repertoire in music appreciation are: the 
repertoire is well known to people, students find it easy to understand, it 
has a high status, it is related to national cultures and it has a 
relationship with the students. 

2. It is reasonable to choose some local / folk music as supplementary 
materials based on the needs of individual districts. 

3. Both Chinese songs and non-Chinese songs can be chosen as teaching 
materials, but it is better to choose more songs of our Country (Local 
songs). 

4. The contents of the lyrics should be neither of low taste nor rude; they 
should be more associated with the encouragement to the young people to 
be hardworking, to love their home, local district, nation, the world and 
with cultural values. 

5. Both Chinese instruments and Western instruments are recommended in 
the music rooms. 

6. It is suggested that each unit (topic) of music is related to or 
accompanied by other subjects. 

Teaching Format Freely Unit 
Lessons per week / cycle 

(F.1 / F.2 / F.3) 
2 / 2 / 2 2 / 1 / 1 

Number of Textbooks Used 
 (F.1 / F.2 / F.3) 

1 / 1 / 1 2 / 1 / 1 

 

The content outline of the CDC (1983) syllabus is mainly divided into six parts: the introduction, basic 

activities in stages I, II and III, additional activities, and extracurricular activities. The basic activities in stages I, II 

and III are divided into three major components, singing, music reading and listening. The singing and music 

reading materials among the three are similar but become deeper and wider from stage I to stage III; that is, the 

simpler contents are structured in stage I for form one students and the more difficult parts are structured in stage III 

for form three students. The listening materials in the three stages are quite different: stage I focuses on music in the 

Western tradition and the Chinese tradition; stage II focuses on the music of the Romantic period, the twentieth 
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century, and the Chinese tradition; and stage III focuses on the music of the Baroque period, the Classical century, 

and the Chinese tradition. It is interesting that the listening materials have been divided not into different levels of 

difficulties, but according to the different periods of music. The suggested additional activities are: the instrumental 

in class, creative music making, and music and movement, while the suggested extracurricular activities are: the 

school choir; vocal groups; recorder groups; classroom instrumental groups; instrumental classes (Western and 

Chinese); instrumental ensembles; school bands / orchestra; concerts /operettas; inter-class / inter-school 

competitions; and music clubs / interests groups. The suggested activities seemed to include all present music 

extracurricular activities in Hong Kong. 

 

In contrast, the content outline of the MOE (1994) syllabus is mainly divided into eight parts: the aims; time 

allocation; teaching materials outlines (Year 1 to Year 3); methods of implementation dealing with the choice of 

teaching materials; methodology and teaching focus; teaching resources; relationships and interactions with other 

subjects and their topics; and evaluation. Although the framework of the music syllabus is quite different from the 

Hong Kong syllabus, the contents of teaching materials outlines from Year 1 to Year 3 are quite similar apart from 

the depth of study, and consist of theory, fundamental exercises, songs, instruments, and music appreciation. 

However, all contents including both songs and listening appreciation are divided into different levels of difficulties 

for different levels of students, which is different from the Hong Kong syllabus, and the music listening repertoires 

are divided according to different musical periods. The methods of implementation section concerns the choice of 

teaching materials and sets out the criteria for selecting textbooks and songs and their lyrics, and suggests that 

textbook publishers can record demonstration song tapes and music appreciation tapes for teaching. The part 

concerning methodology and focus includes general rules, theory, fundamental exercises, songs, instruments, 

creativity, music appreciation and counseling for students with special needs. The part concerning teaching 

resources includes the music room, teaching apparatus, and the uses of teaching apparatus. The final part, evaluation, 

includes evaluation of the proportion and contents in teaching and remarks on the music result report. The above 

suggestions, the methods of implementation, methodology, list of teaching of teaching resources, and evaluation 

part are not found in the Hong Kong syllabus. The Taiwan syllabus seemed to cover a wider area. 

 

Both syllabuse outlines show that the level of knowledge of music progresses from simple to difficult through 

the content of the first year of study to the third year of study. The materials outlines are also nearly the same and 

discuss the implementation of different kinds of activities, for example, singing, music appreciation, and creativity 

activities although the CDC (1983) syllabus includes more discussion of extracurricular activities, while the MOE 

(1994) syllabus has more discussion related to the use of teaching resources, methodology and the importance of the 

final evaluation. 

 

Some general remarks concerning Chinese music and non-Chinese music are found in both syllabuses. The 

remarks for the CDC (1983) syllabus are (1) two listening programmes, based on the Chinese and Western tradition, 

are recommended, but broadly speaking they follow a similar pattern i.e. in the first year emphasis is placed on 

instruments and voices as a medium of musical expression; in the second and third year, a general survey of the 

development of music in varying styles and forms is presented, and (2) teachers are encouraged to include elements 

of both musical traditions in their listening programmes in order to help students to understand and appreciate their 

own musical heritage as well as that of other lands. The remarks for MOE (1994) are (1) the criteria for choosing a 
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repertoire in music appreciation are: the repertoire is well known to people; students find it easy to understand; it 

has a high status; it is related to national cultures and it has a relationship with the students; (2) it is reasonable to 

choose some local / folk music as supplementary materials based on the needs of individual districts; (3) both 

Chinese songs and non-Chinese songs can be chosen as teaching materials, but it is better to choose more songs of 

our Country (local songs); (4) the contents of the lyrics should be neither of low taste nor rude; they should be more 

associated with encouraging young people to be hardworking, to love their home, local district, nation, the world, 

and with cultural values; (5) both Chinese instruments and Western instruments are recommended in the music 

rooms; and (6) it is suggested that each unit (topic) of music is related to or accompanied by other subjects. The 

remarks for the CDC (1983) syllabus give a clear indication of the importance of both Chinese and Western music, 

while the remarks for MOE (1994) concern both how to choose a song or a repertoire and also the choosing of the 

Chinese and non-Chinese music. The Taiwan music syllabus greatly encourages its readers to choose more local 

Taiwanese songs, which cannot find in the Hong Kong music syllabus. 

 

The suggested teaching format for the CDC (1983) syllabus is flexible and left open, while the MOE (1994) 

syllabus adopts the ‘unit’19 form based. The lessons suggested by CDC (1983) and MOE (1994) for each week / 

cycle for secondary one, secondary two and secondary three are 2 / 2 / 2 and 2 / 1 / 1 respectively. The suggested 

number of teaching lessons in secondary two and secondary three are higher in Hong Kong than in Taiwan, and the 

number of textbooks used is also different, with Taiwan using one more textbook in secondary one. The suggested 

music lessons are reduced in the Taiwan syllabus because, as commented and implied by the Taiwan music 

syllabuses designers, students need to spend time on other subjects instead of a cultural subject, like ‘music’. 

 
Table 5.3: A Comparison of Secondary One Music Syllabuses in Hong Kong and Taiwan 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

Form One 

(Only those contents related 

to Chinese music and 

non-Chinese music are 

shown) 

      1.  Singing 
a.  Chinese folk songs, folk songs of other lands and modern unison 

songs 
b.  Rounds, canons, quolibets and simple 2-part songs 

2.  Music Reading 
 a.  Time and Tonality 
 b.  Rhythmic Training (simple & compound 2, 3 and 4 time) 
 c.  Pitch Training (stepwise progression of major scales and tonal 

patterns in the pentatonic mode) 
d.  Major scales (easy keys) 

3.  Listening 
a.  Music in the Western Tradition 

(Instruments and Voices as a medium of musical 
 expression) 

b.  Music in the Chinese Tradition 
The following programme has been structured for 25 
ten-minutes units at each level (S.1 to S.3). 
1. Regional Folk Songs: Folk songs from Southeast China (5 

units) 
2. Chinese Musical Instruments (20 units) 

a. Wind instruments: Di, Dongxiao, Sheng, Guan, Suona etc. 
b. Bowed string instruments: Erhu, Gaohu, Zhonghu, Dahu, 

Dihu, Gehu, Banhu, Jinghu etc. 
c. Plucked string instruments: Guqin, Zheng, Pipa, Liuyeqin, 

Ruan, Yueqin, Qinqin, Sanxian, Yangqin etc. 
d. Percussion: Gongs, Drums, Cymbals, Muyu, Bangzi, 

Paiban, Bells etc. 
 

1. Theory 
a.  Symbols of notes and rests 
b.  Single and compound times 
c.  Solfa names and letter names 
d.  Whole and half tones 
e.  Recognition of intervals 
f.  Signatures of C, G & F majors 
g.   Musical / technical names and symbols 

2. Fundamental Exercises 
a.  Voice Projection (Bel Canto) 

 b.  Aural Training (Related to every unit, 2-part choral ending exercises 
and identifying the natural intervals) 

 c.  Sight Singing (Treble Clef, C, G and F Majors) 
 d.  Rhythm and Conducting Training (duple, triple, quadruple time etc.) 
 e.  Composing music (related to every unit) 

3. Singing 
a.   Four common songs 
b.   Other songs incorporating other subjects as well as related to special 

festivals 
c. Mainly unison songs (70%), Rounds (10%) and simple 2-part songs 

(20%) 
d. Supplementary Songs 

4.  Instrumental Playing: Alto recorder and simple keyboard 
instruments 
5.  Creativity 
6.  Music Appreciation 

a. Recorder family 
b. Woodwind, Stringed, Brass and Percussion instruments 
c. Taiwanese folk songs and local operatic music 

 

The content of CDC (1983) for secondary one is mainly divided into three parts: singing, music reading, and 

listening. In the singing part, Chinese folk songs, folk songs of other lands and modern unison songs as well as 

                                                 
19 A ‘unit’ is similar equivalent to the teaching of selected song, listening repertoires appreciation, theory, creativity works etc. 
as a chapter.  
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rounds, canons, quolibets and simple 2-part songs are suggested. In the music reading part, an understanding and 

recognition of time and tonality, rhythmic training (simple & compound 2, 3 and 4 time), pitch training (stepwise 

progression of major scales and tonal patterns in the pentatonic mode) and major scales (easy keys) are suggested. 

All are basic music teaching materials which continue the teaching materials made by the primary music syllabus 

CDC (1987). Listening appreciation is divided into two main parts, music in the Western tradition and music in the 

Chinese tradition. The programme for Western music at this level focuses on the instruments and voices as a 

medium of musical expression. There is no deeper discussion on the contents and coverage of Western music. It 

may that the designers  wanted to give students a basic and general understanding of different kinds of instruments 

and voices instead of introducing some specific and fixed music elements. The programme for Chinese music 

appreciation has been suggested and structured for 25 ten-minutes at each level, secondary one to secondary three. 

At this level, there are five units for Regional Folk Songs: Folk songs from Southeast China and twenty units for 

Chinese musical instruments which include (1) wind instruments: di, dongxiao, sheng, guan, suona etc., (2) bowed 

string instruments: erhu, gaohu, zhonghu, dahu, dihu, gehu, banhu, jinghu etc., (3) plucked string instruments: 

guqin, zheng, pipa, liuyeqin, ruan, yueqin, qinqin, sanxian, yangqin etc., and (4) percussion: gongs, drums, cymbals, 

muyu, bangzi, paiban, bells etc. The introducing of regional songs start with those from Southeast China because 

most  Hong Kong students are Guangdong people, and the syllabus would like to start with a more familiar 

regional genre. In addition, no specific regional musical instruments are suggested by the syllabus, while all 

instruments introduced come from different regions. 

 

In contrast, the content of MOE (1994) for secondary one is mainly divided into six parts: theory, fundamental 

exercises, singing, instrumental playing, creativity, and music appreciation. The theory part includes symbols of 

notes and rests, single and compound times, solfa names and letter names, whole and half tones, recognition of 

intervals, signatures of C, G and F majors, and musical / technical names and symbols. Fundamental exercises 

include voice projection (Bel Canto20), aural training (related to every unit, 2-part choral ending exercises and 

identifying the natural intervals), sight singing (treble clef, C, G and F majors), rhythm and conducting training 

(duple, triple, quadruple time etc.), and composing music (related to every unit). The Taiwan syllabus gives more 

indications as to the teaching content in this year; for example, introducing C, F and G majors, understanding whole 

and half tones and knowing the voice projection etc. The singing part includes four common songs suggested by the 

Ministry of Education, other songs which relate to special festivals and other supplementary songs. The syllabus 

suggests: unison songs (70%), rounds (10%) and simple 2-part songs (20%). The part concerning music 

appreciation includes listening to instruments belonging to the recorder family, woodwind, stringed, brass and 

percussion instruments; and Taiwanese folk songs and local operatic music. The Taiwan syllabus gives a more 

specific indication of which families of instruments to introduce in this year than the Hong Kong syllabus, as well 

as a clear indication that local Taiwanese music should be introduced. 

 

In the first year of junior secondary school, both syllabuses suggest some basic theory, songs, and repertoires 

for students to learn and to appreciate. However, the CDC (1983) syllabus indicates which instruments should be 

studied and the suggested time allocation for Chinese music listening in this stage, while the MOE (1994) syllabus 

only suggests the general names of families of instruments, but not the names of specific instruments. On the other 

hand, the MOE (1994) syllabus indicates a clear percentage of suggested songs to be chosen, in contrast to the CDC 
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(1983) syllabus, which only outlines the suggested song genres in the syllabus. In addition, the Ministry of 

Education recommends four common songs in the music syllabus, but the Curriculum of Development Council of 

Hong Kong gives no recommendation on common songs in the syllabus. It seems that the MOE (1994) syllabus is 

more restricted than the CDC (1983) syllabus in terms of selection of songs while the CDC (1983) syllabus 

emphasizes the importance of Chinese music and gives more specific suggestions on the time allocation for Chinese 

music at this stage. 

 
Table 5.4: A Comparison of Secondary Two Music Syllabuses in Hong Kong and Taiwan 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Form Two 

(Only those contents related 

to Chinese music and 

non-Chinese music are 

shown) 

1.  Singing 
 a.   2-part songs, rounds and canons 

2.  Music Reading 
 a.   Imitative patterns and rhythm ostinati in simple time and 

compound time 
 b.    Pitch Training (major & minor scales; pentatonic modes; 

non-modulating passages in singing solfa tonal patterns; 
distinguishing major & minor chords; identify I, IV & V 
chords)  

c.    Sight-reading (introduce the structure of minor scale; home 
note in major & minor keys; extracts in major & minor keys 
up to 3/4 sharps or flats) 

3.  Listening 
a. The variety of musical styles and forms, which make up the 

Western tradition from 1600 (Suggested music are from 
Romantic Period 1820 – 1900 and Music in the Twentieth 
Century 1900 – 1950) 

b. Music in the Chinese Tradition:  
i.  Chinese Orchestra (traditional and modern), 
Instrumental ensembles (in Unison) and Chinese Concertos 
(5 units) 
ii.  Regional Folk Music: Folk music from various 
provinces, such as Guangdong, Chaozhou, Kejia, Fujian, 
Suzhe Shandong (13 units)  
iii.  Folk songs from other regions including those of 
minority ethnic groups. (7 units) 
Remarks: - 

Music in the Romantic Period 
a. Art Song: Selected examples by Schubert and Schumann 
b. Instrumental Music: Characteristics for the piano by Chopin, 

Schumann and Mendelssohn 
c. Programme Music: Orchestral Works with story content by 

Berlioz, Mendelssohn, Liszt and Smetana 
d. Opera in the 19th Century: Highlights from works by Verdi, 

Puccini, Wagner and Bizet 
e. Ballet: Selections from the music of Tchaikovsky and Delibes 
f. Nationalism expressed in the music of Smetana, Dvorak, Grieg 

and Sibelius 
Music in the Twentieth Century 
a. Impressionism: Works of Debussy and Ravel 
b. Folk Music: Bartok, Kodaly, Vaughan Williams and Copland 
c. Atonality: Works of Schonberg and Berg 
d. Popular Music Form: From the Blues through traditional Jazz 

to current trends 

1.  Theory 
  a.   Recognition of majors and minors 
  b.   5-line staves and numerical notations 
  c.   Recognition of slur notation 
  d.   Strong and weak beats and syncopations 

e.    Musical / technical names and symbols 
2.  Fundamental Exercises 

a.  Voice Projection (Bel Canto) 
b.  Aural Training (Related to every unit, 3-part choral ending exercises) 
c.  Sight Singing (majors, minors and accidental notes) 
d.  Rhythm Training (strong, weak and up beats) 
e.  Conducting Training (related to every unit) 
f.   Dictating music 

3.  Singing 
a. Three common songs 
b. Other songs incorporating other subjects as well as related to special 

festivals. 
c. Mainly unison songs (70%), 3-part songs (10%) and simple 2-part 

songs (20%) 
d. Supplementary Songs 

4.  Instrumental Playing: Alto and soprano recorders solo and 
ensemble 
5.  Creativity 
6.  Music Appreciation 

a. Music Forms (Round, Variation and Sonata etc.) 
b. Folk music from different countries 
c. Selected works from different periods and composers 

 

The content of CDC (1983) for secondary two is mainly divided into three parts, singing, music reading, and 

listening. In the singing part, 2-part songs, rounds and canons are suggested. The music reading part suggests: the 

understanding and recognition of imitative patterns and rhythm ostinati in simple time and compound time; pitch 

training (major and minor scales; pentatonic modes; non-modulating passages in singing solfa tonal patterns; 

distinguishing major and minor chords; identify I, IV and V chords); and sight-reading (introduce the structure of 

minor scale; home note in major & minor keys; extracts in major and minor keys up to 3 to 4 sharps or flats). The 

secondary two syllabuses gives a more specific instruction than the secondary one syllabus, for example, identifying 

of I, IV and V chords, and the ability to sight-read up to 3 to 4 sharps and flats. The listening appreciation is divided 

into two main parts, music in the Western tradition and music in the Chinese tradition. The programme for Western 

music at this level focuses on the variety of musical styles and forms which make up the Western tradition from 

                                                                                                                                                                            
20 An Italian voice projection singing technique is which is commonly used in formal artistic singing. 
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1600 (suggested music is that of the Romantic period 1820 – 1900 and the twentieth century 1900 – 195021). The 

suggested music genres from the Romantic period includes (1) the art song: selected examples by Schubert and 

Schumann; (2) instrumental music: characteristics for the piano by Chopin, Schumann and Mendelssohn; (3) 

programme music: orchestral works with story content by Berlioz, Mendelssohn, Liszt and Smetana; (4) opera in 

the 19th century: highlights from works by Verdi, Puccini, Wagner and Bizet; (5) ballet: selections from the music of 

Tchaikovsky and Delibes; and (6) nationalism expressed in the music of Smetana, Dvorak, Grieg and Sibelius. The 

suggested music genres from the twentieth century include (1) impressionism: the works of Debussy and Ravel; (2) 

folk music: Bartok, Kodaly, Vaughan Williams and Copland; (3) atonality: the works of Schonberg and Berg; and (4) 

the popular music form: from the blues through traditional jazz to current trends. The secondary two syllabus gives 

more details of the programme of Western music, for examples, which periods, which genres, and which composers 

are suggested in this year. The programme for Chinese music appreciation has also been suggested and structured 

for 25 ten-minutes at this level. For this level, there are five units for Chinese orchestra (traditional and modern), 

instrumental ensembles (in unison) and Chinese concertos; thirteen units for regional folk music: folk music from 

various provinces, such as Guangdong, Chaozhou, Kejia, Fujian, Suzhe, Shandong; and seven units for folk songs 

from other regions including those of minority ethnic groups. The Chinese music programme is also outlined in 

rather more detail compared to the previous year; for example, teachers are encouraged to introduce specific 

regional music (Chaozhou, Kejia, Fujian, Suzhe, Shandong).  

 

The content of the MOE (1994) syllabus for secondary two is mainly divided into six parts, theory, 

fundamental exercises, singing, instrumental playing, creativity, and music appreciation. The theory section includes 

recognition of majors and minors, 5-line staves and numerical notations, recognition of slur, strong and weak beats 

and syncopations and musical / technical names and symbols. The part concerning fundamental exercises includes 

voice projection (Bel Canto), aural training (related to every unit, 3-part choral ending exercises), sight singing 

(majors, minors and accidental notes), rhythm training (strong, weak and up beats), conducting training (related to 

every unit), and dictating music. It is interesting to find there are some things which the Hong Kong syllabus has not 

introduced, for example, 5-line staves and numerical notations, and the trainings of conducting and dictating music. 

The singing part includes three common songs suggested by the Ministry of Education, other songs which relate to 

special festivals, and other supplementary songs. The syllabus suggests: unison songs (70%), 3-part songs (10%) 

and simple 2-part songs (20%). The music appreciation section includes listening to music forms (round, variation 

and sonata etc.), folk music from different countries, and selected works from different periods and composers. 

There is no specific suggestion on which kinds of music genres to introduce, from which musical periods, and by 

which composers. The Taiwan syllabus only outlines music from different countries, and selected works from 

different periods and composers with some brief examples, for example, musical forms: round, variation and sonata 

etc. 

 

In the second year of junior secondary school, the MOE (1994) syllabus still indicates a clear percentage of 

suggested songs chosen, while the CDC (1983) syllabus only outlines some suggested song genres. That is, the 

Ministry of Education recommends three common songs in the music syllabus, but the Curriculum of Development 

                                                 
21  In the interviews, the curriculum officers reported that the reason for teaching Romantic and Contemporary periods in the second year 
instead of following the historical chronological order by teaching Baroque and Classical periods, was because the syllabus designers` 
originally idea was to introduce music from recent history, such as contemporary music, instead of introducing older music such as Baroque 
music.  
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Council of Hong Kong gives no recommendation on common songs in the syllabus. It also seems that the MOE 

(1994) syllabus is more restricted than the CDC (1983) syllabus at this stage, as with the previous stage. On the 

other hand, the CDC (1983) syllabus does give a very clear indication of the music periods to focus on: the 

Romantic period and Contemporary period, as well as particular kinds of regional music, for example, folk music 

from various provinces. It also suggests the time allocation for Chinese music listening. In contrast, the MOE (1994) 

syllabus only suggests various music forms (round, variation and sonata etc.), folk music from different countries, 

and selected works from different periods and composers. It can be seen that the CDC (1983) syllabus gives many 

specific indications concerning music genres, music periods and time allocation for the reader’s reference.  

 
Table 5.5: A Comparison of Secondary Three Music Syllabuses in Hong Kong and Taiwan 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Form Three 

(Only those contents related 

to Chinese music and 

non-Chinese music are 

shown) 

1.  Singing 
a.   (Unison, 2-part, difficult part-songs) 

 b.  Folk songs featuring characteristics rhythm patterns which 
    evoke a distinctly national or regional flavour 

c.   Classical songs by selected composers, covering different styles 
and periods 
2.  Music Reading 

 a.   Rhythm Training (syncopation in compound time) 
 b.   Pitch Training (major, minor & pentatonic modes, modulation, 

recognition of singing solfa; I IV & V chords) 
 c.   Sight Reading (major and minor keys; related to the listening 

programme) 
3.  Listening 

a. Music in the Baroque Period (1600 – 1750) 
b. Music in the Classical Period (1750 – 1820) 
c. Music in the Chinese Tradition 

Remarks: - 
Music in the Baroque Period 
a. Ground Bass and Fugue: Keyboard works of J. S. Bach 
b. Suites: Solo and Orchestral works of J. S. Bach 
c. Concerto Gross Forms: Orchestral works of Vivaldi, Bach and 

Handel 
d. Sacred Choral Music: Religious service music of Bach and the 

choral dramas of Handel 
Music in the Classical Period 
a. Classical Sonatas and Chamber Music: Keyboard sonatas of 

Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven 
b. Orchestral Music: Symphony and Concerto of Haydn, Mozart 

and Beethoven 
Music in the Chinese Tradition 
a. Operas and Operatic Songs: Guangdong Operas, 

Chaozhou Operas, Beijing Operas, Yueju, Kunqu, 
Guangdong Hanju Qudiao etc. 
(15 units) 

b. Regional Ballads: Guangdong Nanyin, Muyu, Longzhou, 
Suzhou Pingtan, Shandong Dagu etc. (5 units) 

c. Theory of Chinese Music: Chinese tonal system, its origin, 
development and differences from Western tonal system as 
well as differences between regional ethnic tonal systems 
(5 units) 

1. Theory 
a.  Our Country’s (Chinese / Local) pentatonic music 
b.  Common musical / technical terms 
c.  Triads, dominant seventh chords and cadences 
d.  Modulations in the songs 

2. Fundamental Exercises 
a.  Voice Projection (Bel Canto) 
b.  Aural Training (2nd year continued) 
c.  Sight Singing (modulations) 
d.  Rhythm Training (common music rhythmic styles) 
e.  Conducting Training (related to every unit) 
f.   Dictating music 

3. Singing 
a. Three common songs 
b. Other songs incorporating other subjects as well as related to special 

festivals. 
c. Mainly unison songs (70%), Rounds (10%) and simple 2-part songs 

(20%) 
d. Supplementary Songs 

4. Instrumental Playing: Recorder family ensembles 
5.  Creativity 

a. Using pentatonic scale to compose melodies 
b. Free composition incorporating with Chinese poems 

    6.  Music Appreciation 
a. Selected works from different periods and composers (continued) 
b. Chinese traditional and contemporary famous repertoires 
c. Traditional Operatic music 

 

The content of the CDC (1983) syllabus for secondary three is mainly divided into three parts, singing, music 

reading, and listening. The singing section suggests: unison, 2-part, difficult part-songs, folk songs featuring 

characteristic rhythm patterns which evoke a distinctly national or regional flavor, and classical songs by selected 

composers, covering different styles and periods. The music reading section recommends the understanding and 

recognition of rhythm training (syncopation in compound time, pitch training (major, minor and pentatonic modes, 

modulation, recognition of singing solfa; I IV and V chords), and sight reading (major and minor keys; related to the 

listening programme). It is very similar to the second year contents except for the suggestion that folk songs 

featuring characteristic rhythm patterns which evoke a distinctly national or regional flavor should be introduced.  

The listening appreciation is divided into two main parts: music in the Western tradition and music in the Chinese 

tradition. The programme for Western music at this level focuses on music in the Baroque period (1600 – 1750) and 

music in the Classical period (1750 – 1820). The suggested music genres from the Baroque period include (1) 
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Ground Bass and Fugue: the Keyboard works of J. S. Bach, (2) Suites: the Solo and Orchestral works of J. S. Bach; 

(3) Concerto Gross Forms: The orchestral works of Vivaldi, Bach and Handel; and (4) Sacred Choral Music: the 

religious service music of Bach and the choral dramas of Handel. The suggested music genres from the Classical 

period include (1) Classical sonatas and chamber music: the keyboard sonatas of Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven; 

and (2) orchestral music: the symphony and concerto of Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven. The content is also as 

specific as the second year. This year, the content has shifted from the Romantic and contemporary periods to the 

Baroque and Classical periods. The programme for Chinese music appreciation has also been suggested and 

structured for 25 ten-minutes at this level. There are fifteen units for operas and operatic songs: Guangdong operas, 

Chaozhou operas, Beijing operas, Yueju, Kunqu, Guangdong Hanju Qudiao etc; five units for regional ballads: 

Guangdong Nanyin, Muyu, Longzhou, Suzhou Pingtan, Shandong Dagu etc.; and five units for theory of Chinese 

music: the Chinese tonal system, its origin, development and differences from Western tonal system as well as 

differences among regional ethnic tonal systems. This year, the regional music is more varied,  with not only some 

general music genres, but also more specific regional music like Guangdong operas, Chaozhou operas, Beijing 

operas, Yueju, Kunqu, Guangdong Hanju Qudiao, Nanyin, Muyu, Longzhou, Suzhou Pingtan, Shandong Dagu etc. 

 

  The content of the MOE (1994) syllabus for secondary three is mainly divided into six parts, theory, 

fundamental exercises, singing, instrumental playing, creativity, and music appreciation. The understanding and 

recognition of the part of theory includes music of our country, (Chinese / Local) pentatonic music, common 

musical / technical terms, triads, dominant seventh chords and cadences, and modulations in the songs. It is exciting 

to find that the Taiwan music syllabus encourages introducing her Country (Chinese / Local) pentatonic music. 

Pentatonic music is believed by many peoples are part of important traditional Chinese music. Does this mean or 

imply Taiwanese music is a kind of Chinese music, or that Taiwan is a part of China? In addition, Chinese music 

theory is suggested in the Taiwan syllabus (in the third year), which is not found in the Hong Kong syllabus or in 

other parts of the Taiwan music syllabus, nor in any music syllabus in the world. Chinese music theory has a much 

longer history than Western music theory, and the reasons for it being looked down upon are some socio-political 

factors which will be discussed in the later section. The part concerning fundamental exercises includes voice 

projection (Bel Canto), aural training (second year continued), sight singing (modulations), rhythm training 

(common music rhythmic styles), conducting training (related to every unit), and dictating music. The singing part 

includes three common songs suggested by the Ministry of Education, other songs which relate to special festivals 

and other supplementary songs. The syllabus suggests: unison songs (70%), rounds (10%) and simple 2-part songs 

(20%). Recorder family ensembles are suggested in the instrumental playing section, while the use of pentatonic 

scale to compose melodies, and free composition incorporating Chinese poems are suggested under creativity. 

Furthermore, music appreciation includes listening to selected works from different periods and composers (second 

year continued), Chinese traditional and contemporary famous repertoires, and traditional operatic music. Similarly, 

there is no specific suggestion on the listening repertoires in terms of musical periods, composers, or genres. 

However, there are some suggestions on using pentatonic scale to compose melodies, or free composing 

incorporating Chinese poems in the creativity activities which are not found in the Hong Kong syllabus. 

 

    To conclude, in the third year of junior secondary school, the characteristics of the CDC (1983) and MOE 

(1994) syllabuses are nearly the same as in previous years. The MOE (1994) still recommends a clear percentage of 

songs, while the CDC (1983) syllabus only outlines suggested song genres in the syllabus. That is, the Ministry of 
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Education recommends three common songs in the music syllabus, whereas the Curriculum Development Council 

of Hong Kong gives no recommendation on common songs in the syllabus. It also seems that the MOE (1994) 

syllabus is more restricted than the CDC (1983) syllabus at this stage also. On the other hand, the CDC (1983) 

syllabus gives a very clear indication of the periods to be studied, the Baroque period and the Classical period, as 

well as various kinds of regional music, such as Chinese operas and operatic songs. It also suggests the time 

allocation for listening to Chinese music. The MOE (1994) syllabus, on the other hand, only suggests various music 

forms (round, variation and sonata etc.), folk music from different countries, and selected works from different 

periods and composers. It can be seen that the CDC (1983) syllabus really gives many specific indications 

concerning music genres, music periods and time allocation for the reader’s reference.  

 

5.2.2  Discussion   

1. Chinese music, non-Chinese music, and a mix of Chinese and non-Chinese music, each equally takes up 

one-third of the syllabuses 

There has been much discussion in the literature about the strong influence of Western music and culture on 

Hong Kong and Taipei, including their influence on teacher education and training in the two places. The design of 

textbooks and teaching in classrooms favors non-Chinese music, mainly Western. However, neither of the two 

music syllabuses has any special bias or emphasis concerning either Chinese or non-Chinese music. Both the aims 

and content of the two syllabuses actually reflect a balanced programme in terms of the extent of Chinese and 

non-Chinese music elements. This reflects the ‘neutrality’ of the syllabuses designers in their selection of the 

contents. 

 

For one-third of the syllabuse content, it is hard to determine whether the materials belong to Chinese music or 

non-Chinese music, which in practice leaves music textbook publishers, designers and music teachers free to 

interpret this content themselves. Moreover, the interpretation of such materials in the syllabuses by music textbook 

publishers and designers is very important because many music teachers like to follow textbooks closely when they 

teach. However, this phenomenon also tells us that a lot of music in the syllabuses and textbooks which is taught in 

classrooms crosses cultures and nations, as in the case, for example, of contemporary Chinese music which mixes   

Western compositional techniques with Chinese instrumental performances. As music is a universal language, it is 

not necessary to separate precisely which music belongs to which culture or nation.  

 

2. The syllabuses include a lot of Western music practices and training   

Nearly all the music ‘basic training’ set out and recommended in the two syllabuses is in the style of Western 

practice. For example, singing (the vocal production using Italian Bel Canto) and signatures and signs in music and 

score reading (time signatures, key signatures, rhythm notations, scales, etc.) are all in the Western tradition. These 

Western music practices and training have developed and been accepted by people for a long time, and Western 

music education has become popular around the world in recent centuries. It can be concluded that Western music 

has had a substantial influence on music education and music syllabuses designers in Hong Kong and Taiwan.  

Although Chinese music theory has a much longer history than Western music theory, it cannot be as popular as 

Western music theory because of the greater popularity of Western music theory and training, including its 

systematic recording and teaching, and because of various political factors, for example, the weakness of China and 

the strength of European powers in recent centuries.   
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3. There is no recommendation for teachers to choose either Chinese or non-Chinese songs 

In the section of the syllabuses on singing, no specific indication/recommendation is given to music teachers 

as to whether they should choose Chinese or non-Chinese songs, except where it clearly states in the MOE (1994) 

syllabus that a few Taiwanese songs should be taught. The two syllabuses only indicate the genres of songs, for 

example, unison song, two-part song, folk song, and others, and suggest time allocation for teaching these songs. 

Therefore, song selection is left to music teachers, music textbook designers, and publishers, who have the freedom 

to decide the nature and extent of these songs beyond what little is suggested by the music syllabuses. The way in 

which the syllabuses have been designed by music syllabuses designers allows teachers more flexibility in selecting 

the nature and extent of Chinese and non-Chinese music. For example, recent Hong Kong music textbooks have 

included more Chinese songs (especially Canto-pop) since 1997. Some low-band schools choose many local 

Canto-pop songs to sing in their lessons, while some high-band schools still opt for non-Chinese artistic songs. As 

for Taiwan, it was found that most of the unison or 2-part songs in music textbooks are local, composed by local 

composers to promote local culture, due to the change of the ruling political party, the Democratic Progressive Party. 

The Government wishes to be more independent and separate from mainland China, and therefore promotes the 

characteristic local music of Taiwan instead of Chinese music (of the mainland). It can be summarized that during 

different situations, for example, different socio-political backgrounds, the intended official music syllabuses can be 

interpreted very differently by different textbook designers and teachers in their written resourced curricula and 

taught implemented curricula respectively.  

 

4. The non-Chinese music in the syllabuses is mostly Western music 

In the section on music appreciation, the number and proportion of Chinese and non-Chinese repertoires are 

found to be quite balanced (nearly the same) in both the Hong Kong and the Taipei syllabuses. However, the 

non-Chinese music is mainly Western, and there is little discussion of Asian, African, or non-European music, 

perhaps because these countries are not as influential as Western European countries, and their music traditions, 

including the development, recording, teaching, and retaining of their music, are not as influential as that of the 

richer and more developed European countries. On the other hand, because most people in Hong Kong and Taiwan 

are Chinese, there is no question that Chinese music should be included in the syllabuses and given a certain status. 

Therefore, both Western music and Chinese music are considered important in the syllabuses.  

  

5. The promotion of local music in the syllabuses 

With regard to the Taiwan syllabus, As the Taiwan government is eager to promote local culture, it has 

introduced local songs and repertoires from Hakka, Minnan and indigenous music into the syllabuses, and it has 

even made it compulsory to teach a few aboriginal songs. Some teachers are strongly opposed to this 

recommendation, however, and instead just follow their own music curriculum because they dislike and are 

unfamiliar with indigenous music. It is understandable that most music teachers, apart from the younger teachers, 

have little training in local music. As a result, most music teachers, especially the older ones, are still in the 

‘shadow’ of, and influenced by, their former (KMT) Government, which does not clearly differentiate the local 

people as Taiwanese or Chinese, or clearly differentiate local music as Taiwanese local music or Chinese music. In 

contrast, the Hong Kong music syllabus has not clearly listed the genre of local music. Since 1997, Hong Kong 

people have had a stronger sense of belonging to Hong Kong and/or the Mainland than to Britain, and music 

publishers are including more local Canto-pop songs and Guangdong opera in music textbooks than in the colonial 
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era. Now, music textbook publishers interpret local Canto-pop songs as a type of Chinese music when in fact this 

has been suggested by the music syllabus for a long time. Also, due to the active promotion of Guangdong opera by 

the Curriculum Development Institute, music textbook publishers now emphasize Guangdong music in the syllabus 

and include a larger proportion of Guangdong opera in their textbooks (CDI 1998). 

 

6. Chinese music is a Major Component in the Syllabuses 

It would seem obvious that the reason for Chinese music being included in the Hong Kong and Taiwan 

syllabuses was because most people in the two cities are Chinese. However, Hong Kong was a colonial city and 

Taiwan was independent from mainland China when the two syllabuses were designed. How then could Chinese 

music so easily be included in the syllabus? In the case of Hong Kong, there are several references in the literature 

that highlight the importance of the Chinese ‘cultural’ curriculum in colonial times, for example, the inclusion of 

Chinese History in the school curriculum (Chen 1998; Pang 1987 & Siu 1995). It seems that there was never a 

problem with Chinese culture being on the school curriculum during the colonial period; the problem for the 

colonial government was always Chinese politics. The policy of the Government and/or the Education Department 

was that including Chinese music in the Hong Kong syllabus was a way to show that it supported local culture and 

that it was not a threat to the colonial administration. In contrast, in Taiwan, although the KMT were defeated by the 

CCP and fled to Taiwan, the KMT always believed that Taiwan was just a temporary living place and that they 

would return to mainland China soon. Therefore, most of the members of the KMT still believed that they were 

Chinese, rather than Taiwanese, and consequently, Chinese music was still promoted by the Government. 

 

5.3 Socio-political Forces and the Intended Curriculum 

The purposes which the intended curricula in Hong Kong and Taiwan, the official music syllabuses, are 

attempting to achieve and the means by which they are achieved are substantially affected by a range of social, 

economic and political factors. This section discusses the relationships between these socio-political forces and the 

intended curriculum of Chinese music education in Hong Kong and Taiwan. Specific characteristics of those 

socio-political forces are shown in Figure 5.1.  

 

With regards to economic factors, both Hong Kong and Taiwan are cosmopolitan, highly commercial and 

industrial places, with fast-growing and prosperous economies. Hong Kong, particularly, has a very efficient 

infrastructure and a laissez-faire government, unlike Taiwan where the government exercises strict control over 

many aspects of society. Also, in contrast to Taiwan, Hong Kong is a major entrepôt between China and the rest of 

the world. The various social and cultural characteristics which may affect curriculum design in the two places are: 

the presence of a Chinese culture and a local culture, Confucian belief and ethics, uncertainties about identity, 

localization and globalization, Western influences, and the educational backgrounds of the curriculum designers. 

However, whereas Hong Kong has a great deal of ethnic homogeneity, this is not the case in Taiwan. The political 

factors are different in the two places: Hong Kong had a long history of colonial rule by Britain (1842-1997); it has 

a close connection with China; and there has been political instability over the return of its sovereignty to China. In 

Taiwan the rule of the Kuomintang (1949-2000) with its tight control of the curriculum has had an effect on the 

school curriculum, as has the determination of Taiwan to remain independent from China, its political instability, its 

lack of connections with China, and various local characteristics (such as Minnan, Hakka, local aborigines).  
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Figure 5.1: A Comparison of Socio-political Forces and Intended Curricula in Hong Kong and Taiwan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sources: Adapted from Fägerlind & Saha 1989: 227; Morris 1996b: 142. 
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5.3.1 Social Factors  

 First, it is clear that neither Hong Kong and Taiwan want to show bias towards either Western culture or 

Chinese culture as both Western and Chinese music are represented in the official music syllabuses of the two 

places and are given almost equal weight, especially in the categories of music appreciation and songs. Due to the 

fact that most people in Hong Kong and Taiwan are Chinese, one of the main components in the music syllabuses is 

Chinese music. Apart from Chinese music, there is a lot of music from other parts of the world in the syllabuses, 

mostly Western music, but with some Asian and Russian music etc. This study categorizes these types of music 

broadly as non-Chinese music. However, many music educators in Hong Kong and Taiwan, including syllabuses 

designers, were trained mainly in Western music with the result that mainly Western music theories and practices 

have been introduced and only a few Chinese theories are discussed.  

 

In addition, Chinese music is interpreted differently in the two places: whereas in Hong Kong Chinese music 

means music which is written by Chinese composers, in Taiwan Chinese music always refers to music with Chinese 

lyrics only. It is obvious that both places have different understandings and interpretations of Chinese music. This 

may be due to political reasons: Taiwan does not accept the Communist party as the ruler of the Mainland, and is 

independent from Mainland China. On the other hand, as Hong Kong’s sovereignty was returned to China in 1997, 

it surely accepts itself as a region or a part of China. Therefore, Taiwan and Hong Kong differ in their acceptance of 

Mainland China as their motherland.  

 

Another difference between the two cities is the different degree of emphasis that each places on local music 

and local composers, in that the Taipei music syllabus encourages and promotes local music much more than that of 

Hong Kong. The Taiwanese government, unlike the government in Hong Kong, clearly encourages and promotes 

local music as can be seen in the music syllabus, where one can find different kinds of aboriginal music, Hakka 

music, Minnan music, local music genres. Conversely, the Hong Kong syllabus does not show any interest in 

aboriginal or local music, but only recommends world music and Chinese music. This is probably because Hong 

Kong was under colonial rule for a long time, seemingly without roots, and without its own local musical tradition 

and repertoire of music. Although local Hong Kong music, for example, Canto-pop song, is a kind of Chinese music, 

no specific local Hong Kong music is mentioned in the syllabus. Furthermore, because of its period under British 

rule for over a hundred of years, many different Western music genres, including songs and repertoires, have been 

introduced into the music syllabus.  

 

5.3.2 Political Factors 

The syllabuse designers of both Hong Kong and Taiwan stated in their interviews that no pressure was put on 

them by their respective governments when designing the syllabuses, and they were free to determine what type of 

music, and to what extent, was to be included in the syllabuses. However, the designers agreed that their educational 

backgrounds and various socio-political factors had affected their decisions. One such socio-political influence has 

been the colonization of both Hong Kong and Taiwan by European powers, with the result that Western music has 

been considered very important and has been given almost equal weighting to Chinese music in the two music 

syllabuses.  

 

In addition, although both places have had experiences of war in the past, people seem to have forgotten the 
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sufferings, and patriotic songs are not encouraged or suggested in the music syllabuses. As for Chinese music, an 

important point to note is that the feeling of being a part of China is different in Hong Kong and Taiwan, and so the 

interpretations of Chinese music are quite different in the two cities. Hong Kong returned to China in 1997, but 

Taiwan has still not. The Taiwan government still wants Taiwan to be independent as a country and independent 

from mainland China. This may explain why there are many more different kinds and genres of Chinese music in 

the Hong Kong music curricula than in the Taiwan ones. Some designers in Taiwan only accept Chinese music as a 

kind of foreign music rather than local music. As a result, the quantity of Chinese music is the same as that of 

foreign music, and the only Chinese music accepted in the syllabus is music with Chinese lyrics.  

  

Another difference between Hong Kong and Taiwan concerns the length of time between updates to the 

syllabuses. The Hong Kong syllabus, for example, has not been changed for almost 30 years, which may partly be 

due to the fact that the Hong Kong government has retained its stability for a long time. Therefore, the CDC (1983) 

syllabus followed the style of British music syllabuses and was implementing throughout the colonial period (Cham 

2001; Yu-Wu & Leung 2000). It could also be that many educators only wanted to change the syllabus and 

introduce more appropriate contents on the return of sovereignty in 1997. In contrast, the Taiwan music syllabus has 

been changed every 8 to 10 years. Music syllabus designers reported in the interviews that they felt that there was a 

need to update the contents of the syllabus regularly and that it was a traditional practice. However, political reasons 

may have been involved: since there has been a change of ruling party every eight to ten years, music, as a part of 

the culture, also needed to be updated according to the cultural views of particular ruling parties. Furthermore, the 

contents of the music syllabuses in the periods before and after 1997 in Hong Kong, and before and after martial 

law was lifted in Taiwan are quite different, which shows how different political situations and environments have 

shape the music syllabuses.  

 

Apart from the fact of Hong Kong being a British colony before 1997, there is another reason why Western 

and Chinese music are given equal emphasis in the music curriculum. There has been relatively little contact 

between Hong Kong and China, especially before 1997, which is why there is not a very great deal of Chinese 

music in the music syllabus even though most Hong Kong people are Chinese. In contrast, in Taiwan the name 

“Chinese music” is ambiguous and disputed by many Taiwanese scholars. Music scholars in Taiwan prefer to 

consider Chinese Music only as music with Chinese lyrics, rather than music belonging to Chinese music genres. 

The Taiwan government wants to reduce the influences from Mainland China, and local Taiwanese music genres are 

encouraged and introduced into the syllabus. Clearly, the government wants to specify its localization and 

separation from China.  

 

5.3.3 Economic Factors 

Hong Kong and Taiwan are cosmopolitan places and entrepôts and do a large amount of trading and business 

with various countries, which means that communications with various places, especially the Western world, are 

close. As a result, a large amount of non-Chinese music, especially Western music, can be found in both music 

syllabuses. Another factor may be that both Hong Kong and Taiwan are two rather prosperous places, and therefore, 

most of the music genres and songs in the syllabuses have a lively rather than dark and sad mood. In terms of 

Chinese music, since the economic relationship between Hong Kong and the mainland China is closer than that 

between Taiwan with the Mainland China, China has more impact on Hong Kong than on Taiwan. This is why there 
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are more different kinds of Chinese music genres in the Hong Kong music syllabus than in the Taiwan music 

syllabus. 

 

Another consequence of Hong Kong’s cosmopolitan nature and its close relationship with the Western world, 

particularly Britain, is that some of the music in the syllabus possesses characteristics and techniques of both 

Chinese music and Western music. One example is contemporary Chinese orchestral music which is written in the 

Western style and uses Western techniques, but is performed with Chinese instruments. In Taiwan, Western music 

also occupies a dominant position in the music syllabus, with quite a number of Western music genres included in it.  

This is partly due to Taiwan’s close economic relationship with the USA, particularly after the retreat of the KMT to 

the Republic of China in 1945, and partly because a number of music scholars studied their further degrees in the 

United States during the Kuomintang ruling period.   

 

5.4 Summary 

The socio-political background of the CDC (1983) syllabus is that of Hong Kong as a colony ruled by Britain. 

Therefore, the design of the syllabus has been greatly influenced by Britain, and this has resulted in the emphasis 

given to Western music. For example, as reported by one of the designers, the framework of the CDC (1983) 

syllabuses is similar to those in Britain at that time. In contrast, the socio-political background of the MOE (1994) 

syllabus is that of Taiwan promoting her own localization, and her own culture, as well as her independence from 

China. Taiwan wants to develop her own characteristics and find a specific and unique place in the international 

world rather than relying on China or maintaining relationships with China. As a result, many governmental official 

decisions are influenced by the government’s intention to promote localization, and in this, music, being an 

important part of the culture, has an important role to play. Therefore, the MOE (1994) syllabus places a great deal 

of emphasis on introducing local Taiwanese music into the music syllabus, including Taiwanese songs sung in 

different local dialects, and local Taiwanese repertoires. 

 

From the above discussion of the two music syllabuses, there are some points to be summarized. First, the 

basic training recommended in the music syllabuses is mainly based on Western practices (for example, Italian Bel 

Canto vocal production), and uses Western musical notation (rhythm, key signatures, time signatures). There is little 

concerning non-European music training and practice. It is clear that Western music in terms of basic training has 

made a substantial impact on the music syllabuses designers.  

  

Second, the music syllabuses affords great flexibility to music textbook designers, publishers, and teachers to 

choose the nature and extent of Chinese and non-Chinese music in their textbooks or teaching. Music teachers can 

create their own unique music curriculum according to the same music syllabus, due to the ambiguity of the 

syllabuses. It is likely that syllabuses designers do not want to strictly control the design of music textbooks and the 

teaching of music teachers, and so they have devised more open music syllabuses to allow textbook designers and 

teachers to select what they like according to their abilities, strengths and limitations, the social and political 

environment, and the school environment. However, the way in which textbook designers interpret the official 

music syllabus has a great influence on music teachers as many music teachers both in Hong Kong and Taiwan 

strictly follow and rely on textbooks instead of following the syllabuses.  
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Third, in the section on music appreciation, the syllabuses show a balance of Chinese and non-Chinese music 

content, with the extent of Chinese and non-Chinese music nearly the same in the two syllabuses. Despite this, both 

Hong Kong and Taiwan music teachers tend to have a preference for teaching Western music. It is interesting to find 

an unbalanced implemented curriculum (music teaching) coming from a balanced intended curriculum (official 

music syllabuses). The reason for this imbalance is that music teachers in both places have more confidence and 

interest in teaching Western music than in teaching Chinese music because their basic music education, teacher 

training, and social-political environment have been mostly influenced by Western culture.  

 

It can be seen from the above-mentioned factors that the two societies have been shaped by both similar and 

different socio-political factors, and these various factors have emphasized different educational goals and have 

resulted in different perceptions of what should be included in the music syllabuses. The balanced syllabuses in 

terms of Chinese music and non-Chinese music give rise to different interpretations and understandings on the part 

of textbook designers. This may be the original idea of the music syllabuses designers or it may be only a 

misunderstanding on the part of the textbooks designers and music teachers. This will need further study in the 

future.  

 

Finally, the semi-structural interviews with the music syllabuses designers were very important. As these two 

syllabuses have been implemented for over ten years, many original documents have been lost or are difficult to get 

hold of. Therefore, the interviewers provided many useful and important data which were missing. One such piece 

of information provided by the syllabuses designers concerned the background and criteria used during their design 

of the music syllabuses. However, the findings in this chapter need to be verified and clarified against the results 

obtained from the resourced level (music textbooks) and implemented level (music teachers) in the next two 

chapters in order to draw a better conclusion. 

 

 The intended curriculum normally is a rather abstract curriculum. The readers, both textbooks designers and 

teachers, can freely interpret it. The curriculum does not to have too many restrictions: its aim is just to give 

guidelines and instructions to the readers on a way to follow, rather to tell them how and what to teach. 

Consequently, this ‘root’ of the curriculum, the intended curriculum, normally is smaller in ‘size’, in terms of 

contents, than the other two curricula, the resourced curriculum and the implemented curriculum. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
CHINESE AND NON-CHINESE MUSIC CONTENT IN THE  

HONG KONG AND TAIPEI MUSIC TEXTBOOKS 
 

6.1  Introduction 

This chapter22 concerns the second of the three levels of curricula, the resourced curriculum, and involves a 

comparative study of four sets of Hong Kong and Taipei music textbooks. The research was launched in 2002 by the 

researcher, and conducted in two sources in two phases. This phase was a quantitative survey, and the research 

instruments developed in this phase were based upon information and data collected by the researcher in his 

previous research (Lau 1998). Analysis of the resourced level of curricula of Hong Kong and Taipei relied on data 

from two main sources in this phase (1) data drawn from interviews and (2) data generated from content analysis of 

the four sets of music textbooks. 

 

This chapter examines the similarities and the differences in the nature and extent of Chinese and non-Chinese 

music in four sets of music textbooks and analyses the relationships between socio-political forces and the 

resourced curricula of Hong Kong and Taipei. These music textbooks were written according to the music 

syllabuses promulgated and recommended by the Curriculum Development Committee (CDC) in 1983 and the 

Ministry of Education (MOE) in 1994 in Hong Kong and Taiwan respectively. The analysis, which was conducted 

across 14 volumes of music textbooks (six volumes from Hong Kong and eight volumes from Taipei), shows that 

the nature and extent of Chinese music in the music textbooks of the two places are different. This study utilized a 

composite analytical framework incorporating quantitative (mainly) and qualitative techniques to understand, 

compare and interpret the relationships between socio-political forces and the nature and extent of Chinese and 

non-Chinese music found in the resourced curricula of these two Chinese societies, Hong Kong and Taipei.  

 

As Confucius said, “Music is an effective tool to shape and transform culture and custom” [Xiaojin (records 

Confucius’ view on music education) cited in CDI 2003: 1]. Whilst there is obvious value in reading about music 

education in any country simply to have an awareness of these areas and broaden perspectives, educators go further 

and develop their own music education by looking at some aspects of music education in other countries more 

systematically. The perspective educators’ gain comparatively may assist them in adapting some of the ideas used in 

another country to their own circumstances (Lepherd, 1985: 47 & 1992). 

 

6.2  A Comparison of the Four Sets of Textbooks in Hong Kong and Taipei 

The following figure (Figure 6.1) shows the ideas and procedures in the comparison of the four sets of 

textbooks in Hong Kong and Taipei. First, the researcher compares the two sets of Hong Kong textbooks (IM and 

RM) and two sets of Taipei music textbooks (NY and KS) separately. Then he summarizes the similarities and 

differences from the findings. Second, the researcher compares the four sets of textbooks together and also 

summarizes the similarities and differences from the findings. Third, the researcher discusses the findings, including 

the characteristics of each set of textbooks, the similarities and differences of the textbooks in Hong Kong and 

                                                 
22 Some parts of the contents of this chapter are revised versions of papers presented at the 6th Postgraduate Research 
Conference on Research Studies in Education, held in the University of Hong Kong, in May 2003 and the 4th Asia-Pacific 
Symposium on Music Education Research (APSMER) on Curriculum Innovation in Music, held in the Hong Kong Institute of 
Education in July 2003. 
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Taipei, and how various socio-political forces have shaped these two resourced curricula. Finally, he draws some 

conclusions.  

 

Figure 6.1: A Framework of Comparisons of the Four Sets of Textbooks 
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6.2.1 Procedures  

In general, the purpose of this part of the research is to examine the textbooks which are used for classroom 

music teaching in the junior secondary school (S.1 to S.3) in Hong Kong and Taipei. Through such an examination, 

the researcher wishes first of all to provide a reasonably complete description of their Chinese music contents; 

second, to compare the similarities and differences and evaluate the situation regarding Chinese music education in 

Hong Kong and Taipei at the junior secondary level as reflected in the subject matter contained in the textbooks; 

third, to examine the status and roles of Chinese and non-Chinese elements in the textbooks; and fourth, to 

determine the socio-political forces which have shaped and determined these patterns.  

 

In a narrower sense, the purpose of this study is to analyze the nature and extent of Chinese music content of 

the four sets of junior secondary music textbooks in Hong Kong and Taipei in terms of songs, lyrics, composers, 

languages, repertoires, musicians, musical genres, music photos and pictures and theory. As little research has been 

done in this area, the identification and analysis of the nature and extent of Chinese music content can serve the 

curriculum profession by revealing the selections made by the textbook authors or editors and perhaps more 

significantly, by providing authors, editors, as well as educators, with a perspective when evaluating and 

formulating future textbooks and curriculum content. 

 

Hong Kong was ruled by the United Kingdom for over 150 years. Taiwan was occupied by Japan before 

Second World War; in addition, there have been numerous conflicts between the Chinese Communist Party, 
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Kuomintang and the Democratic Progressive Party. These political backgrounds have resulted in a historically 

ambiguous status of being Chinese, as well as in the role and status that Chinese music and non-Chinese music 

occupy in the Chinese societies of Hong Kong and Taipei. The problem for the researcher, therefore, is how to 

understand and interpret such ambiguities. How have the nature and extent of Chinese music in junior secondary 

schools music textbooks in Hong Kong and Taipei been shaped and influenced by political histories, economics, 

teacher training and contemporary politics? What impact have these political factors had on the design of the music 

curricula (resourced level) in terms of the nature and extent of Chinese and non-Chinese music? And what are the 

status and roles of Chinese music and non-Chinese music in the music curricula? 

  

The main research questions in this research are: 

1. What is the nature and extent of Chinese music at the resourced level (the four sets of textbooks) of junior 

secondary schools in Hong Kong and Taipei, and what socio-political forces have determined these patterns? 

2. What are the roles and status of Chinese and non-Chinese elements in the curricula in the two places? 

 

The four sets (fourteen volumes) of music textbooks in Hong Kong, Integrated Music for Secondary Schools 

(IM) and The Rhythm of Music (RM) and in Taipei, Yin Yue (NY) and Guo Zhong Yin Yue (KS) were analyzed 

between July and October 2002. The rationale for choosing these four sets of music textbooks was that IM and KS 

are the most famous junior secondary music textbooks in Hong Kong and Taipei respectively, whereas RM and NY 

are textbooks which are not so popular in the two places. In their interviews, all the Hong Kong and Taipei music 

teachers agreed that these four sets of textbooks had their own characteristics in terms of culture, politics, and 

education, and so on, while exhibiting the general features of music textbooks in Hong Kong and Taipei. The 

coverage of both the more popular and the less popular music textbooks in this research enables us to have a deeper 

understanding generally of the whole picture of the nature and extent of Chinese music in the music textbooks of 

Hong Kong and Taipei. The four sets of Hong Kong and Taipei music textbooks were written and based on the CDC 

(1983) and MOE (1994) syllabuses, and approved by the Education Department of Hong Kong and the Ministry of 

Education in Taiwan. 

 

The music textbooks, IM, RM, NY and KS selected for analysis were encoded as such for easy identification. 

They were chosen on the grounds that they were the most recently published or revised textbooks from 1998 to 

2002. These textbooks were analyzed at the micro level as stated in the designed tables to show the intra- and 

inter-relationships of the nature and extent of Chinese music in the various aspects of these four sets of music 

textbooks. At the macro level, the different sets of textbooks were further compared to obtain a general picture of  

Chinese music education in Hong Kong and Taipei (Triangulation of the Three Studied Levels in the Nature and 

Extent of Chinese Music Teaching in Hong Kong and Taipei), but this macro-level study will not be discussed in 

this chapter. 

 

To analyze the nature and extent of the four selected sets of junior secondary music textbooks in Hong Kong 

and Taipei, an analysis framework was designed (Table 6.1). The initial idea of this framework was developed from 

the researcher’s previous research (Lau 1998). The basic frameworks comprised three main dimensions: Songs, 

Repertoires and Musicians, in terms of Chinese music or non-Chinese music. These dimensions were sub-divided 

into nine categories: songs, lyrics, composers, languages, repertoires, musicians, musical genres, photos and 
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pictures, and theory. All these were further sub-categorized as shown in Table 6.1, and the frequencies for each are 

obtained. Data obtained from the analysis were subjected to descriptive statistics. Demographics including 

frequencies and percentage distributions and ratios of the listed features (Table 6.1) were studied. The SPSS and 

EXCEL programs were employed to perform data analysis, draw findings and reveal the results for summary and 

presentation. The textbooks were analyzed by using the framework of the method of content analysis and the results 

are shown in Table 6.1. However, after reviewing the content of the textbooks, the data collected through teachers’ 

interviews are also presented for supporting evidence. All the textbooks selected for this study have had more than 

one edition in this decade. For the sake of simplicity, the textbooks being analyzed are represented by the 

abbreviations as shown below.  

 

IM (1) Editorial Board (6th ed.) (2000). Integrated Music for Secondary Schools 1 (中學音樂 1). Hong 

Kong Music Publisher. 

IM (2) Editorial Board (6th ed.) (2001). Integrated Music for Secondary Schools 2 (中學音樂 2). Hong 

Kong Music Publisher. 

IM (3) Editorial Board (6th ed.) (2001). Integrated Music for Secondary Schools 3 (中學音樂 3). Hong 

Kong Music Publisher. 

 

RM (1) Lam, T.C. & Ip, S.C. (2nd ed.) (2001). The Rhythm of Music 1 (音樂世界 1). Hong Kong: Pilot 

Publishing Company Limited.  

RM (2) Lam, T.C. & Ip, S.C. (2nd ed.) (2002). The Rhythm of Music 2 (音樂世界 2). Hong Kong: Pilot 

Publishing Company Limited. 

RM (3) Lam, T.C. & Ip, S.C. (2nd ed.) (2002). The Rhythm of Music 3 (音樂世界 3). Hong Kong: Pilot 

Publishing Company Ltd. 

 

NY (1A) Lai, M.L. et. Al. (eds.) (New ed.) (1999). Yin Yue Book 1a (音樂第一冊上). Taipei: Nani Co. Ltd. 

NY (1B) Lai, M.L. et. Al. (eds.) (1st ed.) (1999). Yin Yue Book 1b (音樂第一冊下). Taipei: Nani Co. Ltd. 

NY (2) Lai, M.L. et. Al. (eds.) (3rd ed.) (2000). Yin Yue Book 2 (音樂第二冊). Taipei: Nani Co. Ltd. 

NY (3) Lai, M L. et. Al. (eds.) (1st ed.) (1998). Yin Yue Book 3 (音樂第三冊). Taipei: Nani Co. Ltd. 

 

KS (1A) Chen, C. Z., Zhang, S. Q., Liu, S. R. & Sang, W. F. (4th ed.) (2000). Guo Zhong Yin Yue Book 1a (國

中音樂第一冊上). Taipei: Knsh Company Limited. 

KS (1B) Chen, C. Z., Zhang, S. Q., Liu, S. R. & Sang, W. F. (3rd ed.) (2001). Guo Zhong Yin Yue Book 1b (國

中音樂第一冊下). Taipei: Knsh Company Limited. 

KS (2) Chen, C. Z., Zhang, S. Q., Liu, S. R. & Sang, W. F. (2nd ed.) (1999). Guo Zhong Yin Yue Book 2 (國

中音樂第二冊). Taipei: Knsh Company Limited. 

KS (3) Chen, C. Z., Zhang, S. Q., Liu, S. R. & Sang, W. F. (1st ed.) (1999). Guo Zhong Yin Yue 

Book 3 (國中音樂第三冊). Taipei: Knsh Company Limited. 
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 Table 6.1: Summary of Frequencies, Percentages & Ratios of Hong Kong and Taipei Music Textbooks 

 

Places HONG KONG TAIPEI 

Names of Music Textbooks IM RM NY KS 

Total Number / Percentage (%) Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % 

I. SONGS  

1. Total Number of Songs 137 100 127 100 97 100 98 100 

2. Number of Chinese Songs 50 36.5 63 49.6 76 78.4 88 89.8 

2a. Number of Contemporary Chinese Songs 34 24.8 45 35.4 36 37.1 49 50.0 

2b. Number of Chinese Popular Songs (流行曲) 27 19.7 29 22.8 9 9.3 15 15.3 

2c. Number of Chinese Campus Folk Music (校園民歌)23     6 6.2 7 7.1 

2d. Number of Traditional Chinese Songs 13 9.5 8 6.3 28 28.9 23 23.5 

2e. Number of Traditional Local Songs 1 0.0 0 0.0 19 19.6 17 17.3 

2f. Number of Songs with both non-Chinese Melody and Chinese Lyrics  84 61.3 59 46.5 31 32.0 27 27.6 

2g. Number of Songs with both Instrumental Melody and Chinese Lyrics 1 0.0 5 3.9 0 0.0 0 0.0 

3. Number of non-Chinese Songs 87 63.5 64 50.4 21 21.6 10 10.2 

3a. Number of American or British Songs 48 35.0 43 33.9 11 11.3 9 9.2 

3b. Number of German Songs 18 13.1 8 6.3 9 9.3 6 6.1 

3c. Number of Asian (except Mainland China, HK and Taiwan) Songs 10 7.3 5 3.9 0 0.0 5 5.1 

II. LYRICS 

4. Number of Songs with both English and Chinese Lyrics 69 50.4 40 31.5 9 9.3 5 5.1 

5a. Number of Bilingual Songs whose lyrics have Different Interpretations  1 0.0 28 22.0 1 1.0 3 3.1 

5b. Number of Songs whose Chinese Lyrics are almost Translated from English Lyrics 67 48.9 11 8.7 21 21.6 7 7.1 

6. Number of Songs with English Lyrics only 18 13.1 24 18.9 1 1.0 1 1.0 

7. Number of Songs with Chinese Lyrics only 50 36.5 63 49.6 87 89.7 89 90.8 

III. COMPOSERS 

8. Number of Songs not written by Chinese Composers 100 73.0 77 60.6 32 33.0 30 30.6 

9. Number of Songs written by Chinese Composers 37 27.0 50 39.4 65 67.0 68 69.4 

10. Number of Songs written by Local (Hong Kong / Taiwan) Composers 14 19.7 24 18.9 53 54.6 61 62.2 

IV. LANGUAGES  

11a. Number of Chinese Songs Sung in Cantonese24 27 19.7 37 29.1     

11b. Number of Chinese Songs Sung in Hakka (客家話)25     6 6.2 6 6.1 

11c. Number of Chinese Songs Sung in Minnanese (閩南話)26     9 9.3 13 13.3 

11d. Number of non-Chinese Songs (Translated / Bilingual) sung in Cantonese27 59 43.1 40 31.5     

11e. Number of non-Chinese Songs (Translated / Bilingual) sung in Putonghua28 11 8.0 0 0.0     

11f. Total Number of Songs (Chinese and non-Chinese) Sung in Cantonese29 84 61.3 78 61.4     

11g. Number of Songs Sung in Mandarin (國語) / Putonghua (普通話) 35 25.5 25 19.7 76 78.4 75 76.5 

12. Number of Chinese Songs sung not in Local Language 

    (Local Language in Hong Kong: Cantonese; Taipei: Mandarin) 

53 38.7 51 40.2 34 35.1 25 25.5 

13. Number of Songs Sung in Chinese only but not Written by Chinese Composer 83 60.6 51 40.2 30 30.9 22 22.4 

14. Number of Songs sung not in Chinese but is Written by Chinese Composer 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 1.0 

V. REPERTOIRES 

15. Total Number of Repertoires Introduced 98 100 85 100 41 100 76 100 

16. Number of non-Chinese Repertoires Introduced 57 58.2 51 60.0 28 68.3 47 61.8 

17. Number of Chinese Repertoires Introduced 41 41.8 34 40.0 13 31.7 29 38.2 

17a. Number of Traditional Chinese Repertoires 33 33.7 10 11.8 8 19.5 16 21.1 

17b. Number of Contemporary Chinese Repertoires 9 9.2 24 28.2 5 12.2 13 17.1 

17c. Number of Local (Hong Kong / Taiwan) Chinese Repertoires Introduced 0 0.0 4 4.7 7 17.1 11 14.5 

VI. MUSICIANS 

18. Total Number of Musicians Introduced 63 100 74 100 54 100 30 100 

18a. Number of Musicians Introduced (not in detail) 20 31.7 37 50 35 64.8 12 40.0 

18b. Number of Musicians Introduced (in detail) 43 68.3 37 50 19 35.2 18 60.0 

19. Number of non-Chinese Musicians Introduced 60 95.2 40 54.1 32 59.3 26 86.7 

20. Number of Chinese (including Hong Kong / Taiwan) Musicians Introduced 3 4.8 34 45.9 22 40.7 4 13.3 

21. Number of Local (Hong Kong / Taiwan) Chinese Musicians Introduced 0 0.0 15 20.2 22 40.7 4 13.3 

VII. MUSICAL GENRES (樂種) 

22. Total Number of Genres Introduced 24 100 53 100 20 100 20 100 

23. Non-Chinese Genre 15 62.5 37 69.8 12 60 15 75 

24a Chinese Genre 9 37.5 16 30.2 8 40 5 25 

                                                 
23 The songs only present in the Taipei music textbooks, it is because this is a typical Taiwan contemporary music genre. 
24 These songs are only present in the Hong Kong music textbooks because Cantonese is a local dialect of Hong Kong people. 
25 These songs are only present in the Taipei music textbooks because Hakka is one of the local dialects of Taiwanese. 
26 These songs are only present in the Taipei music textbooks because Minnanese is one of the local dialects of Taiwanese. 
27 These songs are only present in the Hong Kong music textbooks because there is no bilingual song present in Taipei music textbooks. 
28 Same as the above. 
29 These songs are only present in the Hong Kong music textbooks because Cantonese is a local dialect of Hong Kong people. 
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24b. Chinese (Local) Genre 0 0 1 0 4 20 0 0 

VIII. Photos and Pictures 

25. Total Number of Photos and Pictures 290 100 317 100 220 100 209 100 

26. Number of Photos / Pictures contains Chinese Music Elements and Cultures 16 5.5 114 36 92 41.8 97 46.4 

27. Number of Photos / Pictures contains non-Chinese Music Elements & Cultures 274 94.5 203 64 128 58.2 112 53.6 

IX. Theory 

28. Origins of Theory IM 1 & IM 2 Western 

IM 3 Western & Chinese

RM 1 & RM 2 Western 

RM 3 Western & Chinese 

NY 1A, NY 1B &  

NY 2 Western,  

NY 3 Western & Chinese 

KS 1A, KS 1B &  

KS 2 Western,  

KS 3 Western & Chinese 

 

6.2.2. Characteristics of Hong Kong Music Textbooks (IM and RM) 

6.2.2.1 General 

Integrated Music (IM) is the most popular set of music textbooks in Hong Kong junior secondary schools. It 

has three volumes, one for each level of junior form. Each volume mainly consists of three parts: Song & Activities, 

Music in the Western Tradition and Music in the Chinese Tradition. Many songs in IM are bilingual, with both 

Chinese and English lyrics, and with the Chinese lyrics directly translated from the English lyrics. The other set of 

textbooks, The Rhythm of Music (RM), is not as famous as IM in Hong Kong junior secondary schools, and also 

has three volumes, one for each level of junior form. Each volume consists of mainly three to four parts: Theory and 

Songs, Western Music Appreciation, Chinese Music Appreciation and Music Implementation. There are also many 

songs with both Chinese and English versions, but one version is not the direct translation of the other, with the 

Chinese lyrics and the English lyrics expressing different meanings. Moreover, both sets of music textbooks use 

pinyin for the Chinese songs with the lyrics sung in Putonghua, as it makes it easier for students to follow. Some 

musical terms, for example, the names of composers and repertoires are shown in the textbooks not only in Chinese 

but also in the original language. The extent of Chinese and non-Chinese music (songs, repertoires and musicians) 

differs in these two sets of music textbooks. IM contains a wide range of genres of music (songs, repertoires and 

musicians), which are popular and which are introduced in a systematic way, but only a very small amount of local 

music (songs, repertoires and musicians). In contrast, more local (Hong Kong) popular songs (mostly Canto-pop 

songs, RM 2) are included in RM. It is interesting to find some tables comparing Chinese and non-Chinese music in 

this set of music textbooks, for example: comparing a Chinese Instrument (the dizi) with a non-Chinese Instrument 

(the flute) (RM 1); comparing Chinese and non-Chinese art songs and programme music (RM 2); and comparing 

Chinese Opera (Guangdong opera) and non-Chinese opera (Italian opera). Furthermore, only RM introduces the 

histories of the development of local (Hong Kong) songs, Canto-pop songs (RM 2), and the development of 

Guangdong opera in Hong Kong. This is not found in the IM textbooks.  

 

6.2.2.2 Songs 

The total number of songs in the two sets of music textbooks (IM / RM)30 is nearly the same, as is the number 

of Chinese songs, contemporary Chinese songs, Chinese popular songs, and traditional local songs. However, IM 

has slightly more non-Chinese songs than RM, but slightly fewer songs using instrumental melody and Chinese 

lyrics. Also, the number of songs using non-Chinese melody and non-Chinese lyrics in IM is much greater than in 

RM.  

 

                                                 
30 (IM/RM) indicates the frequencies obtained from the sets of music textbooks, Integrated Music (IM) and The Rhythm of Music (RM) 

respectively. 
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The number of songs with both English and Chinese lyrics in IM is slightly greater than that in RM, as is the 

number of songs whose Chinese lyrics are directly translated from English lyrics. In contrast, the number of 

bilingual songs whose lyrics express different meanings is much larger in RM than in IM, which shows that (RM 

has more variety in lyrical interpretation from the translation of its original lyrics in its set of textbooks than IM. 

However, the frequency of songs with English lyrics only or with Chinese lyrics only is nearly the same in IM and 

RM. 

 

IM tends to include more songs written by non-Chinese composers, while in contrast, RM tends to include 

more songs composed by Chinese composers from Hong Kong, Taiwan or Mainland China, as shown by the figures: 

the number of songs not written by Chinese composers: 100 / 77; the number of songs written by Chinese 

composers: 37 / 50; and the number of songs written by Hong Kong (local) composers: 14 / 24. The number of 

Chinese and non-Chinese songs sung in Cantonese, the number of Chinese songs sung in Cantonese and the number 

of Chinese songs sung not in the local language, Cantonese are nearly the same in IM and RM. The number of 

non-Chinese songs (translated / bilingual) sung in Cantonese and the number of songs sung in Putonghua in IM is 

slightly more than the number of non-Chinese songs (translated / bilingual) sung in Cantonese and the number of 

songs sung in Putonghua in RM. IM prefers to choose more non-Chinese melody with Chinese lyrics and sung in 

Cantonese or Putonghua. It was found that there are eleven non-Chinese songs (translated / bilingual) with Chinese 

lyrics and sung in Putonghua or in English in IM, but this kind of song is not found in RM. The number of songs 

sung in Chinese only but not written by Chinese composers in IM is much larger than that in RM. That is, a lot of 

songs in IM are written by non-Chinese composers. Neither IM nor RM has any songs which are not sung in 

Chinese but which were written by a Chinese composer. Actually, many Hong Kong composers write their songs in 

a foreign language, but these are not commonly included in the Hong Kong music textbooks. Also, it is found that 

fifteen non-Chinese songs and seven Chinese songs appear in both IM and RM. The lyrics and the melodies of all 

the non-Chinese common31 songs are slightly different, but nearly all the Chinese common songs have the same 

lyrics and melodies in the two sets of music textbooks. That means, the traditional and famous repertoires, both 

Chinese and non-Chinese, are strictly copied and repeated by the two publishers, IM and RM.  

  

6.2.2.3 Repertoires 

The total number of repertoires and the number of non-Chinese repertoires in IM and RM are nearly the same, 

which shows that these textbooks have similar structures in this respect. However, while the total number of 

Chinese repertoires in IM is only slightly greater than that in RM, it has three times as many traditional Chinese 

repertoires as RM. In contrast, RM has many more contemporary Chinese repertoires than IM. Furthermore, while 

all four Hong Kong (local) Chinese repertoires included in RM are Canto-pop music, no Hong Kong (local) Chinese 

repertoires are included in IM, which also shows that RM has a more contemporary design, in terms of the extent of 

contemporary songs in comparison with IM. RM also seems to have a greater variety of Chinese repertoires than IM. 

Furthermore, there are twelve common non-Chinese repertoires and six common Chinese repertoires found in IM 

and RM.  

 

6.2.2.4 Musicians  

The design of these two textbooks is quite similar in structure with regard to the total number of musicians 
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introduced and the number of musicians introduced in detail, which are nearly the same in both sets of music 

textbooks, which means that the number of songs, repertoires, and musicians are nearly the same. However, RM has 

many more Chinese musicians than IM, but fewer non-Chinese musicians, especially Western. Another difference is 

that RM includes a greater number of Chinese composers, both local (Hong Kong) and non-local (Mainland China 

and Taiwan); for example, 15 Hong Kong (local) musicians were found in RM, but none in IM. The introduction of 

local (Hong Kong) culture in the form of local musicians is one of the main features of RM. Also, there were 42 

non-Chinese musicians which were common to the two textbooks. On the other hand, there was only one common 

Chinese musician, Huang Zi (黃自) found in IM and RM, which suggests that neither textbook consider many 

common Chinese composers significant. It seems that non-Chinese music cultures have influenced both sets of 

music textbooks a great deal. Are few Chinese composers significant enough? Or, is this bias towards Western 

music cultures the result of socio-political forces which have influenced the design of textbooks? This will be 

discussed more in the later sections.  

 

6.2.3  Characteristics of Taipei Music Textbooks (KS and NY) 

6.2.3.1 General 

Guo Chung Yin Yue (KS) is the most popular set of music textbooks in Taipei junior high schools. The 

publisher has a company official website, http://www.knsh.com.tw/ which provides a lot of teaching information. 

This set of music textbooks is made up of four volumes: two volumes (KS 1A and KS 1B) are for first-year students, 

because they have two music lessons a week and the third (KS 2) and the fourth (KS 3) volumes are for second-year 

and third-year students respectively. It seems that since the amount of materials in year one is double the amount of 

year two and year three, students in the first year need to learn double the amount of music. Each volume is divided 

into mainly ten chapters, each of which contains a set of songs, theory and aural exercises, instrumental playing, 

composition and music appreciation. The common songs selected by the MOE (1994) syllabus are placed at the 

beginning of each volume. From the priority of the songs, KS seems to consider that those common songs 

recommended by the MOE have a higher status and are more important than the other songs. Furthermore, there is a 

glossary in both Chinese and English for Western musicians and Western musical terms at the end of each volume, 

something which is not found in the Hong Kong music textbooks. The other set of music textbooks, Yin Yue (NY) is 

not as popular as KS in Taipei junior high schools, but, according to some teachers, is welcomed by some schools 

having strong local Taiwanese characteristics. It is also made up of four volumes: NY 1A and NY 1B are designed 

for first-year students, and NY 2 and NY 3 are designed for second-year and third-year students respectively. Each 

volume is divided into seven to twelve chapters, and each chapter contains the same basic ‘unit’ elements as KS: a 

set of songs, theory and aural exercises, instrumental playing, composition and music appreciation. The common 

songs selected by the MOE (1994) syllabus are also placed at the beginning of the textbooks and two 

Chinese-English glossaries, one for musical terms and one for the names of Western musicians, are placed at the end 

of the textbooks. These features are common to KS but cannot be found in the Hong Kong music textbooks. It is 

interesting that NY that has such strong local characteristics, including several tables of local (Taiwanese) music, for 

example, Taiwanese folk music (鄉土音樂) and aboriginal Music (原住民音樂) (NY 1A); Taiwanese drama (歌仔

戲) (NY 1B); the development of Taiwan music education and contemporary Taiwanese musicians (NY 3). Both in 

KS and NY, the majority of the songs are either Chinese songs, which are mostly written by local (Taiwanese) 

composers, or translated songs, which use non-Chinese lyrics and lyrics translated into Chinese. This shows that 

                                                                                                                                                                            
31 The repertoire is common to the two textbooks. 
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there are few non-Chinese songs sung with their original lyrics, and their original cultural elements are reduced due 

to the translation of the lyrics. In addition, almost all the songs have Chinese lyrics only, and all the songs are sung 

in local dialects, Hakka or Minnanese, which is clearly indicated at the beginning of the songs. Furthermore, the 

lyrics of aboriginal songs, for example, songs for Ami (NY 2), are written in pinyin. This reflects the fact that the 

textbook publishers and designers believe that only Chinese lyrics are popular with teachers and students, and that 

the original lyrics, for example, English, are not easy understood by most Taiwanese students. The local songs are 

sung in local dialects, Hakka, Minnanese and aboriginal dialects, which is strongly suggested by MOE (1994) in 

promoting local cultures. These aboriginal songs with pinyin show that students are also not familiar with the local 

dialects, but they need to learn and recognize them.  

 

6.2.3.2 Songs  

The total number of songs in the two sets of music textbooks (NY / KS)32 is almost the same. This similarity 

in the design of the two textbooks makes it very suitable to compare these two sets of Taipei music textbooks with 

respect to the nature and extent of songs, repertoires, and musicians in terms of frequencies and percentages. The 

frequencies of Chinese songs, contemporary Chinese songs, Chinese popular songs, Chinese college songs, 

traditional Chinese songs, traditional Chinese (local) songs and songs using non-Chinese melody and Chinese lyrics 

are nearly the same in the two sets of music textbooks. This shows that they are similar in structure and share many 

common characteristics of music. However, NY (21) has twice the number of non-Chinese songs as KS (10), and 

prefers more non-Chinese melodies with Chinese lyrics only. Neither NY nor KS contain songs using instrumental 

melody and Chinese lyrics, which in contrast can be found in the Hong Kong music textbooks, IM and RM. 

However, both NY and KS are similar to IM and RM in that they include many non-Chinese songs which come 

from the Western world, for example, America or Britain and Germany. The high frequencies of melodies of songs 

from the West seem to show that Western music, especially Western folk songs, influences the Taipei music 

textbooks a lot. In addition, in KS there are five songs from other Asian countries, such as Malaysia, Indonesia, the 

Philippines and Japan, but in NY there are none. It seems that KS contains a greater variety of regional music than 

NY, while NY has stronger local characteristics than KS. 

 

The number of songs with both English and Chinese lyrics and the number of bilingual songs whose lyrics 

express different meanings are nearly the same. Furthermore, the number of songs with English lyrics only or with 

Chinese lyrics only is also nearly the same in NY and KS. The design of the two textbooks, in terms of 

characteristics of the lyrics, is quite similar. The great difference lies in the frequencies of songs whose Chinese 

lyrics are almost all translated from English lyrics, with NY having three times the number than KS. It seems that 

NY includes more translated songs (that is foreign melodies with added Chinese lyrics only). The non-Chinese 

music cultures in the category of songs is the non-Chinese melody only, it is due to most original non-Chinese lyrics 

are all translated to Chinese lyrics.  

 

With regard to composers, there are slightly fewer songs written by Chinese composers and by Taiwanese 

(local) composers in NY than in KS, but slightly more songs not written by Chinese composers. The frequencies of 

both local and non-local Chinese songs are quite similar in these two sets of music textbooks. 

                                                 
32 (NY / KS) indicates the frequencies obtained from the sets of music textbooks, Yin Yue (NY) and Guo Zhong Yin Yue (KS) respectively. 
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The number of songs sung in Mandarin, Hakka and Minnanese are the same or similar in NY and KS. The 

number of Chinese songs sung in local (Taiwan) language, Mandarin and the songs sung in Chinese only but not 

written by Chinese composers in NY are slightly more than the number of Chinese songs sung in the local language, 

Mandarin, and the songs sung in Chinese only but not written by Chinese composers in KS. In terms of songs sung 

in different dialects, the two textbooks are similar. In addition, one song was found in KS 3, ‘Believe Me Dear’ (請

相信我), with both English and Chinese lyrics which was written by a Chinese composer, Li Pao-chen (李抱忱), 

who composed the melody and wrote the English lyrics, The Chinese lyrics were written by Guan Dao-sheng (管道

昇). It is not common in the Taiwanese textbooks to find music with foreign lyrics written by a local composer. The 

melody is written in a Western style, in AABA form and some parts of the melody are written in chromatic scales. 

On the other hand, there are three non-Chinese common songs, ‘Beautiful Dreamer’, ‘We Wish You a Merry 

Christmas’ and ‘Alphabet Song’, and twenty-six Chinese common songs in NY and KS. These English songs are 

very simple and famous in Taiwan. Similarly, nearly all the Chinese common songs in both sets of music textbooks 

have the same lyrics and melody. This is because at least ten common songs are already set in the Taiwanese music 

syllabus by Ministry of Education (MOE 1994), and furthermore, some of the songs were composed by Taiwanese 

(local) composers for a competition held by the Association for Research and Development of Teaching Materials 

(http://www.trd.org.tw/main.htm) to promote the local culture by means of music in junior high schools,  

 

6.2.3.3 Repertoires 

All the frequencies of repertoires in KS, including the total number of each type of repertoire (non-Chinese, 

Chinese, traditional Chinese, contemporary Chinese, Taiwan local Chinese) are greater than in NY. There are also 

six non-Chinese and four Chinese repertoires which are common to both textbooks.  

 

6.2.3.4 Musicians 

All the frequencies of musicians in NY, including the total number and the numbers in each category of 

musician are greater than in KS. It is interesting to note the greater variety of musicians in NY. The reason could be 

that, because KS is the most famous and popular music textbook in Taipei, NY is trying to increase its popularity by 

including a greater variety of musicians. Another interesting point is that all the Chinese musicians introduced in 

NY and KS are local Taiwanese musicians (composers, arrangers or lyricists). There are also twelve non-Chinese 

musicians common to both NY and KS, all of whom are famous Western composers. Although a lot of local 

musicians are included in the textbooks, only three Chinese musicians, Huang Zi, (黃自), Jiang Wen-ye (江文也) 

and Chen Shui-long (陳水龍) are common to NY and KS, which shows that while a lot of Western musicians are 

well-known to  the Taiwanese textbooks designers, only few Chinese musicians ( whether from local Taiwan or 

from the Mainland) are recognized by them. It is clear that few Chinese musicians are recognized by the textbooks 

designers as having a high status.  

 

6.2.4 The Similarities and Differences between Hong Kong and Taipei Music Textbooks 

The four sets of music textbooks (IM, RM, NY and KS)33 have similar percentages of contemporary Chinese 

songs and Chinese popular songs. It was also found that the four sets of music textbooks have several low 

percentages of Asian (except for Mainland China, Hong Kong and Taiwan) songs and German songs. These show 

                                                 
33 The percentages found in the music textbooks in the order of IM, RM, NY and KS respectively. 
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that the basic structures of the four sets of textbooks, in terms of different kinds of songs, are similar. Besides, RM 

has a small percentage of songs using instrumental melody and Chinese lyrics, while the other three sets of music 

textbooks (IM, NY and KS) have no such songs at all. Moreover, except for RM, which has 22% of bilingual songs 

whose Chinese and English lyrics express different meanings, the other three sets of music textbooks (IM, NY and 

KS) only have low or zero percentages. This can be explained by the fact that Taiwanese textbooks contain few 

bilingual songs and most of the bilingual songs found in the Hong Kong music textbook IM, are strictly translated 

with only slightly modifications.  

 

Both sets of Hong Kong music textbooks (IM and RM) tend to introduce more songs written by non-Chinese 

composers, for example, Western composers, while both sets of Taipei music textbooks (NY and KS) tend to 

include more songs which are written by Chinese (local) composers. That is, the Hong Kong music textbooks place 

more emphasis on Western cultures, while the Taiwanese music textbooks place focus more on local Taiwanese 

culture. The percentages of Chinese songs not sung in local language are similar in the four sets of music textbooks 

(IM, RM, NY and KS). Furthermore, there is only one song, ‘Believe Me Dear’ in KS 3 which is sung not in 

Chinese but written by a Chinese composer. The percentages of Chinese repertoires and non-Chinese repertoires 

introduced are similar among the four sets of music textbooks. Again, the four sets of textbooks, in terms of 

repertoires and Chinese and non-Chinese genres are quite similar. 

 

There are similar percentages of non-Chinese musicians in the sets of Hong Kong music textbooks and Taipei 

music textbooks, which show that non-Chinese musicians, especially classical Western musicians, are highly 

welcomed by all four sets of textbooks, while few Chinese musicians are recognized by any of the four sets of 

textbooks. This may be due to various socio-political reasons, which will be discussed in later sections. Moreover, 

the average percentage of non-Chinese musicians in the Hong Kong music textbooks is greater than that in the 

Taipei music textbooks because there are quite a number of local Taiwanese musicians in the sets of Taipei music 

textbooks. Interestingly, RM and NY include almost the same percentages of local Chinese musicians, probably 

because these two publishers (RM and NY) are comparatively not as famous as the other publishers (IM and KS) in 

their local districts, and so have more flexibility to introduce some unfamiliar elements, for example, local Chinese 

musicians. 

 

6.2.5 The Commonalities Found in the Four Sets of Textbooks in Hong Kong and Taipei 

In general, there are in total five non-Chinese songs common to the sets of Hong Kong and Taipei textbooks 

(Table 6.2), ten Chinese songs, seventeen non-Chinese repertoires, two Chinese repertoires, nineteen non-Chinese 

musicians and four Chinese musicians. Actually, the term ‘common’ does not only mean that the music or musicians 

are found in all the four sets of music textbooks. The term also indicates that the music pieces or musicians may be 

found in one or both of sets of music textbooks in Hong Kong, in addition to one or both sets of music textbooks in 

Taipei. In fact, only one non-Chinese song, ‘Beautiful Dreamer’; one Chinese song ‘O Sole Mio’ (可愛的陽光); 

three non-Chinese repertoires, ‘Carmen’, ‘Moldou’ and ‘Messiah’; nine non-Chinese composers, J. S. Bach, Handel, 

Beethoven, W. A. Mozart, Haydn, Schubert, Mendelssohn, Smetana and Debussy; and one Chinese composer, 

Huang Zi (黃自), were found in all of the four sets of music textbooks. This may be because few songs and 

repertoires are recognized by all the four sets of textbooks designers, although some famous classical Western 

composers are widely accepted by all the four sets of textbooks designers. 
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Table 6.2: Frequencies and Percentages of Common and Unique Songs, Repertoires & Musicians  

in Four Sets of Textbooks in Hong Kong and Taipei 

 

  Non-Chinese 

Songs 

Chinese  

Songs 

Non-Chinese 

Repertoires 

Chinese  

Repertoires 

Non-Chinese  

Musicians 

Chinese  

Musicians 

C

ommon 

HK and Taipei 

(IM/RM)   (NY/KS) 

5 10 17 2 19 4 

Unique IM only / Total 70 / 89 (78.7%) 35 / 50 (70.0%) 34 / 57 (59.6%) 35 / 41 (85.4%) 15 / 60 (25.0%) 2 / 3 (66.7%)

Unique  RM only / Total 47 / 65 (72.3%) 53 / 63 (84.1%) 25 / 51 (49.0%) 26 / 34 (76.5%) 0 / 40 (0.0%) 30 / 34 (88.2%)

Unique  NY only / Total 17 / 23 (73.9%) 45 / 76 (59.2%) 13 / 28 (46.4%) 8 / 13 (61.5%) 16 / 31 (51.6%) 16 / 22 (72.7%)

Unique  KS only / Total 8 / 12 (66.7%) 62 / 88 (70.5%) 37 / 47 (78.7%) 25 / 29 (86.2%) 9 / 26 (34.6%) 1 / 4 (25.0%)

 

The percentages of unique34 non-Chinese songs are nearly the same in IM, RM, NY and KS. IM has the 

greatest percentage of unique non-Chinese songs and KS has the smallest percentage. There are ten common 

Chinese songs in the Hong Kong and Taipei music textbooks. RM has the greatest percentage of unique Chinese 

songs and NY has the smallest percentage. There are seventeen common non-Chinese repertoires in the Hong Kong 

and Taipei music textbooks. KS has the greatest percentage of unique non-Chinese repertoires and NY has the 

smallest percentage. There are two common Chinese repertoires in the Hong Kong and Taipei music textbooks: 

Jasmine (茉莉花), a Shaanxi folk song in pentatonic scale and ‘The Conqueror’s Farewell to His Concubine’ (霸王

別姬), which is a representative repertoire of Beijing opera. KS has the greatest percentage of unique Chinese 

repertoires and NY has the smallest percentage. There are nineteen common non-Chinese musicians in the Hong 

Kong and Taipei music textbooks. NY has the greatest percentage of unique non-Chinese musicians and RM has the 

smallest percentage. There are four common Chinese musicians, Huang Zi (黃自), Hsiao Yu-mei (蕭友梅), Liu 

Tian-hua (劉天華) and Zhao Yuan-ren (趙元任) in the Hong Kong and Taipei music textbooks. These are discussed 

in more detail in RM (Hong Kong) and NY (Taipei) music textbooks. RM has the greatest percentage of unique 

non-Chinese musicians and KS has the smallest percentage.   

 

6.3  Cultural Components 

There is a big difference between the Hong Kong and the Taipei textbooks in terms of the number of Chinese 

songs, with a much greater number in NY and KS than in IM and RM. In contrast, there many more non-Chinese 

songs in IM and RM than in NY and KS. This shows that Hong Kong music textbooks are more influenced by 

Western cultures and non-Chinese cultures, and indicates that Taiwan is promoting her local culture through 

increasing the extent of local (Taiwanese) music, as well as by introducing more local musicians. On the other hand, 

KS and IM have higher percentages of contemporary Chinese songs. Since these two publishers have large markets 

already and do not need to create too many innovative designs for competition with other publishers, they prefer 

these traditional songs in their traditional sets of music textbooks. Furthermore, interestingly, the Hong Kong and 

Taipei textbooks contain a similar amount of popular Chinese songs, which is an indication of their popularity with 

young people in both societies. Popular music is a genre only recently introduced into music education.  

Another interesting finding, as shown in Table 6.2, is that there is no Chinese campus folk music (校園民歌) 

and only a few traditional local songs in the Hong Kong music textbooks [IM has only one Chinese traditional local 

                                                 
34 The song only found in one of the textbooks. 
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song, ‘Moonlight Lullaby’ (月光光), which can also be described as a famous Guangdong folk song]. In contrast, 

the Taipei music textbooks have small percentages of Chinese campus folk music and nearly one-fifth of the total 

number of songs is traditional local songs. Campus folk music has been a typical music genre in Taiwan since the 

70’s, and is popular with youngsters and always sung in colleges or universities, which explains why it can be found 

in the Taipei music textbooks but not in the Hong Kong ones. Moreover, there are more traditional Chinese songs 

overall in the Taipei music textbooks than in the Hong Kong music textbooks. This shows that Taiwan understands 

the significance of promoting her local culture in junior high schools (Tsai 1999), and perhaps, Hong Kong is 

lacking in this respect. 

 

The way in which music in Hong Kong is much more influenced by Western music than in Taiwan can be seen 

in the much greater proportion of songs with non-Chinese melody and Chinese lyrics, and American and British 

songs in the Hong Kong textbooks than in those of Taipei. Since most students in Taiwan junior high schools know 

little English (English is considered a foreign rather than a second language), there are extremely low percentages of 

songs with English lyrics in the sets of Taipei music textbooks (NY / KS), with most of the songs having Chinese 

lyrics only, and with only a few having both English and Chinese lyrics. It should be noted, however, that the 

frequencies and percentages of these translated songs may not necessarily reflect the real phenomenon. Most 

translated songs in the Taipei music textbooks contain only Chinese lyrics and often only with a translated title, not 

the original title. The music textbooks of Taipei do not provide the details of the background and the contents of 

these translated songs, and so the researcher has had to assume that these are songs whose Chinese lyrics are 

translated from their original lyrics. This phenomenon is considered to be a limitation in this research since the 

researcher does not know all the original lyrics. Asian songs, however (except for the songs from the Mainland, 

Hong Kong and Taiwan), do not seem to be a popular music form either in Hong Kong or in Taiwan according to 

the low percentages in the four textbooks examined.   

 

In Hong Kong textbooks there are much higher frequencies of songs having both English and Chinese lyrics 

than in Taipei, while the proportion of songs having only Chinese lyrics is much lower. Songs with both English and 

Chinese lyrics and songs with only Chinese lyrics have similar frequencies in the Hong Kong textbooks. This is 

because Hong Kong, being a British colony in the past as well as a cosmopolitan city at present, regards both 

Chinese and English as equally important (with English as the official second language in Hong Kong). Despite this, 

however, it was found that there are not many songs with only English lyrics in the Hong Kong music textbooks. 

The reason is that the researcher chose the Chinese edition of the two sets of music textbooks (IM and RM) to 

compare with the Chinese edition of the sets of music textbooks (NY and KS) in Taipei. The Chinese edition 

textbooks in Hong Kong are normally for schools using Chinese as their medium of instruction (CMI), and it is 

probable that the publishers thought it better to reduce the percentages of songs with only English lyrics in these 

music textbooks. Among the songs with both English and Chinese lyrics in the Hong Kong music textbooks, the 

translated songs in IM tend to have Chinese lyrics almost directly translated from their English or original lyrics, 

whereas most of the bilingual songs in RM with Chinese and English lyrics have different meanings, i.e. without 

direct translation. This is also one of the characteristics of Hong Kong textbooks in choosing the nature of bilingual 

songs, and each publisher has his own idea in creating and designing its curriculum.  

The majority of songs in the Hong Kong music textbooks are sung in Cantonese, with the rest in Putonghua 

(normally written in pinyin) or English. Cantonese is the dominant language of song since it is the most common 
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communicating dialect in Hong Kong as most people in Hong Kong are Guangdong people. English is officially the 

second language in Hong Kong and Hong Kong people normally start to learn English from their early childhood 

education in kindergartens. Putonghua is the official language of China and its status has also become more 

important in Hong Kong since the return of sovereignty in 1997. There are no songs in Hakka or Minnanese 

because nowadays these dialects are not familiar to most Hong Kong youngsters. Although there are a lot of 

(Chinese) songs sung in Chinese (Cantonese or Putonghua), they were not written by Chinese composers. The 

researcher defines these kinds of Chinese songs as songs with non-Chinese melodies but only Chinese lyrics. The 

situation is very different in Taipei: most songs in the Taipei music textbooks are sung in Mandarin because the 

present main official language of Taiwan is Mandarin and therefore, it is the most common language among the 

Taiwanese. Recently, however, the Taiwanese government decided to promote local culture, as a result of which a 

few local songs in local dialects, Hakka or Minnanese have been included in the music textbooks and sung in the 

music lessons. It is interesting to find that there is a song, ‘Believe Me Dear’ (請相信我), which is sung in English 

but was written by a Taiwanese composer. Actually, many composers both from Hong Kong and Taiwan have 

written a lot of songs in a foreign language, but the four sets of music textbooks only include the one referred to 

above. 

 

As can be seen from Table 6.1, the proportions of Chinese repertoires and non-Chinese repertoires are nearly 

the same among the four sets of music textbooks (IM, RM, NY and KS). The average ratio of Chinese repertoires to 

non-Chinese repertoires in the four sets of music textbooks is 2 : 3.  

 

It was interesting to find that the two Hong Kong textbooks, although both designed and published by local 

Hong Kong publishers, differed in the nature and extent of traditional Chinese repertoires and contemporary 

Chinese music. IM had more than twice the percentage of traditional Chinese repertoires as RM, but only a third the 

percentage of contemporary Chinese repertoires as RM. Moreover, it was found that there were fewer frequencies of 

local Chinese repertoires in the Hong Kong music textbooks than in the Taipei music textbooks. 

 

Finally, the proportion of Chinese musicians to non-Chinese musicians differed among the four sets of music 

textbooks, with RM having the highest percentage of Chinese musicians and IM having the lowest. In contrast, RM 

had the lowest proportion of non-Chinese musicians (compared to Chinese musicians) and IM the highest. As in the 

case of repertoires, despite their being published by Hong Kong publishers, it was found that there were still some 

differences between the two textbooks as to the relative proportion of Chinese musicians and non-Chinese 

musicians. 

 

6.4 Discussions 

The results reported in the above sections indicate that the Hong Kong and the Taipei music textbooks have 

little in common in terms of Chinese songs, repertoires and musicians. Also, the nature and extent of Chinese music 

shown in the music textbooks are very different. For example, many Chinese songs in the Hong Kong music 

textbooks have lyrics in both Chinese and English and are normally sung in Cantonese or Putonghua, while most of 

the Chinese songs in the Taipei music textbooks are written by local composers in Chinese only and normally sung 

in Mandarin or in Hakka and Minnanese dialects. Another difference is that a great variety of Chinese repertoires 

are presented in the Hong Kong music textbooks, but very few Hong Kong local (Chinese) works and musicians; in 
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contrast, most of the Chinese repertoires in the Taipei music textbooks are local works, composed by local 

(Taiwanese) composers. Moreover, the frequencies and percentages of both local (Taiwanese) repertoires and 

musicians in the Taipei music textbooks are much higher than the local (Hong Kong) repertoires and musicians in 

the Hong Kong music textbooks. Through this analysis, this study illuminates the different nature and extent of 

Chinese music in the resourced music curricula of Hong Kong and Taipei in the past recent decade. In doing this 

research, this researcher not only found some superficial data related to Chinese and non-Chinese music, but also 

found some arguments and implications behind the findings. The following sections will further discuss some 

interesting findings from the previous sections. 

  

6.4.1   The Problem of Defining and the Terminology Used in Chinese Music 

In this study, the researcher found problems concerning the terminology of some Chinese music genres, in that 

some musical terms might mean the same but have different terminology in Hong Kong and Taipei, while others 

might have different meanings but with similar terminology. This tends to confuse many music scholars when they 

read the literature from Hong Kong and Taipei. Also, the researcher found it difficult sometimes to decide whether a 

particular work could be classified as Chinese music or not. Sometimes, a work might not be clearly defined as 

either Chinese or non-Chinese music because it contained a mixture of both Chinese and non-Chinese music 

characteristics, or cultural/ political components. Therefore, the analysis of the nature and extent of Chinese music 

in the research (content analysis) depends to a large extent on how the researcher defines the term ‘Chinese Music’ 

and other related terms, such as ‘Popular Music’, ‘Contemporary Chinese Music’, ‘Traditional Chinese Music’, 

‘Local Chinese Music’ and ‘Non-Chinese Music’. The problems and the confusions concerning the definitions of 

Chinese music arise from two main areas, the naming and the meaning of Chinese music. The implications behind 

the arguments always arise from different socio-political factors (Yu 1997; 1999). 

 

In Taiwan, there are various terms which are related or have similar meanings: the term ‘Chinese music / 

Zhongguo Yinyue’ (中國音樂) sometimes can be alternatively named or interpreted as ‘Chinese traditional music / 

Zhongguo Chuantong Yinyue’ (中國傳統音樂), ‘National music’ / Guoyue’ (國樂), or ‘Chinese national music / 

Zhongguo Minzu Yinyue’ (中國民族音樂). Actually, it is difficult to categorize a song, a musician or a repertoire 

into a specific type of Chinese music, because the specific types of ‘Chinese music terms’ above may not only 

contain one characteristic, but also, sometimes, may have more than one characteristic, or a mixture of more than 

one characteristic. For example, a lot of contemporary Chinese music contains a mixture of elements of Chinese 

music (pentatonic melody and Chinese lyrics), and non-Chinese elements (Western harmony and orchestration). 

Furthermore, it is also difficult to categorize some ‘regional’ music. For example, it is difficult to categorize 

Taiwanese ethnic music and Taiwanese aboriginal music (both songs and repertoires) as either Chinese (regional) or 

Taiwanese local music, or both. This is because the categorization is connected to the political debate concerning 

the relationship between Mainland China and Taiwan and to the understanding of the histories of Mainland China 

and Taiwan. This has sometimes resulted in limitations and difficulties for this research. In such cases, however, the 

researcher has normally put this type of music into more than one category, and then, further discussed the 

relationship between these related categories. It was found that some of these categories are a sub-set of other 

categories, and some are closely linked with others; they share common and different portions, features or elements. 

Figure 6.2 below is an example showing how, when being classified into appropriate categories according to their 

musical characteristics, some musical works belong to one of the quadrants which has more than one characteristic, 
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or a mixture of characteristics.    

 

Figure 6.2: Quadrants of Characteristics of Chinese Music 

 

         Chinese Musical Characteristics 

             A x 
 

Non-Chinese Musical Characteristics 

 
                   B x 
            ‘Ethno-political’ Chinese Musical Characteristics

 
 
 

 
  C x 

Characteristics of other Musical Traditions 

 

The figure shows that music in quadrant Ax has both Chinese and non-Chinese musical characteristics, for 

example, contemporary Chinese music which uses Western compositional style, but played with Chinese 

instruments; music Bx has both Chinese musical characteristics and ‘ethno-political’ Chinese musical characteristics; 

while music Cx has characteristics of other musical traditions, but also has ‘ethno-political’ Chinese musical 

characteristics. Moreover, these points not only show music which contains two, or more than two, different musical 

characteristics, but also indicates music which is strong in one musical characteristic and weak in another. However, 

the researcher found that there was still some music which could not be put into one of the above quadrants because 

it contained more than two of the above mentioned or musical characteristics not mentioned. Furthermore, the 

limitations of the above figure are that it can show the music in a two-dimensional plane only and only four kinds of 

musical characteristics.  

 

6.4.2     The Characteristics of the Analyzed Music Textbooks 

Hong Kong music publishers have a long history of publishing their music textbooks in their own way   

because the Hong Kong official music syllabus (CDC 1983) only suggests an outline of the content of music 

textbooks in Hong Kong. As a result, Hong Kong music publishers have more flexibility to design and to choose the 

nature and extent of music elements, including the different genres of Chinese and non-Chinese music in their 

music textbooks. Conversely, although Taiwanese music publishers are now permitted by the Government to design 

the contents of music textbooks, the Taiwan official music syllabus (MOE 1994) still suggests a limited content, for 

example, the ten common songs. Consequently, the nature and extent of music elements, including Chinese and 

non-Chinese music in music textbooks, are influenced and limited by these official music syllabuses. That is, 

although publishers can now (but not previously) design the contents of textbooks, they are still restricted by the 

Taiwan syllabus.  

 

Integrated Music (IM) is the most famous and the most common set of music textbooks in Hong Kong junior 

secondary schools. It has English and Chinese versions and both have similar designs. The Chinese edition is a 

direct translation of the contents of the English version. As reported by Ms Amy Lau (Appendix 6.1), the researcher 

and representative of the IM publisher, over half of the junior secondary schools in Hong Kong are using the 

English edition or the Chinese version of IM. She also mentioned that the schools which use the English version of 

IM are higher band schools which use English as the medium of instruction (EMI), and the Chinese version is 

normally used by lower band schools. Therefore, the researcher found that the lyrics of most of the bilingual songs, 
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or those songs with a foreign melody but with translated lyrics, have been directly translated from English or from 

their original lyrics. The meanings of the lyrics expressed by both the original lyrics and Chinese translated lyrics 

are almost the same.  

 

On the other hand, The Rhythm of Music (RM) is a less popular set of music textbooks in Hong Kong junior 

secondary schools, with the English version and the Chinese version of this set of textbooks edited by two different 

groups of editors. As a result, most parts of the structures and contents are quite different. As reported and agreed by 

one of the consultants of the Chinese version, Mr. Chan, a former music inspector and currently school principal in 

a directly subsidized secondary school, this textbook (Chinese version) is normally used by lower band schools 

using Chinese as the medium of instruction (CMI). Consequently, more Hong Kong (local) popular songs are 

included and the Chinese lyrics from the bilingual songs or songs with a foreign melody with Chinese lyrics not 

directly translated from their original lyrics. The new Chinese lyrics have been completely written by local Hong 

Kong lyricists. Also, there are some (Chinese) songs which have Chinese lyrics only and their melodies have come 

from other instrumental melodies, or are based on the themes of symphonies. Such songs are not commonly found 

in the other sets of music textbooks either in Hong Kong and Taipei. This is one of the major characteristics of the 

songs in this set of music textbooks and it is probable that the reason for this is that increasing the varieties of the 

nature of songs can help increase the competitive ability in the market.  

  

KnSh (KS) is a famous music textbook in Taipei and is published by the largest music publisher, who is also 

the first local Taiwan music publisher in publishing school textbooks since local publishers were given permission 

to publish textbooks in 1994. In Taiwan, in order to improve the quality of music education in schools, in 1993, the 

monopoly of publication of textbooks was removed from government control and the content of the music 

curriculum became more flexible and displayed a wide variety of approaches as reflected in a variety of textbooks 

(Chiang M. 1998: 4)]. KS has the Chinese version only. As reported by the representatives of KS, their music 

textbooks are widely used by over 70% of the Taipei junior high schools. Its design is entirely based on the official 

syllabus (MOE 1994) of the Ministry of Education: all the content comes directly from the official syllabus without 

any new elements added.  

 

NanYi (NY) is not as popular as KS in Taipei. It also has only a Chinese version. The number of Chinese 

songs in this textbook, especially the number of Chinese popular songs and Chinese contemporary songs, is 

obviously less than in KS, but there are more non-Chinese songs than in KS. On the other hand, NY has more songs 

with translated lyrics (from original lyrics to Chinese lyrics). This set of music textbooks seems to choose more 

non-Chinese materials than Chinese materials for the songs. The researcher believes that these are the characteristics 

of this set of music textbooks, and the NY publisher said that she hopes such unique features would differentiate NY 

from KS, and enable it to compete with other publishers in the market.  

 

6.4.3     The Similarities and Differences of the Music Textbooks and their Implications  

IM includes a lot of Western music, and this traditional set of music textbooks has probably been greatly 

influenced by the Western-influenced music culture developed during the British rule of Hong Kong until 1997. 

Consequently, little local culture (except for few popular local songs), but a lot of Western songs, can be found in 

this textbook. Also, the only Chinese music in IM is some regional Chinese music, but not in enough detail. In RM, 
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there is still a lot of Western music, as in IM, but the amount of local music, especially popular local music is 

greater. This is probably because the publisher wants to tailor this set of music textbooks to suit the needs of the 

lower band schools, and the students in these schools would prefer to sing these local popular songs. As for the two 

sets of Taipei music textbooks, KS and NY, they mostly follow the suggestions from the official syllabus, MOE 

1994. Therefore, the elements of Chinese and non-Chinese music are limited and restricted by the official syllabus. 

Even so, the extent of Chinese music is different in these two sets of music textbooks. NY, a relatively smaller 

publisher, wants to emphasize non-Chinese music rather than Chinese music. As a result, more non-Chinese songs 

and repertoires are found in NY and the frequencies of Chinese songs and repertoires are comparatively less than in 

KS, the more popular music textbook in Taipei. 

 

Western music seems to be dominant in the textbooks in both cities. The term Western music seems to suggest 

that ‘Western’ is a unitary construct – but there are many types of Western music, for example, classical music, folk 

songs, and popular music. The focus in the textbooks, however, seems to be on European classical and folk music, 

and this raises a question related to ‘high’ culture and ‘popular’ culture. Why are so few Western popular songs 

included in the textbooks? Is it that they are considered (by the publishers and by society) to have a ‘lower’ status 

than, or to be less cultural than European classical and folk music, and if included in the textbooks would lower 

their status? It may be a commercial decision and that the publishers wanted their textbooks to appear cultural, and 

therefore included more ‘high’ culture, Western classical music, rather than more ‘popular’ culture, Western popular 

songs, in their textbooks. At the same time, however, it is interesting to find many Chinese popular songs included 

in both Hong Kong and Taipei textbooks. Why do the publishers not think, in the same way, that these songs’ are 

less cultural, than say Chinese classical music? The publishers in both cities explained that these songs can promote 

more local culture, and are popular with most teachers and students. This also seems a commercial decision, in that 

the decisions made by the publishers are influenced by the preferences of teachers and students, rather than by the 

choice of ‘higher’ culture or ‘lower’ culture. This is because the customers are the teachers and students, and the 

cultural status of the textbooks is comparatively unimportant. 

 

It can be concluded that the four sets of music textbooks have their own characteristics. The similarities and 

different characteristics summarized from IM and RM show the general characteristics of the nature and extent of 

Chinese and non-Chinese music in Hong Kong. There are also implications concerning the political, social, 

economic and educational background of Hong Kong. Similarly, the similarities and different characteristics found 

in KS and NY show the general features of the nature and extent of Chinese and non-Chinese music in Taipei as 

well as implications concerning the political, social, economic and educational background of Taipei. Furthermore, 

the similarities drawn from all the four sets of music textbooks show the general characteristics common to these 

two places. For example, these places are mostly Chinese and are influenced by Chinese cultures. At the same time, 

the different characteristics of the music textbooks also indicate that they have been politically influenced by two 

different governments. Consequently, it can be concluded that different political, social, economic and educational 

factors can influence the decision makers of curricula, publishers, and designers of the resourced curricula, the 

textbooks.  

 

6.5 The Resourced Curriculum and Socio-political Forces 

This section, from a comparative perspective, discusses the relationships between socio-political forces and 
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the resourced curriculum of Chinese music education in Hong Kong and Taipei. Specific characteristics of these 

socio-political forces are shown in Figure 6.3. The purposes which the resourced curriculum is attempting to 

achieve and the means by which they are achieved are substantially affected by a range of social, economic and 

political factors. The same socio-political and economic factors which influenced the design of the intended 

curriculum (as discussed in Chapter 5) also had an impact in the making of the resourced curriculum. Apart from the 

factors previously discussed, one other important political factor has had an effect on the Taipei music textbooks:  

the lifting of martial law in Taiwan. This has meant that local publishers have been free of government control since 

1989. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.3: A Comparison of Socio-political Forces and Resourced Curricula in Hong Kong and Taipei 
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Sources: Adapted from Fägerlind & Saha 1989: 227; Morris 1996b: 142. 

 

 

6.5.1 Social Factors  

Economic 
1. Cosmopolitan and Wealthy City 
2. Highly Commercial & Industrialized Centre 
3. Prosperous and Fast-growing Economies 
4. Government Control 
5. Thriving Business etc. 
 

Music Textbooks, 
KS & NY, and 

their Publishers & 
Designers in 

Taipei

Social / Cultural 
1. Chinese & Local Cultures 
2. Educational Background 
3. Confucian Belief & Ethics 
4. Decreasing Family Size 
5. Localization Identity 
6. Western Influences 
7. Non-ethnic Homogeneity 

etc. 

 

Political 
1. MOE highly Control  

until 1989 
2. Free Publishing from 1989 
3. Local Characteristics 
4. (Minnan, Hakka, Aborigines) 
5. KMT Ruled (1949-2000);  
6. Seek for Independence 
7. Political Instability 
8. Few Connection with China 

etc. 

 

 
COMPARISON 

Economic 
1. Cosmopolitan and Wealthy City 
2. Highly Commercial and Industrialized Centre 
3. Prosperous and Fast-growing Economies 
4. Laissez-faire Government 
5. Entrepôt 
6.  Thriving Business 
7.  Efficient Infrastructure 
 

Social / Cultural 
1. Chinese & Local Culture 
2. Educational Background 
3. Confucian Belief & Ethics 
4. Uncertainties about Identity 
5. Emergence of a Middle Class 
6. Localization & Globalization 
7. Ethnic Homogeneity 
8. Western Influences etc. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Political 
1. Colonial Political System 

(1842 – 1997) 
2. Close Connection with China 
3. International Agreements 
4. Political Instability 

(Back to China at 1997) etc. 
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Because Hong Kong and Taipei music publishers and designers have shown no bias regarding either the nature 

and extent of Western music and Chinese music, both Western and Chinese music, songs, and repertoires are 

represented in the music textbooks, and both music genres seem equally important. However, most of the 

experience and training of the publishers and designers of music textbooks, in terms of music, are mainly Western, 

and therefore, Western music has more weight and is more dominant than Chinese music in the textbooks.  

However, as most Hong Kong students are familiar with English in their junior secondary schools, unlike Taipei 

students who do not begin to learn English until a later age, normally, in their senior secondary school, more 

English songs are found in the Hong Kong music textbooks than in those of Taipei. Another factor is that before 

1997, most people in Hong Kong, although Chinese, looked down on Chinese music and considered it to have a 

relatively lower status. Moreover, even though, since 1997 many Hong Kong people have recognized and found 

their Chinese identity, and the proportion of Chinese music in textbooks seems to have increased, Western music is 

still dominant in the society, and a lot of Western music genres are represented in the textbooks even though there 

are similar proportions of Western music and Chinese music in the official music syllabus. In contrast, in Taipei, 

local music is being promoted both by the government and the people, especially since martial law was lifted, and 

many local songs, repertoires and music genres are included in the music textbooks. The government wants to 

encourage people to feel that local music, Taiwanese music, is their national music instead of feeling that Chinese 

music is their motherland music. The Taiwan government wants to separate the country from the control of 

mainland China and educate her people in terms of local identity through this cultural subject, music. Another factor 

which has influenced the resourced curriculum in Taiwan is that in the past, English lessons were only introduced at 

a later stage of schooling in Taipei, and consequently, there are only a few English songs (1 to 2 in each textbook) in 

Taipei music textbooks. Nevertheless, Western music is also dominant in the society; for example, learning and 

performing using mainly Western musical instruments, which is why there is a lot of Western music in the music 

textbooks.  

 

Another difference between music textbook designers in Hong Kong and Taipei is their different 

interpretations of the term ‘Chinese music’, which may be due to various socio-political reasons. In Hong Kong, 

people always think that Chinese music means music written by Chinese, whereas in Taipei, only music whose 

lyrics are written in Chinese is considered as Chinese music. The result is that the nature and extent of local music 

are different in the different music textbooks.  

 

6.5.2   Political Factors 

In selecting the works of composers for the textbooks, designers in both cities have recognized some Chinese 

composers, for example, Huang Zi, and contemporary pop music composers. These composers seem to be neutral 

insofar as they have no bias towards either the Communist party or the Nationalist party. These composers, who are 

considered only as Chinese composers without any political background and preference, are more easily accepted 

by most people with different political backgrounds. Therefore, their music is also found in textbooks in both cities.  

In addition, since Western music theory is dominant in the teaching of music theory all over the world, even though 

Chinese music has a longer history, both Hong Kong and Taipei music textbooks include a lot of Western music 

theories, but only a few Chinese music theories.  

As discussed before, the two cities have different degrees of acceptances of mainland China. In Hong Kong, 

since there is more recognition and acceptance of mainland China, more genres of Chinese music and regional 
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Chinese music can be found in textbooks. Conversely, there are only relatively few genres of Chinese music in 

Taipei textbooks. Hong Kong publishers are more positive towards Chinese music than Taiwan music publishers, 

who treat Chinese music as foreign music rather than part of the nation’s music. Instead, the Taipei textbooks give a 

good deal of emphasis to local music, to the works of local composers, as a result of the government’s promotion of 

local music. Hong Kong textbooks do include some local music, but this consists mostly of Canto-pop music and 

Guangdong opera. It seems a pity, however, that most Taiwanese music scholars have studied their further degrees 

in the United States or European countries, and their music is mostly composed with Western musical techniques 

and styles and not with traditional musical Chinese writing techniques and styles. 

 

Another factor which accounts for some of the differences between the two syllabuses (such as, for example, 

the greater number of English songs in Hong Kong textbooks than in those of Taipei) is that the two Chinese cities 

experienced colonial rule by different European countries, Britain in the case of Hong Kong and Spain in the case of 

Taiwan. In addition, since Hong Kong only ended its colonial period in July, 1997, it is still very much influenced 

by Britain. On the other hand, Taiwan has not been colonized by English speaking countries. English is the second 

language of Taiwan, unlike Hong Kong where it is one of the official languages, and is not a compulsory language 

in junior forms in Taiwan as it is in Hong Kong. This difference in the role and status of English in Hong Kong and 

Taiwan and the continued influence of Britain also explains why there are both Chinese and English editions of 

music textbooks in Hong Kong, while in Taipei, there are only Chinese editions.  

 

6.5.3   Economic Factors 

Hong Kong is a cosmopolitan city, a major financial and business center, and an entrepot between China and 

the rest of the world, in particular the West. As a result, English, which was made an official language of Hong 

Kong during colonial times, continues to play an important role in society. It is still considered an official language, 

and is particularly important in business and government, and occupies a substantial part of the secondary school 

curriculum – even the primary curriculum. These factors have had a part to play in the popularity of Western music 

in Hong Kong. Many Western songs (written in English lyrics or in bilingual languages) have been introduced into 

the textbooks, and with the massive exposure to Western influences through T.V., films and videos, Western pop 

music has become very influential in the lives of many Hong Kong people, particularly the young. This is in 

contrast to Chinese music, which is still considered old-fashioned by textbook publishers and writers in comparison 

with popular music, or even classical Western music. Thus, many Western pop songs have been introduced into 

music textbooks. In contrast, the Taipei government gives a lot of funding and support to music publishers to 

promote local music, and therefore many local works are commissioned and composed by Taiwan local composers, 

and a lot of local Taiwanese music hardware is being produced by Taiwanese textbooks publishers and designers, 

for example, different kinds of local Taiwanese music CD-ROMs and photos.  

 

However, both Hong Kong and Taiwan have economic links with other Asian countries such as Japan and 

Thailand, and folk songs from these countries are popular and have been incorporated into music textbooks. 

Particularly noteworthy is the enormous popularity of Japanese culture with young people in Hong Kong and 

Taiwan, and this too, has been reflected in the inclusion of Japanese music in their secondary school music 

textbooks.   
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 The reasons for the inclusion of songs with English lyrics in textbooks in Hong Kong may simply be a 

commercial decision: publishers believe that that both EMI and CMI schools in Hong Kong will purchase the 

textbooks which contain English lyrics. Or, it may reflect the fact that English is one of the official written 

languages in Hong Kong. In contrast, in Taiwan, there is only one official written language, Chinese, and it is 

unquestionable that almost all the songs in textbooks in Taiwan have Chinese lyrics. 

 

6.6 Summary 

Through analyzing the contents of the music textbooks, one can understand better what and how the selections 

and implications behind the designing of their textbooks by the publishers and designers. In particular, one can 

understand better what socio-political forces have influenced publishers and textbook designers. However, there are 

some limitations in studying the relationships between textbooks and their designers. For example, the textbooks 

may not fully reflect all the forces influencing the designers in shaping the textbooks because of the limited 

economic support or limited time or resources available in designing these textbooks. Nevertheless, they can still 

give a good indication of the various factors which have affected their design. As many teachers rely heavily on 

textbooks, due to their lack of confidence or knowledge in a particular field, the contents of the textbooks take on an 

important role and status, in terms of promoting culture. The contents of textbooks not only give teachers and 

students, adequate knowledge, but they also have a responsibility in disseminating culture. That is, if textbooks 

focus or bias on certain issues and perspectives, then, it is unquestionable that the teachers and students will tend to 

study those issues and perspectives more. For example, if music textbooks are biased towards non-Chinese music 

content, or Chinese content, or even local music content, then teachers and students will probably focus more on 

these areas.  

 

Moreover, the resourced curriculum is an important bridge between the intended curriculum and the 

implemented curriculum. Normally, the intended curriculum is written in a very ideal and abstract way and is freely 

interpreted by designers or teachers. Similarly, the implemented curriculum is often very different among teachers, 

who have to adapt the intended curriculum and design a curriculum according to their students’ abilities, schools’ 

environment, and their own abilities etc. Therefore, the resourced curriculum takes a ‘neutral or central’ road 

between the other two curricula. It interprets the abstract intended curricula in a more realistic way and provides 

more information and choices for teachers. In this way, the nature and extent of the contents of the resourced 

curriculum are much more than the intended curriculum, and the nature and extent of the contents of the 

implemented curriculum depend on the abilities and preferences of teachers. 
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TEACHERS’ PERCEPTIONS AND TEACHING OF 
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CHINESE AND NON-CHINESE MUSIC IN HONG KONG AND TAIPEI 

 

7.1  Introduction 

Tsui and Cheng (2000: xxviii) maintained that at the classroom level, classroom teachers (individual teachers) 

are the key actors in translating, localizing, and modifying a school-based curriculum to produce a classroom-based 

curriculum for classroom teaching. They are the ones who interpret the school-based curriculum, and adapt the 

goals, objectives, and content to their specific classrooms by additions, deletions, and changes in emphasis. 

Curriculum-making at the classroom level therefore refers to a teacher’s decisions as to curriculum coverage, time 

allocation, content, instructional emphases, teaching strategies, and grouping of students. Therefore, different 

teachers have different opinions regarding the emphasis of their teaching content. Specifically, in a survey (CDI 

1998b: 15) on music teaching in Hong Kong junior schools, while some music teachers suggested a reduction in the 

content of Chinese music, most believed there should be no change. Music teachers actually influence the nature 

and extent of teaching contents. However, how does a music teacher in a junior secondary school teach Chinese 

music? Does he/she follow or rely on the official syllabus, the music textbooks, or his / her own knowledge of 

Chinese music? What factors influence his/her choice of the nature and extent of Chinese music to be taught in the 

classroom? As Hui (2000: 3) argued, a written curriculum is essential, but it is often not consonant with what is 

actually taught. Consequently, the research discussed in this chapter is an incremental step toward adding a 

worthwhile component to the research on the Chinese music curriculum. 

 

As discussed previously, in the past two centuries, Western countries and their music have had a significant 

influence on the political, economic and cultural development of many Asian societies, including Hong Kong and 

Taiwan. The traditional cultures and music in these societies have faced continuous challenges from the impact of 

non-Chinese (mostly Western) cultures and music. Hong Kong and Taiwan in particular have experienced Western 

influences in their cultures and education, with the former a British colony from 1842 to 1997 and the latter 

colonized and occupied by European powers and Japan before Second World War. In view of this, teacher educators 

in Taipei need to know the nature and extent of Chinese music teaching, the constraints and problems faced by 

music teachers, as well as the impact of socio-political forces influences in the two cities. In doing so, appropriate 

teacher education and teacher development programmes can be designed to cater for the professional needs of 

teachers in order to facilitate curricula renewal. This chapter35 reports the findings of a comparative study of the 

situations and problems encountered by music teachers in the implementation of Chinese music curricula in Hong 

Kong and Taipei. 

 

The chapter is a study of the third of three levels of curricula, a comparative study of Hong Kong and Taipei 

implemented curricula, and is a comparative study of Hong Kong and Taipei music teachers’ perceptions and 

teaching of Chinese and non-Chinese music. The research was launched in 2000 by the researcher. Analysis of the 

implemented level of curricula of Hong Kong and Taiwan relied on data from two main sources: (1) data generated 

from the questionnaires and (2) data drawn from interviews. The research was both a quantitative and qualitative 

                                                 
35 Some parts of the contents of this chapter are revised versions of papers presented at the 4th Postgraduate Research Conference on 
Research Studies in Education (as confirmation of PhD candidature seminar), held in the University of Hong Kong, in May 2001 and, the 
Annual Conference of the International Council on Education for Teaching World Assembly (ICET), held in the University of Hong Kong, in 
July 2004. 
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study, conducted in 2000 to 2001 in Hong Kong and Taipei. The instruments developed in this phrase were based 

upon information from the music syllabuses CDC (1983) and MOE (1994).  

 

7.2  Teachers’ Perceptions of their Teaching 

This section analyses the nature and extent of Chinese music and non-Chinese music in the implemented 

curriculum of two Chinese societies, Hong Kong and Taipei. The aim is to discover what music teachers actually 

teach in the way of Chinese music and non-Chinese music in their music lessons and what are similarities and 

differences are. This is done through examining the similarities and differences in the results of the questionnaires 

completed by music teachers in secondary schools of Hong Kong and Taipei. In addition, the study aims to 

determine what similar or different socio-political forces have shaped their implemented curricula. As a result, a 

better understanding of British influence in a past colony, Hong Kong, as well as of the national education system in 

Taiwan and its promotion of her local culture, may be achieved. Also, it is hoped that the findings of this research 

will give teachers and educators more opportunities to develop a greater awareness of Chinese music teaching 

materials.  

 

The questionnaire survey of music teachers was followed by interviews with selected music teachers in order 

to understand more deeply their attitudes and feelings about their choices concerning the teaching of Chinese music. 

In addition, some classroom observations were carried out with the help of some music teachers from both Hong 

Kong and Taipei. In order to understand the factors or forces that influenced music teachers’ decisions on how to 

use Chinese music material in their classrooms, the researcher analysed the implemented music curriculum in terms 

of design, education and training of music teachers; and the cultures of the cities. The targets were music teachers in 

Hong Kong junior secondary schools (S.1 – S.3) and Taipei junior high schools (Year 1 – Year 3), and the  

questionnaire research instrument was adapted from the official music syllabuses of Hong Kong (CDC 1983) and 

Taiwan (MOE 1994).  

 

The questionnaire survey was conducted among 395 junior secondary schools in Hong Kong and 59 junior 

high schools in Taipei with a return rate of 30% and 20% respectively. A lot of in-depth interviews were conducted 

with the music teachers to consolidate the validation of data. The results of the comparative study include the 

identification of the nature and extent of the implementation of Chinese music teaching, the limited Chinese music 

education backgrounds of the music teachers, the importance of teacher education in Chinese music, and the limited 

provision of teaching materials in Chinese music. The major conclusion of the study concerns the relationships 

between socio-political forces and Chinese music education, as well as the extent and nature of Chinese music 

teaching in the junior secondary schools of Hong Kong and Taipei. 

 

7.3  Findings 

The data obtained from the questionnaires is summarized in Tables 7.1 to 7.7 below. The SPSS and EXCEL 

programs were employed to perform data analysis, draw findings and reveal the results for summary and 

presentation. The data from Taipei music teachers are presented in red and italics.  
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Table 7.1: The Extent of Chinese Music Teaching in Music Lessons  
(HK and Taipei)36 

Form 1 Form 2 Form 3 Average

01. The ratio between Western Music to Chinese Music in general is: 69:31 68:32 71:29 69:31

70:30 63:37 61:39 65:35
02. The ratio between singing Western Folk Song to singing Chinese Traditional Folk Song is: 68:32 68:32 72:28 69:31

76:24 71:29 64:36 70:30
03. The ratio between History of Western Music to History of Chinese Music is: 73:27 73:27 76:24 74:26

76:24 71:29 64:36 70:30
04. The ratio between Musical Aesthetic Knowledge in Western Music and Chinese Music is: 75:25 74:26 77:23 75:25

76:24 78:22 64:36 73:27
05. The ratio between Life of Western Composers to Life of Chinese Composers is: 69:31 68:32 71:29 68:31

75:25 77:23 66:34 73:27
06. The ratio between Cultures of Western Music to Cultures of Chinese Music is: 74:26 74:26 76:24 75:25

74:26 76:24 66:34 72:28
07. The ratio between Genres of Western Music to Genres of Chinese Music is: 74:26 74:26 74:26 74:26

75:25 72:28 73:27 73:27
08. The ratio between listening to Traditional Chinese Music to listening to Contemporary Chinese 

Music is: 
64:36 63:37 63:37 63:37
60:40 57:43 59:41 59:41

09. The ratio between singing Chinese Vocal Music to listening to Chinese Music is: 58:42 55:45 55:45 56:44
51:49 53:47 54:46 53:47

10. The ratio between listening to Chinese Vocal Music to listening to Chinese Instrumental Music is: 69:31 68:32 71:29 69:31
40:60 41:59 42:58 41:59

11. The ratio between singing Local Chinese Vocal Music to singing other Regional Chinese Vocal 
Music is: 

56:44 57:43 59:41 57:43
69:31 64:36 61:39 65:35

12. The ratio between listening to Local Chinese Music to listening to other Regional Chinese 
Music is: 

50:50 50:50 51:49 50:50

63:37 61:39 54:46 59:41

  

Normally, the music syllabuses (CDC 1983) in Hong Kong and (MOE 1994) in Taipei are divided into two 

main components, Western music and Chinese music (including local music), and the design of the syllabuses 

suggest that teachers should teach them in a balanced way, that is, both Western music and Chinese music should be 

treated equally importantly. The music teachers in this study were asked in their questionnaires to give the relative 

proportions of Western and Chinese music, and of various types of Chinese music that they included in their 

teaching. From the findings shown in Table 7.1, it was found that the average ratio of teaching Western music in 

junior forms of secondary schools in Hong Kong and Taipei (including teaching general music, folk song, music 

history, aesthetic knowledge, lives of composers, cultures and musical genres) to teaching Chinese music (including 

general music, folk song, music history, aesthetic knowledge, the lives of composers, cultures and musical genres) 

was approximately 70 to 30. Teachers from both places focused their teaching more on non-Chinese (mainly 

Western) music than Chinese music. Moreover, Hong Kong music teachers spent nearly 75% of their teaching time 

on the history of Western music, Western aesthetic knowledge and Western cultures, while Taipei music teachers 

used nearly 73% of their teaching time on Western musical aesthetic knowledge, the lives of Western composers and 

genres of Western music. It is obvious that Western music was the major type of music that both the music teachers 

in Hong Kong and Taipei liked to teach, with Chinese music occupying a relatively lesser role in music lessons 

(Table 7.1). The results are similar to those found by other music scholars in their research (HK: CDI, 1998b; 

Cham-Lai, 1999; Chiang, 1999; Taiwan: Cai, 1999; Chang, 1987; Chen, 1995; Fan, 1987; Huang, 1996). 

 

When it came to the actual teaching of Chinese music, teachers in both places favored traditional Chinese 

                                                 
36 The data summarized from questionnaires refer to Hong Kong and Taipei respectively. 
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music over contemporary Chinese music, but had no specific teaching aims regarding singing or listening to 

Chinese music, or listening to local or other regional Chinese music. Some other interesting findings from Table 7.1 

concerning music activities in the classroom are: the Hong Kong music teachers preferred their students to listen to 

(i) traditional Chinese music rather than to contemporary Chinese music; and (ii) Chinese vocal music rather than to 

Chinese instrumental music. On the other hand, the Taipei music teachers preferred students to local Chinese vocal 

music rather than to other regional Chinese vocal music (65:35), the reason being that the Taiwan Government 

promotes local culture and a lot of music songs are commissioned and composed by local contemporary composers 

in competitions and with the encouragement of the local textbook publishers and the Government. 

 

Table 7.2: According to (HK & Taipei) Music Teachers’ 
Judgment, the Extent of 
 
( 1 – the most important; 7 or 8 – the least important.) 

an ideal Chinese 
Music Teaching 

Curriculum 
indicated below 
mainly follows:

an implementation of 
Chinese Music 

Teaching in your 
school indicated 

below mainly follows:
 Mean Mode Priority Mean Mode Priority

a. The Official Music Syllabuses 3.16 1 3 3.43 3 3 
2.23 1 1 2.46 1 1 

b. Suggestions made by Music Inspectorate or  
Curriculum Development Division 

3.34 2 4 3.70 4 4 
5.23 5 5 5.38 7 6 

c. School Authority’s own decision  4.94 6 6 4.89 6 6 
6.15 7 7 6.31 6 7 

d. Music Teacher(s)’ own interests / abilities  2.36 1 2 2.14 1 1 
2.62 2 2 2.85 3 3 

e. Students’ own interests / abilities 2.17 1 1 2.36 1 2 
2.69 3 3 3.54 2 4 

f. Students’ parents’ own interests 6.26 7 7 6.09 7 7 
5.62 7 6 5.31 6 5 

g. Contents of Textbooks 4.45 5 5 3.90 3 5 

3.46 4 4 2.62 4 2 

 

Teachers were also asked to rank the importance of various factors contributing to an “ideal” Chinese music 

curriculum, and to the actual implementation of a Chinese music curriculum. The results are shown in Table 7.2. 

Most of the music teachers (mode: 1) in Hong Kong ranked the factors, in the order of importance, first, students’ 

own interests, second, music teacher(s)’ own interests / abilities, and third, the official music syllabus. This 

contrasted with the Taipei music teachers who believed that the official music syllabus was the most important 

factor contributing to an ideal Chinese music teaching curriculum. It seems that they were more reliant on the 

intended curriculum (official music syllabus) than the Hong Kong music teachers. However, neither the Hong Kong 

nor the Taipei music teachers considered the decisions of school authorities or parents’ interests important in 

designing an ideal Chinese music teaching curriculum, but believed that the interests of students and teachers were 

more important factors.   

 

Regarding the actual implementation of the curriculum, most of the Hong Kong music teachers (mode: 1) still 

thought that the most important factors were music teacher(s)’ own interests / abilities or students’ own interests / 

abilities (as with their ideal Chinese teaching syllabus); while, Taipei music teachers still chose the official music 

syllabus as the most important element in their teaching (as with their ideal Chinese teaching syllabus). 
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Table 7.3: Nature of Chinese Music Teaching 
in Your Music Lessons   n = 121 (18) 
 

Percentage of 
Teaching 

Chinese Music 
(Genre) in 

Music Lessons

Number of Music Teachers 
(HK & Taipei) have taught 
the following contents 
(S.1 – S.3) 

Importance of
Chinese Music
Teaching37 
 
 

 Mean (%) Form 1 Form 2 Form 3 Total Mean Mode

a. Chinese Folk Songs 45.81% 94 92 70 256 3.82 5 

30% 10 9 12 31 4.00 5 

b. Chinese Operas and / or Chinese Operatic Songs  19.48% 13 33 54 100 3.15 3 

19% 2 3 11 16 3.14 3 

c. Differences and Similarities between the voice projection 
in Western and Chinese Songs 

11.46% 28 28 24 80 2.77 3 

25% 4 2 4 10 3.31 3/4 

d. Chinese musical instruments and/or its instrumental music 65.41% 83 77 48 208 3.88 5 

51% 11 8 10 29 3.80 5 

e. Difference between Chinese & Western instrumental 
music 

34.59% 51 54 41 146 3.21 4 

49% 7 5 8 20 3.86 5 

f. Theoretical aspects of Chinese music  13.68% 17 19 36 72 2.59 3 

15% 1 1 14 16 2.57 2 

g. Historical aspects of Chinese music 17.12% 23 33 48 104 2.88 3 

14% 0 2 14 16 3.36 4 

h. Variety of Musical Styles and Forms of Chinese Songs 25.31% 34 45 37 116 3.02 4 

20% 6 8 10 24 3.07 3 

i. Tonal System of Chinese Music, its origin & development 8.88% 6 21 38 65 2.57 2 

17% 1 3 9 13 2.31 1 

j. Differences between Chinese and Western Tonal Systems 16.61% 16 27 48 91 2.85 2 

13% 2 6 10 18 2.57 2 

k. Differences between Regional Ethnic Tonal Systems 8.95% 8 23 22 53 2.39 2 

8% 3 1 5 9 2.62 2/3 

l. Chinese Local Songs, e.g. local Pop Songs 23.25% 48 65 76 189 3.11 3 

26% 9 8 9 26 3.47 2/5 

m. Compose Chinese-style Songs 9.45% 6 17 13 36 2.73 3 

13% 4 4 5 13 3.08 3 

 

The teachers were also asked what aspects of Chinese music they taught, and the relative importance that they 

gave to each. The results are shown in Table 7.3. Both Hong Kong and Taipei music teachers chose (ranked: 5) 

Chinese musical instruments / Chinese instrumental music as the most important elements in their teaching of 

Chinese music, followed by Chinese folk songs in the case of the Hong Kong teachers and the differences between 

Chinese and Western instrumental music in the case of the Taipei teachers. However, neither the Hong Kong nor the 

Taipei teachers considered the tonal system of Chinese music, its origin & development, the differences between 

Western and Chinese tonal system as well as the differences between regional ethnic tonal systems important 

(ranked: 1 or 2) elements in their teaching It was interesting to find a bi-modal appearance38 in the field of teaching 

Chinese local songs, that is, local popular songs: some Taipei music teachers considered it an important element in 

the teaching of Chinese music, while some strongly opposed it (Table 7.3). 

 

                                                 
37 1 – the least important; 5 –the most important 
38 Bi-modal appearances in some of the cases in the Taipei questionnaires, it is believed that the data (number of questionnaires) are relatively 

fewer (than the number of Hong Kong questionnaires). 
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Table 7.4: Teaching Chinese Music in lessons: Genre (HK & Taipei) Mean Mode 
Vocal Music 34.37% 40% 

31% 30% 

Instrumental Music 44.82% 40% 

42% 10% 

Theory & History 20.81% 20% 

27% 30% 

Total 100%  

 

Of the three major parts in the official music syllabuses: vocal music, instrumental music, and music theory 

and music history, Table 7.4 shows that both the Hong Kong and the Taipei music teachers preferred teaching 

Chinese instrumental music, followed by Chinese vocal music. It seemed that neither group of teachers liked 

teaching Chinese music theory and Chinese music history very much. This may be explained by the fact that that 

the music teachers from both cities had little training in Chinese music.  

 

Table 7.5: Instruments which Music Teachers (HK & Taipei) Introduced in Junior Forms (S.1 – S.3)
   n= 121 (18) 

 Di Dongxiao Sheng Guan Suona Erhu Gaohu Zhonghu Dahu Dihu Gehu Jinghu Guqin Zheng
HK 104 94 99 73 100 109 89 81 55 55 67 74 86 107

Taipei 14 11 13 8 12 15 12 11 10 8 10 7 14 15 
 Pipa Liueqin Ruan Yueqin Qinqin Sanxian Yangqin Gongs Drums Cymbals Muyu Bangzi Paiban Bells

HK 105 70 73 50 37 68 86 104 106 104 105 86 88 89 
Taipei 13 12 10 12 5 10 13 14 14 15 15 11 14 9 

  

  As can be seen in Table 7.5, almost all the instruments listed in the Hong Kong music syllabus (CDC 1983) 

were introduced by most of the Hong Kong music teachers in their classrooms, with the exception of the dahu, dihu, 

yueqin and qinqin, which were introduced by less than 50% of the music teachers. In the case of Taipei, the names 

of Chinese instruments are not clearly listed in the official music syllabus of Taiwan (MOE 1994), but from the 

instrumental list of the Hong Kong music syllabus which was shown to them, most of the Taipei music teachers 

reported that they taught most of the Chinese instruments that their Hong Kong counterparts did, except for the 

guan, dihu, jinghu and qinqin, which were introduced by less than half of them. The most popular instrument of 

both Hong Kong and Taipei music teachers was the erhu, while the least popular instrument was the qinqin. 

 

Table 7.6: Chinese Musical Genres which Music Teachers (HK & Taipei) introduced in Junior Forms 
(S.1 – S.3)     n= 121 (18) 

Folk 

Music 

Guangdong Chaozhou Kejia Fujian Suzhe Shandong Local 

(Taiwanese)

Music 

Taiwanese

Aborigine

(Solo &

Chorus)39

Songs of 

Fulao & 

Hakka

Taiwanese

Drama

Taiwanese 

Folk 

Songs 

Taiwanese 

Aborigine 

(Instrumental 

Ensemble) 

Taiwanese 

Narrative 

Singing 

Glove 

Puppet 

Drama 

HK 102 27 27 34 32 24 HK        

Taipei 5 1 12 11 5 0 Taipei 15 15 13 13 8 8 12 

Regional 

Ballads 

Guangdong 

Nanyin 

Longzhou Muyu Suzhou 

Pingtan 

Shandong 

Dagu 

Operas / 

Operatic 

Songs 

Guangdong 

Operas 

Chaozhou

Operas 

Beijing

Operas

Yueju Kunqu Guangdong 

Hanju 

Qudiao 

 String 

Puppet 

Drama 

HK 62 25 13 32 24 HK 90 18 60 18 24 24  . 

Taipei 1 0 2 2 5 Taipei 4 0 13 2 6 0  14 

                                                 
39 Those Taiwanese musical genres are not present in the Hong Kong music textbooks and are not commonly introduced by the Hong Kong 
music teachers. 
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The above Chinese musical genres in table 7.6 were clearly listed in the Hong Kong music syllabus, except for 

the Taiwanese music genres, which were only listed in the Taipei music syllabus. However, almost all kinds of folk 

music (except Shandong), regional ballads (except longzhou) and operatic songs (except Chaozhou operas and 

Guangdong Hanju Qudiao) were taught by the music teachers from both Hong Kong and Taipei, apart from a few 

Chinese musical genres not commonly recognized by most Taipei music teachers. With regard to folk music, by far 

the most popular for the Hong Kong teachers was that of Guangdong, obviously because a large proportion of Hong 

Kong people originate from Guangdong and speak Cantonese (the language of Guangong). The Taipei teachers, for 

obvious reasons, preferred Taiwanese folk music, particularly Aboriginal, and Hakka music, the latter because many 

Taiwanese are Hakka. Concerning regional ballads, for the same reason as above, the most favoured of the Hong 

Kong teachers were those of Guangdong, in contrast to the Taipei teachers, who preferred ballads from Shangdong.  

Finally, with respect to Opera, while both groups of teachers greatly favoured Beijing opera, the predominant choice 

of the Hong Kong teachers was Guangdong opera.  

 

Table 7.7 shows how adequate teachers thought the resources for Chinese music teaching were. Both Hong 

Kong and Taipei music teachers found Chinese instruments the most inadequate and limited40, while Taipei music 

teachers also complained that they did not have enough reference books on Chinese music. Teachers from both 

places were satisfied that they had enough audio and visual equipment, and usually used them as their teaching aids 

to teach Chinese music. The software, for example, audio and video tapes, are provided by music publishers, but the 

hardware, such as audio and video players, have to be bought by schools themselves. Some of the Taipei music 

teachers still complained that they had not enough facilities, that is, hardware, for example, Chinese instruments, for 

teaching Chinese music in lessons. 

Table 7.7: Implementation of Chinese Music Teaching (HK & Taipei) in Music Lessons   n = 121 (18) 
The extent of usage of resources in the teaching of Chinese Music in lessons 
(1 – the least adequate & 5– the most adequate) 

Mean Mode 

a. Chinese Music References Books 2.04 2 

2.12 1 

b. Chinese Music CD-Roms 2.30 2 

2.47 2 

c. Audio & Visual Equipment for Teaching Chinese Music   
  eg. CD players, projectors, amplifier, TV sets etc 

3.35 3 

3.53 4 

d. Chinese Musical Instruments 2.37 1 

1.88 1 

How do you teach Chinese Music in your lessons: 
(1-the least frequent; 5 – the most frequent) 

Mean Mode 

a. Using Textbooks Materials 4.05 5 

4.65 5 

b. Self-preparing Materials 2.76 3 

3.06 4 

c. Demonstrating Chinese Instruments 2.36 1 

1.82 1 

d. Playing the CD-ROMs or tapes about Chinese Music 3.54 4 

3.13 5 

e. Students write and discuss Concert Reports of  Chinese Music Performances 2.49 1 

2.44 1 

f. Invite students to perform Chinese Music with their own Chinese instruments 2.40 1 

2.20 1 

                                                 
40 Data in the bracket refer as (mode of HK / mode of Taipei; mean of HK / mean of Taipei). 
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Table 7.7 also shows how frequently teachers used various materials and activities in teaching Chinese music. 

By far the most frequently used by music teachers in both Hong Kong and Taipei were textbook materials and 

CD-ROMs or tapes (A few said they liked to use their self-prepared materials rather than the above mentioned 

materials). Few of the teachers demonstrated Chinese musical instruments to their students, or asked students to 

write reports or perform Chinese music. This reliance on music textbooks to teach Chinese music is one of the 

factors reflecting a lack of knowledge and confidence on the part of the teachers, and shows how influential music 

publishers are in determining the nature and extent of Chinese music teaching. It also indicated a low level of 

interest on the part of music teachers in promoting Chinese music. 

   

With regard to extra-curricular activities, of the teachers who answered the corresponding portion of the 

questionnaire, only half of the Hong Kong teachers and just one fifth of the Taipei teachers reported that there were 

Chinese music extra-curricular activities in their schools. Moreover, it was also reported by these teachers that very 

few students participated in these activities in relation to the total numbers of students in the schools. Commonly, 

external music tutors, either alone, or accompanied by the school music teachers, were in charge of extra-curricular 

Chinese music activities in their schools. Chinese music extra-curricular activities in the Hong Kong schools were 

usually Chinese instrumental classes (45)41, Chinese orchestra (24), Chinese instrumental ensemble (18), Chinese 

music appreciation (10), and Guangdong Opera Classes (4); while the Chinese music extra-curricular activities run 

in the Taipei schools were normally Chinese Instrumental Ensemble (3), Chinese Orchestra (3), Chinese Music 

Appreciation (2), and Chinese Instrumental Classes (2). However, there were no traditional local music activities, 

such as glove-puppet drama or string-puppet drama.  

 

There was a section in the questionnaire which asked for ‘More Suggestions’, and a total of one hundred and 

twenty-one Hong Kong music teachers and eighteen Taipei music teachers answered this part. Most of the music 

teachers from both cities did not want to have an interview with the researcher to discuss Chinese Music teaching in 

their schools, with only a few willing to discuss with the researcher. Only one Hong Kong music teacher and two 

Taipei music teachers agreed to arrange a classroom observation of their teaching of Chinese music in their schools.  

 

- My personal view is not the same as the School Authority’s, so it is not good for me to have a further 

interview. (HK music teacher) 

- The two Taiwan music teachers said that schools in Taiwan focused on academic subjects for university 

entrance, and so there was little concern for cultural subjects like music. Sometimes, their music lessons 

were taken over by other academic subjects, like mathematics and science, except when MOE officers came 

to visit and inspect their schools. Therefore, they did not think that their school authorities would agree to 

them having further interviews; nor to classroom observations. (Taiwan music teachers) 

It is surprising that although people in both cities are pre-dominantly Chinese, and Chinese music is such an 

important and precious heritage of Chinese culture, it was found that Chinese music was not promoted as much as 

might be expected. The majority of the music teachers from Hong Kong and Taiwan thought that most of their 

junior secondary students had little or no interest in Chinese music, with only a few disagreeing. In the last two 

questions in the section ‘More Suggestions’, some of the teachers gave their opinions on why their students lacked 

interest in Chinese music. 

                                                 
41 The data indicates the number of responded schools have these activities. 
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- There is only one lesson a week for each class and many rudiments, singing, recorder playing, music 

appreciation, performance etc. have to be taught. Therefore, there is not enough time to teach Chinese music. 

Moreover, students find that Chinese music is not applicable to their daily lives. (HK music teacher) 

- Resources are inadequate. Students have no interest. Also, time is limited for the lessons. (HK music teacher) 

- There are only a few students who still have an interest in Chinese music. (HK music teacher) 

- Most students have no interest in Chinese music, but those who study Chinese musical instruments do devote 

themselves to Chinese music. It’s believed that they are influenced by their musical instrument tutor. (HK 

music teacher) 

- Taipei music teacher training focuses on Western music rather than on Chinese music. Therefore, teachers 

are more confident in teaching Western music. Most primary schools do not teach any Chinese music, and so 

it is difficult to teach Chinese music at the secondary level. The usual way to teach Chinese music is singing 

Chinese folk songs. If students want to study Chinese music, they need to find other external tutors by 

themselves. (Taipei music teacher) 

 

The reasons commonly given for the lack of emphasis given to the teaching of Chinese music in these two 

cities can be grouped into five major categories.  

 

(1) A poor atmosphere (or environment) for learning Chinese music and the low status of Chinese music in the 

two societies 

 

- It is necessary to promote Chinese music more in society. (HK music teacher) 

- Secondary students always believe that Chinese music is old-fashioned. Society does not promote a good 

Chinese cultural environment. (HK music teacher) 

- The music lesson in Hong Kong is always treated as a minor subject. There are only two music lessons in 

each cycle for Form 1 and Form 2 and one lesson for Form 3. (HK music teacher) 

- There is little opportunity for students to come into contact with Chinese music in their daily lives. (HK 

music teacher) 

- Chinese music concerts are rather few and far between, and they are not promoted enough. (HK music teacher) 
- Normally, parents control students very much during their study time. (Taiwan music teacher) 

- In junior high school, the examination pressure is very great, and so students find no time to learn Chinese 

instruments. (Taiwan music teacher) 

- On the one hand, parents do not want to buy instruments for their children, and on the other hand, schools 

have no extra funds to buy Chinese music instruments, or do not have enough room to store the instruments. 

(Taiwan music teacher) 

- The standards of students in each class are different, which makes it difficult to teach Chinese instruments in 

music lessons. If the students are clever enough, however, they will find ways to learn these instruments. 

(Taipei music teacher) 
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(2) A lack of resources, both written and listening materials, and Chinese music instruments  

 

- Resources are inadequate. (HK music teacher) 

- There is very little Chinese music in the syllabus for junior high schools is. The information is difficult to find 

and  teachers need to learn this knowledge by themselves. Only one to two chapters of textbooks for each 

year  include information about Chinese music. (Taipei music teacher) 

- Society, for example, the mass media, shows little interest in Chinese music. The Ministry of Education needs 

to take the lead in promoting Chinese music, especially in the design of Chinese music in the official syllabi. 

(Taipei music teacher) 

 

(3)  Inadequate teacher education in Chinese music, both basic training and tertiary teacher training  

 

- Teachers’ knowledge is insufficient and resources are limited. (HK music teacher) 

- Teachers` knowledge is insufficient. They do not have enough guidance and they do not know how to teach 

Chinese music. In addition, resources are limited. (HK music teacher) 

- Many teachers are only graduates the College of Education, and have little knowledge of Chinese music 

history, theory, etc. For the university music departments, only the Chinese University of Hong Kong requires 

its music students to attend Chinese music courses. Moreover, the Education Department rarely provides 

Chinese music teaching courses. (HK music teacher) 

- Teachers do not have an adequate knowledge of Chinese music, and so they are unable to arouse students’ 

interest. There is also very little research on Chinese music teaching. (HK music teacher) 

- Teachers’ training is insufficient with no teaching expectations. Therefore, the atmosphere of Chinese music 

learning is not encouraged. (HK music teacher) 

 

(4) Limited time allocated to Chinese music  

 

- There is only one lesson a week for each class and many rudiments such as singing, recorder playing, music 

appreciation, performance etc. have to be taught. Therefore, there is not enough time to teach Chinese music. 

Moreover, students find Chinese music is not relevant to their daily lives. (HK music teacher) 

 

(5) The dominance of Western music and pop music in the two societies (Appendix 7.1)  

 

- There is only one music lesson every week. Mainly Western music is taught in the lessons, with very little 

Chinese music being taught. (HK music teacher) 

- Students have few chances to come into contact with Chinese music (HK music teacher) 

 

However, some music teachers did give some suggestions for the teaching of Chinese music in their schools, 

and these can be grouped into five major points.  
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(1) Make the relevant authorities (e.g. school authorities, the CDC) aware of the poor teaching of Chinese 

music and the insufficient time devoted to it, so that they can do something to improve the situation. 

- Only a few teaching lessons are available. The curriculum is too broad, so it is difficult to cover all of the 

music aspects. (HK music teacher) 

- Suitable guidance and examinations are necessary. (HK music teacher) 

 

(2) Make teachers aware of the low status of Chinese music compared with Western music, and the feeling 

among students that Chinese music is out-dated nowadays, so that they might adopt more appropriate strategies for 

teaching Chinese music.  

 

- It is difficult to raise the interest of students because they believe that Chinese music is out-dated. They think 

Chinese music is for the older generations. (HK music teacher) 

- Students believe that Chinese music is relatively old-fashioned and can not keep up with the contemporary 

pace. (HK music teacher) 

- We can arrange the favorite songs of the students in the form of Chinese music performances and then make 

them into videos, so that students will have more interest and will be more receptive to Chinese music. 

(Taipei music teacher) 

- There is no Chinese music in the environment to stimulate students nowadays. (Taipei music teacher) 

- I need to use more active teaching methods for Chinese music to arouse the interest of students. (Taipei 

music teacher) 

- Students find Chinese music dull and have no interest in it. Students always sleep in the lessons when 

teachers teach Chinese music. Therefore, teachers need to give more oral questions to their students, so that 

the students will not lose interest in the lessons. (Taipei music teacher) 

 

(3) Teach more Chinese pop-songs  

 

- It is necessary to find some Chinese music related popular songs. (HK music teacher) 

- Students prefer popular music and they show no interest in Western music, especially, Chinese classical -

 music. (HK music teacher) 

- The most popular music is in the form of Western music. Students object to Classical music and also do not 

accept traditional Chinese music. (Taipei music teacher) 

 

(4) Provide more training courses both for teachers and students  

 

- Refresher courses in methodology for teachers should be increased. (HK music teachers) 

- Most music teachers in Taipei come from the National Taiwan Normal University. Their teacher training 

focused on Western music and they only learnt Chinese music in the 2nd year. Therefore, if we want to 

promote Chinese music in Taiwan, we should promote Chinese music teaching in teacher education in the 

National Taiwan Normal University. (Taipei music teacher) 

- Teachers need to invent more methods to arouse the interest of students in Chinese music, for example, 

demonstrating different Chinese music instruments in the music lessons. (Taipei music teacher) 
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- Suitable teaching materials with suitable teaching methodology by music teachers can have more effect on 

teaching Chinese music in lessons. (Taipei music teacher) 

 

(5) Improve resources (Appendix 7.2) 

 

- Frankly, students are responsive to Chinese music but the problem is the lack of interesting teaching 

resources. For example, last year, the Education Department held the ‘Guangdong Opera Workshop’ (To 

introduce Opera Costumes) and the response was quite good. (HK music teachers) 

- Resources are limited. It is hoped that more resources and short courses for teachers’ can be provided. (HK 

music teachers) 

- Resources packages for multi-media teaching should be produced. (HK music teachers) 

- It is necessary to provide more CD-ROMs and websites for teachers’ resources. (HK music teachers) 

- There is too little information provided by the textbooks, and it is difficult to find suitable teaching materials. 

(HK music teachers) 

- A junior teaching CD-ROM (contents and presentation) is needed. Actually, I do not know what and how to 

teach Chinese music. (HK music teachers) 

- It is necessary to make more teaching materials, for example, videos and CD-ROMs for Chinese music. 

(Taipei music teacher) 

- There are too few videos about Chinese music. (Taipei music teacher) 

 

7.4 Discussions  

7.4.1  Nature and Extent of Chinese and Non-Chinese Music 

From the findings of the questionnaires and the in-depth semi-structured interviews with music teachers from 

both Hong Kong and Taipei, the following points concerning the two implemented curricula can be identified:  

 

1. Having similar intended curricula, but having different implemented curricula 

The structure and framework of the official music syllabuses (intended curricula), CDC (1983) and MOE 

(1994) with regards to the nature of Chinese music and non-Chinese music are quite similar, but the preferences of 

the music teachers in Hong Kong and Taipei when choosing Chinese music material are quite different. Their 

teaching curricula (implemented curricula) are affected by their experience, knowledge, interests and the written 

material provided in the music textbooks. They are also influenced by the fact that the two cities have their own 

characteristics, cultures and socio-political backgrounds. However, there are similarities as well as differences in the 

various factors which have helped to shape the implemented curricula, and consequently, it was found that there 

were some similarities and some differences in the nature and extent of Chinese music teaching of the Hong Kong 

and Taipei teachers.   

 

2. Differences in the extent and nature of Chinese music teaching in Hong Kong and Taipei 

The study found that there were differences between the music teachers of the two Chinese societies, in the 

extent and nature of their teaching of local Chinese music. For example, in Hong Kong, teachers heavily promoted 

Guangdong opera and Canto-pop songs in their music lessons, whereas the Taipei teachers strongly favoured local 

dialect songs (traditional Hakka and Minnan), in addition to contemporary Taiwanese songs by aboriginal 
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composers. Both groups of music teachers stated that they preferred to choose songs linked to their students’ daily 

lives; for example, most people in Hong Kong are Guangdong people and therefore Guangdong music and 

Canto-pop songs are more popular. In Taipei, on the other hand, teachers had to strictly follow the instructions of the 

Government to promote certain amount of local music, and as a result, local music, Hakka, Minnan, and aboriginal 

music, were being promoted in their lessons. On the other hand, many teachers complained that both teachers and 

students actually do not accept these kinds of local music. Consequently, many teachers use their remaining time to 

introduce pop music to arouse the interest of the students. Therefore, pop music is also highly promoted in the 

Taipei music lessons. 

  

However, the study also found that both Hong Kong and Taipei music teachers preferred teaching traditional 

Chinese music, using traditional musical techniques, to teaching contemporary Chinese music, using both Chinese 

and Western musical techniques42. In addition, most of the Hong Kong music teachers (nearly 70% of the 

respondents) preferred teaching Chinese vocal music to teaching Chinese instrumental music. This is due to the fact 

that Chinese vocal music is easier for teachers to understand and teach, especially Guangdong music. In contrast, 

Taipei music teachers preferred teaching Chinese instrumental music (nearly 60% of teachers) to teaching Chinese 

vocal music. This may be due to political reasons: instrumental music is without lyrics and therefore is unlikely to 

influence people politically. Furthermore, Hong Kong music teachers (especially in the low-banding schools) liked 

to teach more about local Hong Kong popular songs, for example, Canto-pop songs, since these songs can arouse 

the interest of the students more easily and be more readily accepted by the students. The situation is different in 

Taipei where, although there are many local songs (Hakka, Minnan and aboriginal songs) in the Taipei music 

textbooks, and the findings show these songs were promoted by the music teachers, actually, the teachers claimed 

that they were not really interested in teaching these local songs and that they were forced by the Government to 

teach these songs. In fact, they expressed a preference for teaching the works of local contemporary composers, 

contemporary Chinese songs, which were included in the Taipei music textbooks, especially to junior secondary 

schools’ students. Their complaints about being pressured by the Government may indicate that teacher training in 

the past and music education in the field of local Taiwanese music for the Taiwanese music teachers was not 

adequate and deep enough. However, contemporary works are similar to popular songs, which are easier to be 

accepted and appreciated by youngsters.  

 

3. Non-Chinese music, mainly Western music, is dominant in junior secondary school music teaching 

The results of the questionnaires show that, in general, over 60% of the teaching time of both groups of music 

teachers is allocated to Western music (songs, repertoires and introduced musicians) and less than 40% to Chinese 

music. In the interviews, however, teachers reported that in actual practice they preferred to teach Western music 

much more than this ratio as they had more interest and confidence in the teaching of Western music. One 

significant finding of the study was that only a small proportion (around 25%) of teaching time was spent on 

Chinese musical aesthetic knowledge and Chinese music cultures. Non-Chinese music on the other hand, mainly 

Western music, seemed to dominate music teaching in their junior secondary schools. This may be due to the 

educational and training backgrounds of the music teachers as well as the cultures and socio-political backgrounds 

of the two cities, which have led to music teachers having more interest and confidence in teaching Western music. 

Nevertheless, it is surprising that the music teachers preferred to teach foreign music rather than their ‘local’ music. 

                                                 
42 It has Western harmony and orchestration with Chinese melody and / or basic idea of the abstract title. 
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4. Similar implemented curricula found: teachers` lack of interest in teaching Chinese music 

From the questionnaires and the interviews with the music teachers, it was found that the experience and 

qualifications of the music teachers were some of the important factors in their Chinese music teaching. It can be 

concluded that the music teachers from both Hong Kong and Taipei have been influenced (from their experience in 

learning and training: starting from their periods of learning instruments, studying music in their primary schools, 

high schools, undergraduate institutions and teacher education) more by Western music training than by Chinese 

music training. It appears that these two groups of music teachers have relatively little time and few chances to 

come into contact with and appreciate Chinese music, and consequently, it is inevitable that they have little or even 

no interest in appreciating Chinese music, and no confidence in their ability to teach Chinese music. This explains 

the very low proportion of Chinese music (as opposed to Western music) that they teach in their lessons. 

  

5. Few Chinese music extracurricular activities held in the junior secondary schools 

The data from the questionnaires indicate that few schools in Hong Kong and Taipei include Chinese music as 

an extracurricular activity. This is understandable since Chinese music extracurricular activities are extended 

activities of normal Chinese music lessons, and if Chinese music is not promoted and accepted by the music 

teachers, Chinese music extracurricular activities will hardly be promoted. In schools which do have extracurricular 

activities, the activities are mostly in the form of Chinese instrumental classes as these are easier to teach than 

Chinese opera. Also, most of the instructors are coaches hired for the occasion, rather than the school music teachers 

themselves. This is because Chinese music coaches are likely to have more knowledge of Chinese music and greater 

professional expertise than the schools` music teachers. However, in Hong Kong there is a stronger atmosphere of 

Chinese music extracurricular activities than in Taipei, with some Chinese instrumental classes and Chinese 

orchestras for Hong Kong junior students held by the Hong Kong Government, as well as Chinese music 

competitions held by Hong Kong Schools Speech and Music Festival every year. 

 

6. Inadequate Chinese music resources for music teachers 

Many music teachers in the study complained that there were not enough Chinese music instruments, Chinese 

music CD-ROMs and Chinese music reference books in their schools due, to a large extent, to the dominance of   

Western music in both the societies and schools for a long time. In fact, classical music, such as the music of Bach, 

Beethoven and Mozart, has had a big impact on the education and training of music teachers. In addition, schools in 

both Hong Kong and Taipei have only limited funding to enrich their music resources, and there is no doubt that the 

extent of Chinese music resources is much less than the resources of Western music. Some teachers even 

commented that if they had some more extra money, they would still put it into developing the Western music 

facilities. This is because they do not have interests in, or do not know much about, Chinese music resources and 

facilities, for example; how to play a Chinese instrument and how to select a good Chinese music CD or reference 

book. 
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7. Music teachers have no confidence in teaching Chinese music 

 The teaching of Chinese music in secondary schools depends greatly on the knowledge and confidence of 

music teachers. However, it seems that the music teachers in the study did not have this confidence in teaching 

Chinese music for various reasons. It was found that music teachers in Hong Kong and Taipei lacked sufficient and 

appropriate Chinese music training, both pre-teacher training and in-service training. For example, few courses on 

the knowledge of Chinese music and on learning to play Chinese instruments are provided by tertiary institutions or 

government education departments. Furthermore, this study found that most of the music teachers started learning 

Western instruments and theories in their early childhood and continued up to their teacher training in tertiary 

institutions, and most of them did not begin to study Chinese music until this later stage of their education. As a 

result, the majority of the music teachers knew and played more than one Western instrument, but few knew one or 

more than one Chinese instrument. As a result of their insufficient training in Chinese music in comparison to 

Western music, in addition to, their preferences for, and desire to learn more about, Western music, they had less 

confidence in teaching Chinese music than in teaching Western music. 

 

8. Students lack interest in learning Chinese music 

This is a ‘chain-linkage’ problem, that is, one concerning relationships between teachers and students: if 

teachers have an interest in teaching a particular type of music, students may be more motivated to learn; similarly, 

if teachers do not have any interest in a particular type of music, students may also show a lack of interest in 

learning it. If music teachers not only lack interest and confidence in teaching Chinese music, but also suffer from 

inadequate knowledge in the field of Chinese music, it is hard to create a learning environment and atmosphere for 

appreciating and learning Chinese music for their students. Students’ learning attitudes are greatly influenced by 

their music teachers’ attitudes. In addition, young people in Hong Kong and Taipei are heavily influenced by 

Western culture, which has become an important part of the culture of the two cities as a result of their cosmopolitan 

nature and their having once been ruled by Western countries. The consequent dominance of Western music over 

traditional Chinese music has meant that young people have fewer chances of coming into contact with Chinese 

music and have grown up with, and much prefer listening to, Western music. They thus have no interest in, or 

initiative to learn, Chinese music in the classroom. 

   

9. Teachers normally follow the textbooks closely, or make only slight modifications, in their teaching of 

Chinese music 

Most of the music teachers in the study reported that they strictly followed the contents of the Chinese music 

textbooks, or made only slight modifications. Many of them had never actually designed their own Chinese music 

syllabuses, and for them the Chinese music syllabus was just textbook material that they were familiar with.    

Therefore, it can be seen that both the knowledge of music teachers (the implemented curriculum) and the written 

material in the music textbooks (the resourced curriculum) are closely linked with each other with respect to 

Chinese music, and they are also both important factors in determining the nature and extent of Chinese music 

teaching. It can be concluded that the textbooks had an enormous impact on their teaching. 
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10. The Role of Language in Chinese Music Education 

Language preference (as a social, political and economic force) usually has a determining impact on education. 

For example, (1) culturally: in Hong Kong, although Chinese is the first (and in many cases the only) language of 

the majority of the population, English is still used in many areas of society, such as business, commerce, 

entertainment, the media, and so young people at least have some familiarity with the language. Therefore, both 

English and Chinese songs are often introduced in the classroom by Hong Kong music teachers This is in contrast to 

Taipei society, where only Chinese and/or some local dialects are commonly used languages, as a result of which, 

mostly Chinese and some local dialects songs are introduced by Taipei music teachers; (2) politically: the Hong 

Kong government considers both Chinese and English as official languages, and as a means of improving both 

Chinese and English skills, encourages teachers to teach both Chinese and English songs without any discrimination 

as to the languages of the songs. In contrast, in Taipei, as Mandarin is the only official language and the government 

strongly promotes local cultures, the songs introduced by music teachers are mainly sung in Mandarin and local 

dialects; (3) economically: Hong Kong music teachers introducing both Chinese and English songs to their students 

may be a simple commercial decision; that is they believe that their students can be more competitive when they 

begin to work if they are proficient in the two languages, and that this can be helped by encouraging students to sing 

songs in both languages. Consequently, the role of language in Chinese music education is significant: language not 

only directly influences the nature and extent of Chinese music in the implemented curriculum, but also, more 

specifically, it is itself influenced by the nature and extent of Chinese music education in the two cities. 

 

11. The relationships among the implemented curriculum, the resourced curriculum, and the intended 

curriculum in terms of Chinese music 

The intended curricula in both Hong Kong and Taiwan seemed to have no bias towards either Chinese music 

or non-Chinese music. However, the different music textbooks publishers and designers have different preferences 

in choosing and interpreting the nature and extent of the Chinese music set out in the intended curricula. For 

example, although, the Hong Kong intended curriculum does not specifically state what local Hong Kong music is, 

Hong Kong music textbooks designers interpret it as Guangdong opera and Hong Kong Canto-pop songs. 

Especially since the return of sovereignty to China in 1997, the nature and extent of Chinese songs have increased. 

On the other hand, during the recent decade in Taiwan, there has also been an increasing amount of local works by 

local composers in the textbooks, which can be also be seen as an increase in the extent, but not the nature, of 

Chinese music. Furthermore, as discussed in this chapter, the implemented curricula (what music teachers teach in 

their classrooms) relied much on the resourced curricula (the music textbooks). Due to their lack of knowledge and 

confidence in Chinese music, most music teachers in their teaching of Chinese music strictly followed the textbook 

instructions and guides, and it was found that the resourced curriculum and implemented curriculum, in terms of 

Chinese music education, were closely linked with each other. 
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7.4.2 Socio-political Forces and the Implemented Curriculum 

In the examination of music teaching (the implemented curricula) in Hong Kong and Taipei, it was found that, 

first, Western music was pre-dominant in both places. Chinese music was not able to arouse the interest of the music 

teachers, who actually preferred teaching Western music as they were more interested in it and more confident in 

teaching it. Second, the reason why music teachers had no confidence in teaching Chinese music was their weak 

educational background in Chinese music, the cultural environment in the two cities, as well as inadequate Chinese 

music training in tertiary and in-service training for music teachers and insufficient support. Consequently, they just 

followed strictly, or with only slight modifications, the Chinese music suggested in the music textbooks. Third, the 

contents of the official syllabuses (the intended curriculum) in Hong Kong and Taipei and the Chinese and 

non-Chinese music content (the implemented curriculum) of music teaching in Hong Kong and Taipei were quite 

similar. The exceptions were some local Chinese music content, for example, Canto-pop music and Guangdong 

opera, in Hong Kong’s Chinese music curriculum, and Minnan and Hakka songs and music in Taipei’s Chinese 

music curriculum. Fourth, the results obtained from the questionnaires and semi-structured interviews reveal that in 

spite of the balanced intended music curricula in Hong Kong and Taipei (in terms of the nature and extent of 

Chinese and non-Chinese music), imbalanced implemented curricula (in terms of the nature and extent of Chinese 

and non-Chinese music) were produced. This is mainly the result of the educational backgrounds of the music 

teachers and the social environments in the two cities. The music teachers viewed Chinese music as having a lower 

status and showed little interest in, and lacked confidence in, teaching Chinese music. It seems that the social, 

political, and economic factors have had a certain impact on the implemented curricula. What implications arise 

from the above discussions and what is the relationship between the socio-political forces and the implemented 

curricula?  

 

The same socio-political factors which were discussed in Chapters 5 and 6 in relation to the intended and 

resourced curriculum have also affected the implemented curriculum (Figure 7.1). However, in the case of the 

implemented curriculum, there are other factors such as teacher training (before and after teacher education), and 

teacher education payment etc. 
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Figure 7.1: A Comparison of Socio-political Forces and Implemented Curricula in Hong Kong and Taipei 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sources: Adapted from Fägerlind & Saha 1989: 227; Morris 1996b: 142. 
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7.4.2.1 Social Factors 

Although most people in Hong Kong and Taipei are Chinese, Western music seems to dominate these two 

Chinese cities. For example, the Hong Kong music teachers in the study studied mainly Western music from early 

childhood up to their tertiary education. Also, most of them learnt and studied music, and did their training during 

the colonial period, and have been greatly influenced by Western music and its culture. Consequently, they are much 

more familiar with, and have more confidence in, teaching Western music than in teaching Chinese music. Also, 

whereas most of them can play more than one Western instrument, they do not know how to play any Chinese 

instruments, which is why they are mainly only able to introduce Western instruments to their students. In Taipei, 

too, most of the music teachers only studied a little Chinese music before their actual teaching in schools, and thus 

also do not have enough knowledge of, or confidence in, teaching this type of music. In music lessons in Hong 

Kong and Taipei, the discussions of Chinese instruments are mainly based on textbooks because both music 

teachers and their students in both cities have to face the pressure of ‘entrance examinations’. A major complaint of 

the music teachers in the study was that music is normally given a lower status by teachers, students and parents, 

and treated as an extra ‘leisure’ subject, and the lessons are often taken up by the other major subjects for their extra 

lessons. Chinese music in particular is not considered important in education.  

 

However, Hong Kong differs from Taipei in that, although music teachers have a preference for Western music 

because of the colonial history of Hong Kong, since Hong Kong was returned to China in 1997, they have had more 

opportunities to understand China and her culture, for example, through the appreciation of Chinese music. In 

contrast, Taiwan is still independent from China, and most Taiwan people consider themselves Taiwanese rather 

than Chinese and have little or no sense of belonging to the Chinese culture and Chinese music. Therefore, the 

nature and extent of Chinese music teaching is quite different in these two societies. It is possible that teachers in 

Taiwan prefer to promote local Taiwanese music, which they accept more as part of their local heritage.  

 

7.4.2.2 Political Factors 

Because of Hong Kong’s experience of colonial rule for such a long time and Taiwan’s desire to maintain 

independence from China, neither the Hong Kong nor the Taipei teachers felt it important to promote Chinese 

culture and Chinese music. This raises two questions: in what way and to what extent do they consider themselves 

“Chinese”, and how much do they appreciate their Chinese heritage? These questions are closely linked to various 

political factors, such as political histories, governments, parties and so on. There seems to have been a certain loss 

of roots and identity on the part of people in Hong Kong and Taipei because of the long separation from China. It is 

possible that the sense of belonging to China is weak among the music teachers in both cities. However, since Hong 

Kong has recently returned to China, music teachers there might have a stronger sense of being Chinese than those 

in Taipei, and they may have a different acceptance and recognition of Mainland China as their motherland as well 

as a different understanding of Chinese music.  

 

What does the term ‘Chinese music’ mean in the schools? In Hong Kong, Chinese music is regarded mainly as 

music composed by Chinese, whether by Chinese composers from the Mainland, Hong Kong, Taiwan, or other parts 

of the world, and local music is considered one kind of Chinese music. In Taipei, in contrast, Chinese music always 

means music with Chinese lyrics only, and local music is called Taiwanese music rather than Chinese music, and is 
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not considered a kind of Chinese music. Traditional Chinese music is always considered as foreign music, different 

from Taiwanese music. In addition, the nature and extent of Chinese music in the teaching curricula of teachers in 

Hong Kong is quite different from that of Taipei teachers.  

 

As mentioned previously, in Hong Kong, people experienced a long period of British colonial rule, and the 

Hong Kong Government, the Education Department and the tertiary institutions promoted non-Chinese music 

during this time, while Chinese music was neglected to some extent. Western music has thus had a much more 

significant impact and influence on music teachers, and they have not been able to acquire enough knowledge and 

interest in Chinese music. Because of this, and because they have had more chances to learn and to study Western 

music, they are mainly interested in teaching Western music.  

 

In Taipei, on the other hand, the music teachers, especially most of the younger ones, think Chinese music is 

foreign music, and not their local music. Music teachers believe that they have no responsibility to promote a 

foreign music genre such as Chinese music. Also, most Taipei music teachers have not experienced being Chinese 

under the rule of the Chinese Government because most of them were born and grew up in Taiwan, and so they 

believe they are not Chinese but Taiwanese only. Chinese music has no relationship or significant link with them. In 

contrast, local Taiwanese music is highly promoted by the Taiwan Government because the Government wants to 

reduce the influence of China and to create a clearer independent national image in the world. As a result, local 

music, as well as Western music, rather than Chinese music, is being promoted by the Taiwanese music teachers in 

their lessons. Furthermore, the majority of songs which the Taipei music teachers consider as Chinese music are 

actually those songs written with Chinese lyrics only.  

 

7.4.2.3 Economic Factors 

It is unquestionable that both Hong Kong and Taipei are prosperous cities, and many music teachers from 

these two cities can afford to pay for their further studies abroad, such as in the United States and other European 

countries although more music teachers in Hong Kong go abroad to learn non-Chinese music than in Taipei because 

the average salary of music teachers in Hong Kong is higher than that of Taiwanese music teachers. Very few music 

teachers decide to study in non-Western countries, for example, Japan, and consequently, most music teachers who 

study abroad acquire more knowledge and training in Western music than in Chinese music or other non-Western 

music. This Western music training background has an impact on these teachers as well as on their design of their 

own teaching syllabuses, in terms of the nature and extent of Chinese and non-Chinese. Many of them give more 

emphasis to Western music in their teaching.  

 

Music teaching in both cities is considered a stable career, and music teachers have good salaries. Moreover, 

each school has a certain amount of funding support for each department including the music department. 

Consequently, music teachers are easily able to buy many updated and current music CD-ROMs, videos, and music 

books for their teaching. They have easy access to music from all over the world, including both current and past 

music. These are also a good number of libraries in both cities, which contain lots of current and past music 

reference books and music hardware for reference. Therefore, many excellent resources are available to teachers 

concerning both Chinese and non-Chinese music. In spite of this, many teachers in the study complained that they 

did have not had enough support and resources, particularly Chinese music CDs and reference books. There may be 
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two reasons for this: (1) music has a rather low status among all subjects in school, and although each department 

has a certain amount of money for its needs, the music department has only a relative small amount compared with 

other departments; (2) actually, many teachers use the money to buy Western music resources or pop-music 

resources instead of Chinese music resources because they are more popular with music teachers and students easier 

to study. 

 

At the same time, many of the music teachers in the study reported that they did not need to give much money 

to their families for living expenses and so were able to use this money to buy music CD-ROMs and magazines for 

their own enjoyment. The preferred music for these teachers from Hong Kong and Taipei seemed to be pop music 

from both Western countries (especially the U.S. and England) and Asian countries (such as Japan and Korea), with 

classical music next and lastly Chinese music. As popular music is what teachers enjoy listening to and reading 

about more, this is the music that they would prefer to teach more of, rather than traditional classical Western and 

Chinese music, and it is also the type of music which students enjoy most and find easy to study.  

  

It was also found that the music teachers in Hong Kong were more fortunate than the Taipei teachers in being 

able to obtain funding to employ Chinese instrumental instructors/tutors to teach Chinese instruments for their 

students as extra-curricular activities. This may be why there are comparatively more extracurricular music 

activities, both Chinese and non-Chinese music, in Hong Kong than in Taipei. These employed instructors and 

tutors specifically like to teach instrumental classes rather than vocal or traditional local music classes because 

instrumental classes are easier to handle and there are also many Chinese music instrumental competitions in Hong 

Kong, more so than in Taipei.  

 

Both Hong Kong and Taipei have a lot of Western and Japanese music resources such as music CDs, musical 

instruments and reference books. This is because they have close trading links with Western and Asian countries. 

Music teachers can easily use these Western and Japanese music CDs, instruments and reference books in designing 

their own syllabuses, as well as in their teaching of Western or Japanese music. In Hong Kong particularly, the rapid 

growth of the economy and its increasing relationships with other Western countries through different kinds of 

trading, have led to an invasion of Western pop music which has greatly influenced music teachers, especially the 

younger ones. The younger music teachers, like their students, think Chinese music is outdated and not able to keep 

up with the popular and updated Western music, and so they have a tendency to neglect to teach this aspect of their 

traditional culture, Chinese music. Consequently, many Western pop songs are introduced into the classroom by the 

music teachers.  

 

Taiwan differs from Hong Kong, however, in that Chinese music, as it is perceived in Taiwan, is hardly taught 

at all in the classroom, whereas in Hong Kong music teachers do at least teach some genres of Chinese music. In the 

past few recent decades, the economy of Taiwan has been highly reliant on the United States, especially during the 

time of martial law, and the country has had little contact or relationship with China. This has meant that music 

teachers have had little contact with Chinese music and therefore have not enough knowledge of, or confidence in 

teaching, Chinese music. Instead, apart from Western music, local, Taiwanese music is taught. 
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One more difference between Hong Kong and Taipei is that the training of music teachers in Taipei is mostly 

sponsored and supported by the government, whereas in Hong Kong it has to be paid for by the music teachers 

themselves. As a result, the Taipei music teachers might have a stronger sense of belonging to their government than 

those in Hong Kong, as well as a stronger commitment to developing a deeper and more extensive local music 

curriculum. However, the teacher education, apart from its tuition fees, for music teachers in Hong Kong is 

supported by the government since there are significant teacher programmes in different tertiary institutions for 

music teachers. 

 

7.5 Summary 

Both Hong Kong and Taipei music teachers have a long history of Western music training, and are more 

familiar with Western music than Chinese music. As a result, they are more interested in, and have more confidence 

in, teaching Western music than teaching Chinese music. Chinese music seems not to be accepted and appreciated 

by either Hong Kong or Taipei music teachers. However, Taipei music teachers have a stronger sense of belonging 

to their government and of promoting local cultures. Taiwanese local music is highly promoted by the music 

teachers. If Taiwanese music is considered as a part of, or one kind of, Chinese music, then the promoting of 

Chinese music in Taipei is higher than in Hong Kong. Moreover, due to the fact that English is not a compulsory 

subject or language in Taipei elementary and junior high schools, most of the songs taught by the music teachers are 

written with Chinese lyrics. Therefore, if those songs which have Chinese lyrics, no matter where the melody comes 

from, are considered one kind of Chinese song, then Chinese songs are much more promoted in Taipei than in Hong 

Kong. In Hong Kong, both English and Chinese songs are important, and most Hong Kong students start to learn 

English at a very early stage. Therefore, more English songs are found in textbooks and the music teachers find it 

easier and more comfortable to teach English songs than do teachers in Taipei. 

 

Although most people living in Hong Kong and Taipei are Chinese, Chinese music teaching is not always 

popular and enjoyed by most of the teachers. Both Hong Kong and Taiwan have been colonies ruled by European 

powers for a long time, and Western missionaries have also had an impact on the two societies, especially on 

education.  Furthermore, both are cosmopolitan cities. As a result of these factors, both have been greatly 

influenced by the West, particularly with respect to Western music training, learning and teaching. The music 

teachers spend much time learning about Western music, including instrumental tuitions and listening to, and 

reading, Western music. Consequently, they lack interest in, and have poor knowledge of, Chinese music. Because 

teachers lack confidence and interest in teaching Chinese music, students are generally not willing to learn Chinese 

music.   

 

The two societies have also been influenced by strong Confucian thoughts, whereby people believe study is a 

key to success way and a brighter future, and so most students experience examination pressure, and most senior 

students face ‘university entrance’ pressure. Teachers also have similar views as the students; they consider 

examinations as a higher priority than teaching music, and consequently, some music teachers do not put much 

effort into music, and give less time to teaching Chinese music. Both Hong Kong and Taipei have been separated 

from the Mainland for a long time, and so Chinese music is always considered a rather lower status than Western 

music in the two societies. People see it as an out-dated and old-fashioned leisure activity, and it is not popular with 

either the young or the old, apart from a few very old people who lived in China when they were young. 
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 The teacher is an important tool for spreading knowledge, as well as culture. Therefore, if socio-political 

forces influence teachers, then they influence and shape the implemented curricula. Consequently, the varieties of 

the implemented curriculum are much more than the intended curriculum and resourced curriculum, and these 

variations in the implemented curriculum depend much on teachers’ abilities, their preferences, their school 

environments and their students’ abilities. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
FINALE 

 

8.1 Introduction 

This study has provided an in-depth description and analysis of the three levels of school music curricula in 

Hong Kong and Taipei. In this concluding chapter
43

, the main themes of the thesis are recapitulated. The aims of the 

chapter are to summarize and to conclude the findings, and to suggest possible areas for change and development, 

as well as to propose relevant areas for further investigation. The chapter is divided into five main sections, 

corresponding to the research question and its supporting research questions. These sections are: first, a brief 

overview of the study and a reminder of what the researcher set out to do (including a restatement of the 

researcher’s research questions as well as a comparative analysis of the three levels of the curricula; second, a 

discussion of socio-political forces and the three levels of the curriculum; third, based on section two, the researcher 

addresses each of the research questions in turn and provides a specific answer for each one; fourth, based on 

section three, the researcher discusses the implications of the study, and links the findings with existing knowledge 

and the literature review, including both confirming or contradicting previous studies; and the final section provides 

a conclusion, stating what the study has achieved and indicating possible avenues for future research, states the 

limitations of the study, and puts forward suggestions for further research, after which the concluding remarks are 

made. 

 

8.2 An Overview of the Study 

Music is a cultural manifestation that reflects the society that produces it. The music curriculum in a society, 

constructed through conscious choices on the part of various stakeholders, reflects not only cultural but also 

political, economic and educational priorities that have influenced those choices. The music curriculum therefore 

represents a rich field of study. This study compares the nature of the music curriculum in two locations, Hong 

Kong and Taipei, adopting a comparative approach in order to tease out and account for similarities and differences 

in those choices. The selection of these two cities as the unit of comparison is based on commonalities: they are 

Chinese cities of a similar size; they both have a colonial history; and they have both experienced significant, at 

times tense, political relationships with mainland China. The comparison will help to show how the interplay of 

cultural, political and educational forces has influenced decisions regarding the music curriculum in both places and, 

conversely, how the music curriculum is a microcosmic representation of priorities and tensions existing within 

those societies at large.        

 

Hong Kong and Taipei, the capital city of Taiwan, share a Chinese heritage and significant exposure to 

Western culture through colonialism, trade and, more recently, the multivariate manifestations of globalization. The 

area that is now known as Hong Kong was originally inhabited by the maritime communities that were spread along 

the southern coast of China, who were subsequently by settlers from inland. Hong Kong took on its current 

geographical identity when it was colonized by the British: the colonial territory came to encompass Hong Kong 

Island (from 1841), the Kowloon Peninsula (added in 1859), and, from 1898, an extended area north of Kowloon 

known as the New Territories plus dozens of small islands. Taipei, as part of Taiwan, was long inhabited by people 

                                                 
43 Some parts of the contents of this chapter are revised versions of paper presented at the 9th Postgraduate Research Conference on Research 
Studies in Education, held in the University of Hong Kong, in June 2006. 
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of Malay-Polynesian descent but the Chinese presence grew predominant until the Qing dynasty ceded the island to 

Japan by the Treaty of Shimonoseki in 1895. The Japanese lost control of the island at the end of the Second World 

War and, following the Chinese civil war, it became home to the Nationalist Party that was ousted from the 

mainland by the victory of the Communists. 

 

Comparing curricula is an ambitious undertaking. A major difficulty is the multitude of definitions of the term 

“curriculum”. The term has been applied inclusively and exclusively to academic disciplines; school and syllabuses 

subjects; teaching; formal and informal learning experiences; and assessments (Adamson and Morris, forthcoming). 

For the purposes of this study, the researcher will consider the music curriculum as operating in educational settings, 

encompassing planned and experienced learning for pupils. Our analysis covers three manifestations of curriculum: 

the intended curriculum as represented in official documents, such as syllabuses produced by educational authorities; 

the resourced curriculum as evidenced by the contents of textbooks; and the implemented curriculum that is 

manifested in teachers’ selections of music for the classroom. This tripartite analysis allows a greater depth of 

investigation than a focus on just one manifestation as different forces come into play: the intended curriculum, for 

instance, would probably reflect macro-level considerations of educational policy; the resourced curriculum, 

interpretative decisions linking policy to the classroom; and the implemented curriculum, questions of pedagogy 

and grassroots perspectives. The comparison undertaken in this study adds to the limited number of comparative 

studies of Hong Kong and Taiwan (e.g., Wong, 1969; Chin, 1991; Chan, 1992; Hong Kong Policy Research Centre 

& Education Convergence, 1995; Mittler, 1996; Lau, 2000; Mok & Koo, 2000; Lo & Tai, 2003)—and contributes to 

a particularly under-researched aspect, namely, music education (Ho 2000a; Yip, Leung & Lau 2003). 

 

This study focuses on curricular choices made regarding Chinese and non-Chinese music, which is a 

significant area of political, cultural and educational decision-making bound up with questions of national identity, 

allegiance and citizenship. However, as with the term “curriculum”, the definition of “Chinese music” is 

problematic. Is it defined by the ethnicity of the author?; the technical style?; the intended instruments?; or the 

language used for titling the piece? And what does “Chinese” mean—does it, for example, encompass just the 

dominant Han culture, or the other ethnic groups that are found in Hong Kong, Taipei and mainland China? Indeed, 

the term covers a vast area inhabited by many culturally distinct races which have interacted to varying degrees for 

more than four thousand years. The musical genres emerging from this interaction are extremely numerous and the 

styles varied. Traditional Han Chinese instrumental music is usually performed in unison and without harmony; 

sometimes the players play in a heterophonic texture—that is, different instruments play the same melody, but they 

have their own ornamentations and treatments. This is not always the case with the music of other ethnic groups. 

Traditional folk songs from the Han and other ethnic groups are generally written in the pentatonic scale and have 

colourful contents, which can be broadly classified into five groups: love songs, work songs, statement songs, songs 

for special events and songs for giving advice (Lam & Ip 2001: 155). In this study, the researcher emphasizes the 

integration of music with the social and cultural life of the people. Instead of a distinctive definition, we recognize 

that “Chinese music” does not refer to a single unified tradition, but to a network of related traditions of great 

diversity (Yung 1998: 1). For example, a lot of contemporary Chinese music contains a mixture of both elements of 

the Chinese tradition—such as pentatonic melody and Chinese lyrics—and non-Chinese elements, such as harmony 

and orchestration in the European tradition. However, we characterize (rather than define) Chinese music as 

possessing, at least to some degree, elements of a composite set of criteria, which embrace ethnic features (we limit 
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the scope to Han Chinese composers); geographical features (by taking into account the popularity or renown of the 

music within Chinese communities); linguistic features (whether the piece originally had a title or lyrics in Chinese); 

and technical features (such as the use of the pentatonic scale and Chinese instruments). 

 

8.2.1  A Summary of the Findings Concerning the Three Levels of Curricula 

The main findings of the research into the intended curriculum are: (1) Chinese music, non-Chinese music, and 

a mix of Chinese and non-Chinese music, each equally takes up one-third of the syllabuses. Neither of the two 

music syllabuses has any special bias towards, or emphasis on, either Chinese or non-Chinese music. Both the aims 

and content actually reflect a balanced programme in terms of the extent of Chinese and non-Chinese music 

elements. This reflects the ‘neutrality’ of the syllabuses designers in their selection of the contents because the 

official syllabuses are the fundamental and root of the curricula, and have a strong and direct influence on the other 

curricula, the resourced and implemented curricula; (2) The syllabuses include a lot of Western music practices and 

training. Nearly all the music ‘basic training’ is in the style of Western practice. These Western music practices and 

training have developed, and been accepted by people, over a long period of long time, and Western music 

education has become popular around the world in recent centuries. It can be concluded that Western music has had 

a great impact on, and has influenced, music education and music syllabuses designers in Hong Kong and Taiwan; 

(3) There is no indication to teachers concerning a preference for either Chinese or non-Chinese songs. In the 

section of the syllabuses on singing, there is no specific indication to music teachers whether they should choose 

Chinese or non-Chinese songs. Song selection is left to music teachers, music textbook designers, and publishers, 

who have the freedom to decide the nature and extent of these songs beyond what little is suggested by the music 

syllabuses. (4) The syllabus contains predominantly a balance of Chinese and Western music. There is a balance of 

Chinese and mainly Western repertoires in the syllabuses, with little discussion of Asian, African, or non-European 

music. This may be because these countries are not as strong as Western European countries and their music 

traditions, including the development, recording, teaching, and retaining of their music, are not as strong and 

systematic as the richer and developed European countries. Therefore, this type of non-Chinese music is not, and 

never has been, as popular world-wide as the other European music; (5) The promotion of local music in the 

syllabuses. While the Taiwan government is eager to promote local culture, and local songs and repertoires from 

Hakka, Minnan and indigenous music are introduced in the syllabuses, the Hong Kong music syllabus has not 

clearly listed the genre of local music.  

 

The main findings of the research into the resourced curriculum are: (1) Ambiguous definitions and meanings 

of Chinese Music. There are many some problems in the terminology of some Chinese music genres, in that some 

terms may have different or similar naming in Hong Kong and Taipei. Also, it was found that some works actually 

have a mixture of both Chinese and non-Chinese music characteristics, or cultural, political components; (2) The 

specific characteristics of the analyzed music textbooks. The Hong Kong music publishers have freedom and 

flexibility to design and to choose the nature and extent of music elements, including the different genres of Chinese 

and non-Chinese music in their music textbooks. In contrast, although the local Taiwanese music publishers have 

recently been permitted by the Government to design the contents of music textbooks, the official Taiwan music 

syllabus (MOE 1994) still suggests a restricted content, for example, the ten common songs. Integrated Music (IM) 

is the best-known and most common set of music textbooks in Hong Kong junior secondary schools and has 

English and Chinese versions with the same design. The Chinese edition is a direct translation of the English 
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version. The Rhythm of Music (RM) is a less popular set of music textbooks in Hong Kong junior secondary 

schools, and has its English and Chinese versions edited by two different groups of editors. The Chinese version is 

normally used by schools using Chinese as the medium of instruction (CMI) and in a lower school banding. KnSh 

(KS) is a well-known music textbook in Taipei, with a Chinese version only, and is published by the largest music 

publisher in Taiwan, which was also the first music publisher when local publishers were given permission to 

publish in 1994. NanYi (NY) is not as popular as KS in Taipei and also has a Chinese version only. The number of 

Chinese songs, especially the number of Chinese popular songs and Chinese contemporary songs are obviously less 

than KS but the number of non-Chinese song is more than KS; (3) The similarities and differences among the music 

textbooks and their implications. IM includes a lot of Western music, and it is believed that this traditional set of 

music textbooks has been greatly influenced by the Western-influenced music culture developed during the British 

rule of Hong Kong before 1997. RM also has a lot of Western music, but the amount of local music, especially 

popular local music is greater than in IM. The two sets of Taipei music textbooks, KS and NY, mostly follow the 

suggestions given in the official syllabus, MOE 1994. Therefore, the elements of Chinese and non-Chinese music 

are limited and restricted by the official syllabus. The similarities and differences drawn from all the four sets of 

music textbooks reflect the general common characteristics of Hong Kong and Taipei, for example, that these two 

societies are mostly Chinese and they are influenced by Chinese cultures, and the different characteristics, for 

example, that that they have been politically influenced by two different governments.  

 

The findings from the research into the implemented curriculum are: (1) Similar intended curricula, but 

different implemented curricula. The structures and framework of the official music syllabuses (intended curricula), 

CDC (1983) and MOE (1994) in terms of the nature of Chinese and non-Chinese music are quite similar, but the 

preferences of the music teachers in Hong Kong and Taipei when choosing Chinese music material are quite 

different. Their teaching curricula (implemented curricula) are affected by their experience, knowledge, interest and 

the written material provided in the music textbooks; (2) Differences in the extent and nature of Chinese music 

teaching in Hong Kong and Taipei. The music teachers of the two Chinese societies, Hong Kong and Taipei, 

differed in the extent and nature of local Chinese music content in their teaching. For example, the Hong Kong 

teachers focused mainly on Guangdong opera and Canto-pop songs, while the Taipei teachers promoted local dialect 

songs (traditional Hakka and Minnan, in addition to contemporary Taiwanese songs by aboriginal composers); (3) 

The dominance of Non-Chinese music, mainly Western music, in junior secondary school music teaching. The 

results of the questionnaires show that, in general, over 60% of the teaching time of the music teachers from both 

places was allocated to Western music (songs, repertoires and introduced musicians) and less than 40% to Chinese 

music. In their interviews, the music teachers reported that they had more interest and confidence in teaching 

Western music than teaching Chinese music; (4) Similar implemented curricula found: teachers` lack of interest in 

teaching Chinese music. The experience and qualifications of music teachers are some of the important factors in 

implementing Chinese music teaching in music lessons. Both in Hong Kong and Taipei, music teachers have for a 

long time been influenced more by Western music training than by Chinese music training. As they have relatively 

little time and few chances to come into contact with, and appreciate, Chinese music, it is inevitable that the music 

teachers have little or even no interest in Chinese music. Consequently, they have no confidence or ability to teach 

Chinese music in their lessons; (5) Few Chinese music extra-curricular activities in junior secondary schools. 

Chinese music extra-curricular activities are extended activities of normal Chinese music lessons. If Chinese music 

is not accepted and promoted by music teachers, it is hardly likely that Chinese music extra-curricular activities will 
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be encouraged. In schools which do hold extra-curricular activities in Chinese music, the activities are mostly in the 

form of Chinese instrumental classes because Chinese instrumental classes are easier to handle than, say, teaching 

Chinese opera. Also, most of the instructors are specially hired music coaches, because of the lack of expertise of 

many music teachers. (6) Inadequate Chinese music resources reported by music teachers. Many of the music 

teachers complained that there were not enough Chinese music instruments, Chinese music CD-ROMs and Chinese 

music reference books in their schools. This may be due to the dominance of Western music in both society and 

schools for a long time, and because Western music has had an enormous impact on the education and training of 

the music teachers. In addition, every school, both in Hong Kong and Taipei, has only limited funding to enrich 

their music resources; (7) Music teachers have no confidence in teaching Chinese music. The music teachers in the 

study were found lacking Chinese music training, both pre-teachers training and in-service training. They had much 

less training in Chinese music than in Western music and fewer opportunities to learn and appreciate Chinese music 

more, and therefore, they have less confidence in teaching Chinese music than teaching Western music; (8) Students 

lack interest in learning Chinese music. If music teachers not only lack interest and confidence in teaching Chinese 

music, but also lack adequate knowledge in the field of Chinese music, it is hard to create a learning environment 

and atmosphere for their students to learn and appreciate Chinese music; (9) Teachers strictly, or with slight 

modifications, follow the textbooks in their teaching of Chinese music. Most of the music teachers reported that they 

strictly followed the written material in the Chinese music textbooks, or made only slight modifications, when they 

taught Chinese music. It can be seen that both the knowledge of music teachers (implemented curriculum) and the 

written material in the music textbooks (resourced curriculum) are closely linked; (10) The relationships among 

implemented curriculum, resourced curriculum, and intended curriculum in terms of Chinese music. The intended 

curricula in both Hong Kong and Taiwan seemed to have no bias towards either Chinese music or non-Chinese 

music. However, the different music textbook publishers and designers have different preferences when choosing 

and interpreting the nature and extent of Chinese music which is shown in the intended curricula. The implemented 

curricula (the music teachers) greatly relies on the resourced curricula (the music textbooks) due to the teachers` 

lack of knowledge and confidence in Chinese music, and most of the music teachers closely followed the textbook 

instructions and guides in their teaching. It was found that the resourced curriculum and the implemented 

curriculum, in terms of Chinese music education, were closely linked with each other. 

  

8.2.2  A Comparative Analysis of the Three Levels of Curricula 

There is a balance between Chinese and non-Chinese music in the intended curricula (the official syllabuses) 

in the two cities. However, the ways in which different music publishers and textbook designers have understood 

and interpreted the intended curricula are quite different, with the result that there differences in the nature and 

extent of Chinese music and non-Chinese music in the resourced curricula (the textbooks). These differences are 

even more pronounced in the third level of curricula, the implementation by music teachers. Because different 

music teachers have different educational backgrounds and belong to different school cultures, they design their 

own teaching curricula to suit the reality of their own teaching contexts. They freely choose materials which may be 

exactly the same as, or slightly similar to, or different from, the contents of the music textbooks or even the music 

syllabuses. The original idea behind the first designed official syllabus is a balance of all music materials, for 

example, between Chinese music and Western music, with no bias, and textbook publishers, designers, or teachers 

are free to select whatever elements they wish from the syllabus to design their own syllabus. However, because of 

the effect of different socio-political forces, music textbooks in the two cities show some differences. Furthermore, 
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music teachers in the two cities are also influenced by these socio-political forces, which increase the differences. 

Each music teacher is very personal and individual, so that his/her own designed syllabus has individuality. It is 

easy to understand that the music teachers are living in different cultures and political environments, and have 

different educational backgrounds, strengths and weaknesses, and personal preferences. 

 

The researcher found that differences in the nature and extent of Chinese music and non-Chinese music in the 

two syllabuses are directly and indirectly affected by socio-political forces, as maintained by Fägerlind and Saha 

(1989). Through analyzing the nature and extent of Chinese and non-Chinese music in the music curricula, the 

research illuminates the cultures, politics, and economics of these cities, and broader forces of influence. Cultural 

forces such as the majority of people in both cities are Chinese and both cities are cosmopolitan, influenced the 

designers of the intended syllabuses to include both Chinese music materials (although the definition of the nature 

of Chinese music is different between these two cities) and Western music materials in the syllabuses. At the 

resourced level, however, both the Hong Kong and Taipei publishers and designers of music textbooks have more 

freedom to choose and interpret their material contents in their textbooks than in the past. At the same time, they are 

greatly restricted by and influenced by different socio-political forces. For example, Hong Kong only ended its 

colonial period in 1997, and there are still significant colonial characteristics remaining in the textbooks. In Taipei, 

Chen Shui-bian’s Taiwan (localized) government wants to remain separate and independent from mainland China, 

and influences the design of textbooks accordingly. Both governments want to establish and promote local music 

and to show more localized characteristics, and therefore, there are lot of Canto-pop songs and Guangdong music in 

the Hong Kong music textbooks, and a lot of local Taiwanese contemporary music and aboriginal music in the 

textbooks of Taipei. At the implemented level, the music teachers in both cities are further influenced by these 

socio-political forces. The living styles, cultures, educational and learning backgrounds, and political (past and 

present) influences have shaped the teaching styles of teachers. These factors have helped create the strengths and 

weaknesses of the teaching knowledge of each music teacher. For example, teachers from both cities lack 

confidence and interest in teaching Chinese music and they are keen on and like to teach Western music. This is 

because their training was mainly in Western music instead of Chinese music. 

 

From looking at the above music curricula in Hong Kong and Taipei, the researcher found that there are many 

similarities. For examples, the syllabuses contain mainly Western music and Chinese music content and the music 

appreciation sections in the textbooks mainly focus on Western and Chinese repertoires. The results reflect that both 

cities have many similarities, including political background (eg. Experience as a colonial city), culture (eg. Mostly 

Chinese people with Chinese culture), and economics (eg. Cosmopolitan, highly commercial and industrial places). 

However, the two cities show many differences; for example, they have different understandings of the meaning of 

Chinese music and local music and they also have different acceptances and attitudes to these types of music. As a 

result, the curricula from both places showed that they differ in the nature and extent of Chinese and non-Chinese 

musical content. Although in the intended curricula, both syllabuses comprise two major components, Chinese 

music and Western music, Chinese music in Hong Kong is music which comes from Chinese societies, while 

Chinese music in Taipei normally means music with Chinese lyrics only. Moreover, local Hong Kong music, for 

example, Canto-pop music, is treated as a kind of Chinese music by most Hong Kong people, but local music in 

Taipei, for example Hakka music, is considered by most Taiwanese as a kind of Taiwanese music and not Chinese 

music. In the music appreciation section of the Hong Kong syllabus, Chinese music is normally classified as 
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national music, but in Taipei, traditional Chinese music listening is always treated as a foreign music genre and 

Taiwanese believe that Chinese music is wholly different or at least very distinct from their local musical repertoires. 

In the resourced curricula, too, there are differences in the nature and extent of Chinese music and non-Chinese. For 

example, local music in Hong Kong, consists mainly of Canto-pop and Guangdong music, while in Taipei, local 

music is Hakka, Minnan and aboriginal music. Taipei textbooks also contain lot of contemporary commissioned 

works by Taiwanese composers, whereas there are only few local Hong Kong compositions composed by local 

Hong Kong composers in the Hong Kong textbooks. At the implemented level, although the music teachers from 

both cities are keen on teaching Western music and pay little attention to Chinese music teaching, the Hong Kong 

music teachers at least believed that they have the responsibility to teach this prestigious culture. In contrast, the 

Taipei music teachers only admitted that Chinese music a music genre, but it was not of their local culture and they 

did not feel that they had the responsibility to teach it.  

 

8.3 A Discussion of Socio-political Forces and the Three Levels of Music Curricula 

In this study, the researcher found that socio-political forces, cultural, economic, and political forces, have had 

a certain impact on Chinese music education in both Hong Kong and Taipei. From studying these forces at the three 

levels of curricula, the researcher found that both cities have similar outcomes and effects due to the impact of these 

socio-political forces. 

 

The purposes which the three curricula in Hong Kong and Taiwan are attempting to achieve and the means by 

which they are achieved are substantially affected by a range of social, economic and political factors. This section 

discusses the relationships between these socio-political forces and the three levels of the curriculum of Chinese 

music education in Hong Kong and Taipei. Specific characteristics of those socio-political forces are shown in 

Figure 8.1.  

 

With regards to economic factors, both Hong Kong and Taiwan are cosmopolitan, highly commercial and 

industrial places, with fast-growing and prosperous economies. Hong Kong, particularly, has a very efficient 

infrastructure and a laissez-faire government, unlike that of Taiwan which exercises strict control over many aspects 

of society. Also, in contrast to Taiwan, Hong Kong is seemed a major entrepôt between China and the rest of the 

world. The various social and cultural characteristics which may affect curriculum design in the two places are: the 

presence of a Chinese culture and a local culture, Confucian belief and ethics, uncertainties about identity, 

localization and globalization, Western influences, and the educational backgrounds of the curriculum designers. 

However, whereas Hong Kong has a great deal of ethnic homogeneity, this is not the case in Taiwan. The political 

factors are different in the two places: Hong Kong had a long history of colonial rule by Britain (1842 – 1997), it 

has a close connection with China, and there has been political instability over the return of its sovereignty to China. 

In Taiwan the rule of the Kuomintang (1949 – 2000) with its tight control of the curriculum has had an effect on the 

school curriculum, as has the determination of Taiwan to remain independent from China, its political instability, its 

lack of connections with China, and various local characteristics (Minnan, Hakka, local aborigines). 

 

 The same socio-political and economic factors influenced the design of the intended curriculum and the 

resourced curriculum, and one extra important political factor influenced Taipei music textbooks. This is the fact 

that after the lifting of martial law, local publishers have been free to publish since 1989. In the case of the 
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implemented curriculum, there are other factors such as teacher training (pre-service and in-service training), and 

teacher education payment. The detailed analyses of the relationships between the socio-political forces and the 

curricula were given in the previous three chapters. 

Figure 8.1: A Comparison of Socio-political Forces on Chinese Music Education in Hong Kong and Taipei 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sources: Adapted from Fägerlind & Saha 1989: 227; Morris 1996b: 142. 
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8.4 Discussion of the Research Questions 

The main research question consisted of two parts: What is the nature and extent of Chinese music in the 

curricula of junior secondary schools in Hong Kong and Taipei, and what socio-political forces have determined 

these patterns?, and the two supporting research questions were: (1) What is the nature and extent of Chinese music 

in the curriculum at the intended, resourced and implemented levels in both places and how do they compare? (2) 

What are the roles and status of Chinese and non-Chinese elements in the curricula in the two places and how do 

they compare? The findings with regard to each of these questions have already been presented and analyzed in the 

preceding chapters. Here, the researcher will discuss and answer the two supporting research questions first, and 

then using these discussions, go on to discuss and answer the main research question. 

 

8.4.1  Supporting Question (1) 

What is the nature and extent of Chinese music in the curriculum at the intended, resourced and 

implemented levels in both places and how do they compare? 

 

The Intended Curriculum 

Hong Kong: 

As described in Chapter 5, one of the aims of the CDC (1983) syllabus is to provide Chinese students in junior 

secondary forms with a basic understanding of their own cultural heritage. In view of this, the content includes 

Chinese folk songs, Chinese operas and operatic songs, Chinese musical instruments and instrumental music as well 

as related theoretical and historical aspects of Chinese music. The Chinese music tradition has been discussed in the 

content outlines of the syllabus for all three years. In the general remarks concerning Chinese music, two listening 

programmes, based on the Chinese and Western tradition, are recommended. 

 

 The singing section of the syllabus content for secondary one contains Chinese folk songs. A programme for 

Chinese music appreciation has been suggested and structured for 25 ten-minutes at each level, secondary one to 

secondary three. The first level introduces regional folk songs: folk songs from Southeast China and Chinese 

musical instruments which include first, wind instruments: di, dongxiao, sheng, guan, suona etc., second, bowed 

string instruments: erhu, gaohu, zhonghu, dahu, dihu, gehu, banhu, jinghu etc., third, plucked string instruments: 

guqin, zheng, pipa, liuyeqin, ruan, yueqin, qinqin, sanxian, yangqin etc., and fourth, percussion: gongs, drums, 

cymbals, muyu, bangzi, paiban, bells etc. The introduction of regional songs starts from Southeast China in this first 

level. The content of syllabus for secondary includes Chinese orchestra (traditional and modern), instrumental 

ensembles (in unison) and Chinese concertos; regional folk music: folk music from various provinces, such as 

Guangdong, Chaozhou, Kejia, Fujian, Suzhe, Shandong; and folk songs from other regions including those of 

minority ethnic groups. The content of syllabus for secondary three contains includes operas and operatic songs: 

Guangdong operas, Chaozhou operas, Beijing operas, Yueju, Kunqu, Guangdong Hanju Qudiao etc; regional ballads: 

Guangdong Nanyin, Muyu, Longzhou, Suzhou Pingtan, Shandong Dagu etc.; and theory of Chinese music: the 

Chinese tonal system, its origin, development and differences from Western tonal system as well as differences 

among regional ethnic tonal systems. In this year, it is suggested that more varieties of regional music be introduced,  

not only general music genres, but also more specific regional music like Guangdong operas, Chaozhou operas, 

Beijing operas, Yueju, Kunqu, Guangdong Hanju Qudiao, Nanyin, Muyu, Longzhou, Suzhou Pingtan, Shandong 

Dagu etc. 
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Taipei: 

As described in Chapter 5, there is no special discussion of Chinese music, either the aims or content outlines, 

in the syllabus. But in the general remarks section, there is more discussion related to Chinese music, which 

includes, choice of repertoire in the music appreciation is related to national cultures; Chinese songs can be chosen 

as teaching materials, but it is better to choose more national and local songs; and the contents of the lyrics should 

be more associated with encouraging young people to love their home, local district and nation.  

 

In the content of the syllabus for secondary one there is no special discussion related to Chinese music in the 

singing section, while the section concerning music appreciation includes listening to Taiwanese folk songs and 

local operatic music. In the content for secondary two there is also no specific suggestion on which kinds of music 

genres should be introduced, from which musical periods, and by which composers including Chinese music. 

However, in the content for secondary three, the section on theory includes our Country (Chinese / Local) 

pentatonic music. Also, the syllabus suggested using pentatonic scale to compose melodies, and free composition 

incorporating Chinese poems are suggested under creativity. 

 

Comparison:  

The aims and content outlines of the Hong Kong music syllabus discuss and give details related to Chinese 

music, but there is no special discussion of Chinese music in the Taiwan music syllabus. In contrast, the general 

remarks section in the Taiwan syllabus includes more discussion of Chinese music than the general remarks section 

in the Hong Kong music syllabus. 

 

In the first year, the Hong Kong syllabus discusses the details of Chinese instruments and offers suggestions 

for introducing Southeast China regional songs, while the Taiwan syllabus encourages listening to more Taiwanese 

folk songs and local operatic music. In the second year, the Hong Kong syllabus also discusses more Chinese music 

details related to Chinese ensemble music and Chinese regional folk music, while the Taiwan music syllabus still 

does not contain any detailed discussion of Chinese music. In the third year, the Hong Kong syllabus encourages 

regional operatic music and Chinese tonal system and how it differs from the Western tonal system, while the 

Taiwan syllabus recommends introducing Chinese pentatonic music theory and also suggests Chinese-like 

pentatonic melodies as well as the writing of composition incorporating Chinese poems. In general, the Hong Kong 

syllabus has more specific discussion related to Chinese music in all three years of junior secondary school, while 

the Taiwan music syllabus only gives brief suggestions on introducing Chinese music, especially Taiwanese local 

music. However, there are some suggestions in the Taiwan syllabus on writing Chinese-like melodies and using 

Chinese poems as lyrics, but not in the Hong Kong syllabus. 

 

The Resourced Curriculum 

Hong Kong: 

As described in Chapter 6, there are a greater number of non-Chinese songs than Chinese songs in the sets of 

music textbooks. In the Hong Kong textbooks there are much higher frequencies of songs having both English and 

Chinese lyrics, and the majority of songs are sung in Cantonese, with the rest in Putonghua (normally written in 

pinyin) or English. There are no songs in Hakka or Minnanese. There is a great variety of Chinese repertoires, but 

very few Hong Kong local (Chinese) works and musicians.  
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More specifically, the IM textbooks have lot of bilingual songs, whose Chinese lyrics have almost directly 

been translated from English or from their original lyrics. The meanings of the lyrics expressed by both the original 

lyrics and the Chinese translated lyrics are almost the same. On the other hand, the RM textbooks contain a lot of 

Hong Kong (local) popular songs, and the Chinese lyrics of the bilingual songs, or songs with a foreign melody with 

Chinese lyrics, have not been directly translated from their original lyrics. The new Chinese lyrics have been 

completely written by local Hong Kong lyricists. Also, there are some (Chinese) songs which have Chinese lyrics 

only and their melodies have come from other instrumental melodies, or are based on the themes of symphonies. 

 

Taipei: 

As described in Chapter 6, there are a greater number of Chinese songs than non-Chinese songs in the sets of 

music textbooks. There are extremely low percentages of songs with English lyrics (1% / 1%) in the sets of Taipei 

music textbooks (NY / KS), with most of the songs having Chinese lyrics only, and with only a few having both 

English and Chinese lyrics. Most songs in the Taipei music textbooks are sung in Mandarin, while a few local songs 

in local dialects, Hakka or Minnanese, have been included in the music textbooks. Most of the Chinese repertoires 

in the Taipei music textbooks are local works, composed by local (Taiwanese) composers. Moreover, the 

frequencies and percentages of both local (Taiwanese) repertoires and musicians are very high. 

 

More specifically, the design of the set of textbooks, KS, in terms of Chinese music, is entirely based on the 

official syllabus (MOE 1994) of the Ministry of Education: all the content comes directly from the official syllabus 

without any new elements added. On the other hand, NY has strong local characteristics and includes several tables 

of local (Taiwanese) music, for example, Taiwanese folk music and aboriginal Music; Taiwanese drama; the 

development of Taiwan music education and contemporary Taiwanese musicians. The number of Chinese songs in 

this textbook, especially the number of Chinese popular songs and Chinese contemporary songs, is obviously less 

than in KS, but there are more non-Chinese songs than in KS. In addition, NY has more songs with translated lyrics 

(from original lyrics to Chinese lyrics). This set of music textbooks seems to have chosen more non-Chinese 

materials than Chinese materials for the songs.  

 

Comparison: 

From the extent of Chinese and non-Chinese songs in the textbooks of Hong Kong and Taipei, it was found 

that the Hong Kong music textbooks had been more influenced by Western cultures and non-Chinese cultures, and 

this indicates that Taiwan is promoting her local culture by increasing the extent of local (Taiwanese) music as well 

as by introducing more local musicians. Furthermore, interestingly, the Hong Kong and Taipei textbooks contain a 

similar amount of popular Chinese songs, which is an indication of their popularity with young people in both 

societies. The way in which music in Hong Kong is much more influenced by Western music than in Taiwan can be 

seen in the much greater proportion of songs with non-Chinese melody and Chinese lyrics, and American and 

British songs in the Hong Kong textbooks than in those of Taipei. 

 

Since most students in Taiwan junior high schools know little English (English is considered a foreign rather 

than a second language), and Hong Kong was a British colony in the past for over a hundred years, there were more 

English lyrics in the Hong Kong textbooks than in the Taipei textbooks. In contrast, there were more Chinese lyrics 

in the Taiwanese textbooks. Songs in Hong Kong and Taipei are sung in different languages and dialects. Because 
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Cantonese is the dominant language of communication in Hong Kong as most people in Hong Kong are Guangdong 

people, and English is officially the second language, most of the songs in Hong Kong textbooks are sung in 

Cantonese and English. In contrast, the present official language of Taiwan is Mandarin, and the Taiwanese 

government has decided to promote local culture. As a result, most of the songs in the Taipei textbooks are sung in 

Mandarin, but a few of them are sung in local dialects, Hakka and Minnanese. 

 

A great variety of Chinese repertoires are presented in the Hong Kong music textbooks, but very few Hong 

Kong local (Chinese) works and musicians; in contrast, most of the Chinese repertoires in the Taipei music 

textbooks are local works, composed by local (Taiwanese) composers. Moreover, the frequencies and percentages of 

both local (Taiwanese) repertoires and musicians in the Taipei music textbooks are much higher than the local 

(Hong Kong) repertoires and musicians in the Hong Kong music textbooks. From generalizing the characteristics of 

each set of the above textbooks, the differences in the nature and extent of Chinese music can be determined. Each 

set of textbooks has its own characteristics which may be both similar to, and different from, the other sets of 

textbooks. 

 

The Implemented Curriculum 

Hong Kong:  

    As discussed in Chapter 7, the teachers focused their teaching more on non-Chinese (mainly Western) music 

than on Chinese music. The teachers considered the factors involved in an “ideal” Chinese music curriculum as in 

the order of importance: first, students’ own interests; second, music teacher(s)’ own interests / abilities; and third, 

the official music syllabus. Regarding the actual implementation of the curriculum, most of the Hong Kong music 

teachers still thought that the most important factors were music teacher(s)’ own interests / abilities or students’ own 

interests / abilities (as with their ideal Chinese teaching syllabus). 

 

Almost all the instruments listed in the Hong Kong music syllabus were introduced by most of the Hong Kong 

music teachers in their classrooms, with the exception of the dahu, dihu, yueqin, and qinqin, which were introduced 

by less than 50% of the music teachers. The Hong Kong music teachers preferred teaching Guangdong folk songs, 

Guangdong nanyin and Guangdong operas. The Chinese music extra-curricular activities run in the Hong Kong 

schools were usually Chinese instrumental classes, Chinese orchestra, Chinese instrumental ensemble, Chinese 

music appreciation, and Guangdong Opera Classes. 

 

Taipei: 

As described in Chapter 7, the teachers from Taipei also focused their teaching more on non-Chinese (mainly 

Western) music than on Chinese music. They considered the factors involved in an “ideal” Chinese music 

curriculum as, in the order of importance: first, the official music syllabus; second, music teacher(s)’ own interests / 

abilities; and third, students’ own interests. Regarding the actual implementation of the curriculum, most of the 

Taipei music teachers adhered to the official music syllabus in their Chinese music teaching, as regards both their 

ideal and implemented curricula. 

 

Most of the Taipei music teachers reported that they taught and introduced most of the Chinese instruments 

like their Hong Kong counterparts, except that the guan, dihu, jinghu and qinqin were introduced by less than half 
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of them. They were found to favour Hakka folk music and Beijing operas. The Chinese music extra-curricular 

activities run in the Taipei schools were normally Chinese Instrumental Ensemble, Chinese Orchestra, Chinese 

Music Appreciation, and Chinese Instrumental Classes. However, there were no traditional local music activities, 

such as glove-puppet drama or string-puppet drama. 

 

Comparison: 

The average ratio of teaching Western music in junior forms of secondary schools in Hong Kong and Taipei 

(including teaching general music, folk song, music history, aesthetic knowledge, lives of composers, cultures and 

musical genres) to teaching Chinese music (including general music, folk song, music history, aesthetic knowledge, 

the lives of composers, cultures and musical genres) was approximately 70 to 30. Teachers from both places focused 

their teaching more on non-Chinese (mainly Western) music than Chinese music.  

 

Most of the music teachers in Hong Kong ranked students’ own interests as the most important factor in an 

ideal curriculum, in contrast to the Taipei music teachers, who believed that the official music syllabus was the most 

important factor contributing to an ideal Chinese music teaching curriculum. Regarding the actual implementation 

of the curriculum, most of the Hong Kong music teachers still thought that the most important factors were music 

teacher(s)’ own interests / abilities or students’ own interests / abilities (as with their ideal Chinese teaching 

syllabus); in contrast, the Taipei music teachers still chose the official music syllabus as the most important element 

in the implemented curriculum. 

 

Teachers in both Hong Kong and Taipei were interested in teaching mainly Chinese musical instruments / 

Chinese instrumental music and Chinese folk songs, in addition to teaching the differences between Chinese and 

Western instrumental music. They seldom discussed the differences between regional ethnic tonal systems and the 

composing of Chinese-like style’s songs with their students. Both Hong Kong and Taipei music teachers preferred 

to chose Chinese musical instruments / Chinese instrumental music and Chinese folk songs as the most important 

elements in their teaching of Chinese music. Furthermore, Taipei music teachers also selected the differences 

between Chinese and Western instrumental music as well as Chinese local songs, for example, local popular songs 

as the most important elements in their teaching of Chinese music. However, both Hong Kong and Taipei music 

teachers did not consider the tonal system of Chinese music, its origin & development, the differences between 

Western and Chinese tonal systems as well as the differences between regional ethnic tonal systems as important 

elements in teaching Chinese music. 

 

The most popular instrument introduced by both Hong Kong and Taipei music teachers was the erhu, while the 

least popular instrument was the qinqin. Regarding the Chinese musical genres, almost all kinds of folk music 

(except Shandong), regional ballads (except longzhou) and operatic songs (except Chaozhou operas and Guangdong 

Hanju Qudiao) were taught by the music teachers from both Hong Kong and Taipei, with only a few Chinese 

musical genres mentioned above (these exceptions are musical genres not commonly familiar to most Taipei music 

teachers) not being taught by the music teachers in Taipei. 

 

Both Hong Kong and Taipei music teachers found Chinese instruments the most inadequate and limited. 

Teachers from both places were satisfied that they had enough audio and visual equipment, and usually used them 
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as their teaching aids to teach Chinese music. By far the most frequently used by music teachers in both Hong Kong 

and Taipei were textbook materials and CD-ROMs or tapes. Few of the teachers demonstrated Chinese musical 

instruments to their students, or asked students to write reports or perform Chinese music. 

 

With regards to extra-curricular activities, of the teachers who answered the corresponding portion of the 

questionnaire, only half of the Hong Kong teachers and just one fifth of the Taipei teachers reported that there were 

Chinese music extra-curricular activities in their schools. The majority of the music teachers from Hong Kong and 

Taiwan thought that most of their junior secondary students had little or no interest in Chinese music, with only a 

few disagreeing. 

 

In concluding the first supporting question, in the intended curricula, Chinese music has a similar weighting as 

non-Chinese music. The challenges of promoting and teaching Chinese music depend much on the designing of 

curricula by the music textbooks publishers and designers, and the music teachers. The study found that the 

different social and cultural backgrounds affected the publishers and textbooks designers, and the educational 

backgrounds and learning experiences affected the implementation of teaching Chinese music by the music teachers. 

Before promoting and teaching Chinese music in Hong Kong and Taipei, people need to accept themselves as 

Chinese first. Otherwise, Chinese music is only foreign music, which is not easily acceptable to Hong Kong and 

Taiwanese people. Consequently, if people accept themselves as Chinese and consider Chinese music is a part of 

their culture, then, no matter whether the people lived in colonial cities, for how long or ruled by which political 

party for how long, they will still accept and appreciate their local culture, Chinese music. 

 

Concerning local music, most people in Taipei think they are Taiwanese rather than Chinese and consider their 

local music is Taiwanese music and not Chinese music. On the other hand, Hong Kong people experienced colonial 

ruled for over a hundred years, and few Hong Kong people consider traditional Chinese music is their local music. 

Most Hong Kong people are Guangdong people, and therefore think of Guangdong music as their major local music, 

apart from the young, who look upon Canto-pop as their local music. The Taiwan government wants to create an 

image of an independent country, and so they promote and encourage local culture, and local music is an important 

part of the local culture. The government is encouraging more local composers to publish their works in the music 

curricula, and the curricular designers to add more local music, for example, Hakka and Minnanese music, 

aboriginal music, and indigenous music, in the curricula.  

 

The music curricula from in Hong Kong and Taipei place great emphasis on non-Chinese music, especially, 

Western music. This is due to both being cosmopolitan cities, and both having close relationships, economic and 

cultural, with the rest of the world. The curricula from both places were also found to contain music from close 

Asian countries, for examples, Japan and Korea, because of the close links with these Asian countries. A large 

number of songs in the textbooks of Hong Kong and Taipei come from the United States, Britain, Japan and Korea. 

 

The differences in the nature and extent of Chinese music in the two curricula were understood by the 

researcher to be a result of the way in which people in Hong Kong and Taipei differ in their perceptions of what it is 

to be ‘Chinese’. The findings indicate that the Hong Kong music curriculum shows more acceptance of Chinese 

music than the Taipei music curriculum because of the closer relationship between Hong Kong and mainland China. 
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The Taiwanese, in contrast, do not have close links with China and they treat Chinese music as a type of foreign 

music. They are ambiguous in their ‘Chinese’ identity. Although Hong Kong music teachers and students are not 

familiar with Chinese music and do not especially like it, they still believe that Chinese music is part of their 

traditional prestigious culture.  

 

8.4.2  Supporting Question (2) 

What are the roles and status of Chinese and non-Chinese elements in the curricula in the two places 

and how do they compare? 

 

The role and status of Chinese music in the music curricula, in fact, show the different degrees of acceptance 

of Chinese culture as well as Chinese music on the part of the syllabuses designers, textbooks publishers and 

designers, and music teachers. People from Hong Kong and Taipei have different degrees of acceptance of their 

Chinese identity. Therefore, the roles and status of Chinese music in these two cities are consequently quite different. 

Most Hong Kong people consider themselves as ‘Hongkongese’ as well as Chinese, and as a result, people consider 

that Chinese music is part of their culture and heritage; conversely, most Taipei people only consider themselves as 

Taiwanese, but not Chinese. Consequently, they only treat Chinese music as another country’s music, or music just 

with Chinese lyrics, and they do not think Chinese music is part of their traditional heritage. Although Hong Kong 

was a colony for over hundred years, most people have not forgotten that they are Chinese. Many Hong Kong 

people do in fact consider mainland China as their motherland and their country. In contrast, due to various political 

reasons, Taiwan wants to be independent from China, and so Taiwanese do not admit they are Chinese. Chinese 

music is not always considered as a part of the traditional heritage and culture of Taiwan, especially since the 

beginning of rule by the Chen Shui-bian government. Consequently, people in both cities have different 

interpretations of what is Chinese music. People in both cities seem to feel themselves Chinese ethnically and 

culturally, but not too much politically. As a result, the role and status of Chinese music in the curricula depends on 

and how strong is the sense of belonging as a Chinese. 

 

(Traditional) Chinese music is part of (traditional) Chinese heritage and culture and is recognized to preserve 

by the ‘Chinese’ People from both Hong Kong and Taipei, including the syllabus designers, the textbook publishers 

and designers, and music teachers, are always asking themselves the question ‘Am I a Chinese?. They are always 

struggle with this question, both from theoretical and practical perspectives. In fact, they have different 

understandings and recognition of being Chinese. Apart from the confusion over the acceptance of being Chinese, 

the two places have different understandings and interpretations of what Chinese music is. The term ‘Chinese’ is 

closely related to the term ‘Chinese music’. The understandings and interpretations of Chinese music are directly 

influenced by the understandings and interpretations of ‘Chinese’. As mentioned before, Hong Kong and Taipei 

have experienced different socio-political forces, cultural, political, and economic environments, which have caused 

people in both cities to have different understandings of the above questions. From the political viewpoint, some 

Hong Kong people seem to admit they are Chinese, including during the colonial period. During the colonial period 

people believed they would return to the motherland in 1997, and so it can said that they are not completely isolated 

from China. On the other hand, the Taiwanese always refuse to consider themselves as Chinese, mainly because 

they want to become independent and always want to be separate from China. They want to leave the shadow of 

being Chinese. Therefore, they do many things to distance themselves from China, including having different 
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interpretations and understandings of the terms, ‘Chinese’ and ‘Chinese music’. Their aim is separate themselves 

from mainland China and establish a Taiwanese image. This situation is completely different from the situation in 

Hong Kong during the colonial period. Although Taiwan has not returned to her motherland, China, the Taiwanese 

should know historically that they are also Chinese, and only ruled by a different ‘government’ and different 

political parties. They need to recognize and accept their Chinese identity.  

 

The Intended Curriculum 

Hong Kong: 

As described in Chapter 5, the balance between Chinese music and non-Chinese music, mostly, Western music, 

in terms of introduction of songs and music appreciation, is nearly the same. The teaching of theory still mainly 

focuses on Western practice, and very little Chinese music theory is introduced in the third year of the junior 

secondary school. This means that the role and status of Chinese music and non-Chinese music are considered by 

syllabus designers to have equal importance. However, the non-Chinese music focuses mainly on Western music 

instead of other world music, such as Russian music, Asian music, or African music. Furthermore, the Western 

music is described and discussed in detail in the syllabus, for example, what kinds of Western music genres, which 

classical Western composers and which classical Western periods should be introduced. This situation shows the 

role and status of Western music in the area of non-Chinese is much higher than other world music. On the other 

hand, Chinese music genres, but without Chinese musical periods and Chinese composers, are also described and 

discussed in detail in the syllabus. It can be clearly seen that the syllabus designers also consider the role and status 

of Chinese music genres as important, but they seem to consider the role and status of Chinese composers and 

Chinese musical periods a little less important, and these are not discussed in detail in the syllabus. Moreover, the 

introduction of theory in the three years of junior secondary school mostly focuses on Western theoretical teaching 

rather than Chinese theoretical teaching. This indicates that Western theoretical teaching in the area of theory is 

considered by the syllabus designers to have a much higher status than Chinese theoretical teaching. By comparison 

Chinese theoretical teaching is considered only of minor importance, and it is suggested that only a little should be 

introduced, and not until the third year. 

 

Taipei: 

As described in Chapter 5, the balance between Chinese music and non-Chinese music, and the role and status 

of Chinese music and non-Chinese music are much similar to what is found in the Hong Kong music syllabus. But it 

is interesting to find that local Taiwanese music genres, for example, Taiwanese folk songs and local Taiwanese 

operatic music, are recommended in the Taiwan music syllabus. This indicates that local Taiwanese music has a 

particular importance, in terms of its role and status, in the Taiwan music syllabus. Moreover, the Taiwan music 

syllabus also recommends teaching a certain amount of common Chinese songs and suggests that all the songs 

introduced in the music syllabus should be incorporated with other subjects and related to special festivals wherever 

possible. It was found that some of the common songs are local aboriginal songs. The role of common songs 

suggested by the syllabus is very important, for example, the introduction of local music, because the syllabus 

suggests that these common songs should be introduced to the students and this also implies the contents of the 

common songs should also be introduced to students. This means that the music subject in the Taiwan junior 

secondary school syllabus is not an isolated subject, but is incorporated with other subjects. Moreover, as it is 

suggested that all songs should be related to special festivals where possible, the role and status of songs should be 
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related to students’ daily life instead of being just abstract and without any main theme.  

 

Comparison: 

In comparing the role and status of the Chinese and non-Chinese music in the two music syllabuses of Hong 

Kong and Taiwan, it was found that they are very similar. More specifically, the Hong Kong music syllabus contains 

a very detailed discussion of both Western and Chinese music genres, but does not contain much discussion of other 

types of world music, Chinese composers and Chinese musical periods. This implies that the Hong Kong syllabus 

designers consider the role and status of both Western and Chinese music genres higher than other world music, and 

higher than Chinese composers and Chinese musical periods. On the other hand, the Taiwan music syllabus includes 

a discussion local music, which is not found in the Hong Kong syllabus. This means that the role and status of local 

music in the Taiwan music syllabus is higher than in the Hong Kong music syllabus. Moreover, the Taiwan music 

syllabus also suggests introducing certain amount of common songs, including local aboriginal songs, something 

which is also not found in the Hong Kong syllabus. It is also recommended that these common songs should be 

introduced to students in the three years of junior secondary schools, and that all songs should be incorporated with 

other subjects and related to special festivals. In this way, they can be related to students’ daily lives. 

 

The Resourced Curriculum 

Hong Kong: 

As described in Chapter 6, both Chinese songs, mostly sung in Cantonese, and English songs are common in 

the Hong Kong music textbooks.  However, more specifically, it was found that a few Chinese songs were sung in 

Putonghua, and a few classical art songs included their original lyrics, for example, German or Italian texts, and 

were also translated into Chinese or English. This means that these traditional classical art songs are sung in their 

original languages and with their original lyrics, and retain their own traditional cultures, for example, Chinese (the 

Putonghua songs), and German (the classical German lieder). Some other songs are actually mixed with other 

cultures (for example, translated and bilingual songs, whose Western melody remains, but whose lyrics are 

translated from the original into Chinese, or with both original and translated lyrics), whereby the songs not only 

retain their own culture, but are also mixed with other cultures. Few Japanese songs and songs from other Asian 

countries, for example, from Korea and the Philippines, are also included in the textbooks. Since Hong Kong has 

more connections with these Asian countries, the role and status of their songs are higher than those of other 

countries whose songs are not included in the textbooks because of fewer connections with Hong Kong.  

 

Apart from traditional Chinese and non-Chinese songs, a few popular songs, Canto-pop songs, were found in 

the textbooks, some of which go back to the 1980s, but some much more recent. It is interesting to find that lower 

band schools like to use the set of textbooks with more Chinese songs and more popular songs, while traditional 

classical songs and English songs seemed to be designed for higher ability students. Non-Chinese, mainly Western, 

and Chinese music repertoires from traditional to contemporary figure prominently in the textbooks, and the role 

and status for traditional or contemporary Western repertoires and Chinese repertoires seems to be equally important. 

However, there are few local Hong Kong works and few local Hong Kong composers, apart from Canto-pop songs. 

The role of status of local listening repertoires and local composers seem to be considered much lower than Western 

or Chinese traditional listening repertoires, or Western or Chinese composers.  
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The introduction of theory in the textbooks is similar to the description in the music syllabus, which mainly 

focuses on Western theoretical practices, with very little discussion of Chinese music theory. The role and status of 

Western music theory is much higher than Chinese music theory as reflected in the music textbooks. 

 

Taipei: 

As described in Chapter 6, most of the songs are Chinese songs, which include contemporary songs 

commissioned by local Taiwanese composers, local traditional dialectical and aboriginal songs, local Taiwanese pop 

songs, and translated songs with Western melody and Chinese lyrics. There are few English songs, and almost no 

bilingual songs with both original lyrics and Chinese lyrics in the music textbooks, which shows the higher status 

and role of Chinese songs. It was also found that most of the Chinese songs are local Taiwanese songs, including 

contemporary songs and traditional dialectical or aboriginal songs. More specifically, these were either specially 

commissioned songs composed by local Taiwanese composers, or traditional dialect or aboriginal songs composed 

by Taiwanese composers long ago. This further shows that local songs are considered much more important than 

any other kind of Chinese contemporary songs. 

 

Both Western and Chinese listening repertoires, from traditional to contemporary, are discussed in equal detail. 

There are many comparative Western and Chinese musical tables, for example, comparing Western and Chinese 

music historical development and Western and Chinese musical instruments, in the textbooks. This shows the equal 

role and status of both Western and Chinese listening repertoires, from traditional to contemporary, in the music 

textbooks. More specifically, as discussed in the previous section, some local traditional Taiwanese musical genres, 

such as traditional Taiwanese dramas, are included in the textbooks. Once again, this shows the higher role and 

status of local works among all Chinese musical works, even among all Chinese and non-Chinese musical works. 

 

Comparison: 

There is a balance in the nature and extent of Chinese and non-Chinese songs in Hong Kong, The lyrics for the 

songs are in English, Chinese, or both, and sometimes even in German and Italian. They are commonly sung in 

Cantonese and English, and a few classical songs are sung in Putonghua or their original languages, for example, 

German and Italian. Moreover, there are few Canto-pop songs found in the textbooks. The above shows that the role 

and status of Chinese and non-Chinese songs are considered equally important by textbook publishers and designers. 

More specifically, even Putonghua, German, and Italian languages are considered important (but less than Chinese 

and English) in the textbooks. Also, Canto-pop has always showed its unique local role and status in the Hong Kong 

textbooks. But, as discussed before, English songs seemed to have a higher role and status than Chinese songs, and 

are commonly sung in the higher band schools, with students have higher academic abilities, rather than lower band 

schools, with students having lower academic abilities. In contrast, in Taipei, the number of songs, including 

contemporary songs, local dialect and aboriginal songs, popular songs, and translated songs, is much higher than the 

number of English songs. English songs and other foreign language songs are not commonly found in the Taipei 

music textbooks. The role and status of Chinese songs in Taipei is much higher than English songs and even foreign 

language songs. More specifically, many Chinese songs, contemporary Chinese songs and traditional dialect and 

aboriginal songs are composed by local Taiwanese composers.  

 

The balance of Chinese and non-Chinese listening repertoires in both Hong Kong and Taipei music textbooks 
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implies that the role and status of Chinese and non-Chinese listening repertoires are similarly treated as equally 

important. However, the small number of few local works in Hong Kong and the large number found on the Taipei 

textbooks show the difference in the importance given to the role and status of local music by publishers and 

designers in the two cities. Neither Hong Kong nor Taipei textbooks consider Chinese music theory important, and 

the publishers and designers look at it as having a rather lower role and status. In contrast, mostly Western theory is 

discussed both in the Hong Kong and Taipei textbooks, and the textbooks publishers and designers seem to believe 

that Western theory has a much higher status and role than Chinese theory. It is also interesting to find that whereas 

Chinese theory in Taipei textbooks is treated as a foreign theory like Western theory, in Hong Kong it is seen as a 

local theory.  

 

The Implemented Curriculum 

Hong Kong: 

As described in Chapter 7, the teachers have a higher regard for Western music than Chinese music, and they 

normally prefer teaching Western music to teaching Chinese music, whether it be songs, repertoires, or musicians. 

Most of the Hong Kong teachers consider that the role and status of Western music is much higher than Chinese 

music. More specifically, most classical traditional repertoires and famous classical musicians are highly 

recommended by the music teachers and these Western musical elements have a very high role and status. In 

contrast, Chinese traditional repertoires and Chinese musicians do not seem to be welcomed by most Hong Kong 

teachers, and the role and status of these Chinese musical elements are rather lower than these Western musical 

elements. However, a few contemporary Chinese repertoires such as ‘The butterfly lovers’ and ‘Yellow Rivers’, are 

appreciate by some of the teachers, and they like to introduce in their music lessons. Interestingly, these 

contemporary works mix Western and Chinese musical techniques, normally using Western compositional 

techniques with Chinese themes and / or using Chinese instruments. These kinds of contemporary Chinese works do 

have a certain role and status. However, Chinese traditional works still are considered to have a very low role and 

status by the music teachers. 

 

The Hong Kong music teachers reported that they always introduced English songs with higher academic 

abilities’ students, while, in contrast, they preferred to introduce more Chinese songs, especially Canto-pop songs, 

to lower band students. This seems to imply that English songs have a higher role and status than Chinese songs, 

and also that Canto-pop songs have a higher role and status than other kinds of Chinese songs. 

 

The music teachers reported that most of their music lessons, including teaching of theory, and different 

musical extracurricular activities, use mainly Western music practices. Little Chinese music theory is discussed and 

few Chinese musical extracurricular activities are held by most Hong Kong music teachers, which also demonstrate 

the low role and status of Chinese music. 

 

The Hong Kong music teachers complained that they had little knowledge of Chinese music because most of 

them started to learn Western music in their childhood, and their later music education, including both pre-service 

and in-service teacher education, also focused mainly on Western music. They concluded that they had little 

knowledge of Chinese music compared with their knowledge of Western music, so they preferred to teach Western 

music rather than Chinese music. This phenomenon not only shows the low status and role of Chinese music, but 
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also shows that this low role and status of Chinese music training starts in childhood and continues up to tertiary 

musical training.  

 

Taipei: 

As described in Chapter 7, the Taipei music teachers, like the Hong Kong music teachers, prefer teaching 

Western music to teaching Chinese music. The role and status of Chinese music is also considered low by the Taipei 

music teachers, as they have had similar experiences to the Hong Kong music teachers in that their music education 

from childhood to tertiary education mainly concerned Western music, with very little training in Chinese music. 

Moreover, many Taipei music teachers furthered their music studies in Western countries and majored in Western 

musical practices. Consequently, the role and status of non-Chinese music, especially Western music, is considered 

by the Taipei music teachers to be much higher than Chinese music.  

 

The Taiwan government, especially the Chen Shui-bian government, has strongly promoted local Taiwanese 

music, and the Taipei music teachers are required to teach this type of music. Taiwanese music has been given the 

most important role and the highest status among all kinds of Chinese music by the Taiwanese government, but 

some Taipei music teachers complained that they are being forced by the government to teach this local music, 

which they are not familiar and do not like to teach. They said that they only introduced this music into their lessons 

when the music inspectors or school principals came to inspect their music lessons, and they actually had no 

knowledge of the various types of local music, such as aboriginal music. Therefore, the rather high role and status 

accorded to local music by the government is not borne out in reality, except in the case of those teachers who like 

to teach it. 

 

Furthermore, due to high (‘university entrance’) examination pressure among junior secondary students, some 

teachers complained that many music lessons are taken up by other academic lessons, a measure enforced on them 

by their school authorities. This reflects the low status not only of Chinese music education, but all music education, 

in Taipei junior secondary schools. 

 

Comparison: 

 Both Hong Kong and Taipei prefer teaching Western music to teaching Chinese music, and the role and status 

of Chinese music is generally much lower than Western music. The music teachers from both cities maintained that 

they had no confidence to teach Chinese music because their music training starting from childhood to tertiary 

education mainly concerned Western music. This implies the lower role and status of Chinese music education 

among the music teachers not only now, but starting from their childhood to tertiary education. 

  

    Moreover, the Hong Kong music teachers always teach English songs to higher ability students and Chinese 

songs, such as Canto-pop, to lower band students, which seems to add to the low status of Chinese music compared 

to Western music. In Taipei, Chinese music education is considered by the music teachers to have an even lower 

status due to the fact that other academic subjects have priority over music, often taking up some of its lessons 

because of examination pressure. 
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8.4.3  Research Question 

What is the nature and extent of Chinese music in the curricula of junior secondary schools in Hong 

Kong and Taipei, and what socio-political forces have determined these patterns? 

 

Using the above answers to the supporting research questions, the researcher now goes on to summarize, 

conclude the findings, and answer the research question of this study. The first part of the research question relating 

to the nature and extent of Chinese music in the curricula of junior secondary schools in Hong Kong and Taipei can 

be found from the answers and conclusion to supporting question (1) above, and the detailed data and discussion 

can be found in Chapters Five, Six, and Seven. This section will mainly discuss the second part of the research 

question.  

 

As discussed before, the nature and extent of Chinese music and non-Chinese music in the junior secondary 

schools in Hong Kong and Taipei determine the role and status of Chinese music and non-Chinese music in the 

junior secondary schools in Hong Kong and Taipei. Furthermore, understanding the role and status of Chinese 

music and non-Chinese music in the junior secondary schools in Hong Kong and Taipei helps the researcher to 

understand what and why socio-political forces have determined and shaped these patterns. Actually, the above 

sequential conclusion can be reversed. That is, from understanding the impact of socio-political forces on Hong 

Kong and Taipei music curricula the researcher can know the role and status of Chinese and non-Chinese music 

elements in the curricula. Furthermore, an understanding of the role and status of Chinese and non-Chinese music 

elements in the curricula makes it easy to determine the nature and extent of Chinese music in the curricula of junior 

secondary schools in Hong Kong and Taipei. The specific relationships between each level of music curricula and  

socio-political forces, and how socio-political forces have shaped the music curricula patterns, in terms of the nature 

and extent of Chinese and non-Chinese music, can be referred to in the previous three chapters. In general, however, 

the relationships between Chinese music curricula and socio-political forces, and how these forces have shaped the 

Chinese music curricula are discussed in detail and compared in the sections which follow. 

 

In Hong Kong, a similar balance of Western music and Chinese music, in terms of the nature and extent of 

songs and listening repertoires, is shown in the syllabus (the intended curriculum). All classical Western instruments, 

genres, composers, and musical periods are discussed in detail, and on the other hand, all traditional Chinese 

instruments, and different traditional and contemporary genres, apart from Chinese composers including local 

composers and Chinese musical periods, are also discussed. The syllabus mainly focuses on Western music theory 

and practices and there is little discussion of Chinese music theory and practices. The above situation can be 

explained by the fact that Hong Kong is a cosmopolitan city, mainly inhabited by Chinese, and with close 

relationships with many Western countries. Thus, both Western music and Chinese music are in similar proportions 

in the official intended syllabus. On the other hand, Hong Kong was a colonial city before 1997, and so many 

Western influences remain. For example, the syllabus introduces mainly Western music theory and practices instead 

of Chinese theory and practices. Also, there is little discussion of local music and local composers. 

 

In the resourced curriculum, both Chinese, English, and bilingual songs are included in the music textbooks. 

There is a great diversity in the nature and extent of Chinese and non-Chinese songs in the textbooks. Normally, the 

set of textbooks chosen by lower band schools contain more Chinese songs, while the set of textbooks chosen by 
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higher band schools have more English songs and bilingual songs, and there are a few local Canto-pop songs found 

in the textbooks. A few other Asian songs, such as Japanese songs and Korean songs are also found in the textbooks. 

The non-Chinese songs mostly come from European countries and the United States and very few of them come 

from Russian and African countries. These non-Chinese songs are mostly sung in English, and the lyrics of the 

European songs are normally translated into English. However, there are a few famous classical songs which keep 

their original lyrics, for example, German and Italian. Both English and Chinese are official languages of Hong 

Kong. The first language of most students is Chinese, and most begin to study English at an early age, and so both 

Chinese, English, and bilingual songs are commonly found in the music textbooks. However, some lower academic 

ability students find English very difficult, and so they use the textbooks with more Chinese songs than English 

songs. Moreover, Canto-pop songs are easier for students to accept and so the publishers and designers like to 

include some local Canto-pop songs in their textbooks. On the other hand, some neighboring countries such as 

Japan and Korea have close contacts with Hong Kong, and the textbooks can also include a few their songs. African 

and Russian countries, compared with the above Asian countries, have fewer contacts with Hong Kong, and 

consequently, much fewer African songs or Russian songs are found in the textbooks.  

 

The listening repertoires found in the textbooks contain a great variety of musical genres and different scales 

of works both non-Chinese and Chinese repertoires from traditional to contemporary. It is interesting to find that 

some Chinese contemporary works mix Western compositional techniques with Chinese instruments, or they use 

Chinese titles as compositional themes. However, few local Hong Kong repertoires or local Hong Kong composers 

are found in the music appreciation programmes. In addition, mainly Western theory and practices are found in the 

textbooks, but very little Chinese theory and practices. On the one hand, Hong Kong has a close relationship with 

European countries as discussed before, so there is a great variety of Western musical genres and different scales of 

Western works included in the textbooks. On the other hand, most Hong Kong people are Chinese, and they knew 

before 1997 that Hong Kong was a part of China and would return to China. Therefore, Chinese music is a part of 

Chinese culture as well as a part of their culture. Consequently, a certain amount of Chinese musical genres and 

different scales of Chinese works are also included in the textbooks. Moreover, Hong Kong is a city with a mix of 

different cultures, and it is interesting to find some contemporary Chinese works in the textbooks which show a mix 

of different cultures, having Western compositional techniques but played with Chinese instruments, or written with 

Chinese titles.  

 

In the implemented curriculum, the music teachers prefer teaching Western music to teaching Chinese music. 

They complained that they had little knowledge of Chinese music, and therefore had no interest or confidence in 

teaching Chinese music. On the other hand, they like teaching Western music as they have substantial experience 

and training in Western music, starting from their childhood up to their tertiary education, including teacher training. 

Some teachers in lower band schools prefer to teach more Chinese songs, especially Canto-pop songs, to their lower 

academic ability students, while some teachers in higher band schools prefer to teach more English songs to their 

higher academic ability students. The above phenomenon shows that Western music influences affect the music 

teachers even after the colonial period. Therefore, the music teachers are still keen on learning and teaching Western 

music rather than Chinese music. In addition, since Hong Kong was separated from China for over a hundred years, 

many Hong Kong people do not understand or like Chinese traditional music as much as Western music.  
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The listening repertoires used by the music teachers are mostly Western music, especially that of famous 

classical composers, such as Beethoven, Bach, and Mozart. Few traditional Chinese repertoires are selected by the 

music teachers to introduce to their students. However, a few contemporary Chinese repertoires, for example, ‘The 

Butterfly Lovers’ and ‘Yellow River’, which mixing Western compositional techniques and Chinese musical 

elements, are very welcome by teachers. Almost none of the local Hong Kong works or local Hong Kong 

composers are introduced by the teachers. Moreover, the teachers are always using Western theory and practices to 

teach theory, and very little Chinese music theory and practice is introduced by music teachers. Although only 

Western music is introduced by most of the music teachers, some contemporary Chinese music is also introduced by 

some music teachers. As discussed before, this music mixes Chinese and Western elements, which is more easily 

accepted by both teachers and students. However, the Western influences during the colonial period seemed to have 

caused the music teachers to lose their ‘local’ roots. They are uncertain about their identity and have no interest in 

finding local music and local composers to introduce to their students in the lessons.  

 

In Taipei, the intended curriculum, as with the Hong Kong syllabus, contains a balance of Western music and 

Chinese music, in terms of the nature and extent of songs and listening repertoires. There are a few common songs 

included in the syllabus. Moreover, the syllabus strongly promotes local cultures and strongly recommends 

introducing local music into the classroom, including local dialect songs, local aboriginal songs, and different local 

operatic dramas. It is interesting to find that the ‘Chinese’ songs suggested by the syllabus mean those songs 

(normally named as Taiwanese songs in Taiwan) having Chinese lyrics only, and not culturally and/or politically 

from mainland China. The syllabus suggests choosing more local Taiwanese works composed by local Taiwanese 

composers. Furthermore, the syllabus suggests choosing songs which can be incorporated with other subjects and 

related to students’ daily life. Taipei, like Hong Kong, is a cosmopolitan city with close relationships with many 

European countries. Therefore, both Western music and Chinese music are included in the official syllabus. 

However, the government wants to distance itself from China and strongly promotes local cultures in Taiwan 

society including music education. As a result, local music, different local dialectical songs, local aboriginal songs, 

and different local operatic dramas are recommended by the intended syllabus. Moreover, due to political reasons, 

the Taiwanese music syllabus designers, like most of the Taiwanese, do not think Taiwan is a part of China, and they 

feel they are Taiwanese not Chinese. Consequently, they interpret the term ‘Chinese music’ in a linguistic way, that 

is, music with Chinese lyrics only instead of interpret it in a cultural and/or political way by meaning music 

composed by Chinese. Furthermore, it is suggested that the chosen songs should contain more local cultural 

characteristics and incorporated with other subjects and related to students’ daily life.  

 

In the resourced curriculum, nearly all the songs, whether using non-Chinese melody or Chinese melody, are 

written with Chinese lyrics. There are extremely few songs with English lyrics. The common songs suggested by 

the official syllabus are placed at the front of textbooks, and a lot of songs are contemporary, local, commissioned 

works by Taiwanese composers. On the other hand, there are few local dialect songs and aboriginal songs composed 

Taiwanese in the past. This can be accounted for by the fact that English is not an official language like in Hong 

Kong, and students learn this language as a foreign language starting at a later period, normally starting from senior 

secondary schools. Therefore, the textbooks designers only put a few English songs, as well as other language songs 

in their textbooks. In contrast, the government strongly promotes local cultures and encourages more local 

composers. As a result, both contemporary local works and traditional local aboriginal works are also promoted by 
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textbook designers. Furthermore, some common songs, including local songs, are selected by the government, and 

teachers are required to teach them to students. Consequently, these common songs are placed at the beginning of 

each textbook. 

 

The listening repertoires in the textbooks are mostly famous classical Western repertoires and local Taiwanese 

works, both traditional and contemporary. There are some local Taiwanese works in the textbooks, for example, 

local operatic dramas. A few traditional Chinese works from other Chinese provinces and many famous classical 

composers and Taiwanese contemporary composers are also included in the textbooks. However, there are only a 

few Chinese composers, for example, Huang-Zi. Mainly Western music theory and practices are used in the 

textbooks and there is little discussion of Chinese music theory and practices. The reason for there being so few 

traditional Chinese works from other Chinese provinces is because the textbook designers often consider Chinese 

music as foreign music and different from local Taiwanese music. Therefore, traditional Chinese works and Chinese 

theory and practices are not strongly promoted in the textbooks. However, a few composers, such as Huang-Zi, who 

is politically ‘neutral’ and accepted by both China and Taiwan are also introduced in the textbooks. 

 

The Taipei music teachers, like their Hong Kong counterparts, prefer teaching Western music to teaching 

Chinese music in their music lessons. They, too, complained that they had little knowledge and no confidence and 

no interest in teaching Chinese music. Their music training is similar to the Hong Kong music teachers, that is, most 

of the students` training, starting from childhood and continuing up to tertiary education (including teacher training), 

is mainly centred on Western music. Moreover, due to the ‘university entrance’ examination pressure, the music 

subject is considered a lower status subject, as a result of which the music teachers prefer to use their remaining 

music time to teach Western music. However, the Taipei music teachers also like to teach Taiwanese popular songs 

and local Taiwanese campus folk music to their students because these kinds of music are more easily accepted by 

the students compared with classical music. Of course, most of the songs found in the textbooks are written in 

Chinese, and the music teachers therefore teach few songs in other languages, for example, English and German etc. 

The teachers reported that the Taiwanese popular songs and the local Taiwanese campus folk music are welcomed 

by both teachers and students, so teachers like to introduce more of such songs to their students, especially those in 

lower band schools, for easier classroom management and discipline. 

 

The Taipei teachers teach classical Western listening repertoires to their students in their music lessons. 

Although government and schools’ authorities encourage and even force them to teach different kinds of local 

traditional music, for example, local aboriginal music, some of them reported that they did not like to teach this 

music, and they only taught it when the music inspectors or schools’ authorities came to inspect their music lessons. 

On the other hand, some music teachers sometimes like to introduce some contemporary Taiwanese works and 

contemporary Taiwanese composers to their students. However, very few Chinese traditional works and few 

Chinese composers are taught. In addition, they normally teach Western music theory and practices, and very few 

teach Chinese music theory and practices. Although the government strongly promotes local culture, the music 

teachers have little knowledge about it, and have no confidence or knowledge to teach local music. As a result, the 

music teachers actually teach differently from what the government originally intended them to teach. 

 

    From the above, it can concluded that the overall process of curriculum development (from the intended 
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official written curriculum to the resourced textbooks curriculum, and then to the taught implemented curriculum) 

in the two cities has been influenced by similar socio-political forces. The process is characterized by some similar 

and some varying complex patterns in the nature and extent of Chinese and non-Chinese music. The answers to the 

research question conclude the whole study, which contends that national identity, preference of national and local 

cultures, national education, colonial education, and acceptance of, and relationships with, other cultures have 

played important roles in the shaping of the nature and extent of Chinese and non-Chinese elements in the music 

curriculum. 

 

8.5 Contributions and Implications of the Study  

As the researcher mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the comparison undertaken in this study adds to 

the limited number of comparative studies of Hong Kong and Taiwan (e.g., Wong, 1969; Chin, 1991; Chan, 1992; 

Hong Kong Policy Research Centre & Education Convergence, 1995; Mittler, 1996; Lau, 2000; Mok & Koo, 2000; 

Lo & Tai, 2003), and contributes to a particularly under-researched aspect, namely, music education (Ho 2000a; Yip, 

Leung & Lau 2003). 

 

Moreover, as far as this researcher knows there has been no research on music curricula by using the 

three-angle analytical method before; that is, studying the music curricula by studying the intended official music 

syllabus, the resourced written music textbooks, and the implementation by music teachers. The discussion of these 

three levels of music curricula, both individually and combined, affords a better and more comprehensive view of 

the music curricula. Moreover, this study not only focuses on three levels of music curricula in one city, but also 

compares three levels of music curricula in two different cities, something which cannot be found in the current 

literature. 

 

Apart from using his own three-angle analytical method in this study, the researcher further used and adapted 

other educational models and theories in his study. For example, he used the model of Fägerlind and Saha (1989), 

which not only considers one place, but also compares and considers two places in terms of socio-political forces 

and education, and he further found the theory, concerning the relationships between socio-political forces and 

education, to be valid even in comparative education. The use of the model of Fägerlind and Saha in music 

education has never been used before in music education. 

 

Apart from a few studies related to Hong Kong and Taiwan music education: Ho (2000a, 2002 & 2003), Ho 

and Law (2002), and Law and Ho (2004), there have been no comparative studies in Hong Kong and Taipei related 

to the three levels of music curricula. In addition, no present study discusses in a comparative way the role and 

nature of Chinese music in the music education of Hong Kong and Taipei. In this way, this study contributes to the 

literature. 

 

This study also justifies some of the theories and conclusions made by different scholars, such as (1) in 

comparing the similarities and differences between different places one should examine the influences of 

socio-political forces (Bray & Koo 2000); (2) the confusion in the naming and meaning of Chinese music (Yu 1997a; 

1999); the phenomenon of weak Chinese music education and strong Western music education in the secondary 

education of Hong Kong (CDI 1998b; Cham 2001; Leung 2002) and Taipei (Chang 1987; Huang 1993 & 1996). 
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However, the present study also contradicts the findings of some studies. For example, some researchers have 

argued that both Hong Kong (CDI 1998b; Wong-Yuen & Gladys 2000) and Taipei (Hsu 1991, 1995 & 1997; Huang 

2000; Liao 1996) place great emphasis on Western music and weak emphasis on Chinese music in the music 

curricula, but actually, this study has found that the official music syllabuses in both Hong Kong and Taipei have a 

balanced music curricula, in terms of Chinese music and non-Chinese music. This study also disagrees with Yu 

(1997a & 1999), who maintained that the different interpretations of the meaning of Chinese music are normally 

only cultural and political, and not linguistic as this study found in the understanding of Chinese music by 

Taiwanese music scholars.  

 

8.6 Conclusion and Considerations for Further Studies 

8.6.1  Conclusion 

In this comparative study of Chinese music education in Hong Kong and Taipei, the researcher discovered 

some critical (both common and different) social, political and economic forces that are essential to the 

understanding of (1) the intended, resourced and implemented music curricula in both cities, such as the 

backgrounds of the music syllabuses designers, textbook designers, and teachers; (2) the definitions and nature of 

Chinese music, such as the ways of classification; and (3) the ambiguity of the Chinese identity in the two cities, 

such as the histories of the Chinese, Hongkongese, and Taiwanese. The researcher thinks they are critical because 

they are the basis and the ‘root’ of the socio-political forces found in this study, and not only have the greatest 

amount of impact and influence on the education system (music curriculum), but also, are sub-divided into many 

different smaller branches of (specific) forces which have a further impact and influence on the system (intended, 

resourced, and implemented music curricula). Actually, the adapted Fägerlind and Saha Model helped the researcher 

to understand that socio-political forces can affect an education system. It also helped the researcher to identify and 

classify the forces which influenced the education systems of Hong Kong and Taipei into three main categories, 

social / cultural, political, and economic, at the very beginning of the study. This provided the researcher with a 

basic understanding and a clearer classification of the different types of influential socio-political forces. 

 

8.6.1.1 The Intended, Resourced and Implemented Music Curricula in Hong Kong and 

Taipei versus The Backgrounds of the Syllabuses Designers, Textbook Designers, 

and Teachers 

The backgrounds of the music syllabuses designers, textbook designers, and teachers can be said to be the 

major factors influencing the design of the intended, resourced and implemented music curricula in Hong Kong and 

Taipei. According to Fägerlind and Saha Model, there are three major types of forces, cultural, political, and 

economic, which have an impact on the education system, and the researcher discovered that all three forces can be 

found in the backgrounds of the syllabus designers, textbook designers and teachers. Examples of these various 

types of influential factors include: (1) cultural factors such as their educational backgrounds, the societies and 

environments in which they lived (including a society where the majority are Chinese, but where there is a 

substantial minority of foreigners), their local culture and imported culture, Confucian thoughts, etc.; (2) political 

factors such as living in colonized and a decolonised country; living under KMT party rule; living where the local 

culture is strongly promoted; living in a place where the motherland is Mainland China; living in a cosmopolitan 

city with many chances of contact with foreign countries, etc.; and (3) economic factors such as living in a busy 

entrepôt with much trading with foreign countries; living in a place where the economy is influenced not only by 
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many foreign countries, but also by the motherland, mainland China; and living in a place where there are close 

economic ties with China and many Western counties. Of the three types of forces, the researcher believes that 

political forces most influenced the designers in designing their curricula. 

 

Political forces are thought to be the strongest forces because they are more ‘restrictive’ and ‘compulsory’ 

forces than the other two types of forces. For example, the higher levels of the education department or ministry of 

education give directions to the lower levels of the education department or ministry of education, which of course, 

include the designers of the curricula. It was found that the designers of the implemented curricula, the music 

teachers, were influenced most and the intended curricula, the syllabuses designers, were comparatively speaking 

influenced least. Undoubtedly, the music teachers seem to be situated at the lowest order/level of the framework of 

the education system. Consequently, they are supposed to carry out the instructions and orders of their bosses. 

Although cultural and economic forces also influenced the curricula designers, the influences were comparatively 

less. It is believed that these two forces were not so ‘restrictive’ and ‘compulsory’ as political forces. This is because 

the implemented curricula are more personalized than the intended curricula and the resourced curricula. The 

implemented curricula are easily influenced by personal likes and dislikes, and, strengths and weaknesses. As a 

result, political factors affecting the lives of the designers were the most significant forces influencing the designing 

of the intended, resourced, and implemented curricula. 

 

8.6.1.2 The Definition of, and beliefs about, the Nature of Chinese music versus The 

Methods of Classification 

As discussed before, the term Chinese music is a big term, which includes lot of different elements, and these 

elements create lot of controversies and debate. Therefore, when we want to discuss the definition of, and beliefs 

about, the nature of Chinese music, it is better to study the ways to classify the term Chinese music first. As 

discussed in Chapter Three, the definition of Chinese music can be said to be a ‘cultural’, a ‘political’, or a 

‘linguistic’ term; and in Chapter Six, the nature of Chinese music was said to consist more or less in its ‘Chinese 

musical characteristics’, and/or more or less in its ‘ethno-political’ Chinese musical characteristics. 

 

 In concluding, the different definitions of, and beliefs about the nature of, Chinese music tell us that Chinese 

music is influenced by many different types of forces at different periods and in different situations. This is similar 

to what the researcher discussed before: that music curricula are influenced by different socio-political forces. From 

this study, the researcher not only found what socio-political forces influenced Chinese music education, but also, 

the researcher was able to conclude that socio-political forces also had a certain influence on the definitions of, and 

the beliefs about, the nature of Chinese music. 
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8.6.1.3 The Ambiguity of the Chinese Identity in the Two Cities versus The Histories of 

Chinese, Hongkongese, and Taiwanese 

The ambiguity of the Chinese identity in Hong Kong and Taipei is mainly due to the histories of Chinese, 

Hongkongese, and Taiwanese. The ‘histories’ of Hongkongese and Taiwanese are related to some ambiguous 

socio-political questions and many ambiguous cultural, political, and economic problems. As discussed in Chapter 

Four, both Hong Kong and Taipei are large cities and are political, cultural, and economic centres in the world. 

Their different periods of development, for example, their colonial periods, have been influenced by different 

periods of socio-political forces, for example, different ruling parties. The different ruling parties and/or different 

socio-political forces have created different characteristics of culture, such as colonial culture and local culture. 

These different cultures have given different identities to the Hongkongese and Taiwanese. Furthermore, the 

motherland, the status of mainland China, has also given a strong Chinese identity to both Hongkongese and 

Taiwanese. Consequently, the ambiguity of the Chinese identity in the two cities was created simultaneously.  

 

While studying the ambiguity of the Chinese identity in the two cities, one should study their histories. While 

studying the histories of these two cities, one should determine what socio-political forces helped to create the 

characteristics of the cities. An understanding of socio-political forces not only helps one to understand the histories 

of these two cities more, but also helps us to understand what the ambiguities of the Chinese identities are. 

Moreover, the ambiguities of the Chinese identities in these two cities can also be reflected in the nature and extent 

of Chinese music education in these two cities. 

 

8.6.1.4 The Adapted Fägerlind and Saha Model versus The Research Study 

 The Adapted Fägerlind and Saha model provided a basic understanding of the relationships between 

socio-political forces and the education system, the music curricula. At the same time, there was considerable 

potential in this research study to test an existing model, the Fägerlind and Saha Model, in order to generate new 

ideas about the construction of curricula in two Chinese societies. This potential was fully realized in the thesis. 

 

 From the Fägerlind and Saha model, it was found that the three types of forces influence an education system. 

and by using the adapted Fägerlind and Saha model in this study, it was further shown how these forces influenced 

the different levels of music curricula, intended curricula, resourced curricula, and implemented curricula, not only 

in Hong Kong, but also in Taipei. Moreover, in previous sections, it was further shown that socio-political forces not 

only influenced Chinese music education, but also influenced the definitions of, and beliefs about, the nature of 

Chinese music, and the reasons for the ambiguities of Chinese identities. Finally, this study further reveals the 

potential of socio-political forces to affect different elements and/or components of an education system, or even 

some elements and/or components of a non-education system. This needs further research in the future. 
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8.6.1.5 Summary 

Hong Kong and Taipei have similarities in their ethnic compositions, geographic locations, economic 

structures, and relationships with Mainland China. However, they also have significant differences in each of these 

spheres, and in other socio-political dimensions. Socio-political factors have had an impact on the music curriculum 

as well as on other domains of education. This thesis has compared the intended, resourced and implemented 

curricula in Hong Kong and Taipei. Comparison across place and across dimensions of curriculum has helped to 

identify the forces which are unique to particular locations and dimensions, and the forces which are more 

generalisable. 

 

The thesis has focused on music in junior secondary schools, and is constructed around a main research 

question which is “What is the nature and extent of Chinese music in the curricula of junior secondary schools 

in Hong Kong and Taipei, and what socio-political forces have determined these patterns?” The answer to this 

question has been interpreted within the context of analysis of socio-political forces. 

 

This analysis was undertaken with the help of a set of conceptual models drawn from the literature on 

comparative education. The research methods included content analysis of two official syllabuses and four sets of 

music textbooks, as well as interviews with syllabus designers, textbook publishers, and music teachers in Hong 

Kong and Taipei. The analysis centres on the curricular choices made regarding Chinese and non-Chinese music. 

This is a significant area of political, cultural and educational decision-making, which is bound up with questions of 

national identity, allegiance and citizenship.  

 

The study argues that the overall process of curriculum development (from the intended official written 

curriculum to the resourced textbooks curriculum, and then to the taught implemented curriculum) in the two cities 

has been influenced by similar socio-political forces. It further maintains that the process is characterized by some 

similar and some varying complex patterns in the nature and extent of Chinese and non-Chinese music which has 

not been adequately recognized in the existing literatures. The study contends that the national identity, preference 

of national and local cultures, national education, colonial education, and acceptance of, and relationships with, 

other cultures have played important roles in the shaping of the nature and extent of Chinese and non-Chinese 

elements in the music curricula in Hong Kong and Taipei. 

 

8.6.2  Considerations for Further Studies 

For a better understanding of Chinese music teaching in Chinese societies, it would be appropriate to include a 

study of Mainland China music education, so that a more comprehensive picture of Chinese music education in the 

three Chinese societies, Mainland China, Hong Kong and Taiwan, can be shown clearly. After finishing this study, 

the researcher considered that the research could be extended to compare other cities in Mainland China and Taiwan. 

This is because Hong Kong and Taipei are only two cities of Mainland China, and other Chinese cities may also 

have similar socio-political backgrounds. In addition, the socio-political relationships between these cities and Hong 

Kong and Taipei are close. It is therefore worthwhile to compare other Chinese cities to allow a better understanding 

of the influence of socio-political forces in Chinese societies. 
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Furthermore, for a future comparative study, it is suggested that similar structures established in this study may 

be used, but the comparative domains can be more varied in order to obtain a wider view. For example, the 

comparison may not just be between cities, but may also be between countries; a greater variety of subject matter 

may be compared, not only Chinese music; more levels of curricula can be compared, not only these three levels of 

curricula, but also other levels of curricula such as the level of extracurricular activities, school authority decisions, 

and the hidden curriculum; finally, more levels of schoolings may be studied, not only junior secondary school level 

but also senior secondary school and primary school levels. 

 

In addition, this study, with respect to Hong Kong, focused on analysing the last colonial intended curriculum, 

CDC (1983); the post-colonial resourced curriculum, textbooks (published after 1997); and the colonial and/or 

post-colonial implemented curriculum, music teachers (mostly educated in the colonial period and teaching in the 

post-colonial period), which is rather interesting. However, the broader economic, social and political contexts’ have 

definitely changed in Hong Kong since 1997; in particular, the Chinese identity of Hong Kong people has been 

undergoing an interesting transformation. Similarly, with respect to Taipei, the study focused on an intended 

curriculum, MOE (1994), which was designed under the rule of the KMT; the DDP resourced curriculum, textbooks 

which were designed during the government of the DDP; and the KMT and/or DDP implemented curriculum, music 

teachers (mostly educated during the KMT governing period and teaching during the DDP government period). 

Again, the broader economic, social and political contexts have also definitely changed in Taipei since the change of 

government from KMT to DDP. Obviously, the Chinese identity of people in Taipei and Taiwan has also been 

undergoing an interesting transformation. It is therefore suggested that further research be done on post-colonial 

music curricula in Hong Kong, using the newly published and promulgated post-colonial curriculum, CDC (2003), 

in conjunction with the other two post-colonial curricula. In addition, it is suggested that further research be carried 

out on curricula designed during the government of the DDP in Taipei, using the newly published and promulgated 

curriculum, MOE (2004) in conjunction with the other two DDP ruling curricula. In this way, a more comparable 

conclusion may be found”.  

 

Throughout this PhD research study, the comparative analysis of three levels of music curricula in Hong Kong 

and Taipei has been linked to patterns in the wider environments. As Bray and Koo (2000: 269) maintained, this 

approach is among the strong traditions in the field of comparative education, and is among the contributions which 

the field can make to areas of educational studies which tend to be focused more narrowly. The importance of wider 

environments has been stressed by key figures in comparative education since the early history of the field. In the 

much-quoted words of Sadler, a classic idea of a great-great grandfather of comparative education (1900, reprinted 

1964: 310): 

 

In studying foreign systems of education we should not forget that the things outside the schools matter even more 

than the things inside the schools, and govern and interpret the things inside. 

 

And in the words of another comparative educational pioneer in the field, Kandel (1933: xxi): 

 

Educational systems are in fact colored far more by prevailing social and political concepts than by psychological 

theories or educational philosophies which attempt to deal with the individual as an isolated personality. 
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That the researcher quoted these two old sources does not seem to imply that those who are researching 

educational studies do not possess a wider perspective; on the contrary, the researcher suggested that studying and 

comparing more related issues of education can give a clearer view and understanding of those issues. Taking two 

particular cities, Hong Kong and Taipei as its main focus, and juxtaposing music curricular developments in those 

societies over a period of time, this particular thesis has been able to analyze many of the relationships between 

socio-political forces and the music curricula. As indicated in Chapter One, Hong Kong and Taipei make a 

particularly good pair for such comparative analysis because as well as being suitable for comparison with each 

other, they can be compared with other parts of the world. The researcher hopes that this thesis will stimulate more 

research studies of this kind, deepening the analysis and exploring further dimensions and areas that could not be 

covered here. 
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Appendix 2.2: Selected Articles in the Three Levels of Curriculum at Taiwan Perspective 

 
Notes: The following articles and reference books are those related to and special selected for this study on the view of Taiwan. 
  The researcher puts ‘#’ as indicator before all reference books and ‘X’ before the articles which are not directly discussed about music.  

The articles and reference books are specifically categorized into three levels of curriculum and those cannot clearly be categorized are placed on 
the column of ‘others’. 
The following articles and reference books are arranged in yearly chronological order on each column. 
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Appendix 2.3: Selected Articles in the Three Levels of Curriculum at International Perspective 

 
Notes: The following articles and reference books are those related to and special selected for this study on the view of international other than 
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The articles and reference books are specifically categorized into three levels of curriculum and those cannot clearly be categorized are placed on 
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Appendix 3.2: Samples of Questionnaires 
{香港初中中國音樂教授情況} 問卷調查 

目的:  搜集初中音樂教師在中國音樂施教的深廣度和性質上之意見 

 

對象:  香港初中(中一至中三)音樂教師 

 

內容:  (甲) 音樂老師背景資料 

       (請圈出適合的答案及留空不適用的題目。) 

 

1. 性別: 男 / 女 

2. 教學經驗: (i) 一至五年 (ii) 六至十年 (iii) 十一至十五年  

            (iv) 十六至二十年 (v) 超過二十年 

3. 專業訓練: (i) 教師證書 (ii) 學士學位  

(iii) 學士學位及教師證書/文憑 (iv) 碩士學位或以上 

(v) 碩士學位或以上及教師證書/文憑 

(vi) 其他, 請註明: _________________ 

4. 你在專上學院是否主修音樂: 是 / 否 

5. 你在音樂課堂上能夠示範多少種西方樂器: 0 / 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 4 種以上 

6. 你在音樂課堂上能夠示範多少種中國樂器: 0 / 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 4 種以上 

7. 你曾在何時學習中國音樂: (i) 小學教育 (ii) 中學教育 (iii) 專上教育  

                          (iv) 在職或複修課程  (v) 其他:_________ 

8. 你在專上學院曾學習多少年中國音樂知識: 0 / 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 4 年以上 

9. 你曾否進修中國音樂在職或複修課程: 有 / 沒有 

10. 如有，參加課程數目是: 0 / 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 4 個以上 

11. 貴校的中國音樂課程主要是:  

(i) 完全根據課程發展處所建議的課程綱要 

(ii) 根據課程發展處所建議的課程綱要及略作修改 

(iii) 以學校為本, 為學生編寫新的課程綱要 

(iv) 完全跟隨音樂教科書所建議的內容 

(v) 沒有特定課程綱要, 而是根據教師自己本身的意願 

(vi) 其他, 請註明: ___________________________ 

 

(乙) 中國音樂在音樂課堂施教的深廣度 

(請對貴校各項中國音樂課程表達意見。在適當的空格內加上 X 號, 

及留空不適用的題目。) 

 

1. 施教西方音樂與施教中國音樂總體上的比例是: 
  0 : 100  10: 90  20 : 80  30 : 70  40 : 60  50 : 50  60 : 40  70 : 30  80 : 20  90 : 10  100: 0 
中一            

中二            

中三            
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2. 選唱西方民歌與選唱中國傳統民歌的比例是: 
  0 : 100  10: 90  20 : 80  30 : 70  40 : 60  50 : 50  60 : 40  70 : 30  80 : 20  90 : 10  100: 0 
中一            

中二            

中三            

 

3. 施教西方音樂歷史與施教中國音樂歷史的比例是: 
  0 : 100  10: 90  20 : 80  30 : 70  40 : 60  50 : 50  60 : 40  70 : 30  80 : 20  90 : 10  100: 0 
中一            

中二            

中三            

 

4. 施教西方音樂美學知識與施教中國音樂美學知識的比例是: 
  0 : 100  10: 90  20 : 80  30 : 70  40 : 60  50 : 50  60 : 40  70 : 30  80 : 20  90 : 10  100: 0 
中一            

中二            

中三            

 

5. 施教西方音樂家生平與施教中國音樂家的生平的比例是: 
  0 : 100  10: 90  20 : 80  30 : 70  40 : 60  50 : 50  60 : 40  70 : 30  80 : 20  90 : 10  100: 0 
中一            

中二            

中三            

 

6. 施教西方音樂文化與施教中國音樂文化的比例是: 
  0 : 100  10: 90  20 : 80  30 : 70  40 : 60  50 : 50  60 : 40  70 : 30  80 : 20  90 : 10  100: 0 
中一            

中二            

中三            

 

7. 施教西方音樂樂種與施教中國音樂樂種的比例是: 
  0 : 100  10: 90  20 : 80  30 : 70  40 : 60  50 : 50  60 : 40  70 : 30  80 : 20  90 : 10  100: 0 
中一            

中二            

中三            

 

8. 聆聽中國傳統音樂與聆聽*中國現代音樂的比例是: 

(*中國現代音樂是指有強烈的和聲感覺和交響樂化的作品。或以西方作曲形式 

與技巧所創作而又以中國命題的音樂。) 
  0 : 100  10: 90  20 : 80  30 : 70  40 : 60  50 : 50  60 : 40  70 : 30  80 : 20  90 : 10  100: 0 
中一            

中二            

中三            

 

9. 歌唱中國音樂與聆聽中國音樂的比例是: 
  0 : 100  10: 90  20 : 80  30 : 70  40 : 60  50 : 50  60 : 40  70 : 30  80 : 20  90 : 10  100: 0 
中一            

中二            

中三            

 

10. 聆聽中國聲樂與聆聽中國器樂的比例是: 
  0 : 100  10: 90  20 : 80  30 : 70  40 : 60  50 : 50  60 : 40  70 : 30  80 : 20  90 : 10  100: 0 
中一            

中二            

中三            
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11. 歌唱本地(香港)中文歌曲與歌唱中國其他地方歌曲的比例是: 
  0 : 100  10: 90  20 : 80  30 : 70  40 : 60  50 : 50  60 : 40  70 : 30  80 : 20  90 : 10  100: 0 
中一            

中二            

中三            

 

12. 聆聽本地(香港)中文歌曲與聆聽中國其他地方歌曲的比例是: 
  0 : 100  10: 90  20 : 80  30 : 70  40 : 60  50 : 50  60 : 40  70 : 30  80 : 20  90 : 10  100: 0 
中一            

中二            

中三            

 

13.  中國音樂施教深廣度主要是根據:  

(請填上優先次序: 1-為最主要; 7 或 8-為最不主要) 

             你本人認為     現時實行情況 

(i) 課程發展處所制定的課程綱要   ( )          ( ) 

(ii) 課程發展處或視學處的建議    ( )   ( ) 

(iii) 學校最高權力的意見    ( )   ( ) 

(iv) 音樂老師本身的興趣或能力    ( )   ( ) 

(v) 學生本身的興趣與能力     ( )   ( ) 

(vi) 學生家長的興趣     ( )   ( ) 

(vii) 課本所定下的內容      ( )   ( ) 

(viii) 其他, 請註明: _________________   ( )   ( ) 

 

(丙) 中國音樂在音樂課堂上施教的性質: 

 

 1.    中國音樂在音樂課堂上施教的內容有: 

  (請圈出選擇的答案及留空不適合的題目) 

(i)    中國民歌       中一/中二/中三 

(ii)  中國戲劇和/或中國戲曲    中一/中二/中三 

(iii) 西方及中國歌唱發聲方法的異同  中一/中二/中三 

(iv) 中國樂器和/或中國器樂音樂   中一/中二/中三 

(v) 中國及西方器樂音樂的異同   中一/中二/中三 

(vi) 中國音樂理論      中一/中二/中三 

(vii) 中國音樂歷史      中一/中二/中三 

(viii) 中國歌曲不同的風格    中一/中二/中三 

(ix) 中國音樂樂律的來源與發展   中一/中二/中三 

(x) 中國及西方樂律的異同    中一/中二/中三 

(xi) 不同種族的樂律     中一/中二/中三 

(xii) 本地(香港)創作歌曲, 例: 香港流行歌曲 中一/中二/中三 

(xiii) 創作中國類型的歌曲    中一/中二/中三 

(xiv) 其他, 請註明:_____________   中一/中二/中三 
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2.  中國音樂課程內容就施教的重要性上為: 

(請圈上優先次序: 1-為最不重要; 5-為最重要) 

(i)    中國民歌       1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(ii)  中國戲劇和/或中國戲曲    1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(iii) 西方及中國歌唱發聲方法的異同  1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(iv)   中國樂器和/或中國器樂音樂   1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(v) 中國及西方器樂音樂的異同   1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(vi) 中國音樂理論      1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(vii) 中國音樂歷史      1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(viii) 中國歌曲不同的風格    1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(ix) 中國音樂樂律的來源與發展   1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(x) 中國及西方樂律的異同    1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(xi) 不同種族的樂律     1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(xii) 本地(香港)創作歌曲, 例: 香港流行歌曲 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(xiii) 創作中國類型的歌曲    1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5  

(xiv) 其他, 請註明:________________  1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

 

3.  請寫下各種中樂在初中音樂課上教授的百份比，或留空不適合的題目。 

    

教授內容: 樂種 百份比 (%) 
聲樂  
器樂  

理論及歷史  

        總和必須是   100 % 

教授內容: 聲樂 百份比 (%) 
中國民歌  

中國戲劇和/或中國戲曲  
西方及中國歌唱發聲方法的異同  

本地(香港)創作歌曲, 例:香港流行歌曲  

        總和必須是   100 % 

教授內容: 器樂 百份比 (%) 
中國樂器和/或中國器樂音樂  
中國及西方器樂音樂的異同  

        總和必須是   100 % 

 

教授內容: 理論及歷史 百份比 (%) 
中國音樂理論  
中國音樂歷史  

中國歌曲不同的風格  
中國音樂樂律的來源與發展  

中國及西方樂律的異同  
不同種族的樂律  

創作中國類型的歌曲  

        總和必須是   100 % 
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4. 請圈出初中(中一至中三)音樂堂上介紹的中國樂器。 

 

(i) 管樂:   笛子 / 洞簫 / 笙 / 管 / 嗩吶 / 其他:____________ 

(ii) 弓弦樂器:  二胡 / 高胡 / 中胡 / 大胡 / 低胡 /  

                 革胡 / 京胡 / 其他:_______________ 

(iii) 撥弦樂器:  古琴 / 箏 / 琵琶 / 柳葉琴 / 阮 / 月琴 /  

               秦琴 / 三絃 / 洋琴 / 其他:______________ 

(iv) 敲擊樂:   鑼/ 鼓/ 鈸/ 木魚/ 梆子/ 拍板/ 碰鈴/ 其他:________  

 

5. 請圈出初中(中一至中三)音樂堂上介紹的中國音樂樂種。 

 

(i) 地方民謠:  廣東 / 潮州 / 客家 / 福建  

                 蘇浙 / 山東 / 其他_______ 

(ii) 戲劇及戲曲:  粵曲 / 潮曲 / 京曲 / 越劇曲調 /  崑曲 /  

                   廣東劇曲調 / 其他________  

(iii) 地方戲曲:  廣東南音 / 龍舟 / 木魚 / 蘇州評彈 / 

                   山東大鼓 / 其他: _________________ 

 

(丁)   中樂課外活動在學校推行的情況 

 

  1.  貴校學生是否有參加任何中樂課外活動? 是 / 否 

  2.  有多少學生參加中樂課外活動? ________, 佔全校人數_______% 

3. 誰人負責貴校中樂課外活動?  

     學校音樂老師 / 外聘中樂導師 / 兩者皆有 / 兩者皆無 

4. 貴校有哪類型中樂課外活動? 

     中樂合奏小組 / 中樂欣賞會 / 中樂團 / 中樂樂器班 / 粵曲班 

     其他, 請註明: ________________ 
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(戊) 中國音樂在課堂的資源: 

         1. 中國音樂資源在音樂課堂上施教的足夠度為: 

   (請圈上優先次序: 1-為最不足夠; 5-為最足夠) 

      (i)  中樂參考書        1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5  

     (ii)  中樂音樂及視像光碟      1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

     (iii)   視聽器材,例: 鐳射影碟機, 投影機, 擴音器等  1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

     (iv)   中國樂器         1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

     (v) 其他, 請註明: ________________    1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

 

2.  你用甚麼資源在課堂上施教中樂: 

    (請圈上優先次序: 1-為最不常用; 5-為最常用) 

(i) 用課本所提供的教材      1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(ii) 自備教材         1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(iii) 樂器示範         1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(iv) 播放示範光碟        1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(v) 邀請學生參加中樂音樂會及提交報告   1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(vi) 邀請學生示範中樂樂器      1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(vii) 其他, 請註明: ________________    1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

     (己)  其他意見 

 

         1.  請問你是否願意與我討論中國音樂在貴校施教的情況?  

               是 / 否 如是者, 聯絡電話:___________________; 

                              電郵地址:___________________. 

         2. 請問你是否願意安排本人參觀貴校施教中國音樂的情況? 

是 / 否  如是者, 聯絡電話:___________________; 

                              電郵地址:___________________. 

         3. 歡迎你就有關香港初中在中國音樂施教方面上提供一些意見: 

            _______________________________________________________________ 

            _______________________________________________________________ 

            _______________________________________________________________ 

            _______________________________________________________________ 

         4. 你是否認為香港初中學生對中國音樂缺乏或提不起興趣? 是 / 否 

請提供意見:___________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

問卷完畢 

多謝你的參予，衷心感謝你的幫忙。請將問卷放入回郵信封內，並於 x/x/2000 前寄回。 

我的電郵地址: kaichi@graduate.hku.hk，我的手提電話是 926xxxxxx。 
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Appendix 3.2.1: Letter to HK Principals about Questionnaires 

 

Dear Principal,  

 

SURVEY ON THE TEACHING OF CHINESE MUSIC  

IN JUNIOR SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN HONG KONG 

 

I am a PhD (part-time) student in the University of Hong Kong under an award of Sir Robert Black Trust Fund 

(postgraduate scholarship), with the supervisions of Prof. Mark Bray and Dr. Bob Adamson in the field of 

Comparative Education. In addition, I currently serve as a music teacher (music panel chairman) in Queen’s College. 

At present, I am conducting a research entitled project ‘Extent and Nature of Chinese Music Teaching in Junior 

Secondary Schools of Hong Kong and Taipei’. I hope to know the extent and nature of Chinese music taught by 

music teachers in junior secondary schools in both places. I would be most grateful if your music teacher(s) in 

junior form would fill out the enclosed questionnaire and return it to me in the self-addressed stamped envelope at 

your earliest convenience. The questionnaire survey of music teachers, followed by some interviews with selected 

music teachers, on a voluntary basis, to determine more deeply in their attitudes and feelings about their choices. To 

get an even better understanding, I will also carry out observations in the classroom, if the music teachers agree. 

 

This questionnaire can be answered in approximately 15 to 20 minutes. The opinions will be invaluable to my 

research. If you interest, I would like to share the survey results as well as my analysis and interpretation with you 

after conducting this research. 

 

This research has been approved by the Faculty of Education, the University of Hong Kong. If you have any 

question, please feel free to contact me at 926xxxxx ( kaichi@graduate.hku.hk ) or my supervising professors, Prof. 

Bray at 2859xxxx ( mbray@hkucc.hku.hk ) and Dr. Adamson at 2859xxxx ( badamson@hkucc.hku.hk ). 

 

Thank you for your kind co-operation and assistance. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

Anthony LAU Kai-chi 

PhD candidate, HKU & 

Head of Music Department, 

Queen’s College 
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Appendix 3.2.2: Letter to HK School Music Teachers about Questionnaires 
 

Dear Music Teacher,  

 

THE TEACHING OF CHINESE MUSIC 

IN JUNIOR SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN HONG KONG 

 

I am a PhD (part-time) student in the University of Hong Kong under the supervisions of Prof. Mark Bray and 

Dr. Bob Adamson in the field of Comparative Education. In addition, I currently serve as a music teacher (music 

panel chairman) in Queen’s College. At present, I am conducting a research entitled project ‘Extent and Nature of 

Chinese Music Teaching in Junior Secondary Schools of Hong Kong and Taipei’. I am studying what influence 

music teachers as they decide how to use Chinese music material in their classroom. I would like to conduct a 

questionnaire survey of music teachers, followed by some interviews on a voluntary basis, with selected music 

teachers, to determine more deeply in their attitudes and feelings about their choices. To get an even better 

understanding, I will also carry out observations in the classroom, if the music teachers agree. 

 

This questionnaire can be answered in approximately 15 to 20 minutes. Your opinions will be invaluable to my 

research. I would much appreciate if you could also arrange an interview and/or a classroom observation. All data in 

questionnaires, interview responses and related information will be kept confidential.  Respondents’ names will be 

changed and the schools will not be identified in any way.   

 

This research has been approved by the Faculty of Education, the University of Hong Kong. If you have any 

question, please feel free to contact me at 926xxxxx ( kaichi@graduate.hku.hk )  

 

Please return your completed questionnaire to me by using the enclosed envelope before 30 October, 2000.  

 

Thank you for your kind co-operation and assistance. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

Anthony LAU Kai-chi 

PhD Candidate, HKU & 

Head of Music Department, 

Queen’s College  
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Appendix 3.2.3: Letter to HK Chief Curriculum Officer (Music) about Questionnaires 

 

Chief Curriculum Development Officer (Arts Education) 
Mrs. Estella Cham. 
Arts Education Section (Music) 
Education Department 
Room 510 
4 Pak Fuk Road 
North Point, Hong Kong 
 
Dear Madam,  
 

SURVEY ON THE TEACHING OF CHINESE MUSIC  
IN JUNIOR SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN HONG KONG 

 
I am a PhD (part-time) student in the University of Hong Kong under an award of Sir Robert Black Trust Fund 

(postgraduate scholarship), with the supervisions of Prof. Mark Bray and Dr. Bob Adamson in the field of 
Comparative Education. In addition, I currently serve as a music teacher (music panel chairman) in Queen’s College. 
At present, I am conducting a research entitled project ‘Extent and Nature of Chinese Music Teaching in Junior 
Secondary Schools of Hong Kong and Taipei’. I hope to know the extent and nature of Chinese music taught by 
music teachers in junior secondary schools in both places. I would also like to know what influences music teachers 
as they decide how to use Chinese music material in their classroom. This involves studying the curriculum in a 
certain subject area, such as designing. This questionnaire is designed and adopted by current music syllabuses. 
Now, I would like to conduct a questionnaire survey of music teachers, followed by some interviews with selected 
music teachers, on a voluntary basis, to determine more deeply in their attitudes and feelings about their choices. To 
get an even better understanding, I will also carry out observations in the classroom, if the music teachers permit. At 
this moment, I conduct this research in Hong Kong first, after collecting and analyzing the relevant data, I’ll keep 
on doing the research in Taipei. Lastly, I’ll compare these data from both cities.  
 

This questionnaire can be answered in approximately 15 to 20 minutes. The opinions will be invaluable to my 
research. I would much appreciate your help if this questionnaire can be distributed to all music teachers in Hong 
Kong junior secondary schools. It is believed that it should have a good return rate with your help in the curriculum 
development department (music). I would like to share the survey results as well as my analysis and interpretation 
with you after conducting this research. 

 
This research has been approved by the Faculty of Education, the University of Hong Kong. If you have any 

comment and question please feel free to contact me at 926XXXXX ( kaichi@graduate.hku.hk ) or my supervising 
professors, Prof. Bray at 2859XXXX ( mbray@hkucc.hku.hk ) and Dr. Adamson at 2859XXXX 
( badamson@hkucc.hku.hk ). 
 
Thank you for your kind co-operation and assistance. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
Anthony LAU Kai-chi 
PhD Candidate, HKU & 
Head of Music Department, 
Queen’s College 
 
Enclosed: Letter for School’s Principal 
   Letter for Music Teacher 
   Questionnaire in Chinese and English 
   PhD Study Proposal 
   Master of Education Dissertation (Condensed) 
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Appendix 3.3: Report of Questionnaire Survey on Hong Kong Music Teachers 

A Questionnaire for Teachers of Chinese Music in Junior Secondary School of Hong Kong 

 

{香港初中中國音樂教授情況} 問卷調查 

 

Aim: To understand the extent and nature of Chinese music teaching in Junior  

Secondary Schools (Secondary One to Secondary Three) of Hong Kong  

目的:   搜集初中音樂教師在中國音樂施教的深廣度和性質上之意見 

 

Target:  Music teachers of junior secondary forms in Hong Kong   

對象:   香港初中(中一至中三)音樂教師   121 / 395 ( ~ 30%) 

 

Details: (I) Music Teacher’s Personal Particulars 

內容:      音樂老師背景資料 

      (To complete the following questions, please circle the appropriate 

   answers and leave those blank when they are inapplicable.) 

      (請圈出適合的答案及留空不適用的題目。) n = 121       (CHOSEN)     

 

Sex: Male 22 / Female 90 / Missing 9 

  性別: 男 / 女 

 

2. Teaching Experience: a) 1-5 years 30  b) 6-10 years 33 c) 11-15 years 32  

               d) 16-20 years 14 e) above 20 years 10 f) Missing 2 

  教學經驗:    (i) 一至五年 (ii) 六至十年 (iii) 十一至十五年  

            (iv) 十六至二十年 (v) 超過二十年  

 

3. Professional Training: a) Teacher Certificate 23 

b) Bachelor Degree 20 

c) Bachelor Degree and Diploma of Education / Teacher Certificate 53 

d) Master Degree or above 3 

e) Master Degree or above and Dip. Ed. / Teacher Certificate 19 

f) Others, please specify: 1 Missing 2 

  專業訓練:    (i) 教師證書 (ii) 學士學位  

  (iii) 學士學位及教師證書/文憑 (iv) 碩士學位或以上 

(v) 碩士學位或以上及教師證書/文憑 

(vi) 其他, 請註明: _________________ 

 

4. Did you choose music as major subject in your tertiary study: Yes 112 / No 8 / Missing 1 

  你在專上學院是否主修音樂: 是 / 否 
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5. Number of Western instruments you have the ability to play in classroom: 

0 (2) / 1 (17) / 2 (47) / 3 (23) / 4 (11) /above 4 (21) 

  你在音樂課堂上能夠示範多少種西方樂器: 0 / 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 4 種以上 

 

6. Number of Chinese instruments you have the ability to play in classroom: 

0 (67) / 1 (35) / 2 (11) / 3 (3) / 4 (3) / above 4 (2)  

  你在音樂課堂上能夠示範多少種中國樂器: 0 / 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 4 種以上 

 

7. Learning Chinese music in your Primary Education 3 / Secondary Education 17 /  

  Tertiary Education 58 / In-Services Training 11 / Others, please specify: 2 

  你曾在何時學習中國音樂: (i) 小學教育 (ii) 中學教育 (iii) 專上教育  

                         (iv) 在職或複修課程  (v) 其他:_________ 

 

8. Number of Years in Learning Chinese Music in Tertiary Education:  

  0 (30) / 1 (27) / 2 (31) / 3 (17) / 4 (12) /above 4 (4) 

  你在專上學院曾學習多少年中國音樂知識: 0 / 1 / 2 /3 / 4 / 4 年以上 

 

9 .Did you attend any in-service / refresher training course(s) in Chinese Music?  Yes 22 / No 96 

  你曾否進修中國音樂在職或複修課程: 有 / 沒有  

 

10.Number of the above course(s) you attended before:0 (96) / 1 (9) / 2 (12) / 3 (2) / 4 (0) /above 4 (2) 

  如有，參加課程數目是: 0 / 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 4 個以上 

 

11.The Chinese Music Syllabus of your School  

   (a)  strictly follows the ED syllabus (5) 

 (b)  follows the ED syllabus but with little modifications and adaptations (22) 

   (c)  is school-based, re-written to suit your students (21) 

 (d)  is the same as what is included in your music textbooks (22) 

 (e)  is not fixed; each music teacher does what she/he wants to do (37) 

 (f)  is none of the above, it is ______________________________________ 

  

   貴校的中國音樂課程主要是:  

   (i) 完全根據課程發展處所建議的課程綱要 

 (ii) 根據課程發展處所建議的課程綱要及略作修改 

 (iii) 以學校為本, 為學生編寫新的課程綱要 

 (iv)  完全跟隨音樂教科書所建議的內容 

 (v)  沒有特定課程綱要, 而是根據教師自己本身的意願 

(vi) 其他, 請註明: ___________________________ 
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(II) Extent of Chinese Music Teaching in Your Music Lessons  

            中國音樂在音樂課堂施教的深廣度 

(To complete the following questions, please tick the appropriate answer and leave those blank when they 

are inapplicable.) (請對貴校各項中國音樂課程表達意見。在適當的空格內加上 X 號,及留空不適用

的題目。) n = 121     (CHOSEN)    

1.  The ratio between Western Music to Chinese Music in general is: 

施教西方音樂與施教中國音樂總體上的比例是: 

 

  0:100  10:90  20:80  30:70  40:60  50:50  60:40  70:30  80:20  90:10  100:0 Missing Mean
Form 1   0   9   7   4   2   8   14   12   20   27   17    1  69:31
Form 2   1   9   6   6   2   3   4   24   21   30   10    5  68:32
Form 3   3   8   5   3   1   2   3   16   23   30   15   12  71:29
Total   4   26   18   13   5   13   21   52   64   87   42 

 

2. The ratio between Singing Western Folk Song to singing Chinese Traditional  

   Folk Song is:  選唱西方民歌與選唱中國傳統民歌的比例是: 

   
  0:100  10:90  20:80  30:70  40:60  50:50  60:40  70:30  80:20  90:10  100:0 Missing Mean
Form 1   0   5   2   10   3   9   9   24   35   17   6    1  68:32
Form 2   0   5   9   6   2   2   5   29   31   19   9    4  68:32
Form 3   2   3   5   7   1   3   2   24   26   24   13   11  72:28
Total   2   13   16   23   6   14   16   77   92   60   28 

 

3. The ratio between History of Western Music to History of Chinese Music is: 

施教西方音樂歷史與施教中國音樂歷史的比例是: 

 
  0:100  10:90  20:80  30:70  40:60  50:50  60:40  70:30  80:20  90:10  100:0 Missing Mean
Form 1   4   10   2   1   1   9   7   8   19   26   31    3  73:27
Form 2   5   8   3   2   3   3   4   10   22   33   24    4  73:27
Form 3   6   4   3   2   1   2   1   12   20   34   25   11  76:24
Total   15   22   8   5   5   14   12   30   61   93   80 

 

4. The ratio between Musical Aesthetic Knowledge in Western to Chinese is: 

施教西方音樂美學知識與施教中國音樂美學知識的比例是: 

  0:100  10:90  20:80  30:70  40:60  50:50  60:40  70:30  80:20  90:10  100:0 Missing Mean
Form 1   1   13   1   1   1   7   3   7   25   19   35    8  75:25
Form 2   3   11   2   1   2   4   3   7   19   26   31   12  74:26
Form 3   3   8   1   2   1   5   1   7   16   30   29   18  77:23
Total   7   32   4   4   4   16   7   21   60   75   95 

 

5. The ratio between Life of Western Composers to Life of Chinese Composers is: 

施教西方音樂家生平與施教中國音樂家的生平的比例是: 

  0:100  10:90  20:80  30:70  40:60  50:50  60:40  70:30  80:20  90:10  100:0 Missing Mean
Form 1   1   15   0   1   0   3   0   6   11   36   43    1  69:31
Form 2   3   14   0   1   0   0   2   7   9   37   42    5  68:32
Form 3   2   11   1   1   0   0   2   6   9   27   50   12  71:29
Total   6   40   1   3   0   3   4   19   29   100   135 
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6. The ratio between Cultures of Western Music to Cultures of Chinese Music is: 

施教西方音樂文化與施教中國音樂文化的比例是: 

 

  0:100  10:90  20:80  30:70  40:60  50:50  60:40  70:30  80:20  90:10  100:0 Missing Mean
Form 1   2   11   1   3   0   6   7   8   25   28   26    4  74:26
Form 2   4   8   3   3   1   2   6   7   23   37   20    7  74:26
Form 3   4   5   2   4   0   0   7   6   23   33   24   13  76:24
Total   10   24   6   10   1   8   20   21   71   98   70 

 

7. The ratio between Genres of Western Music to Genres of Chinese Music is: 

施教西方音樂樂種與施教中國音樂樂種的比例是: 

 

  0:100  10:90  20:80  30:70  40:60  50:50  60:40  70:30  80:20  90:10  100:0 Missing Mean
Form 1   1   8   3   3   1   8   5   11   24   30   22    5  74:26
Form 2   3   6   5   2   3   3   7   10   25   36   14    7  72:28
Form 3   3   3   5   2   2   2   2   11   21   37   19   14  76:24
Total   7   17   13   7   6   13   14   32   70   103   55 

 

8. The ratio between listening to Traditional Chinese Music to listening to  

  *Contemporary Chinese Music is: 聆聽中國傳統音樂與聆聽*中國現代音樂的比例是: 

(*The Chinese named music with strong harmonic and symphonic musical senses or which composed in  

  Western compositional styles / techniques.) 

(*中國現代音樂是指有強烈的和聲感覺和交響樂化的作品。或以西方作曲形式與技巧所創作而又以中國命題的音樂。) 

 

  0:100  10:90  20:80  30:70  40:60  50:50  60:40  70:30  80:20  90:10  100:0 Missing Mean
Form 1   2   8   9   4   5   16   6   10   9   17   24   11  64:36
Form 2   4   7   9   4   4   17   2   12   11   23   15   13  63:37
Form 3   5   6   9   2   3   17   3   11   9   17   19   20  63:37
Total   11   21   27   10   12   50   11   33   29   57   58 

 

9. The ratio between singing Chinese Vocal Music to listening to Chinese Music is: 

歌唱中國音樂與聆聽中國音樂的比例是: 

 

  0:100  10:90  20:80  30:70  40:60  50:50  60:40  70:30  80:20  90:10  100:0 Missing Mean
Form 1   3   8   6   10   4   21   11   9   17   13   9   10  58:42
Form 2   3   6   10   12   3   19   11   12   12   15   4   14  55:45
Form 3   4   7   7   9   3   21   9   9   10   15   5   22  55:45
Total   10   21   23   31   10   61   31   30   39   43   18 

 

10. The ratio between listening to Chinese Vocal Music to listening to Chinese  

    Instrumental Music is: 聆聽中國聲樂與聆聽中國器樂的比例是: 

    
  0:100  10:90  20:80  30:70  40:60  50:50  60:40  70:30  80:20  90:10  100:0 Missing Mean
Form 1   13   23   14   12   2   18   5   3   4   7   7    1  69:31
Form 2   14   14   21   12   2   16   5   2   5   8   5    5  68:32
Form 3   12   13   14   14   2   16   5   3   4   6   7   12  71:29
Total   39   50   49   38   6   50   15   8   13   21   19 
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11. The ratio between singing Local (Hong Kong) Chinese Vocal Music to singing  

   other Regional Chinese Vocal Music is: 歌唱本地(香港)中文歌曲與歌唱中國其他地方歌曲的比例是: 

    
  0:100  10:90  20:80  30:70  40:60  50:50  60:40  70:30  80:20  90:10  100:0 Missing Mean
Form 1   5   8   11   8   3   16   8   17   16   13   8    8  56:44
Form 2   4   8   11   7   3   13   12   16   18   10   9   10  57:43
Form 3   4   8   9   5   4   14   6   13   17   13   10   18  59:41
Total   13   24   31   20   10   43   26   46   51   36   27 

 

12. The ratio between listening to Local (Hong Kong) Chinese Music to listening to  

   other Regional Chinese Music is: 聆聽本地(香港)中文歌曲與聆聽中國其他地方歌曲的比例是: 

 
  0:100  10:90  20:80  30:70  40:60  50:50  60:40  70:30  80:20  90:10  100:0 Missing Mean
Form 1   13   11   12   5   4   12   6   9   18   12   6   13  50:50
Form 2   12   11   10   8   6   9   5   11   17   11   7   14  50:50
Form 3   12   10   9   8   4   10   7   6   15   11   9   20  51:49
Total   37   32   31   21   14   31   18   26   50   34   22 

 

13.  According to your own judgement, the extent of an ideal Chinese Music Teaching 

indicated below mainly follows: 

中國音樂施教深廣度主要是根據: (你本人認為) 

    (Please rank the priorities by putting down the numbers: 1 – the most important;  

7 or 8 – the least important.)    (請填上優先次序: 1-為最主要; 7 或 8-為最不主要) 

                                                   Mean / SD / Mode / Missing/Priority 

   (a)  The Official Music Syllabuses     3.16  / 1.7 /  1  /   12  /   3 

(b)  Suggestions made by Music Inspectorate or 

    Curriculum Development Division     3.34  / 1.6 /  2  /   12  /   4 

(c)  School Authority own decision     4.94  / 1.7 /  6  /   13  /   6 

(d)  Music Teacher(s) own interests / abilities   2.36  / 1.4 /  1  /    9  /   2 

(e)  Students own interests / abilities        2.17  / 1.5 /  1  /    9  /   1 

(f)  Students’ parents own interests     6.26  / 1.2 /  7  /   15  /   7 

(g)  Contents of Textbooks          4.45  / 1.5 /  5  /   13  /   5 

(h)  Others, please specify: __________________________      
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14.  The extent of implementation of Chinese Music Teaching in your school indicated  

below mainly follows: 中國音樂施教深廣度主要是根據: (現時實行情況) 

   (Please rank the priorities by putting down the numbers: 1 – the most important;  

   7 or 8 – the least important.) (請填上優先次序: 1-為最主要; 7 或 8-為最不主要) 

 

                Mean / SD / Mode / Missing/Priority 

 (a)  The Official Music Syllabuses       3.43  / 1.7 /  3  /   21   /   3 

  (b)  Suggestions made by Music Inspectorate or 

      Curriculum Development Division               3.70  / 1.5 /  4  /   21   /   4 

  (c)  School Authority own decision       4.89  / 1.8 /  6  /   23   /   6 

  (d)  Music Teacher(s) own interests / abilities     2.14  / 1.4 /  1  /   18   /   1 

  (e)  Students’ own interests / abilities       2.36  / 1.5 /  1  /   18   /   2 

  (f)  Students’ parents own interests       6.09  / 1.5 /  7  /   25   /   7 

  (g)  Contents of Textbooks        3.90  / 1.7 /  3  /   25   /   5 

  (h)  Others, please specify: __________________________     

   

 13. & 14.           你本人認為     現時實行情況 

 

(i) 課程發展處所制定的課程綱要  ( )          ( ) 

(ii) 課程發展處或視學處的建議  ( )    ( ) 

(iii) 學校最高權力的意見   ( )    ( ) 

(iv) 音樂老師本身的興趣或能力  ( )    ( ) 

(v) 學生本身的興趣與能力   ( )    ( ) 

(vi) 學生家長的興趣    ( )    ( ) 

(vii) 課本所定下的內容    ( )    ( ) 

(viii) 其他, 請註明: _________________ ( )    ( ) 

 

(III) Nature of Chinese Music Teaching in Your Music Lessons  

    中國音樂在音樂課堂上施教的性質:        n = 121 

 

1.  (Please circle the form(s) which you have taught the following contents and leave  

 those blank when they are inapplicable.) 

 中國音樂在音樂課堂上施教的內容有:  (請圈出選擇的答案及留空不適合的題目) 

                                                                       Total 

(a)  Chinese Folk Songs         Form 1 / 2 / 3 

                                                            94 / 92 / 70 256 

    (b)  Chinese Operas and / or Chinese Operatic Songs    Form 1 / 2 / 3 

                                                                13 / 33 / 54 100 

 (c)  Differences and Similarities between the voice projection    Form 1 / 2 / 3 

in Western and Chinese Songs           28 / 28 / 24 80 
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 (d)  Chinese musical instruments and/or its instrumental music   Form 1 / 2 / 3 

                                                              83 / 77 / 48 208 

 (e)  Difference between Chinese & Western instrumental music  Form 1 / 2 / 3 

                                                              51 / 54 / 41 146 

 (f)  Theoretical aspects of Chinese music       Form 1 / 2 / 3 

                                                              17 / 19 / 36 72 

 (g)  Historical aspects of Chinese music       Form 1 / 2 / 3 

                                                              23 / 33 / 48   104 

 (h)  Variety of Musical Styles and Forms of Chinese Songs   Form 1 / 2 / 3 

                                                              34 / 45 / 37 116 

 (i)   Tonal System of Chinese Music, its origin & development     Form 1 / 2 / 3 

                                                               6 / 21 / 38  65 

 (j)   Differences between Chinese and Western Tonal Systems   Form 1 / 2 / 3 

                                                              16 / 27 / 48 91 

 (k)   Differences between Regional Ethnic Tonal Systems   Form 1 / 2 / 3 

                                                               8 / 23 / 22  53 

 (l)   Chinese Local Songs, eg. Hong Kong Pop Songs    Form 1 / 2 / 3 

                                                              48 / 65 / 76 189 

 (m)  Compose Chinese-like Style’s Songs      Form 1 / 2 / 3  

                                                               6 / 17 / 13  36 

(i)    中國民歌          中一/中二/中三 

(ii)   中國戲劇和/或中國戲曲        中一/中二/中三 

(iii)  西方及中國歌唱發聲方法的異同      中一/中二/中三 

(iv)  中國樂器和/或中國器樂音樂       中一/中二/中三 

(v)  中國及西方器樂音樂的異同       中一/中二/中三 

(vi)  中國音樂理論          中一/中二/中三 

(vii)  中國音樂歷史          中一/中二/中三 

(viii) 中國歌曲不同的風格        中一/中二/中三 

   (ix)  中國音樂樂律的來源與發展       中一/中二/中三 

(x)   中國及西方樂律的異同        中一/中二/中三 

(xi)  不同種族的樂律         中一/中二/中三 

(xii)  本地(香港)創作歌曲, 例: 香港流行歌曲    中一/中二/中三 

(xiii) 創作中國類型的歌曲        中一/中二/中三 

(xiv)  其他, 請註明:_____________       中一/中二/中三 
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2.  (Please rank the following items according to the importance of Chinese Music Teaching by putting down 

 the numbers; 1 – the least important ; 5 –the most important.) 

中國音樂課程內容就施教的重要性上為:  (請圈上優先次序: 1-為最不重要; 5-為最重要) 

                                              Missing              Mean/Mode/SD 

(a)  Chinese Folk Songs        1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

                                      10 4/12/24/33/40   3.82 / 5 / 1.14 

(b)  Chinese Operas and / or Operatic Songs    1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

14 8/20/41/28/12   3.15 / 3 / 1.08 

(c)  Differences between the voice projection in Western   1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

    and Chinese Songs                     14  19/28/31/21/10   2.77/ 3 / 1.21 

(d)  Chinese musical instruments and / or instrumental music 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

12  10/6/14/38/43    3.88 / 5 / 1.24 

(e)  Difference between Chinese & Western instrumental music 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

12  16/10/35/35/15   3.21 / 4 / 1.22 

(f)  Theoretical aspects of Chinese music     1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

13 19/33/38/14/6    2.59 / 3 / 1.09 

 (g)  Historical aspects of Chinese music     1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5  

            11  14/28/36/25/9    2.88 / 3 / 1.14 

(h)  Variety of Musical Styles and Forms of Chinese Songs 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

12 7/32/31/34/7     3.02 / 4 / 1.05 

(i)  Chinese Tonal System, its origin and development  1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

14  20/39/28/12/10   2.57 / 2 / 1.18 

(j)  Differences between Chinese and Western Tonal Systems  1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

13 14/33/31/19/13   2.85 / 2 / 1.20 

(k)  Differences between Regional Ethnic Tonal Systems  1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

17 24/35/34/8/5     2.39 / 2 / 1.07 

(l)  Chinese Local Songs, eg. Hong Kong Pop Songs   1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

13 13/18/35/32/12   3.11 / 3 / 1.17 

(m) Compose Chinese-like Style’s Songs        1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

19 12/32/37/18/5    2.73 / 3 / 1.04 

(i)   中國民歌          1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(ii)  中國戲劇和/或中國戲曲       1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(iii) 西方及中國歌唱發聲方法的異同     1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(iv)  中國樂器和/或中國器樂音樂      1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(v) 中國及西方器樂音樂的異同      1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(vi) 中國音樂理論         1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(vii) 中國音樂歷史         1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(viii) 中國歌曲不同的風格       1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(ix) 中國音樂樂律的來源與發展      1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(x) 中國及西方樂律的異同       1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 
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(xi) 不同種族的樂律        1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(xii) 本地(香港)創作歌曲, 例: 香港流行歌曲    1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(xiii) 創作中國類型的歌曲       1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5  

(xiv) 其他, 請註明:________________     1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

3. Please write down the appropriate percentages of teaching Chinese Music in your lessons (Secondary One to 

Secondary Three in average) and leave those blank when they are inapplicable. 請寫下各種中樂在初中音樂

課上教授的百份比，或留空不適合的題目。 

               Mean (Mode)SD(Missing) 

Curriculum: Genre 教授內容: 樂種 Percentage (%)百份比 
Vocal Music 聲樂   34.37% (40) 18 (23) 

Instrumental Music 器樂   44.82% (40) 21 (23) 
Theory & History 理論及歷史   20.81% (20) 14 (23) 

       總和必須是      Total:  100% 

               Mean (Mode)SD(Missing) 

Curriculum: Songs 教授內容: 聲樂 Percentage(%)百份比 
Chinese Folk Songs 中國民歌   45.81% (20) 22 (25) 
Chinese Operas/Operatic Songs 
中國戲劇和/或中國戲曲 

  19.48% (20) 13 (25) 

Differences between the voice projection in  
Western & Chinese Songs 
西方及中國歌唱發聲方法的異同 

  11.46% (10) 10 (25) 

Chinese Local (eg Hong Kong Pop) Songs 
本地(香港)創作歌曲, 例:香港流行歌曲 

  23.25% (10) 18 (25) 

       總和必須是      Total:  100% 

                     Mean (Mode)SD(Missing) 

Curriculum: Instruments  教授內容: 器樂 Percentage (%)百份比 
Chinese musical instruments / instrumental music 
中國樂器和/或中國器樂音樂 

  65.41% (50) 24 (25) 

Differences between Chinese & Western  
instrumental music 中國及西方器樂音樂的異同 

  34.59% (50) 22 (25) 

       總和必須是      Total:  100% 

                                         Mean (Mode)SD(Missing) 

Curriculum: Theory & History 
教授內容:理論及歷史 

Percentage (%)百份比 

Theoretical aspects of Chinese Music 中國音樂理論   13.68% (10) 14 (46) 
Historical aspects of Chinese Music 中國音樂歷史   17.12% (10) 13 (46) 
Variety of Musical Styles & Forms of Chinese Songs 
中國歌曲不同的風格 

  25.31% (20) 21 (46) 

Chinese Tonal System, its origin & development 
中國音樂樂律的來源與發展 

   8.88% (10) 7 (46) 

Differences between Chinese & Western Tonal System
中國及西方樂律的異同 

  16.61% (10) 18 (46) 

Differences between Regional Ethnic Tonal System 
不同種族的樂律 

   8.95% (10) 9 (46) 

Compose Chinese-like Style’s Songs 
創作中國類型的歌曲 

   9.45% (0) 9 (46) 

       總和必須是      Total:  100% 
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4.  Please circle the instruments which you have introduced in Junior forms (S.1 – S.3)  

   before and leave those blank when they are inapplicable. 

   請圈出初中(中一至中三)音樂堂上介紹的中國樂器。n = 121       (TAUGHT)    

 

(a) Wind Instruments:-    管樂: 

        Di 104 / Dongxiao 94 / Sheng 99 / Guan 73 / Suona 100 / Others:__________ 

  笛子  / 洞簫 / 笙 / 管 / 嗩吶 / 其他:____________ 

 

(b) Bowed String Instruments:-  弓弦樂器:- 

 Erhu 109 / Gaohu 89 / Zhonghu 81 / Dahu 55 / Dihu 55 / Gehu 67 / Jinghu 74 

 二胡 / 高胡 / 中胡 / 大胡 / 低胡 / 革胡 / 京胡 / 其他:____________ 

 

(c) Plucked String Instruments:- 撥弦樂器: 

        Guqin 86 / Zheng 107 / Pipa 105 / Liuyeqin 70 / Ruan 73 / Yueqin 50 / Qinqin37 /  

        Sanxian 68 / Yangqin 86 / Others:__________ 

古琴 / 箏 / 琵琶 / 柳葉琴 / 阮 /月琴 /秦琴 / 三絃 / 洋琴 / 其他:_______ 

 

(d) Percussion:-    敲擊樂: 

        Gongs 104 / Drums 106 / Cymbals 104 / Muyu 105 / Bangzi 86 / Paiban 88 / Bells 89 

鑼 / 鼓 / 鈸 / 木魚 / 梆子 / 拍板 / 碰鈴 / 其他:________  

 

5. Please circle the Chinese musical genre which has been introduced in lessons of Junior  

    forms (S.1 – S.3) and leave those blank when they are inapplicable. 

請圈出初中(中一至中三)音樂堂上介紹的中國音樂樂種。 

 

(a) Folk Music from various provinces, such as 地方民謠:  

     Guangdong 102 / Chaozhou 27 / Kejia 27 / Fujian 34 / Suzhe 32 / Shandong 24 /Others: ____ 

廣東 / 潮州 / 客家 / 福建 / 蘇浙 / 山東 / 其他_______ 

 

(b) Operas and Operatic Songs    戲劇及戲曲: 

Guangdong Operas 90 / Chaozhou Operas 18 / Beijing Operas 60 / Yueju 18 / Kunqu 24 / Guangdong Hanju 

Qudiao 24 / Others:__________________ 

  粵曲 / 潮曲 / 京曲 / 越劇曲調 /  崑曲 / 廣東劇曲調 / 其他________  

 

(c) Regional Ballads      地方戲曲:   

       Guangdong Nanyin 62 / Longzhou 25 / Muyu 13 / Suzhou Pingtan 32 / Shandong Dagu 24 

廣東南音 / 龍舟 / 木魚 / 蘇州評彈 / 山東大鼓 / 其他: _________________ 
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(IV) Chinese Music Extra-curricular Activities in Your School 

    中樂課外活動在學校推行的情況 

 

(To complete the following questions, please circle the appropriate answers and fill 

   in the blanks; for those inapplicable, please leave it blank.)     n = 121 

  (請回答及圈出適合的答案或留空不適用的題目。) 

 

1. Do students have any Chinese music extra-curricular activities in your school? 

Yes 62 / No 59     貴校學生是否有參加任何中樂課外活動? 是  / 否  

 

2. If yes, how many students participate in these Chinese music extra-curricular activities? 

very few; the percentage out of the total number of students in your schools is extremely low . 

有多少學生參加中樂課外活動? ________, 佔全校人數_______% 

 

3. Who is/are the person(s) in charge of those Chinese music extra-curricular activities of your school?  Schools Music 

Teacher 4 / External Tutor(s) 21 / Both of them 27 / None of them 35 

誰人負責貴校中樂課外活動? 學校音樂老師/ 外聘中樂導師/ 兩者皆有/ 兩者皆無 

 

4. What are the Chinese music extra-curricular activities do your school run? 

    Chinese Instrumental Ensemble 18 / Chinese Music Appreciation 10 / Chinese Orchestra 24 / 

Chinese Instrumental Class(es) 45 / Guangdong Opera Class(es) 4 / Others: ______________ 

貴校有哪類型中樂課外活動? 中樂合奏小組  / 中樂欣賞會 / 中樂團  /  

中樂樂器班  / 粵曲班  / 其他, 請註明: ________________ 

 

(V) Implementation of Chinese Music Teaching in Music Lessons 

   中國音樂在課堂的資源:               n = 121 

 

1.   (Please circle the extent of usage of resources in the teaching of Chinese Music  

      in lessons ; 1 – the least adequate & 5– the most adequate.) 

      中國音樂資源在音樂課堂上施教的足夠度為: 

      (請圈上優先次序: 1-為最不足夠; 5-為最足夠) 

                 Missing       Mean / Mode/SD 

(a) Chinese Music References Books      1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

11 37/42/27/4/2    2.04 / 2 / 0.94 

(b) Chinese Music CD-Roms        1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

9 29/39/33/9/4    2.30 / 2 / 1.05 

(c) Audio & Visual Equipment for Teaching Chinese Music   

    eg. CD players, projectors, amplifier, TV sets etc.   1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

            12 8/15/41/24/23   3.35 / 3 / 1.17 

(d) Chinese Musical Instruments       1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

12 42/23/20/15/11  2.37 / 1 / 1.37 
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(e)  Others, please specify:__________________    1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

 

(i) 中樂參考書          1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5  

(ii)  中樂音樂及視像光碟        1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(iii) 視聽器材,例: 鐳射影碟機, 投影機, 擴音器等    1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(iv) 中國樂器           1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(v) 其他, 請註明: ________________      1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

 

2.   How do you teach Chinese Music in your lessons: 你用甚麼資源在課堂上施教中樂: 

(1-the least frequent; 5 - the most frequent) (請圈上優先次序: 1-為最不常用; 5-為最常用) 

 

              Missing      Mean / Mode/SD 

  (a)  Using Textbooks Materials        1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

11 3/4/20/37/47    4.05 / 5 / 1.06 

(b)  Self-preparing Materials         1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5  

            22 22/20/30/18/11  2.76 / 3 / 1.28 

  (c)  Demonstrating Chinese Instruments      1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

21 41/21/14/14/12  2.36 / 1 / 1.43 

  (d)  Playing the CD-Roms or tapes about Chinese Music   1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

14 7/16/24/35/27   3.54 / 4 / 1.20 

  (e)  Students write and discuss Concert Report in  

         Chinese Music Performances       1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

             23 35/14/28/13/10  2.49 / 1 / 1.35 

  (f)  Invite students to perform Chinese Music with their  

         own Chinese instruments                             1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

             19 38/17/25/12/11  2.40 / 1 / 1.38 

(g)  Others, please specify:__________________      1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

 

  (i)  用課本所提供的教材          1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

  (ii)  自備教材               1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

  (iii) 樂器示範              1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

  (iv) 播放示範光碟           1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(v) 邀請學生參加中樂音樂會及提交報告        1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

  (vi) 邀請學生示範中樂樂器              1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(vii)其他, 請註明: ________________         1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 
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(VI) More Suggestions: 

        其他意見       n = 121 

 

1.  Would you like to have an interview with me for discussing Chinese Music teaching in 

your school? Yes 6 / No 59 If yes, tel. no. _____________; e-mail: __________________ 

請問你是否願意與我討論中國音樂在貴校施教的情況? 是 / 否  

如是者, 聯絡電話:__________________; 電郵地址:___________________. 

Would you like to arrange a classroom observation on your teaching of Chinese Music  

in your school? Yes 1 / No 99 If yes, tel. no. _____________; e-mail:_________________ 

請問你是否願意安排本人參觀貴校施教中國音樂的情況? 是 / 否   

如是者, 聯絡電話:___________________; 電郵地址:___________________. 

 

 

 

 

1. Do you think most of junior secondary students have no interests or lack of interests on Chinese Music?  

 Yes 59 / No 16  Please comment it. 

    你是否認為香港初中學生對中國音樂缺乏或提不起興趣? 是 / 否 請提供意見: 

 

- It is necessary to be promoted more in the society. 
- There is only one lesson for each classes every week and many rudiments, singing, recorder playing, 

music appreciation, performance etc. have to be taught. Therefore, there is not enough time to teach 
Chinese music. Moreover, students find Chinese music is not applicable to their daily living. 

- Resources are inadequate. Students have no interest. Also, time is limited for the lessons. 
- It is necessary to provide more CD-ROMs and websites for teachers’ resources. 
- Resources are limited. It is hoped that more resources and short courses for teachers’ learning can be 

provided. 
- Some refresher courses of teachers for methodology should be raised. 
- Resources package for multi-media teaching should be produced. 
- Resources are limited. 
- There is only one music lesson every week. Western music is mainly taught in the lessons, while Chinese 

music is only a minority. 
- Teachers’ knowledge is insufficient and resources are limited. 
- Knowledge of teachers is insufficient. They do not have enough guidance and they do not know the way 

of teaching. In addition, resources are limited. 
- Only a few teaching lessons are available. The curriculum is too broad, so it is difficult to cover all of the 

music aspects. 
- The music lessons of Hong Kong are always treated as a minor subject. There are only two music lessons 

in each cycle for Form 1 and Form 2 and one lesson for Form 3. 
- There is too little information provided by the textbooks, and it is difficult to find suitable teaching 

materials. 
- Resources are limited. 
- Many teachers are only graduates of Education College. They have little knowledge of Chinese music 

history, theory, etc. For the music departments in universities, only the Chinese University of Hong Kong 
requires her music students to attend some Chinese music courses. On the other hand, the Education 
Department rarely provides Chinese music teaching courses. 

- A junior teaching CD-ROM (contents and presentation) is needed. Actually, I do not know what and how 
to teach Chinese music. 
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2. Please give some comments or suggestions about the teaching of Chinese music in your school or / and in 

Hong Kong?  

    歡迎你就有關香港初中在中國音樂施教方面上提供一些意見: 

- Teachers’ training is insufficient with no teaching expectations. Therefore, the atmosphere of Chinese 
music learning is not raised. 

- Most students have no interest in Chinese music, but those who learn Chinese musical instruments 
devote themselves to Chinese music very much. It is believed that they are influenced by their musical 
instrument tutor. 

- It is difficult to raise the interest of students because they believe that Chinese music is out-dated. They 
think Chinese music is for the old generations. 

- It is necessary to find some Chinese music related popular songs. 
- Students prefer Western music. 
- Chinese music concerts are rather few and promotions are not enough. 
- Students believe that Chinese music is relatively old-fashioned and do not catch up with the 

contemporary pace. 
- Suitable guidance and examinations are necessary. 
- There is little opportunity of contacting Chinese music in daily lives. 
- Frankly, students are interested (response) in Chinese music but the problem is the lack of interesting 

teaching resources. For example, last year, the Education Department held the ‘Guangdong Opera 
Workshop’ (To introduce Operas’ Costume) and the response is not bad. 

- Secondary students always believe that Chinese music is old-fashioned and out-dated. The society does 
not promote a good Chinese cultural environment. 

- Students prefer popular music and they show no interest in Western music, especially, Chinese classical 
music. 

- There are too few chances have to contact Chinese music. 
- Also, there are only a few students who still have interest on Chinese music. 
- It is because teachers do not have adequate knowledge in Chinese music, so that they are unable to 

arouse students’ interest. There is also very few research on Chinese music teaching. 
- Students have only a few chances to contact Chinese music.   

 
 
 

End of Questionnaire 
問卷完畢 

Thank you for your participation. 
Please mail the survey in the stamped self-addressed envelope on or before X, Oct., 2000. 

多謝你的參予，衷心感謝你的幫忙。請將問卷放入回郵信封內，並於 x/10/2000 前寄回。 
 

My e-mail address is kaichi@graduate.hku.hk & mobile phone is 9268XXXX. 
我的電郵地址: kaichi@graduate.hku.hk，我的手提電話是 9268XXXX。 
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Appendix 3.4: Letter Asking Permission for School Visits in Taipei Junior High School 

<台北市國中中國音樂施教情況> 問卷調查 

 

敬啟者: 

 

        香港大學教育研究院茲作一國際性音樂教育比較研究計劃，內容有關香港中學及台北市國中兩地中

國音樂施教情況。 現在正擬舉行一項研究統計工作，搜集兩地初中音樂老師在施教中國音樂之意見。 

 

        本人劉繼智現正在香港大學研讀哲學(音樂教育)博士學位， 撰寫有關香港及台北市音樂教育論

文。本人希望藉此研究， 增進了解現今香港及台北市兩地之中國音樂的教育情況，以及音樂老師對音樂科

所採取的態度及方向。 冀能提出建議， 以改善兩地之音樂教育。 為求有更充實真確的資料， 故擬出有關

問卷， 誠望  貴校的音樂科主任能抽空填寫，並使用所附回郵信封儘早寄回， 俾能協助本人完成。 如蒙    

閣下協助， 不勝感激。 

 

        另外， 此研究之下一階段， 包括一連串之訪問， 由本人到學校參觀及與老師作深入之討論。 現

誠邀   貴校參與， 並同意本人拜訪   貴校，參觀上課情況及與    貴校老師作一訪問。 懇請填妥在問卷

上聯絡的資料示覆。  

 

       如遇疑問，歡迎隨時與本人聯絡(本人的電郵地址: kaichi@graduate.hku.hk)。  

        

       敬祝 

教安  

       此致 

音樂科主任 

 

                                                                                          

______________________                                                                      

香港大學博士研究生 

                                                                                                     

劉繼智謹啟 

                                                                                          二

零零零年十二月二十五曰 
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Appendix 3.5: Application of Taipei Trade Centre Exchange Scheme: University Visit Grant 

E-mail from Prof. Mark Bray for 2000/2001Taipei Trade Centre Exchange Scheme 

12/2/2001 

To:  Selection Committee, 2000/2001Taipei Trade Centre Exchange Scheme 

 

From: Prof. Mark Bray 

 

Date: 12 February 2001 

 

 

Mr Anthony LAU Kai Chi 

 

Mr Anthony Lau is applying for assistance from your scheme to facilitate his research in Taipei. Mr Lau is a PhD 

student working under my supervision. His thesis topic is a comparative study of music curriculum in Hong Kong 

and Taipei.  

 

Mr Lau is a very diligent student, who is making excellent progress with his studies. He is a very deserving 

candidate for this award, and I give him my full support. 

 

If you have any queries, please feel free to e-mail me on: mbray@hku.hk. 
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Appendix 3.5: Award of Taipei Trade Centre Exchange Scheme: University Visit Grant (Cont.) 
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Appendix 3.6.1: Letter to Faculty of Music, National Taiwan Normal University 

 

錢善華教授   
音樂系系主任 
台北師範大學 
 

大學訪問研討: 台北市市立國中中國音樂教學 
 
敬啟者: 
 

              香港大學教育學院比較教育研究中心茲作一項國際性音樂教育比較研究計劃，探討有關香港及

台北市兩地中學的中國音樂教學。 現在舉行一項研究統計工作，搜集兩地初中音樂老師在中國音樂教學上

之意見。 
 

        本人現正在香港大學修讀哲學(比較教育:音樂教育)博士學位(附件一)，撰寫有關香港及台北市音樂

教育論文。本人希望藉此研究， 進一步了解現今香港及台北市兩地之中國音樂教學，以及音樂老師對中國

音樂教學的態度及意向。冀能提出建議，以改善兩地之音樂教育。為求有更充實真確的資料， 故擬出有關

問卷 (附件二) 。問卷己在上月寄送給各國中音樂科教師，並得到他們初步的回覆。此外，本研究的下一階

段，包括訪問、觀摩教學和討論。本人將於三月二十日至二十四日期間透過香港大學: 台北貿易中心互訪計

劃的資助前往部份國中探訪，並與音樂科老師作教學觀摩和詳盡的討論。 
 
        與此同時，從音樂老師們所提供的資料中，他們認為現在所設計的中國音樂課程內容及教授的深廣

度，是某程度上受到當時在大學所接受到的培訓課程內容及教授的深廣度所影嚮。因此，本人冀望能與      
貴大學音樂及教育系的教授和現在就讀的學生(未來的音樂老師) 討論大學課程設計的內容和深廣度對他們

未來在國中中國音樂教學及作課程設計上的影嚮。相信這深入的交流和研討，必將令本人此次研究成果更具

參考價值。現懇請   貴大學能邀請本人於本年三月二十日至二十四日期間前往   貴大學作訪問及交流討

論。現附上草擬邀請信一封(附件三) 作參考。請早賜覆。 
  
      如遇疑問，歡迎隨時即與本人聯絡，電郵地址:kaichi@graduate.hku.hk，電話(852)926xxxxx。 
 
       敬祝 
教安  
       此致 

錢善華教授                                      劉繼智      

      
香港大學博士研究生 

      
劉繼智謹啟 

      
二零零一年二月十一日 
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Appendix 3.6.2: Letter to Faculty of Education, National Taiwan Normal University 

 

謝文全教授 
教育學系系主任 
台北師範大學 
 

大學訪問研討: 台北市市立國中中國音樂教學 
 
敬啟者: 
 

              香港大學教育學院比較教育研究中心茲作一項國際性音樂教育比較研究計劃，探討有關香港及

台北市兩地中學的中國音樂教學。 現在舉行一項研究統計工作，搜集兩地初中音樂老師在中國音樂教學上

之意見。 
 

        本人現正在香港大學修讀哲學(比較教育:音樂教育)博士學位(附件一)，撰寫有關香港及台北市音樂

教育論文。本人希望藉此研究， 進一步了解現今香港及台北市兩地之中國音樂教學，以及音樂老師對中國

音樂教學的態度及意向。冀能提出建議，以改善兩地之音樂教育。為求有更充實真確的資料， 故擬出有關

問卷 (附件二) 。問卷己在上月寄送給各國中音樂科教師，並得到他們初步的回覆。此外，本研究的下一階

段，包括訪問、觀摩教學和討論。本人將於三月二十日至二十四日期間透過香港大學: 台北貿易中心互訪計

劃的資助前往部份國中探訪，並與音樂科老師作教學觀摩和詳盡的討論。 
 
        與此同時，從音樂老師們所提供的資料中，他們認為現在所設計的中國音樂課程內容及教授的深廣

度，是某程度上受到當時在大學所接受到的培訓課程內容及施教的深廣度所影嚮。因此，本人冀望能與      
貴大學音樂及教育系的教授和現在就讀的學生(未來的音樂老師) 討論大學課程設計的內容和深廣度對他們

未來在國中中國音樂教學及作課程設計上的影嚮。相信這深入的交流和研討，必將令本人此次研究成果更具

參考價值。現懇請   貴大學能邀請本人於本年三月二十日至二十四日期間前往   貴大學作訪問及交流討

論。現附上草擬邀請信一封(附件三) 作參考。請早賜覆。 
  
      如遇疑問，歡迎隨時即與本人聯絡，電郵地址:kaichi@graduate.hku.hk，電話(852)926xxxxx。 
 
       敬祝 
教安  
       此致 

謝文全教授                                         劉繼智      

      
香港大學博士研究生 

      
劉繼智謹啟 

      
二零零一年二月十一日 
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Appendix 3.6.3: Reply E-mail from National Taiwan Normal University 

E-mail from Prof. George Shan-Hua Chien 

 

Professor and Chairman, Department of Music, National Taiwan Normal University 

21/2/2001 

 

Dear Mr. Liu 

It is my pleasure to learn that you are planning to visit our school on march, but our entrance exam. starts at 23rd of 

March, so it is much better for you to come here no later than 21st, please contact with prof. Wu 吳舜文, for details, 

she is the key person who is responsible for our music education program. 

   

錢善華   

師大音樂系教授兼系主任 

George Shan-Hua Chien,  Professor and Chairman 

Department of Music,  

National Taiwan Normal University  

East Ho-Ping Rd. Sec.1 No.162 

Taipei, Taiwan, 106 R.O.C. 

 

 

E-mail from 謝文全, 台灣師大教育系 

 

Professor and Chairman, Department of Education, National Taiwan Normal University 

20/2/2001 

繼智吾兄： 

來函敬悉。有關您就台北市市立國中中國音樂教育教學研究，擬來本系訪問一事，因本系並無該方面之課程

與師資，故無法提供適當人選與您座談。建議您訪問本校音樂系，較為適宜。此外，您也可請本校音樂系給

您建議其他較適合您訪問的學校與科系。相信這樣對您的研究會比較有幫助。 

謝謝您想到我們，但也請見諒。如有其他適合本系協助之處，本系願盡力幫忙。 

敬祝新年快樂 

  

弟  謝文全  敬上 

台灣師大教育系 
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Appendix 3.7: Invitation Letter by the Faculty of Music, National Taiwan Normal University 
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Appendix 3.8.1: Questionnaire from Ms. Lu Hui Yan 
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Appendix 3.8.2: E-mail and Questionnaire from Mr Ye Ji Ming (葉濟銘) 

Email from 葉濟銘, 台北市音樂老師 

 

22/2/2001 

劉先生您好 

我是台北市的音樂老師 

大學時主修中國音樂 

畢業後在國中教書 

到今天已經十年了 

我上學期時期末非常忙碌 

知道你的研究時 

並沒有時間 

但現在我稍微可以幫你回答一些問題 

若是你仍然有需要我的話 

請回信 

並將那份<台北市市立國中中國音樂教學>問卷調查檔 

寄過來 

我再以 E -MAIL  寄給你 

我是葉濟銘 

    2001/02/22 
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Appendix 3.8.2: E-mail and Questionnaire from Mr Ye Ji Ming (葉濟銘) (Cont.) 

台北市至善國中中國音樂教授情況 問卷調查 
目的:  搜集國中音樂教師在中國音樂施教的深廣度和性質上之意見 

 

對象:  台北市國中(一年級至三年級)音樂教師 

 

內容:  (甲) 音樂老師背景資料 

       (請圈出適合的答案及留空不適用的題目。) 

 

12. 性別: 男 / 女 

13. 教學經驗: (i) 一至五年 (ii) 六至十年 (iii) 十一至十五年  

            (iv) 十六至二十年 (v) 超過二十年 

14. 專業訓練: (i) 教師證書 (ii) 學士學位  

(iii) 學士學位及教師證書/文憑 (iv) 碩士學位或以上 

(v) 碩士學位或以上及教師證書/文憑 

(vi) 其他, 請註明: _________________ 

15. 你在專上學院是否主修音樂: 是 / 否 

16. 你在音樂課堂上能夠示範多少種西方樂器: 0 / 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 4 種以上 

17. 你在音樂課堂上能夠示範多少種中國樂器: 0 / 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 4 種以上 

18. 你曾在何時學習中國音樂: (i) 小學教育 (ii) 中學教育 (iii) 專上教育  

                          (iv) 在職或複修課程  (v) 其他:_________ 

19. 你在專上學院曾學習多少年中國音樂知識: 0 / 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 4 年以上 

20. 你曾否進修中國音樂在職或複修課程: 有 / 沒有 

21. 如有，參加課程數目是: 0 / 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 4 個以上 

22. 貴校的中國音樂課程主要是:  

(vii) 完全根據教育部所建議的課程標準 

(viii) 根據教育部所建議的課程標準及略作修改 

(ix) 以學校為本, 為學生編寫新的課程標準 

(x) 完全跟隨音樂教科書所建議的內容 

(xi) 沒有特定課程標準, 而是根據教師自己本身的意願 

(xii) 其他, 請註明:根據教育部所建議的課程標準略作修改為學生適合的課程 

(乙) 中國音樂在音樂課堂施教的深廣度 

(請對貴校各項中國音樂課程表達意見。在適當的空格內加上 X 號, 

及留空不適用的題目。) 

 

14. 施教西方音樂與施教中國音樂總體上的比例是(西:中) 
  0 : 100  10: 90  20 : 80  30 : 70  40 : 60  50 : 50  60 : 40  70 : 30  80 : 20  90 : 10  100: 0 
一年級   X         

二年級  X          

三年級          X  
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15. 選唱西方民歌與選唱中國傳統民歌的比例是: (西:中) 
  0 : 100  10: 90  20 : 80  30 : 70  40 : 60  50 : 50  60 : 40  70 : 30  80 : 20  90 : 10  100: 0 
一年級          X  

二年級         X   

三年級   X         

 

16. 施教西方音樂歷史與施教中國音樂歷史的比例是: (西:中) 
  0 : 100  10: 90  20 : 80  30 : 70  40 : 60  50 : 50  60 : 40  70 : 30  80 : 20  90 : 10  100: 0 
一年級      X      

二年級          X  

三年級  X          

 

17. 施教西方音樂美學知識與施教中國音樂美學知識的比例是: (西:中) 
  0 : 100  10: 90  20 : 80  30 : 70  40 : 60  50 : 50  60 : 40  70 : 30  80 : 20  90 : 10  100: 0 
一年級      X      

二年級           X 

三年級 X           

 

18. 施教西方音樂家生平與施教中國音樂家的生平的比例是: (西:中) 
  0 : 100  10: 90  20 : 80  30 : 70  40 : 60  50 : 50  60 : 40  70 : 30  80 : 20  90 : 10  100: 0 
一年級      X      

二年級           X 

三年級 X           

 

19. 施教西方音樂文化與施教中國音樂文化的比例是: (西:中) 
  0 : 100  10: 90  20 : 80  30 : 70  40 : 60  50 : 50  60 : 40  70 : 30  80 : 20  90 : 10  100: 0 
一年級      X      

二年級          X  

三年級  X          

 

20. 施教西方音樂樂種與施教中國音樂樂種的比例是: (西:中) 
  0 : 100  10: 90  20 : 80  30 : 70  40 : 60  50 : 50  60 : 40  70 : 30  80 : 20  90 : 10  100: 0 
一年級      X      

二年級  X          

三年級          X  

 

21. 聆聽中國傳統音樂與聆聽*中國現代音樂的比例是: (西:中) 

(*中國現代音樂是指有強烈的和聲感覺和交響樂化的作品。或以西方作曲形式 

與技巧所創作而又以中國命題的音樂。)傳現 
  0 : 100  10: 90  20 : 80  30 : 70  40 : 60  50 : 50  60 : 40  70 : 30  80 : 20  90 : 10  100: 0 
一年級      x      

二年級            

三年級            

 

22. 歌唱中國音樂與聆聽中國音樂的比例是: (唱:聽) 
  0 : 100  10: 90  20 : 80  30 : 70  40 : 60  50 : 50  60 : 40  70 : 30  80 : 20  90 : 10  100: 0 
一年級            

二年級      X      

三年級          X  

 

23. 聆聽中國聲樂與聆聽中國器樂的比例是: (聲樂:器樂) 
  0 : 100  10: 90  20 : 80  30 : 70  40 : 60  50 : 50  60 : 40  70 : 30  80 : 20  90 : 10  100: 0 
一年級      X      

二年級      X      

三年級      X      
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24. 歌唱本地(台灣)歌曲與歌唱中國其他地方歌曲的比例是: (西:中) 
  0 : 100  10: 90  20 : 80  30 : 70  40 : 60  50 : 50  60 : 40  70 : 30  80 : 20  90 : 10  100: 0 
一年級         X   

二年級    X        

三年級  X          

 

25. 聆聽本地(台灣)歌曲與聆聽中國其他地方歌曲的比例是: (西:中) 
  0 : 100  10: 90  20 : 80  30 : 70  40 : 60  50 : 50  60 : 40  70 : 30  80 : 20  90 : 10  100: 0 
一年級      X      

二年級        X    

三年級  X          

 

26.  中國音樂施教深廣度主要是根據:  

(請填上優先次序: 1-為最主要; 7 或 8-為最不主要) 

             你本人認為     現時實行情況 

(i) 教育部所制定的課程標準    ( )         ( ) 

(ii) 教育部或視學處的建議    ( )   ( ) 

(iii) 學校最高權力的意見   ( )   ( ) 

(iv) 音樂老師本身的興趣或能力   ( )   ( ) 

(v) 學生本身的興趣與能力    ( )   ( ) 

(vi) 學生家長的興趣    ( )   ( ) 

(vii) 課本所定下的內容     ( )   ( ) 

(viii) 其他, 請註明: _________________  ( )   ( ) 

 

(丙) 中國音樂在音樂課堂上施教的性質: 

 

 1.    中國音樂在音樂課堂上施教的內容有: 

  (請圈出選擇的答案及留空不適合的題目) 

(i)    中國民歌       一年級/二年級/三年級 

(ii)  中國戲劇和/或中國戲曲    一年級/二年級/三年級 

(iii) 西方及中國歌唱發聲方 的異同     一年級/二年級/三年級 

(xv) 中國樂器和/或中國器樂音樂   一年級/二年級/三年級 

(xvi) 中國及西方器樂音樂的異同   一年級/二年級/三年級 

(xvii) 中國音樂理論      一年級/二年級/三年級 

(xviii) 中國音樂歷史      一年級/二年級/三年級 

(xix) 中國歌曲不同的風格    一年級/二年級/三年級 

(xx) 中國音樂樂律的來源與發展   一年級/二年級/三年級 

(xxi) 中國及西方樂律的異同    一年級/二年級/三年級 

(xxii) 不同種族的樂律     一年級/二年級/三年級 

(xxiii) 本地(台灣)創作歌曲, 例: 台灣流行歌曲 一年級/二年級/三年級 

(xxiv) 創作中國類型的歌曲    一年級/二年級/三年級 

(xxv) 其他, 請註明:_____________   一年級/二年級/三年級 
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2.  中國音樂課程內容就施教的重要性上為: 

(請圈上優先次序: 1-為最不重要; 5-為最重要) 

(i)    中國民歌       1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(ii)  中國戲劇和/或中國戲曲    1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(iii) 西方及中國歌唱發聲方法的異同  1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(iv)   中國樂器和/或中國器樂音樂   1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(v) 中國及西方器樂音樂的異同   1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(vi) 中國音樂理論      1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(vii) 中國音樂歷史      1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(viii) 中國歌曲不同的風格    1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(ix) 中國音樂樂律的來源與發展   1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(x) 中國及西方樂律的異同    1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(xi) 不同種族的樂律     1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(xii) 本地(台灣)創作歌曲, 例: 台灣流行歌曲 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(xiii) 創作中國類型的歌曲    1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5  

(xiv) 其他, 請註明:________________  1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

 

6.  請寫下各種中樂在國中音樂課上教授的百份比，或留空不適合的題目。 

    

教授內容: 樂種 百份比 (%) 
聲樂 10 
器樂   90 

理論及歷史 0 

        總和必須是   100 % 

教授內容: 聲樂 百份比 (%) 
中國民歌 50 

中國戲劇和/或中國戲曲 0 
西方及中國歌唱發聲方法的異同 0 

本地(台灣)創作歌曲, 例:台灣流行歌曲 50 

        總和必須是   100 % 

教授內容: 器樂 百份比 (%) 
中國樂器和/或中國器樂音樂 50 
中國及西方器樂音樂的異同 50 

        總和必須是   100 % 

 

教授內容: 理論及歷史 百份比 (%) 
中國音樂理論 10 
中國音樂歷史 10 

中國歌曲不同的風格 50 
中國音樂樂律的來源與發展 0 

中國及西方樂律的異同 0 
不同種族的樂律 20 

創作中國類型的歌曲 10 

        總和必須是   100 % 
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7. 請圈出國中(一年級至三年級)音樂堂上介紹的中國樂器。 

 

(i) 管樂: 笛子 / 洞簫 / 笙 / 管 / 嗩吶 / 其他:____________ 

(ii) 弓弦樂器: 二胡 / 高胡 / 中胡 / 大胡 / 低胡 /  

               革胡 / 京胡 / 其他:_______________ 

(iii) 撥弦樂器: 古琴 / 箏 / 琵琶 / 柳葉琴 / 阮 / 月琴 /  

              秦琴 / 三絃 / 洋琴 / 其他:______________ 

(iv) 敲擊樂: 鑼/ 鼓/ 鈸/ 木魚/ 梆子/ 拍板/ 碰鈴/ 其他:________  

 

8. 請圈出國中(一年級至三年級)音樂堂上介紹的中國音樂樂種。 

 

(iv) 地方民謠: 廣東 / 潮州 / 客家 / 福建  

                 蘇浙 / 山東 / 其他  蒙古____ 

(v) 戲劇及戲曲:  粵曲 / 潮曲 / 京曲 / 越劇曲調 /  崑曲 /  

                  廣東劇曲調 / 其他________  

(vi) 地方戲曲:  廣東南音 / 龍舟 / 木魚 / 蘇州評彈 / 

                  山東大鼓 / 其他: _________________ 

(vii) 本地音樂: 原住民之獨唱或合唱曲/ 福佬與客家歌曲 /台灣戲劇 

原住民的傳統樂器演奏 /台灣說唱 /其他:________            

  

(丁)   中樂課外活動在學校推行的情況 

 

  1.  貴校學生是否有參加任何中樂課外活動? 是 / 否 

  2.  有多少學生參加中樂課外活動? ____30____, 佔全校人數___16__% 

5. 誰人負責貴校中樂課外活動?  

     學校音樂老師 / 外聘中樂導師 / 兩者皆有 / 兩者皆無 

6. 貴校有哪類型中樂課外活動? 

     中樂合奏小組 / 中樂欣賞會 / 中樂團 / 中樂樂器班 / 粵曲班 /  

     中樂校際比賽 / 其他, 請註明: __絲竹__ 

 

(己) 中國音樂在課堂的資源: 

         1. 中國音樂資源在音樂課堂上施教的足夠度為: 

   (請圈上優先次序: 1-為最不足夠; 5-為最足夠) 

      (i)  中樂參考書        1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5  

     (ii)  中樂音樂及視像光碟      1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

     (iii)  視聽器材,例: 鐳射影碟機, 投影機, 擴音器等  1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

     (iv)  中國樂器         1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

     (v) 其他, 請註明: _照片或 CD_______    1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 
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2.  你用甚麼資源在課堂上施教中樂: 

    (請圈上優先次序: 1-為最不常用; 5-為最常用) 

(viii) 用課本所提供的教材     1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(ix) 自備教材        1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(x) 樂器示範        1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(xi) 播放示範光碟       1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(xii) 邀請學生參加中樂音樂會及提交報告  1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(xiii) 邀請學生示範中樂樂器     1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

(xiv) 其他, 請註明: 期末紙筆測驗時簡訴比賽或欣賞或學習心得 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

     (己)  其他意見 

 

         1.  請問你是否願意與我討論中國音樂在貴校施教的情況?  

               是 / 否 如是者, 聯絡電話: H 02-2505XXXX  CELL 095296XXXX   

                              電郵地址 attlkk@mail.eranet.net 

         2. 請問你是否願意安排本人參觀貴校施教中國音樂的情況? 

是 / 否  如是者, 聯絡電話:O 02-28411XXX-XX 葉組長 

                              電郵地址:___________________. 

         3. 歡迎你就有關台北市國中在中國音樂施教方面上提供一些意見: 

            _______________________________________________________________ 

            _______________________________________________________________ 

            _______________________________________________________________ 

            _______________________________________________________________ 

         4. 你是否認為台北市國中學生對中國音樂缺乏或提不起興趣? 是 / 否 

請提供意見:___________________________________________________ 

問卷完畢 

多謝你的參予，衷心感謝你的幫忙。請將問卷放入回郵信封內，並於 x/1/2001 前寄回。 

我的電郵地址: kaichi@graduate.hku.hk，本人的手提電話是(852)926xxxxx。 
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Appendix 3.9: Report on Taipei Visit, 20/3/2001 – 23/3/2001 

Dear Prof. Bray & Dr. Adamson, 

 

 Today, I would like to report you about my field visit to Taipei from 20/3 to 23/3. It really has a successful and 

fruitful visit. 

 

20/3 (Tue) 

- Meeting with music teacher, Lu Hui Yan: she was extremely helpful, without her this visit would not succeed. 

She had over 20 years of experience on teaching music in Taipei junior high school and she particularly liked 

teaching Chinese music, so she was enthusiastic about my research. We had dinner together and discussed what 

we were going to do in those days, also the background of teaching Chinese music in Taipei. We (also) found a 

question, that is, what the definition of Chinese music in my research is. What were the different meaning and 

understandings of Chinese music, traditional Chinese music, Traditional music, Taiwanese music and aboriginal 

music in Hong Kong peoples, Taiwanese or the Western world. She also mentioned about the low return rate of 

my questionnaires, explaining because the music teachers in Taipei like the music teachers in Hong Kong, are 

not keen on teaching Chinese music. They prefer teaching Western music instead. Also, there are some 

similarities between Hong Kong and Taiwanese music teachers, for instance, their training focus greatly on 

Western music, the lecturers in the National Taiwan Normal University are mostly graduates from the West. 

Few teachers teach Chinese music in their lessons and they normally follow the textbooks’ content to teach their 

music and also music textbooks and official music curricula few mentioned Chinese music in secondary one 

and two and only some on secondary three. In addition, their principals did gave much pressure on them. They 

do not want to reflect the real situation of teaching of Chinese music in their schools. 

 

21/3 (Wed) 

- Speech and Discussion, National Taiwan Normal University: Before this visit, I had already prepared a 

summary of results on Taipei questionnaire likes the Hong Kong ones and to see whether the results can reflecte 

the real situation because these data come of 18 questionnaires out from 12 schools. In Taipei, there are 58 

junior high schools, the return rate is rather low as expected. I have a speech which is organised by Prof. Wu 

Shun Man, a music education lecturer in music department, with over 30 music teachers. They came from 

different cities in Taiwan and few of them were teaching in primary schools. They came to the University to 

take their music refresher training courses. They gave me much idea about the real situation of teaching Chinese 

music in Taiwan, and also the summary of the questionnaire. I was happy that although the return rate of the 

questionnaire is rather low, the summary still reflected the real situdation of teaching Chinese music in Taiwan, 

they support the conclusion of the results. At last, about 12 junior high school music teachers also answer my 

questionnaire and gave their contact addresses to me, despite the fact that they thought of they other cities in 

Taiwan.  

 

 

- School Visit, Chang On Junior High School: In the afternoon, Miss Lu led me to visit her school and visit her 

music room as well as discussing with some of her students.  
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- Visiting Music Publisher, Kunghuo: We went to Kunghuo music publishing building, which was the first  and 

the largest music publisher in Taiwan. We talked with some of the editors (originally, I had intended like to talk 

with them in the next academic year for analyzing the content analysis of music textbooks in Taiwan). I 

recorded on our conversation on the nature and extent of Chinese music in current Taiwan music textbooks. We 

exchanged many ideas and get some understanding the design of the content of current music textbooks. They 

also introduced to me the chief secretary of association for research and development of teaching materials in 

Taiwan (this association was situated in Kunghuo building but separate from Kunghuo, which chiefly promote 

Chinese culture in school education, for example, promoted the Taiwanese to compose their own songs and 

print them on different music textbooks, and organising different Chinese culture seminars for teachers etc.). 

 

22/3 (Thur) 

- Discussion with Prof. Wu, National Taiwan Normal University: I came to the University once again and 

talked with Prof. Wu, who taught researched on the curriculum of music education in the University. In addition, 

she explained to me the nature and extent of Chinese music teaching in the curriculum. Besides, she gave me 

some materials about their curriculum, and also shared with me some of her articles, including, Taiwanese 

music, traditional music etc, which were related to Chinese music. Then I gave my Master dissertation to the 

University’s library, they were very happy about that. Some master degree students gave their e-mail addresses 

to me and hoped to get more information about my (past and present research). It was because they had similar 

researches. Prof. Wu also wanted me to give one copy for her but I said I also had to give one copy to the 

Central University of Taiwan, so I could only give her a soft copy. 

 

- School Visit, Zhi Sin Junior High School: This school is rather small – but the environment is extremely 

beautiful. All forms are taught by one teacher as that in HK (normally, in Taipei, there are three music teachers 

in each school, with each form taught by one music teacher). The teacher explains his teaching schedule to me 

thoroughly, and why there are so few music teachers, with majority of them teaching Chinese music (He is one 

of them) in junior high school. Also, he explains why teachers don’t know Chinese music very much, they don’t 

like to teach it as well as on’t want to answer my quetionnaire. He also explains that music teachers in most 

school don’t want others to know their teaching contents details, they are also forced by their principals, who 

don’t let them to expose their teaching contents. As a result, the return rate of my questionnaire is rather low. He 

said that the summary of my questionnaire is right. He also introduces some better music junior high schools to 

me and said it is better to send the questionnaires to these schoos to get more information. 

 

- Library Study, Central Library in Taiwan: I have only three hours to stay in the library. I read three extremely 

good PhD dissertation about music curriculum of Taiwan, which are all belonged to some famous US 

universities and I can’t read them in Hong Kong (most important of all, the books were written in English and 

help me to know more about the English terms of Taiwan music cultures). 

 

- Discussion with student teachers: I’m happy to join in the discussion about some of the music 

student-teachers organized by Ms Lu. They will teach in junior high schools in the coming academic year, so 

their ideas are valuable. We discussed about Chinese music, which is the main related theme in my research. We 
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found there are some terms are interpreted differently and are confused by many people in both Hong Kong and 

Taiwan. For example, the differences between Chinese music, Traditional (Chinese) music, National music 

Taiwanese music and local music etc. We discussed these terms through the night. 

 

23/3 (Fri) 

- Meeting with Chief Secretary, Association for Research and Development of Teaching Materials in Taiwan: 

This society promoted Chinese culture including Chinese music, as I had mentioned before. She gaves a lot of 

materials including reports, journals and many other related materials, about their recent promotion in Chinese 

cultures in education to me including promoting contemporary composers to write songs for junior high schools. 

These songs should promote Chinese culture, but actually most of them are promoted Taiwanese culture instead. 

(Does Taiwanese culture belong Chinese culture? It is an interesting question for me. If yes, I need to include it 

in my research. Actually, I believe it is right.) 

 

- Library Study: I went to the library once again because there were too many materials about Taiwan music 

education which I could not find in Hong Kong. But this time, I only copied the materials, because I did not 

have enough time to stay longer. There was a dissertation about current music education in Taiwan which was 

written in 1998 (updated materials), which I liked reading it most. Moreover, I thought this dissertation could be 

as a conclusion of this field trip. If I had read this dissertation half year before, I thought my questionnaire could 

had been designed can be better. 

 

 The above contents are only part of my field trip schedule. I will l re-organise them better in my report.  
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Appendix 3.10:  A Summary of Questionnaires for Teachers of Chinese Music in  
Junior High Schools in Taipei 

 
台北市市立國中中國音樂教學問卷調查總結(初部) 

 
甲 5 問: 你在音樂課堂上能夠示範多少種西方樂器? 

答: 多數兩種或以上. 
甲 6 問: 你在音樂課堂上能夠示範多少種中國樂器? 

答: 多數不懂或只會一種. 
甲 8 問: 你在專上學院曾學習多少年中國音樂? 

答: 多數只學習一年或沒有學習過. 
甲 9 問: 你曾否參加中國音樂在職進修課程? 

答: 多數沒有. 
甲 11 問: 貴校的中國音樂課程主要是: 

答: 大多完全跟隨音樂教科書所建議的內容,  
或根據教育部所建議的課程標準及略作修改 

乙 1 問: 施教西方音樂與施教中國音樂總體上的比例是: 
答: 90:10 (一年級); 80:20 (二年級); 70:30 (三年級) 

乙 11 問: 歌唱台灣歌曲與歌唱中國其他地方歌曲的比例是: 
答: 歌唱台灣歌曲佔 60%以上. 

乙 12 問: 聆聽台灣歌曲與聆聽中國其他地方歌曲的比例是: 
答: 大家各佔一半. 

乙 13(i) 問: 中國音樂施教深廣度優先次序主要是根據: (你本人認為) 
答: 1 教育部所制定的課程標準; 
   2 音樂老師本身的興趣或能力; 
   3 學生本身的興趣與能力; 
   4 課本所定下的內容. 

乙 13(ii) 問: 中國音樂施教深廣度優先次序主要是根據: (現時實行情況) 
答: 1 教育部所制定的課程標準; 

2 音樂老師本身的興趣或能力; 
3 課本所定下的內容; 
4 學生本身的興趣與能力. 

丙 1 問: 在音樂課時，施教的中國音樂(性質)包括: 
答: 一年級主要是: 中國民歌;中國樂器和/或中國器樂音樂; 
                 台灣創作歌曲, 例: 台灣流行歌曲. 
   二年級主要是: 中國民歌;中國樂器和/或中國器樂音樂; 
                 中國歌曲不同的風格;創作中國類型的歌曲. 
   三年級主要是: 中國音樂理論;中國音樂歷史; 中國民歌; 
                 中國戲曲; 中國樂器和/或中國器樂音樂; 
                 中國歌曲不同的風格; 中國及西方樂律的異同. 
註: 三年級中樂課程深廣度比較一年級課程為多, 比較二年級課程

深廣度更多. 
丙 2 問: 中國音樂課程內容就施教(優先次序)的重要性上為: 

答: 1. 中國民歌; 
   2. 中國及西方器樂音樂的異同; 
   3. 中國樂器和/或中國器樂音樂; 
   4. 台灣創作歌曲, 例: 台灣流行歌曲. 
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丙 3 問: 請寫下各種中樂在國中音樂課上教授的百份比: 
答: 聲樂: 32%; 器樂: 42%; 理論及歷史: 26%.  

丙 4 問: 請寫出國中(一年級至三年級)音樂課上介紹的中國樂器。 
答: 大部份樂器都有介紹 

丙 5 問: 請寫出國中(一年級至三年級)音樂課上介紹的中國音樂樂種。 
答: 主要是: 地方民謠: 客家及福建. 
           戲劇及戲曲: 京曲. 
           地方戲曲: 沒有. 

本地音樂: 原住民之獨唱或合唱曲 / 福佬與客家歌曲 /
台灣戲劇 / 台灣民謠 / 布袋戲 / 歌仔戲. 

丁 1 問: 貴校學生是否有參加任何中樂課外活動? 
答: 只有四份之一學校有少部份學生參加中樂課外活動. 

丁 3 問: 誰人負責貴校中樂課外活動?\ 
答: 大都兩者皆無. 

戊 1 問: 中國音樂資源在音樂課堂上施教(優先次序)的足夠度為: 
答: 最足夠有視聽器材,例: 鐳射影碟機, 投影機, 擴音器等. 
   最不足夠有中樂參考書和中國樂器(實物). 

戊 2 問: 你用甚麼資源在課堂上施教中樂(優先次序): 
答: 最常用有用課本所提供的教材, 播放示範光碟, 自備教材. 
   最不常用有樂器示範, 邀請學生示範中樂樂器, 

邀請學生參加中樂音樂會及提交報告. 
己 4 問: 你是否認為台北市國中學生對中國音樂缺乏或提不起興趣? 

答: 約八成音樂老師認為台北市國中學生對中國音樂缺乏或提不起
興趣. 
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Appendix 3.11: A Comparative Results of Questionnaires for Teachers of Chinese Music 

in Junior Secondary Schools of Hong Kong and Taipei 

 

Aim: To understand the extent and nature of Chinese music teaching in Junior Secondary    

        Schools (Secondary One to Secondary Three) of Hong Kong and Taipei 

 

Target:  Music teachers of junior secondary forms in Hong Kong and Taipei  

HK: 121 schools / 395schools ( ~ 30%)  Taipei:11 schools / 59 schools ( ~ 20%) 

 

Details: (I) Music Teacher’s Personal Particulars 

      (To complete the following questions, please circle the appropriate 

   answers and leave those blank when they are inapplicable.) 

      HK (Taipei)  n = 121(18)  (CHOSEN)     

 

1. Sex:  Male 22 (1) / Female 90 (14) / Missing 9 (3) 

 

2. Teaching Experience: a) 1-5 years 30  (7) b) 6-10 years 33 (4) c) 11-15 years 32 (3) 

               d) 16-20 years 14 (0) e) above 20 years 10 (4) f) Missing 2 (0) 

 

3. Professional Training: a) Teacher Certificate 23 (0) 

b) Bachelor Degree 20 (2) 

c) Bachelor Degree and Diploma of Education / Teacher Certificate 53 (11) 

d) Master Degree or above 3 (0) 

e) Master Degree or above and Dip. Ed. / Teacher Certificate 19 (4) 

f) Others, please specify: 1 (1) Missing 2 (0) 

 

4. Did you choose music as major subject in your tertiary study: Yes 112 (18) / No 8(0) / Missing 1(0) 

 

5. Number of Western instruments you have the ability to play in classroom: 

0 2 (0) / 1 17 (1) / 2 47 (8) / 3 23(4) / 4 11 (2) /above 4 21 (3) 

 

6. Number of Chinese instruments you have the ability to play in classroom: 

0 6 (6) / 1 35 (4) / 2 11 (3) / 3 3 (2)/ 4 3 (1) / above 4 2 (2)  

 

7. Learning Chinese music in your Primary Education 3 (2) / Secondary Education 17 (6) /  

  Tertiary Education 58 (5) / In-Services Training 11 (0) / Others, please specify: 2 (5) 

 

8. Number of Years in Learning Chinese Music in Tertiary Education:  

  0 30 (3) / 1 27 (7) / 2 31 (4) / 3 17 (0) / 4 12 (1) /above 4 4 (3) 

9. Did you attend any in-service/refresher training course(s) in Chinese Music? Yes 22 (6)/ No 96 (12) 
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10. No.of the above course(s)you attended before:0 96(12)/ 1 9(0)/ 2 12(5)/ 3 2(0)/ 4 0(0)/ above 4 2(1) 

 

11. The Chinese Music Syllabus of your School  

   (a)  strictly follows the Education Department (Ministry of Education) syllabus 5 (0) 

 (b)  follows the ED (Ministry of Ed.)syllabus but with little modifications and adaptations 22(6) 

   (c)  is school-based, re-written to suit your students 21 (0) 

 (d)  is the same as what is included in your music textbooks 22 (8) 

 (e)  is not fixed; each music teacher does what she/he wants to do 37 (2) 

 (f)  is none of the above, it is ______________________________________ 

  

(II) Extent of Chinese Music Teaching in Your Music Lessons  

(To complete the following questions, please tick the appropriate answer and leave those blank when they 

are inapplicable.) n = 121 (18)     (CHOSEN)    

1.  The ratio between Western Music to Chinese Music in general is: 

HK: 

  0:100  10:90  20:80  30:70  40:60  50:50  60:40  70:30  80:20  90:10  100:0 Missing Mean
Form 1   0   9   7   4   2   8   14   12   20   27   17    1  69:31
Form 2   1   9   6   6   2   3   4   24   21   30   10    5  68:32
Form 3   3   8   5   3   1   2   3   16   23   30   15   12  71:29
Total   4   26   18   13   5   13   21   52   64   87   42 

Taipei: 

  0:100  10:90  20:80  30:70  40:60  50:50  60:40  70:30  80:20  90:10  100:0 Missing Mean
Year 1   0   1   1   2   0   0   0   3   3   8   0    0  70:30
Year 2   1   2   0   1   0   0   3   2   6   1   2    0  63:37
Year 3   0   0   1   0   0   6   2   6   1   1   0    1  61:39
Total   1   3   2   3   0   6   5   11   10   10   2 

 

2. The ratio between Singing Western Folk Song to singing Chinese Traditional Folk Song is:   

HK: 

  0:100  10:90  20:80  30:70  40:60  50:50  60:40  70:30  80:20  90:10  100:0 Missing Mean
Form 1   0   5   2   10   3   9   9   24   35   17   6    1  68:32
Form 2   0   5   9   6   2   2   5   29   31   19   9    4  68:32
Form 3   2   3   5   7   1   3   2   24   26   24   13   11  72:28
Total   2   13   16   23   6   14   16   77   92   60   28 

Taipei: 

  0:100  10:90  20:80  30:70  40:60  50:50  60:40  70:30  80:20  90:10  100:0 Missing Mean
Year 1   0   0   0   0   2   1   2   2   2   5   3   1  76:24
Year 2   0   0   0   0   2   2   2   3   3   4   1   1  71:29
Year 3   0   0   1   1   1   3   1   4   1   4   0   2  64:36
Total   0   0   1   1   5   6   5   9   6   13   4 

 

3. The ratio between History of Western Music to History of Chinese Music is: 

HK: 
  0:100  10:90  20:80  30:70  40:60  50:50  60:40  70:30  80:20  90:10  100:0 Missing Mean
Form 1   4   10   2   1   1   9   7   8   19   26   31    3  73:27
Form 2   5   8   3   2   3   3   4   10   22   33   24    4  73:27
Form 3   6   4   3   2   1   2   1   12   20   34   25   11  76:24
Total   15   22   8   5   5   14   12   30   61   93   80 
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Taipei: 

  0:100  10:90  20:80  30:70  40:60  50:50  60:40  70:30  80:20  90:10  100:0 Missing Mean
Year 1   1   0   0   0   2   1   2   2   2   5   3   1  76:24
Year 2   0   1   0   0   2   2   2   3   3   4   1   1  71:29
Year 3   0   1   0   0   1   3   1   4   1   4   0   2  64:36
Total   1   2   0   0   5   6   5   9   6   13   4 

 

4. The ratio between Musical Aesthetic Knowledge in Western to Chinese is: 

HK: 

  0:100  10:90  20:80  30:70  40:60  50:50  60:40  70:30  80:20  90:10  100:0 Missing Mean
Form 1   1   13   1   1   1   7   3   7   25   19   35    8  75:25
Form 2   3   11   2   1   2   4   3   7   19   26   31   12  74:26
Form 3   3   8   1   2   1   5   1   7   16   30   29   18  77:23
Total   7   32   4   4   4   16   7   21   60   75   95 

Taipei: 

  0:100  10:90  20:80  30:70  40:60  50:50  60:40  70:30  80:20  90:10  100:0 Missing Mean
Year 1   0   0   1   0   0   2   3   2   3   6   2   1  76:24
Year 2   0   0   1   0   0   1   3   2   6   2   4   1  78:22
Year 3   1   0   0   1   0   3   1   5   3   1   1   2  64:36
Total   1   0   2   1   0   6   7   9   12   9   7 

The ratio between Life of Western Composers to Life of Chinese Composers is: 

HK: 

  0:100  10:90  20:80  30:70  40:60  50:50  60:40  70:30  80:20  90:10  100:0 Missing Mean
Form 1   1   15   0   1   0   3   0   6   11   36   43    1  69:31
Form 2   3   14   0   1   0   0   2   7   9   37   42    5  68:32
Form 3   2   11   1   1   0   0   2   6   9   27   50   12  71:29
Total   6   40   1   3   0   3   4   19   29   100   135 

Taipei: 

  0:100  10:90  20:80  30:70  40:60  50:50  60:40  70:30  80:20  90:10  100:0 Missing Mean
Year 1   1   0   0   0   0   2   0   4   3   2   4   2  75:25
Year 2   1   0   0   0   0   1   2   2   4   2   5   1  77:23
Year 3   1   0   0   0   0   2   3   4   1   2   2   2  66:34
Total   3   0   0   0   0   5   5   10   8   6   11 

6. The ratio between Cultures of Western Music to Cultures of Chinese Music is: 

HK: 

  0:100  10:90  20:80  30:70  40:60  50:50  60:40  70:30  80:20  90:10  100:0 Missing Mean
Form 1   2   11   1   3   0   6   7   8   25   28   26    4  74:26
Form 2   4   8   3   3   1   2   6   7   23   37   20    7  74:26
Form 3   4   5   2   4   0   0   7   6   23   33   24   13  76:24
Total   10   24   6   10   1   8   20   21   71   98   70 

Taipei: 

  0:100  10:90  20:80  30:70  40:60  50:50  60:40  70:30  80:20  90:10  100:0 Missing Mean
Year 1   0   0   1   0   0   2   1   3   5   4   1   1  74:26
Year 2   0   0   1   0   0   0   2   5   4   2   3   1  76:24
Year 3   0   1   0   0   0   3   2   6   2   1   1   2  66:34
Total   0   1   2   0   0   5   5   14   11   7   5 

 

7. The ratio between Genres of Western Music to Genres of Chinese Music is: 

HK: 

  0:100  10:90  20:80  30:70  40:60  50:50  60:40  70:30  80:20  90:10  100:0 Missing Mean
Form 1   1   8   3   3   1   8   5   11   24   30   22    5  74:26
Form 2   3   6   5   2   3   3   7   10   25   36   14    7  72:28
Form 3   3   3   5   2   2   2   2   11   21   37   19   14  76:24
Total   7   17   13   7   6   13   14   32   70   103   55 
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Taipei: 

  0:100  10:90  20:80  30:70  40:60  50:50  60:40  70:30  80:20  90:10  100:0 Missing Mean
Year 1   1   0   0   0   0   1   2   3   2   6   2   1  75:25
Year 2   1   1   0   0   0   0   3   2   4   3   3   1  72:28
Year 3   0   0   0   0   0   3   3   3   2   4   1   2  73:27
Total   2   1   0   0   0   4   8   8   8   13   6 

8. The ratio between listening to Traditional Chinese Music to listening to *Contemporary Chinese Music is:  

(*The Chinese named music with strong harmonic and symphonic musical senses or which composed in Western compositional styles / techniques.) 

HK: 

  0:100  10:90  20:80  30:70  40:60  50:50  60:40  70:30  80:20  90:10  100:0 Missing Mean
Form 1   2   8   9   4   5   16   6   10   9   17   24   11  64:36
Form 2   4   7   9   4   4   17   2   12   11   23   15   13  63:37
Form 3   5   6   9   2   3   17   3   11   9   17   19   20  63:37
Total   11   21   27   10   12   50   11   33   29   57   58 

Taipei: 

  0:100  10:90  20:80  30:70  40:60  50:50  60:40  70:30  80:20  90:10  100:0 Missing Mean
Year 1   2   0   1   1   1   1   3   2   1   2   3   1  60:40
Year 2   0   1   2   0   1   1   2   3   1   0   2   3  57:43
Year 3   0   0   0   1   3   3   3   2   1   1   1   3  59:41
Total   2   1   3   2   5   7   8   7   3   3   6 

9. The ratio between singing Chinese Vocal Music to listening to Chinese Music is: 

HK: 

  0:100  10:90  20:80  30:70  40:60  50:50  60:40  70:30  80:20  90:10  100:0 Missing Mean
Form 1   3   8   6   10   4   21   11   9   17   13   9   10  58:42
Form 2   3   6   10   12   3   19   11   12   12   15   4   14  55:45
Form 3   4   7   7   9   3   21   9   9   10   15   5   22  55:45
Total   10   21   23   31   10   61   31   30   39   43   18 

Taipei: 

  0:100  10:90  20:80  30:70  40:60  50:50  60:40  70:30  80:20  90:10  100:0 Missing Mean
Year 1   0   2   0   2   2   4   1   1   1   1   1   3  51:49
Year 2   0   1   1   1   2   5   2   1   1   1   1   2  53:47
Year 3   2   0   1   0   1   4   2   3   0   2   1   2  54:46
Total   2   3   2   3   5   13   5   5   2   4   3 

10. The ratio between listening to Chinese Vocal Music to listening to Chinese Instrumental Music is:  

HK: 

  0:100  10:90  20:80  30:70  40:60  50:50  60:40  70:30  80:20  90:10  100:0 Missing Mean
Form 1   13   23   14   12   2   18   5   3   4   7   7    1  69:31
Form 2   14   14   21   12   2   16   5   2   5   8   5    5  68:32
Form 3   12   13   14   14   2   16   5   3   4   6   7   12  71:29
Total   39   50   49   38   6   50   15   8   13   21   19 

Taipei: 

  0:100  10:90  20:80  30:70  40:60  50:50  60:40  70:30  80:20  90:10  100:0 Missing Mean
Year 1   1   2   4   0   0   4   1   4   0   0   0   2  40:60
Year 2   1   2   2   1   0   4   2   3   0   0   0   3  41:59
Year 3   1   1   2   1   0   6   0   3   0   0   0   4  42:58
Total   3   5   8   2   0   14   3   10   0   0   0 

11. The ratio between singing Local (Hong Kong) Chinese Vocal Music to singing other  

   Regional Chinese Vocal Music is:  

HK: 

  0:100  10:90  20:80  30:70  40:60  50:50  60:40  70:30  80:20  90:10  100:0 Missing Mean
Form 1   5   8   11   8   3   16   8   17   16   13   8    8  56:44
Form 2   4   8   11   7   3   13   12   16   18   10   9   10  57:43
Form 3   4   8   9   5   4   14   6   13   17   13   10   18  59:41
Total   13   24   31   20   10   43   26   46   51   36   27 
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Taipei: 

  0:100  10:90  20:80  30:70  40:60  50:50  60:40  70:30  80:20  90:10  100:0 Missing Mean
Year 1   0   0   1   0   1   3   1   3   6   2   1   0  69:31
Year 2   0   0   1   1   2   2   2   3   3   1   2   1  64:36
Year 3   0   1   2   0   0   4   1   1   5   1   1   2  61:39
Total   0   1   4   1   3   9   4   7   14   4   4 

12. The ratio between listening to Local (Hong Kong) Chinese Music to listening to other  

Regional Chinese Music is:  

HK: 

  0:100  10:90  20:80  30:70  40:60  50:50  60:40  70:30  80:20  90:10  100:0 Missing Mean
Form 1   13   11   12   5   4   12   6   9   18   12   6   13  50:50
Form 2   12   11   10   8   6   9   5   11   17   11   7   14  50:50
Form 3   12   10   9   8   4   10   7   6   15   11   9   20  51:49
Total   37   32   31   21   14   31   18   26   50   34   22 

Taipei: 

  0:100  10:90  20:80  30:70  40:60  50:50  60:40  70:30  80:20  90:10  100:0 Missing Mean
Year 1   0   0   1   1   1   5   1   2   4   2   1   0  63:37
Year 2   0   0   1   0   2   7   0   3   1   1   2   1  61:39
Year 3   0   1   0   1   3   5   1   2   2   0   1   2  54:46
Total   0   1   2   2   6   17   2   7   7   3   4 

13.  According to your own judgement, the extent of an ideal Chinese Music Teaching 

indicated below mainly follows: (Please rank the priorities by putting down the numbers:  

1 – the most important; 7 or 8 – the least important.)  

                                                      Mean / SD / Mode / Missing/Priority 

   (a)  The Official Music Syllabuses    HK    3.16  / 1.7 /  1  /   12  /   3 

           Taipei  2.23  / 1.5 /  1  /    0  /   1 

(i)  Suggestions made by Music Inspectorate or   HK    3.34  / 1.6 /  2  /   12  /   4 

    Curriculum Development Division    Taipei  5.23  / 1.2 /  5  /    0  /   5 

(j)  School Authority own decision    HK    4.94  / 1.7 /  6  /   13  /   6 

Taipei  6.15  / 1.0 /  7  /    0  /   7 

(k)  Music Teacher(s) own interests / abilities  HK    2.36  / 1.4 /  1  /    9  /   2 

Taipei  2.62  / 1.3 /  2  /    0  /   2 

(l)  Students own interests / abilities     HK    2.17  / 1.5 /  1  /    9  /   1 

Taipei  2.69  / 1.7 /  3  /    0  /   3 

(m)  Students’ parents own interests    HK    6.26  / 1.2 /  7  /   15  /   7 

Taipei  5.62  / 1.8 /  7  /    0  /   6 

(n)  Contents of Textbooks      HK   4.45  / 1.5 /  5  /   13  /   5 

Taipei  3.46  / 1.0 /  4  /    0  /   4 

(o)  Others, please specify: __________________________      
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15.  The extent of implementation of Chinese Music Teaching in your school indicated  

below mainly follows: (Please rank the priorities by putting down the numbers:  

1 – the most important; 7 or 8 – the least important.) 

               Mean / SD / Mode / Missing/Priority 

 (a)  The Official Music Syllabuses      HK  3.43  / 1.7 /  3  /   21   /   3 

           Taipei 2.46  / 2.0 /  1  /   0   /   1 

  (b)  Suggestions made by Music Inspectorate or    HK  3.70  / 1.5 /  4  /   21   /   4 

       Curriculum Development Division          Taipei 5.38  / 1.6 /  7  /   0   /   6 

  (c)  School Authority own decision       HK  4.89  / 1.8 /  6  /   23   /   6 

                                                Taipei 6.31  / 0.9 /  6  /   0   /   7 

  (d)  Music Teacher(s) own interests / abilities     HK  2.14  / 1.4 /  1  /   18   /   1 

Taipei 2.85  / 1.2 /  3  /   0   /   3 

  (e)  Students’ own interests / abilities       HK  2.36  / 1.5 /  1  /   18   /   2 

Taipei 3.54  / 1.7 /  2  /   0   /   4 

  (f)  Students’ parents own interests       HK  6.09  / 1.5 /  7  /   25   /   7 

                                                Taipei 5.31  / 1.9 /  6  /   0   /   5 

  (g)  Contents of Textbooks     HK   3.90  / 1.7 /  3  /   25   /   5 

                                                Taipei 2.62  / 1.3 /  4  /   0   /   2 

  (h)  Others, please specify: __________________________     

 

(III) Nature of Chinese Music Teaching in Your Music Lessons   n = 121 (18) 

 

1.  (Please circle the form(s) which you have taught the following contents and leave  

 those blank when they are inapplicable.) 

                                                                       Total 

(a)  Chinese Folk Songs        Form 1 / 2 / 3 

                                                  94 (10)/ 92(9) / 70(12)  256(31) 

    (b)  Chinese Operas and / or Chinese Operatic Songs   Form 1 / 2 / 3 

                                                      13 (2)/ 33(3) / 54(11) 100(16) 

 (c)  Differences and Similarities between the voice projection     Form 1 / 2 / 3 

in Western and Chinese Songs       28 (4) / 28 (2) / 24 (4) 80(10) 

 (d)  Chinese musical instruments and/or its instrumental music  Form 1 / 2 / 3 

                                                     83 (11) / 77 (8) / 48(10)  208(29) 

 (e)  Difference between Chinese & Western instrumental music Form 1 / 2 / 3 

                                                    51 (7) / 54 (5) / 41 (8)   146(20) 

 (f)  Theoretical aspects of Chinese music      Form 1 / 2 / 3 

                                                    17 (1) / 19 (1) / 36 (14)   72(16) 

 (g)  Historical aspects of Chinese music      Form 1 / 2 / 3 

                                                    23 (0) / 33 (2)/ 48(14)   104(16) 

 (h)  Variety of Musical Styles and Forms of Chinese Songs  Form 1 / 2 / 3 

                                                    34 (6) / 45 (8)/ 37 (10)  116(24) 
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 (i)   Tonal System of Chinese Music, its origin & development   Form 1 / 2 / 3 

                                                     6 (1) / 21 (3)/ 38 (9)   65(13) 

 (j)   Differences between Chinese and Western Tonal Systems  Form 1 / 2 / 3 

                                                     16 (2)/ 27(6) / 48(10)  91(18) 

 (k)   Differences between Regional Ethnic Tonal Systems  Form 1 / 2 / 3 

                                                     8 (3) / 23 (1) / 2(5)   53(9) 

 (l)   Chinese Local Songs, eg. Hong Kong Pop Songs   Form 1 / 2 / 3 

                                                     48 (9) /65 (8) /76(9)  189(26) 

 (m)  Compose Chinese-like Style’s Songs     Form 1 / 2 / 3  

                                                    6 (4) / 17 (4) / 13(5)  36(13) 

 

2.  (Please rank the following items according to the importance of Chinese Music Teaching  

 by putting down the numbers; 1 – the least important ; 5 –the most important.) 

                                                   Missing            Mean/Mode/SD 

(g)  Chinese Folk Songs         1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

                                     HK  10 4/12/24/33/40   3.82 / 5 / 1.14 

          Taipei 3 1 / 3 / 0 / 2 / 9   4.00 / 5 /1.46 

(h)  Chinese Operas and / or Operatic Songs     1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

 HK  14 8/20/41/28/12   3.15 / 3 / 1.08 

 Taipei 4 2 / 2 / 5 / 2 / 3   3.14 / 3 /1.35 

(i)  Differences between the voice projection in Western    1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

    and Chinese Songs                      HK  14  19/28/31/21/10   2.77/ 3 / 1.21 

           Taipei 5 1 / 2 / 4 / 4 / 2   3.31 / 4 /1.18 

(j)  Chinese musical instruments and / or instrumental music  1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

 HK  12  10/6/14/38/43    3.88 / 5 / 1.24 

 Taipei 3 0 / 4 / 1 / 4 / 6   3.80 / 5 /1.26 

(k)  Difference between Chinese & Western instrumental music  1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

 HK  12  16/10/35/35/15   3.21 / 4 / 1.22 

 Taipei 4 0 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5   3.86 / 5 /1.10 

(l)  Theoretical aspects of Chinese music      1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

  HK 13 19/33/38/14/6   2.59 / 3 / 1.09 

 Taipei 4 3 / 5 / 3 / 1 / 2  2.57 / 2 /1.34 

 (g)  Historical aspects of Chinese music      1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5  

             HK 11  14/28/36/25/9    2.88 / 3 / 1.14 

             Taipei 4 1 / 3 / 2 / 6 / 2   3.36 / 4 / 1.22 

(h)  Variety of Musical Styles and Forms of Chinese Songs  1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

  HK    12  7/32/31/34/7    3.02 / 4 / 1.05 

  Taipei 4 2 / 2 / 5 / 3 / 2   3.07 /3 / 1.27 

(i)  Chinese Tonal System, its origin and development   1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

  HK 14  20/39/28/12/10   2.57 / 2 / 1.18 

 Taipei 5 5 / 2 / 4 / 1 / 1   2.31 / 1 / 1.32 
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(j)  Differences between Chinese and Western Tonal Systems   1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

  HK 13 14/33/31/19/13   2.85 / 2 / 1.20 

  Taipei 4 4 / 5 / 0 / 3 / 2   2.57 / 2 / 1.50 

(k)  Differences between Regional Ethnic Tonal Systems   1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

  HK 17 24/35/34/8/5     2.39 / 2 / 1.07 

  Taipei 5 2 / 4 / 4 / 3 / 0   2.62 / 3 / 1.04 

(l)  Chinese Local Songs, eg. Hong Kong Pop Songs    1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

                                                HK 13 13/18/35/32/12   3.11 / 3 / 1.17 

             Taipei  3 0 / 5 / 3 / 2 / 5   3.47 / 5 / 1.30 

(m) Compose Chinese-like Style’s Songs          1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

  HK 19 12/32/37/18/5    2.73 / 3 / 1.04 

  Taipei 5 0 / 2 / 9 / 1 / 1   3.08 / 3 / 0.76 

                 

4. Please write down the appropriate percentages of teaching Chinese Music in your lessons (Secondary One to 

Secondary Three in average) and leave those blank when they are inapplicable.  

 

                       Hong Kong   Mean (Mode)SD(Missing) 

Curriculum: Genre      Percentage (%) 
Vocal Music   34.37% (40) 18 (23) 

Instrumental Music   44.82% (40) 21 (23) 
Theory & History   20.81% (20) 14 (23) 

               Total:  100% 

 

      Taipei               Mean (Mode)SD(Missing) 

Curriculum: Genre  Percentage (%) 
Vocal Music   31%  (30)  14  (7) 

Instrumental Music  42%  (10)  27  (7) 
Theory & History  27%  (30)  16  (7) 

              Total:  100% 

 

      Hong Kong   Mean (Mode)SD(Missing) 

Curriculum: Songs      Percentage(%) 
Chinese Folk Songs   45.81% (20) 22 (25) 
Chinese Operas/Operatic Songs   19.48% (20) 13 (25) 
Differences between the voice projection in  
Western & Chinese Songs 

  11.46% (10) 10 (25) 

Chinese Local (eg Hong Kong Pop) Songs  23.25% (10) 18 (25) 

                 Total:  100%  

        Taipei         Mean (Mode)SD(Missing) 

Curriculum: Songs      Percentage(%) 
Chinese Folk Songs   30%  (30)  11  (7) 
Chinese Operas/Operatic Songs   19%  (10)  10  (7) 
Differences between the voice projection in  
Western & Chinese Songs 

  25%  (20)  18  (7) 

Chinese Local (Taiwanese)Pop Songs   26%  (20)  12  (7)) 

              Total:  100% 
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      Hong Kong        Mean (Mode)SD(Missing) 

Curriculum: Instruments      Percentage (%) 
Chinese musical instruments / instrumental music   65.41% (50) 24 (25) 
Differences between Chinese & Western  
instrumental music 

  34.59% (50) 22 (25) 

                        Total:  100% 

                        Taipei                Mean (Mode)SD(Missing) 

Curriculum: Instruments      Percentage (%) 
Chinese musical instruments / instrumental music   51%  (50)  21  (7) 
Differences between Chinese & Western  
instrumental music 

  49%  (50)  20  (7) 

                       Total:  100% 

                   Hong Kong           Mean (Mode)SD(Missing) 

Curriculum: Theory & History     Percentage (%) 
Theoretical aspects of Chinese Music   13.68% (10) 14 (46) 
Historical aspects of Chinese Music   17.12% (10) 13 (46) 
Variety of Musical Styles & Forms of Chinese Songs   25.31% (20) 21 (46) 
Chinese Tonal System, its origin & development    8.88% (10) 7 (46) 
Differences between Chinese & Western Tonal System   16.61% (10) 18 (46) 
Differences between Regional Ethnic Tonal System    8.95% (10) 9 (46) 
Compose Chinese-like Style’s Songs    9.45% (0) 9 (46) 

                      Total:  100% 

                          Taipei      Mean (Mode)SD(Missing) 

Curriculum: Theory & History Percentage (%) 
Theoretical aspects of Chinese Music  15%  (10)   6  (6) 
Historical aspects of Chinese Music  14%  (10)  10  (6) 
Variety of Musical Styles & Forms of Chinese Songs   20%  (20)  13  (6) 
Chinese Tonal System, its origin & development   17%  (10)  18  (6) 
Differences between Chinese & Western Tonal System   13%  (10)   7  (6) 
Differences between Regional Ethnic Tonal System    8%  (10)   6  (6) 
Compose Chinese-like Style’s Songs   13%  (10)   9  (6) 

                         Total:  100% 

4.  Please circle the instruments which you have introduced in Junior forms (S.1 – S.3) before  

   and leave those blank when they are inapplicable. n = 121  (18)   (TAUGHT) 

      

 

(e) Wind Instruments:-     

        Di 104(14)/ Dongxiao 94(11) / Sheng 99(13) / Guan 73(8) / Suona 100(12) / Others:______ 

 

(f) Bowed String Instruments:-   

 Erhu 109(15) / Gaohu 89(12) / Zhonghu 81(11) / Dahu 55(10) / Dihu 55(8) /  

 Gehu 67(10) / Jinghu 74(7) 

 

(g) Plucked String Instruments:-  

        Guqin 86(14) / Zheng 107(15) / Pipa 105(13) / Liuyeqin 70(12) / Ruan 73(10) /  

        Yueqin 50(12) / Qinqin37(5) / Sanxian 68 (10)/ Yangqin 86(13) / Others:__________ 
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(h) Percussion:-   

        Gongs 104(14) / Drums 106(14) / Cymbals 104(15) / Muyu 105(15) / Bangzi 86 (11)/  

        Paiban 88(14) / Bells 89(9) 

 

5. Please circle the Chinese musical genre which has been introduced in lessons of Junior forms (S.1 – S.3) 

    and leave those blank when they are inapplicable. 

 

(d) Folk Music from various provinces, such as  

     Guangdong 102(5) / Chaozhou 27(1) / Kejia 27(12) / Fujian 34(11) / Suzhe 32(5) /  

       Shandong 24(0) /Others: ____ 

 

(e) Operas and Operatic Songs     

Guangdong Operas 90(4) / Chaozhou Operas 18(0) / Beijing Operas 60(13) / Yueju 18(2)/ Kunqu 24(6) / 

Guangdong Hanju Qudiao 24(0) / Others:__________________ 

 

(f) Regional Ballads      

       Guangdong Nanyin 62(1) / Longzhou 25(0) / Muyu 13(2) / Suzhou Pingtan 32(2) /  

       Shandong Dagu 24(5) 

 

(d) Local (Taiwanese) Music  (Taipei only) 

   Taiwanese Aborigine (Solo and Chorus) (15) / Songs of Fulao and Hakka (15)/  

   Taiwanese Drama (13) / Taiwanese Folk Songs (13) / Taiwanese Aborigine  

   (Instrumental Ensemble) (8 )/ Taiwanese Narrative Singing (8 )/  

   Glove-Puppet Drama (12) / String-Puppet Drama (14) / Others: ________ 

(IV) Chinese Music Extra-curricular Activities in Your School 

 

(To complete the following questions, please circle the appropriate answers and fill in the blanks; 

   for those inapplicable, please leave it blank.)     n = 121  (18) 

 

1. Do students have any Chinese music extra-curricular activities in your school? 

Yes 62 (5) / No 59 (13) 

 

2.  If yes, how many students participate in these Chinese music extra-curricular activities? (Both) 

very few; the percentage out of the total number of students in your schools is extremely low . 

 

3. Who is/are the person(s) in charge of those Chinese music extra-curricular activities of your school?  

Schools Music Teacher 4(0) / External Tutor(s) 21(4) / Both of them 27(1) / None of them 35(13) 

 

4. What are the Chinese music extra-curricular activities do your school run? 

    HK: Chinese Instrumental Ensemble 18 / Chinese Music Appreciation 10 / Chinese Orchestra 24  

    Chinese Instrumental Class(es) 45 / Guangdong Opera Class(es) 4 / Others: _______ 
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   Taipei: Chinese Instrumental Ensemble 3 / Chinese Music Appreciation 2 / Chinese Orchestra 3 / 

    Chinese Instrumental Class(es) 2 / Glove-Puppet Drama 0 / String-Puppet Drama 0/       

    Chinese Music in Schools Festival 0 / Others: ______________ 

 

(V) Implementation of Chinese Music Teaching in Music Lessons   n = 121 (18) 

1.   (Please circle the extent of usage of resources in the teaching of Chinese Music  

      in lessons ; 1 – the least adequate & 5– the most adequate.) 

 

                  Missing   Mean / Mode/SD 

(e) Chinese Music References Books      1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

HK  11 37/42/27/4/2    2.04 / 2 / 0.94 

Taipei 1 7 / 5 / 3 / 0 / 2  2.12 / 1  /1.32 

(f) Chinese Music CD-Roms        1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

HK  9 29/39/33/9/4    2.30 / 2 / 1.05 

Taipei 1 4 / 6 / 4 / 1 / 2  2.47 / 2  /1.28 

(g) Audio & Visual Equipment for Teaching Chinese Music   

    eg. CD players, projectors, amplifier, TV sets etc.   1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

          HK  12 8/15/41/24/23   3.35 / 3 / 1.17 

          Taipei 1 1 / 2 / 5 / 5 / 4  3.53 / 4  /1.18 

(h) Chinese Musical Instruments       1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

HK  12 42/23/20/15/11  2.37 / 1 / 1.37 

Taipei 1 10/ 2 / 2 / 3 / 0  1.88 / 1  /1.22 

(e)  Others, please specify:__________________    1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

2.   How do you teach Chinese Music in your lessons?  

(1-the least frequent; 5 - the most frequent)  

 

               Missing   Mean / Mode/SD 

  (a)  Using Textbooks Materials        1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

HK  11 3/4/20/37/47    4.05 / 5 / 1.06 

Taipei 1 0 / 1 / 0 / 3 /13  4.65 / 5 / 0.79 

(b)  Self-preparing Materials         1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5  

          HK  22 22/20/30/18/11  2.76 / 3 / 1.28 

          Taipei 1 3 / 3 / 3 / 6 / 2  3.06 / 4 / 1.34 

  (c)  Demonstrating Chinese Instruments      1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

HK  21 41/21/14/14/12  2.36 / 1 / 1.43 

Taipei 1 10/ 3 / 2 / 1 / 1  1.82 / 1 / 1.24 

  (d)  Playing the CD-Roms or tapes about Chinese Music   1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

HK  14 7/16/24/35/27   3.54 / 4 / 1.20 

Taipei 2 4 / 2 / 3 / 2 / 5  3.13 / 5 / 1.63 
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  (e)  Students write and discuss Concert Report in Chinese Music Performances 

                     1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

           HK  23 35/14/28/13/10   2.49 / 1 / 1.35 

           Taipei 2 6 / 3 / 3 / 2 / 2   2.44 / 1 / 1.46 

  (f)  Invite students to perform Chinese Music with their own Chinese instruments 

                                           1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

           HK     19 38/17/25/12/11   2.40 / 1 / 1.38 

           Taipei 3 7 / 1 / 5 / 1 / 1   2.20 / 1 / 1.32 

 (g)  Others, please specify:__________________     1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 

 

(VI) More Suggestions:       n = 121 (18) 

 

1.  Would you like to have an interview with me for discussing Chinese Music teaching in 

your school? Yes 6 (3) / No 59 (13) If yes, tel. no. _____________; e-mail: ________________ 

 

2. Would you like to arrange a classroom observation on your teaching of Chinese Music  

in your school? Yes 1 (2) / No 99 (14) If yes, tel. no. _____________; e-mail:______________ 
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3. Do you think most of junior secondary students have no interests or lack of interests on Chinese Music?  
Yes 59 (11) / No 16 (3). Please comment it. 
 
HONG KONG 
- It is necessary to be promoted more in the society. 
- There is only one lesson for each classes every week and many rudiments, singing, recorder playing, 

music appreciation, performance etc. have to be taught. Therefore, there is not enough time to teach 
Chinese music. Moreover, students find Chinese music is not applicable to their daily living. 

- Resources are inadequate. Students have no interest. Also, time is limited for the lessons. 
- It is necessary to provide more CD-ROMs and websites for teachers’ resources. 
- Resources are limited. It is hoped that more resources and short courses for teachers’ learning can be 

provided. 
- Some refresher courses of teachers for methodology should be raised. 
- Resources package for multi-media teaching should be produced. 
- Resources are limited. 
- There is only one music lesson every week. Western music is mainly taught in the lessons, while Chinese 

music is only a minority. 
- Teachers’ knowledge is insufficient and resources are limited. 
- Knowledge of teachers is insufficient. They do not have enough guidance and they do not know the way 

of teaching. In addition, resources are limited. 
- Only a few teaching lessons are available. The curriculum is too broad, so it is difficult to cover all of the 

music aspects. 
- The music lessons of Hong Kong are always treated as a minor subject. There are only two music lessons 

in each cycle for Form 1 and Form 2 and one lesson for Form 3. 
- There is too little information provided by the textbooks, and it is difficult to find suitable teaching 

materials. 
- Resources are limited. 
- Many teachers are only graduates of Education College. They have little knowledge of Chinese music 

history, theory, etc. For the music departments in universities, only the Chinese University of Hong Kong 
requires her music students to attend some Chinese music courses. On the other hand, the Education 
Department rarely provides Chinese music teaching courses. 

- A junior teaching CD-ROM (contents and presentation) is needed. Actually, I do not know what and how 
to teach Chinese music. 

 
TAIPEI 
- Teacher training focus on Western music instead of Chinese music. Therefore, teachers find themselves 

more confident and easier to teach Western music. Most primary schools do not teach any Chinese music, 
so that it is difficult to teach Chinese music in the secondary level. The normal way to teach Chinese 
music is singing Chinese folk songs. If students like to learn Chinese music, they need to find other 
external tutors by themselves. 

- Chinese music in the syllabus for junior high schools is little. The information is difficult to be found and 
teachers need to learn this knowledge by themselves. Only one to two chapters on textbooks for one year 
include information about Chinese music. 

- It is necessary to make more teaching materials, for example, videos and CD-ROMs for Chinese music. 
- Most music teachers in Taipei come from the National Taiwan Normal University. Their teacher training 

is focused on Western music and they only learn Chinese music in the 2nd year. Therefore, if we want to 
promote Chinese music in Taiwan, we should promote Chinese music teaching on teacher education in 
the National Taiwan Normal University. 

- We can arrange the favorite songs of the students in way of Chinese music performance and then take it 
into videos, so that students will have more interest and will accept more about Chinese music. 

- There are too few videos about Chinese music. 
- Teachers need to invent more methods to arouse the interest of students in Chinese music, for example, 

demonstrations of different Chinese music instruments in the music lessons. 
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   4.  Please give some comments or suggestions about the teaching of Chinese music in your school or / and 
       in Hong Kong or Taipei. 
 

HONG KONG 
- Teachers’ training is insufficient with no teaching expectations. Therefore, the atmosphere of Chinese 

music learning is not raised. 
- Most students have no interest in Chinese music, but those who learn Chinese musical instruments 

devote themselves to Chinese music very much. It is believed that they are influenced by their musical 
instrument tutor. 

- It is difficult to raise the interest of students because they believe that Chinese music is out-dated. They 
think Chinese music is for the old generations. 

- It is necessary to find some Chinese music related popular songs. 
- Students prefer Western music. 
- Chinese music concerts are rather few and promotions are not enough. 
- Students believe that Chinese music is relatively old-fashioned and do not catch up with the 

contemporary pace. 
- Suitable guidance and examinations are necessary. 
- There is little opportunity of contacting Chinese music in daily lives. 
- Frankly, students are interested (response) in Chinese music but the problem is the lack of interesting 

teaching resources. For example, last year, the Education Department held the ‘Guangdong Opera 
Workshop’ (To introduce Operas’ Costume) and the response is not bad. 

- Secondary students always believe that Chinese music is old-fashioned and out-dated. The society does 
not promote a good Chinese cultural environment. 

- Students prefer popular music and they show no interest in Western music, especially, Chinese classical 
music. 

- There are too few chances have to contact Chinese music. 
- Also, there are only a few students who still have interest on Chinese music. 
- It is because teachers do not have adequate knowledge in Chinese music, so that they are unable to 

arouse students’ interest. There is also very few research on Chinese music teaching. 
- Students have only a few chances to contact Chinese music. 
 
TAIPEI 
- Normally, parents control students much in their time of studying. In the level of junior high school, the 

pressure of examination is very high, so that students find no time to learn Chinese instruments as well as 
parents do not want to buy these instruments to their children. On the other hand, schools have no extra 
fund to buy Chinese music instruments or have not enough places for the instruments’ storage. Moreover, 
the standards of students in each class are different. Therefore, it is difficult to teach Chinese instruments 
in music lessons. If the students are clever enough, they will find ways to learn these instruments. 

- The society, for example, the mass media, only show little interest on Chinese music. The Ministry of 
Education needs to lead the promotion of Chinese music, especially on the designing of Chinese music in 
the official syllabi.  

- Suitable teaching materials with suitable teaching methodology by music teachers can have more effect 
on teaching Chinese music in lessons. 

- There is no stimulation of Chinese music in the environment for current students. 
- I need to use more active teaching methodologies on Chinese music to arouse the interest of students.  
- Students find Chinese music dull and have no interest. Students always sleep in the lessons when 

teachers teach Chinese music. Therefore, teachers need to give more oral questions to their students, so 
that the students will not lose interest in the lessons. 

- Most popular music is in the form of Western ways. Students object Classical music and also do not 
accept traditional Chinese music. 

 
 

End of Questionnaire 
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Appendix 3.12: Interesting Points Found in the Comparative Data of  

Questionnaires from Hong Kong and Taipei 

 

Target:  HK   121schools (121 questionnaires) / 395 schools (~30% returned rate) 

  Taipei 11 schools (18 questionnaires) / 59 schools (~20% returned rate) 

 

(I) Music Teacher’s Personal Particulars 

1. Sex: Both Female music teachers found mostly. 

2. Teaching Experiences: Both Evenly distributed. 

3. Professional Training: HK  ~20% music teachers with degrees without teacher certificates. 

Taipei  Almost all music teachers with degree and teacher certificates. 

 4. Music as major: HK  ~85% music teachers take music as major in their tertiary study. 

     Taipei ALL music teachers take music as major in their tertiary study. 

5. Western Instruments: HK  ~85% music teachers can play more than one Western instruments. 

    Taipei  Nearly all music teachers can play more than one Western instruments. 

6. Chinese Instruments: HK  ~80% music teachers can play more than one Chinese instruments. 

    Taipei ~50% music teachers can play more than one Western instruments. 

7. Learning Chinese Music: HK Most music teachers (~50%) learn Chinese music from their tertiary education. 

Taipei Most music teachers learn Chinese music from their secondary education (~30%) and 

secondary education (~30%). 

 8. Duration: HK  25% music teachers didn’t learn any Chinese music in their tertiary education. 

    Taipei 17% music teachers didn’t learn any Chinese music in their tertiary education. 

    Both  Music teachers normally study one to two years Chinese music in their tertiary education. 

 9. Refresher Training Course: HK 80% music teachers did not attend any Chinese music refresher training course. 

       Taipei 67% music teachers did not attend any Chinese music refresher training course. 

 10. Courses attended: Both  Music teachers normally take one to two Chinese music refresher training course. 

 11. Chinese Music Syllabus: HK Music teachers write their Chinese music in schools’ syllabus are varied much. 

         Taipei Music teachers write their Chinese music in schools’ syllabus are normally  

                                  follow textbook written or follow Official Syllabus with light modification. 

         Both Extremely few music teachers strictly follow Official Syllabus. 

 

(II) Extent of Chinese Music Teaching in Music Lessons 

1. Western Music : Chinese Music (in general) 

    Hong Kong       Taipei   
 Music teachers at both places prefer teaching 
 Western music to Chinese music. 
 Ratio around 65 : 35 

  Secondary  One    69  :  31     70  :  30 
  Secondary  Two    68  :  32     63  :  37 
  Secondary  Three    71  :  29     61  :  39 

  

2.  Singing Western Folk Song : Singing Chinese Traditional Folk Song 

    Hong Kong       Taipei   
 Music teachers at both places prefer singing 
 Western folk song to Chinese folk songs. 
 Ratio around 70 : 30 

  Secondary  One    68  :  32     76  :  24 
  Secondary  Two    68  :  32     71  :  29 
  Secondary  Three    72  :  28     64  :  36 
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3.  Teaching History of Western Music : Teaching History of Chinese Music 

    Hong Kong       Taipei   
 Music teachers at both places prefer teaching
 history of Western music to Chinese music. 
 Ratio around 73 : 27 except S.3 in Taipei 

  Secondary  One    73  :  27     76  :  24 
  Secondary  Two    73  :  27     71  :  29 
  Secondary  Three    76  :  24     64  :  36 

 

4.  Teaching Western Musical Aesthetic Knowledge : Teaching Chinese Musical Aesthetic Knowledge 

    Hong Kong       Taipei  Music teachers at both places prefer teaching
 Western musical aesthetic knowledge to 
 Chinese musical aesthetic knowledge. 
 Ratio around 75 : 25 except S.3 in Taipei 

  Secondary  One    75  :  25     76  :  24 
  Secondary  Two    74  :  26     78  :  22 
  Secondary  Three    77  :  23     64  :  36 

 

5. Teaching Life of Western Composers : Teaching Life of Chinese Composers 

    Hong Kong       Taipei   
 Music teachers at both places prefer teaching 
 life of Western composers to Chinese composers.
 Ratio around 70 : 30 

  Secondary  One    69  :  31     75  :  25 
  Secondary  Two    68  :  32     77  :  23 
  Secondary  Three    71  :  29     66  :  34 

 

6. Teaching Cultures of Western Music : Teaching Cultures of Chinese Music 

    Hong Kong       Taipei   
 Music teachers at both places prefer teaching
 cultures of Western music to Chinese music.
 Ratio around 75 : 25 except S.3 in Taipei 

  Secondary  One    74  :  26     74  :  26 
  Secondary  Two    74  :  26     76  :  24 
  Secondary  Three    76  :  24     66  :  34 

 

7. Teaching Genres of Western Music : Teaching Genres of Chinese Music 

    Hong Kong       Taipei   
 Music teachers at both places prefer teaching
 genres of Western music to Chinese music. 
 Ratio around 73: 27 

  Secondary  One    74  :  26     75  :  25 
  Secondary  Two    72  :  28     72  :  28 
  Secondary  Three    76  :  24     73  :  27 

 

8. Listening Traditional Chinese Music : Listening Contemporary Chinese Music 

    Hong Kong       Taipei   
Music teachers in Taipei choose listening a  
little bit more on contemporary Chinese music 
than traditional Chinese music. 

  Secondary  One    64  :  36     60  :  40 
  Secondary  Two    63  :  37     57  :  43 
  Secondary  Three    63  :  37     59  :  41 

 

 

9. Singing Chinese Vocal Music : Listening Chinese Music 

    Hong Kong       Taipei   
 Music teachers at both places choose singing
 and listening Chinese music in about equally 
 half and half portion. 

  Secondary  One    58  :  42     51  :  49 
  Secondary  Two    55  :  45     53  :  47 
  Secondary  Three    55  :  45     54  :  46 

 

 

10. Listening Chinese Vocal Music : Listening Chinese Instrumental Music 

    Hong Kong       Taipei   
Hong Kong music teachers prefer listening 
Chinese vocal music but Taipei music teachers
prefer listening Chinese instrument music. 

  Secondary  One    69  :  31     40  :  60 
  Secondary  Two    68  :  32     41  :  59 
  Secondary  Three    71  :  29     42  :  58 
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11. Singing Local Chinese Vocal Music : Singing Other Regional Chinese Vocal Music 

    Hong Kong       Taipei Hong Kong music teachers show no special  
favorite on singing any special regional Chinese  
vocal music but Taipei music teachers prefer singing
more on their local vocal music. 

  Secondary  One    56  :  44     69  :  31 
  Secondary  Two    57  :  43     64  :  36 
  Secondary  Three    59  :  41     61  :  39 

12. Listening Local Chinese Music : Listening Other Regional Chinese Music 

    Hong Kong       Taipei Hong Kong music teachers show no special  
favorite on listening any special regional Chinese 
music but Taipei music teachers prefer listening 
more on their local vocal music. 

  Secondary  One    50  :  50     63  :  37 
  Secondary  Two    50  :  50     61  :  39 
  Secondary  Three    51  :  49     54  :  46 

  

13. The extent of an Ideal Chinese Music Teaching (1- the most important; 7- the least important) 

          Hong   Kong               Taipei 
 The First Priority    Students own interests / abilities   The Official Music Syllabus 
 The Second Priority    Music Teacher(s) own interests / abilities   Music Teacher(s) own interests / abilities 
 The Third Priority    The Official Music Syllabus    Students own interests / abilities 
 The Fourth Priority    Suggestions made by CDI / Inspectors   Contents of Textbooks 
 The Fifth Priority    Contents of Textbooks   Suggestions made by CDI / Inspectors 
 The Sixth Priority    School Authority own decision   Students’ parents own interests 
 The Seventh Priority    Students’ parents own interests   School Authority own decision 

 

14. The Extent of Implementation of Chinese Music Teaching (1- the most important; 7- the least important) 

          Hong   Kong               Taipei 
 The First Priority    Music Teacher(s) own interests / abilities   The Official Music Syllabus 
 The Second Priority    Students own interests / abilities   Contents of Textbooks 
 The Third Priority    The Official Music Syllabus   Music Teacher(s) own interests / abilities 
 The Fourth Priority    Suggestions made by CDI / Inspectors   Students own interests / abilities 
 The Fifth Priority    Contents of Textbooks   Students’ parents own interests 
 The Sixth Priority    School Authority own decision   Suggestions made by CDI / Inspectors 
 The Seventh Priority    Students’ parents own interests   School Authority own decision 

 

(III) Nature of Chinese Music in Music Lessons 

1a. The Most Common Items Taught in Lessons 

            Hong        Kong                  Taipei 
 Chinese Folk Songs  Chinese Folk Songs 
 Chinese Musical Instruments and/or Instrumental music  Chinese Musical Instruments and/or instrumental music
 Chinese Local Songs, eg. HK Pop Songs  Chinese Local Songs, eg. Taiwanese Songs 
Differences between Chinese & Western Instrumental Music  Variety of Musical Styles & Forms of Chinese Songs 

 

 

1b. The Least Common Items Taught in Lessons 

            Hong        Kong                  Taipei 
 Compose Chinese-like Style’s Songs  Differences between Regional Ethnic Tonal Systems 
 Differences between Regional Ethnic Tonal Systems  Difference and Similarities between the voice projection 

 In Western and Chinese Songs 

 

2a. The Most Important Items in Chinese Music Teaching (1- the least important; 5- the most important) 

          Hong    Kong Mean             Taipei  Mean
Chinese Musical Instruments / Instrumental music  3.88 Chinese Folk Songs  4.00 
Chinese Folk Songs  3.82 Differences between Chinese & Western Instrumental Music  3.86 
Differences between Chinese & Western Instrumental Music  3.21 Chinese Musical Instruments / Instrumental music  3.80 
Chinese Operas and / or Operatic Songs  3.15 Historical Aspects of Chinese Music  3.36 
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2b. The Least Important Items in Chinese Music Teaching (1- the least important; 5- the most important) 

          Hong    Kong  Mean             Taipei Mean
Differences between Regional Ethnic Tonal System  2.39 Chinese Tonal System, its origin & development  2.31
Chinese Tonal System, its origin & development  2.57 Theoretical Aspects of Chinese Music &Differences 

between Chinese & Western Tonal Systems 
 2.57

 

 

 3. Percentages of Teaching Chinese Music in Lessons  

a.   Curriculum / Genre (Vocal Music : Instrumental Music : Theory & History) 

HK  34 : 45 : 21 

Taipei 31 : 42 : 27 

b. Songs (Folk Songs : Operatic Songs : Voice Projection : Local Songs) 

HK  46 : 20 : 11 : 23 

Taipei 30 : 19 : 25 : 26 

c. Instruments (Instrumental music : Differences between Chinese & Western Instrumental Music) 

HK  65 : 35 

Taipei 51 : 49 

d. Theory & History (Theoretical Aspects : Historical Aspects : Variety of Musical Styles & Forms : 

   Tonal System : Difference Between Chinese & Western Tonal System : 

    Differences between Regional Ethnic Tonal System : Compose Chinese-like Song) 

    HK  14 : 17 : 25 : 9 : 17 : 9 : 9 

    Taipei 15 : 14 : 20 : 17 : 13 : 8 : 13 

4. Nearly all wind, bowed, plucked string and percussion instruments are taught by music teachers at both places. 

 

5. Chinese Musical Genres be introduced in Music Lessons 

a. Folk Music (provinces) 

HK   Prefer teaching Guangdong folk music 

Taipei  Prefer teaching Kejia and Fujian folk music 

b. Operas and Operatic Songs 

HK  Prefer teaching Guangdong Operas & Beijing Operas 

Taipei  Prefer teaching Beijing Operas 

c. Regional Ballads 

HK  Prefer teaching Guangdong Nanjin 

Taipei  No special favorite items taught  

d. Only Taipei music teachers have introduced their local Taiwanese music to students in music lessons, for example, 

songs of Fulao and Hakka & solo or chorus of Taiwanese aborigine songs. On contrary, there are no local Hong 

Kong music (except Hong Kong Pop music) introduced by Hong Kong music teachers. 

N.B. Hong Kong music teachers prefer teaching more on Guangdong musical genre. On the other hand, Taipei music 

teachers have no special Chinese musical genre that are taught in lessons, except they would like to teach more on 

Kejia and Fujian folk music. 
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(IV) Chinese Music Extra-curricular Activities in School 

Half of schools in Hong Kong have Chinese music extra-curricular activities in their schools but only one-third 

schools in Taipei have Chinese music extra-curricular activities in their schools. There are extremely few students at both 

places participate in the above activities. Some Hong Kong schools employed external tutors or invite their music 

teachers to organise these activities but most Taipei schools haven’t employed any external tutors or invite their music 

teachers to teach these activities. The major Chinese music extra-curricular activities in Hong Kong schools is Chinese 

instrumental classes. 

(V) Implementation of Chinese Music in Lessons 

Hong Kong music teachers found their Chinese music references books are inadequate, Chinese music CD-Roms 

and Chinese musical instruments are barely adequate. On the other hand, Taipei music teachers found their Chinese 

musical instrument are inadequate. 

 

Music teachers in Hong Kong prefer using textbooks materials more on teaching Chinese music in lessons and 

lesser frequent to use self-preparing materials. In Taipei, music teachers are also preferred using textbooks materials more 

on teaching Chinese music in lessons. Teachers on both places are few to invite students to write and to discuss concert 

report in Chinese music performances or perform Chinese instruments and also music teachers are also few to 

demonstrate Chinese instruments in lessons. 
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Appendix 5.1: Questions for Interviews about the Chinese Music in the  

Junior Secondary Music Syllabi in Hong Kong and Taipei 

 
Syllabi: HK/CDC (1983) & Taipei/MOE(1994) 
Interviewer: The researcher 
Interviewees: Hong Kong –  1. Dr. Cham Lai Suk-ching, Estella (former Principal Inspector) 
      2. Dr. Fanny Ng (former Senior Curriculum Officer) 
      3. Mr. Yeh Cheung Shing (Senior Curriculum Officer) 
      4. Mr. Tai Kit Man (Senior Curriculum Officer) 
      5. Ms Amy Lau (Integrated Music publisher representative) 
 

Taipei -   1. Prof. Lai Mei Ling (Professor of National Taiwan Normal  
University and author of music textbook) 

  2. Dr. Wu Shui Wen (Lecturer of National Taiwan Normal University) 
      3. Prof. Yao Shi Ze (Professor of National Taiwan Normal University) 
      3. Ms. Lu Hui Yan (Retired music teacher) 
      4. Two Knsh publisher representatives 
Typed: Semi-structural interviews (with recording) 
 
Languages: Cantonese/HK & Mandarin/Taipei 
 

Questions: 

1. What is the background of the formation of the music syllabi?  

2. Does the syllabus’ committee discuss the proportion of Chinese music and non-Chinese music in the syllabus 

properly?  

3. What is / do they suggest the proportion of Chinese music and non-Chinese music in the syllabus? 

4. Does the syllabus’ committee discuss the content (genre) of Chinese music and non-Chinese music in the 

syllabus? 

5. How does the committee or you in selecting (criteria) suitable content of Chinese music and non-Chinese 

music in the syllabus? Why? 

6. Do you think the committee or you are influenced by the political, social and educational in choosing of the 

content of Chinese music and non-Chinese music in the syllabus? How? Why? 

7.  Do you think the content of syllabus is the same as your ideal/proposed syllabus? 

8. What do you suggest to modify and improve the music syllabus? 

9. In deciding the music syllabus, do you think the music publishers, music teachers and students can accept the 

designed syllabus? How? Why? 

10. What is the criterion in choosing of the nature and extent of Chinese music and non-Chinese music? 

11. What are the similarities and difference between the syllabus and the past syllabus? 

12. What do you suggest to the coming syllabus which can improve the limitation of the past syllabus? 

13. What is the nature and extent of Chinese music and non-Chinese music should be added in the coming 

syllabus or should be deleted from the past syllabus? Why? 

14.  Do you think the music syllabus links with the secondary schools curriculum or links with the present 

educational goals? 

15. Please comment or give suggestions to the music syllabus. 
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Appendix 6.1: Report of Interviewing with Representative of Hong Kong Music Publisher 

 

Date: 18/1/2002 (Friday) 

Time: 1300 – 1400 

Interviewee: Amy Lau (劉玉珍), promotion manager of the Hong Kong Music Publisher (香港音樂出版社) 

Interviewer: Lau Kai-chi, Anthony 

Reasons for meeting: (1) Ms. Lau wants to promote the new music IT software with current music textbooks 

to school. 

 

       (2) The reporter, myself, wants to know how the authors and editors decide the nature 

and extent of Chinese music curricula in music textbooks (Integrated Music Book I, II and III) of the junior 

secondary form,.  

 

Background: (1) Hong Kong Music Publisher (HKMP) has published two sets of music textbooks, namely 

Integrated Music (中國音樂) and Music Rhythm (音樂韻律) (both with  English and Chinese editions). Over 50% 

of music textbooks in the junior secondary form Hong Kong are published by the HKMP. Moreover, the English 

version of Integrated Music I to III is widely used by the 114 Band I English schools. The data was given by Amy 

orally during the meeting. 

 

         (2) Amy is also the researcher of the music market in Hong Kong secondary schools. She gathers 

(the) suggestions and comments from music teachers about the nature of music textbook, then reports them to the 

HKMP. (For example, I prefer to include more HK Chinese popular music in the textbooks because it is one of the 

characteristics of HK Chinese music. In addition, students like to sing these rather trendy, up-to-date songs. She 

accepted my suggestion and reflected it to the HKMP. The HKMP (also) agreed with my suggestions and added 

more HK Chinese popular songs to the new edition of (music) textbooks. However, she also said that many music 

teachers complained and did not agree to include so many Chinese popular songs in the English edition of (music) 

textbooks, since they said that their school was EMI schools. She complained that HKMP had used a large amount 

of money to buy the copyrights of the HK Chinese popular songs and it only accepted by part of music teachers) 

Consequently, she will digest and conclude the suggestions made by the music teachers (she believes HK music 

teachers only teach the parts they are familiar and with capable to teach because the (music) syllabus(es) in HK is 

rather broad and music teachers can freely select the elective parts) and then reflect the summary to the HKMP, and 

hopes that the HKMP can modify the music textbooks. Moreover, Amy also gathers related information of music 

elements the authors/editors, for reference to writing the music textbooks. (I will discuss more about it in the 

following section, for the authors and editors’ reference when writing textbooks). 

 

Conclusions (made from Meeting): (1) Every music textbook is divided into several parts and an author writes 

each part. Mr. Ng Man Shing, who is now living in Canada, writes the part of Chinese music part and he 

surprisingly mainly Western music but less on Chinese music. 
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      (2) Amy gathers informations about the current directions of HK school music 

from CDI, music syllabus and music teachers. She then finds related materials as music references for Mr. Ng. She 

faxes them to Mr Ng because she said Mr. Ng is rather old and is not keen on using e-mail. The materials are mostly 

common from Ngai Sing Music Company (藝聲音樂娛樂公司) which is traditional music companies selling 

traditional music, especially Chinese ones. The Chinese music material gathered by Amy is normally the reference 

material from the tapes and records of Chinese traditional music. Mr. Ng uses the recordings and reference material 

to write his part of Chinese music in the textbook. (It seems he does not understand Chinese music well and write 

the reading of Chinese music. It maybe doesn’t qualify as a writer of Chinese music reading.) Once, Mr. Ng listened 

to a recording of Chinese music and dictated some of the melodies and then wrote them in textbooks. It is 

discovered by a Chinese music teacher that all the melodies contained too many sharps and flats. It is not commonly 

found in the Chinese music repertoire. Chinese music normally has few sharps and flats. The melodies all seemed to 

be raised up half a tone. It might be the problem of production or retaining of music records, as a result, the music 

was sharpenedor flattened a bit. It is a good example that the writer did not know Chinese music well but he wrote 

the part of Chinese music in (music) textbooks and distributed wrong messages to many schools and students. It is 

really harmful and detrimental to them! Amy also made a joke: since some (other) music publishers like to copy the 

information of the HKMP’s music textbooks, these wrong messages are also spread by other music textbooks! 

 

     (3) She also reported that many music teachers do not like to teach the part of 

Chinese music, so it is usually neglected by the teachers. Consequently, in the music writers and publishers’s point 

of view, the nature and extent of Chinese music are not important. 

 

     (4) I have tried to arrange an itnterview with (by e-mail, fax or phone) the writer of 

Chinese music, Mr. Ng, for many times, but this proposal is not accepted by Amy. She only accepts tohelp me fax 

my questions about (nature and extent of) Chinese music (in music textbooks) to Mr. Ng, but not to let me meet him 

in person! 
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Appendix 8.1 : The Socio – political Forces Influences to Music Curricula: Chinese & Non-Chinese Music 

 

FORCES PLACES CAUSES EFFECTS 

 Intended Curriculum (Official Music Syllabuses) 

Social / 
Cultural 

HK 
& 

Taipei 
(Similarities) 

Both cities want to show no bias on either 
Western culture or Chinese culture. 

Both Western music and Chinese music are shown on 
official music syllabus and are almost balanced in the parts 
of music appreciation and songs. 

Music educators from both places learn 
and are trained mainly on Western music.

Western music theories are introduced mainly and only a few 
Chinese theories are discussed. 

Most people in Hong Kong and Taipei 
are Chinese. 

The two main components of music elements in the music 
syllabuses are Chinese music and non-Chinese music.  

Western music theory is the main and 
major stream of theoretical teaching in 
music. 

Mainly Western music theory is introduced in both Hong 
Kong and Taipei music syllabuses, and a few introduce 
Chinese music theory. 

HK 
& 

Taipei 
(Differences) 

The interpretations of Chinese music are 
different in two places. 

In Hong Kong, Chinese music is those written by Chinese; 
in Taipei, Chinese music means those has Chinese lyrics.  

Two cities have different degrees of 
emphasizes on their local music and local 
composers 

Taipei music syllabus encourages and promotes her local 
music much more than Hong Kong ones. 

People from the two places have different 
recognitions and acceptances of local 
music. 

It is found that the Taiwanese government has more 
promotions of her local music and her local composers than 
the Hong Kong government. 

Different natures of aboriginal music are 
found in the music syllabus. 

The Taiwanese government has a great promotion of her 
local music including aboriginal music; conversely, the 
Hong Kong syllabus does not show any aboriginal music. 

HK Most Hong Kong people are Chinese. Chinese music is highly promoted in the music syllabus. 
Hong Kong experienced a colonial period 
by Britain.  

A lot of Western music genres are introduced in the music 
syllabus. 

Japan and Taiwan cultures, for example, 
music, influence youngsters. 

Japanese and Taiwanese songs are found in the music 
syllabus. 

Taipei Most of the Taipei people are Chinese. Chinese music is introduced in the music syllabus. 
Taipei experienced a colonial period 
controlled by Japan and European 
powers. 

Some Japanese songs and Europeans songs are introduced in 
the music syllabus. 

Japan cultures, for example, music, 
influence youngsters. 

Japanese songs are found in the music syllabus. 

The Taiwanese government promotes her 
local culture. 

Local music genres, songs and music repertories are 
promoted in the music syllabus. 

Political 

HK 
& 

Taipei 
(Similarities) 

Both cities experienced being colonial 
cities by European powers. 

Western music shows a certain importance in the music 
syllabuses. 

Both cities experienced wars long time 
ago. 

Patriotic songs are not encouraged to be taught in the music 
syllabuses. 

Governments do not have any extra force 
and pressure to the music syllabus 
designers. 

Music syllabus designers can design their own music 
syllabus according to their will. 

HK 
& 

Taipei 
(Differences) 

The acceptance of being a part of China 
is different between Hong Kong and 
Taipei. 

The interpretations of Chinese music are quite different 
between the two cities. 

Hong Kong returned to China in 1997, 
but Taipei did not. 

More different genres of Chinese music, in terms of quantity, 
are introduced in the Hong Kong music curricula than the 
Taipei ones. 

The duration of amendment and update 
of music syllabus is different. 

The Hong Kong syllabus will be changed in nearly 30 years 
later. It is because the Hong Kong government remains its 
stability for a long time. The Taipei music syllabus is 
changed for every 8 to 10 years. It may due to the change of 
ruling parties. 

The majority differences in the contents 
of the music syllabuses in the periods are 
different. 

Before and after 1997 in Hong Kong; before and after the 
martial law was lifted in Taiwan 

HK HK is a colony before 1997 under the 
rule of Britain. 

The extents of Western music and Chinese music are in 
similar proportion. 

Hong Kong is a cosmopolitan city. Music from different parts of the world are recommended 
and introduced in the music syllabus. 
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China has relatively little contact with 
Hong Kong especially before 1997. 

No specific high weight of Chinese music is recommended 
and introduced in the music syllabus, although most of Hong 
Kong people are Chinese. 

Taipei Naming of Chinese music is ambiguous. Chinese Music means music with Chinese lyrics instead of 
those belong to Chinese music genres 

Taiwan government wants to reduce and 
separate from the influences by mainland 
China. 

Local music genres are introduced.  

Taipei is a cosmopolitan city. Music from different parts of the world are recommended 
and introduced in the music syllabus. 

Economic 

HK 
& 

Taipei 
(Similarities) 

Both cities are cosmopolitan cities, which 
have a large amount of trade with 
different countries. 

A large amount of Western music is introduced in both music 
syllabuses. 

Both Hong Kong and Taipei are wealthy 
cities. 

Most of music genres and songs introduced are lively instead 
of in dark and bad mood. 

HK 
& 

Taipei 
(Differences) 

The relationships of economy between 
Hong Kong and the mainland China is 
closer than that between Taipei and the 
Mainland China. 

More different kinds of Chinese music are included in the 
Hong Kong music syllabus than those in the Taipei music 
syllabus. 

HK Hong Kong is a cosmopolitan city in 
terms of trade and business of the world; 
it has a close relationship with the 
Western world. 

Music mixes with both characteristics and techniques of 
Chinese music and Western music, for example, 
contemporary Chinese music (using Chinese instruments to 
perform but written in Western techniques). 

There is a close partnership between 
Hong Kong and Britain in the colonial 
period. 

Western music has a high / dominant position in the music 
syllabus. 

Taipei Taiwan has a close relationship with USA 
in economy, especially, after the retreat of 
Republic of China. 

A certain extent of Western music genres is shown in the 
music syllabus. 

Taipei is a cosmopolitan city in terms of 
trade and business of the world; it has a 
close relationship with the Western 
world. 

Western folk songs with Chinese lyrics are introduced in the 
music syllabus. 

 Resourced Curriculum (Music Textbooks) 

Social / 
Cultural 

HK 
& 

Taipei 
(Similarities) 

Music publishers and designers from 
both places have no bias on either 
Western music or Chinese music. 

Both Western and Chinese music, songs, and repertories are 
shown in music textbooks. 

The experiences of the publishers and 
designers of the music textbooks are 
mainly in Western music. 

Western music is a little bit more dominant than Chinese 
music in the music textbooks. 

HK 
& 

Taipei 
(Differences) 

Music publishers have different degree of 
emphasizes on local music. 

Different extents of local music are shown in different music 
textbooks. 

Different understandings of Chinese 
music are shown in the two places. 

In Hong Kong, Chinese music means those written by 
Chinese; in Taipei, music which their lyrics are written in 
Chinese are known as Chinese music. 

Most Hong Kong students can read and 
are familiar with English in their junior 
secondary schools. 

More English songs are found in Hong Kong music 
textbooks than in Taipei music textbooks. 

HK Before 1997: Most people look down 
Chinese music; Chinese music has a 
relatively lower status. 

Although Western music and Chinese music have equal 
proportions in the music syllabus, publishers prefer choosing 
more Western music in music textbooks, especially before 
1997. 

After 1997: A certain extent of people has 
recognized their identities of Chinese. 

The weight of Chinese music in textbooks was increased. 

Western music is dominant in the society, 
e.g. learning and performing mainly 
based on Western musical instruments. 

Lots of Western music is introduced in music textbooks. 

Hong Kong is a cosmopolitan city and 
students start to learn English in 
kindergartens. 

A lot of English songs (with English lyrics) are introduced in 
music textbooks. 

Taipei Local music is promoted both by the 
government and local people, especially, 
during martial law was in effect. 

Local songs, repertories and music genres are introduced in 
music textbooks. 

English lessons are only introduced in 
senior high schools. 

Only few English songs (1 to 2 in each textbook) are 
introduced in the music textbooks. 

Western music is dominant in the society, 
e.g. learning and performing mainly base 
on Western musical instruments. 

Lots of Western music is introduced in the music textbooks.
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Political 

 
 

HK 
& 

Taipei 
(Similarities) 

Some Chinese composers, e.g. Huang Zi 
are recognized by both cities. 

The music which is written by those composers are found in 
both cities’ textbooks. 

Western music theory is dominant in the 
teaching of music theory in the whole 
world. 

Both Hong Kong and Taipei music textbooks introduce a lot 
of Western music theories and a few Chinese music theories.

HK 
& 

Taipei 
(Differences) 

Local music is encouraged and promoted. In Hong Kong, Hong Kong pop music and Guangdong opera 
are encouraged; in Taipei, Taiwanese local music is 
promoted. 

Two cities had experienced different 
duration of colonial periods. 

Hong Kong: Finished her colonial period at July, 1997, so a 
lot of English songs are found in textbooks; conversely, there 
are only a few English songs found in Taipei textbooks. 

English is the second language as well as 
one of the official languages in Hong 
Kong, but conversely, in Taipei, it is not. 

Both Chinese and English editions of music textbooks 
appear in Hong Kong; conversely, there is only Chinese 
edition of music textbooks in Taipei. 

Two cities have different degrees of 
acceptance of the mainland China. 

In Hong Kong, different genres and places of Chinese music 
are shown in textbooks, conversely, a relatively few genres 
and Chinese music are found in Taipei textbooks. 

The acceptance of being Chinese is 
different between the publishers of Hong 
Kong and Taipei. 

The acceptance and interpretations of Chinese music are 
different among the music publishers and designers in the 
two cities. 

HK Hong Kong was being colonial for a long 
time and people learn music from the 
West. 

A few local music and local composers are introduced in 
music textbooks.  

Many local musicians learn music from 
the West or are influenced much from the 
West. 

The music written by local composers is mostly in Western 
techniques / styles. 

Taipei Government promotes local culture. Lots of local composers and their works are introduced in 
music textbooks. 

Many music scholars study their further 
degrees in the United States or European 
countries. 

Many songs composed by local composers are in Western 
techniques / styles. 

Economic 

HK 
& 

Taipei 
(Similarities) 

Both cities also have close economic 
communication with some Asian 
countries, e.g. Japan, Thailand and 
Vietnam, etc. 

Some folk songs or melodies from these Asian countries are 
promoted in the music textbooks, especially Japanese pop 
music. 

HK 
& 

Taipei 
(Differences) 

The quality of publishers and the price in 
Hong Kong music textbooks are better 
and higher than those of Taipei. 

The qualities of Hong Kong music textbooks, including 
paper quality and colour quality are higher than those of 
Taipei. 

HK Hong Kong is a cosmopolitan city. A lot 
of trading exists between HK and 
Western countries. As a result, English is 
an important tool in business. 

A lot of English songs (written in English lyrics) are shown 
in the music textbooks. 

Due to the rapid growth of economy in 
Hong Kong, there is an increase in the 
relationship with Western countries in 
different trading. 

Western pop music invades the knowledge of music 
publishers. They think Chinese music is outdated product 
and cannot catch up with the popular and updated Western 
music. Therefore, a lot of Western pop songs are introduced 
by the music textbooks. 

Taipei The Government supports the funding to 
the music publishers in local music 
promotion. 

Many local works are composed and local music hardware is 
made, e.g. Local music CD-ROMs and photos are made. 

 Implemented Curriculum (Music Teachers) 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

HK 
& 

Taipei 
(Similarities) 

Music teachers mainly learn Western 
music and lack Chinese music training in 
their childhood and tertiary education. 

Music teachers from both places have more confidence and 
will to teach Western music instead of Chinese music.  

Most music teachers can play more than 
one Western instrument and most of them 
cannot play any Chinese instruments. 

Music teachers from both places mainly introduce Western 
instruments instead of Chinese instruments. The discussions 
of Chinese instruments are mainly based on textbooks which 
had been written. 

Music teachers from both cities have 
faced the pressure of ‘entrance 
examination’ of their students. 

Music subject is normally treated to have a lower status and 
their lessons are easily occupied by other major subjects for 
extra lessons. 

Music is a low-stated subjects Music lessons are not considered as important as the other 
subjects. The promotion of Chinese music is also not 
considered important. 
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Social / 
Cultural 

 
 
 

HK 
& 

Taipei 
(Differences) 

Most Hong Kong music teachers admit 
themselves as Chinese; conversely, most 
music teachers, especially the young ones 
admit themselves as Taiwanese instead of 
Chinese. 

Hong Kong music teachers believe Chinese music is a part 
of their traditional heritage but Taipei music teachers do not 
accept it. 

Hong Kong people are ruled by Britain 
and Taiwan is ruled by Kuomintang Party 
and Democratic Progressive Party for a 
long time. 

Different governments create different social cultures. 
Different social cultures give different impacts and 
experiences to the music teachers. 

Hong Kong is back to China after 1997, 
but Taiwan is not. 

Music teachers in Hong Kong have more opportunities to 
recognize China and her cultures, for example, Chinese 
music. 

The training of music teachers in Taipei 
are mostly sponsored by the government, 
but in Hong Kong, it is paid by the music 
teachers themselves. 

Taipei music teachers have a stronger sense of belongingness 
to her government than those in Hong Kong. 

HK Most Hong Kong music teachers were 
learning and studying music during the 
colonial period. They are influenced by 
Western music much. 

Music teachers prefer teaching Western music instead of 
Chinese music because they have no interest or no 
confidence to teach Chinese music. 

People (including music teachers) think 
Chinese music has a lower status than 
Western music. 

Chinese music is not highly recommended by music 
teachers. 

Many Hong Kong people think they are 
“Hongkongese” instead of Chinese. 

Hong Kong music teachers have no sense of belongingness 
to their local culture and Chinese music. 

Taipei Most Taipei music teachers learn a few 
about Chinese music before their 
teaching. 

Music teachers have not enough knowledge and have no 
confidence to teach Chinese music. 

Many Taiwan people think they are 
Taiwanese instead of Chinese. 

Taipei music teachers have no sense of belongingness to 
Chinese culture and Chinese music. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Political 

 
HK 
& 

Taipei 
(Similarities) 

Most of the music teachers from both 
cities are Chinese. 

They know that they have the responsibilities to teach their 
prestigious heritage, Chinese music. 

Music teachers from both cities have 
experienced little force and threat from 
their governments. 

Music teachers from both places can freely design their own 
music syllabuses in different nature and extent of Chinese 
and non-Chinese music according their own will. 

Most music teachers from both cities 
have not experienced the rule by 
mainland China for a long time. 

The sense of belongingness for being a Chinese is weak 
among the music teachers in both cities. 

Both cities have left their motherland for 
a certain time. 

Both cities seem to have lost their origins and roots. They 
find themselves as having rootless cultures. 

 
 

HK 
& 

Taipei 
(Differences) 

Due to the different acceptances of the 
Mainland China as their motherland, 
music teachers have different 
understandings of Chinese music. 

In Hong Kong, Chinese music is mainly written by Chinese 
including those composers from the Mainland, Hong Kong 
and Taiwan; In Taipei, Chinese music is the music with 
Chinese lyrics only. 

Due to the different acceptances of the 
Mainland China as their motherland,  
music teachers have different 
understandings of local music. 

In Hong Kong, local music belongs to one kind of the 
Chinese music. In Taipei, local music is called Taiwanese 
music instead of Chinese music. 

Music teachers cover different nature and 
extent of Chinese music in their 
curricula. 

In Hong Kong, music teachers teach all kinds and different 
genres of Chinese music, mainly Guangdong music. In 
Taipei, music teachers mainly teach local music, Taiwanese 
music. 

The acceptance of being Chinese is 
different between the music teachers of 
Hong Kong and Taipei. 

The acceptance and teaching of Chinese music are different 
among the music teachers in the two cities. 

HK HK people experienced a long time in 
colonial rule, and Western music gave a 
certain impact to the music teachers. 
Conversely, Chinese music has not been 
highly promoted by the government / 
institutions, especially before 1997. 

Music teachers have not enough knowledge and interest in 
Chinese music; conversely, they have more knowledge and 
experiences in Western music. As a result, Western music is 
highly promoted by Hong Kong music teachers. 

The Government has highly promoted 
non-Chinese music especially in colonial 
period. 

Music teachers have many chances to learn and study 
Western music. They believe they have enough knowledge 
and confidence to teach it rather than Chinese music. 

During colonial period, the government 
tries to reduce the opposition from her 
people (mostly Chinese). Therefore, she 
did not promote and encourage Chinese 
music teaching. 

Music teachers have a few chances to learn Chinese music 
and therefore, they have no confidence to teach Chinese 
music to their students. 
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Taipei Music teachers in Taiwan, especially 
those younger, think Chinese music is a 
foreign music instead of local music. 

Music teachers have no responsibilities to promote a foreign 
music genre. 

Most Taipei music teachers have not 
experienced being a Chinese under the 
ruling of the Chinese Government on the 
other side. They are born and taught in 
Taiwan.  

They believe Chinese music has no relationship with them 
and have no responsibility to promote it. 

Local music is highly promoted by the 
Government, and she wants to reduce the 
influence from China. 

Western music and local music are promoted by the music 
teachers in their lessons. The majority of Chinese music is 
those songs written in Chinese lyrics only. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Economic 
HK 
& 

Taipei 
(Similarities) 

Many music teachers from both cities can 
afford their further studies in the United 
States and other European countries. 
Also, a few music teachers go to 
non-Western countries for their further 
studies. 

Music teachers have more knowledge and training on 
Western music instead of Chinese music or non-Western 
music. 

Music teachers in both cities have a 
stable job and good salary. 

Music teachers can buy more updated and current music 
CD-ROMs, videos, and music books. They can easily keep 
contact with music from worldwide including both current 
ones and past ones. 

Both cities are rather wealthy. They have 
built a lot of libraries which contain lots 
of current and past music reference 
books. 

Music teachers have good resources and can get materials 
for teaching Chinese and non-Chinese music easily. 

Many young music teachers in both cities 
do not need to pay much money to their 
families, so they have much extra money.

One of the ways for the young music teachers to spend 
money is to buy current pop music CD-ROMs and 
magazines. They include other Asian countries, Japan and 
Korean pop music, Western, US and English pop music. 

HK 
& 

Taipei 
(Differences) 

The average salary of music teachers in 
Hong Kong is higher than that of Taipei 
music teachers. 

More music teachers in Hong Kong go aboard to learn 
non-Chinese music than Taipei’s. 

The average salary of music teachers in 
Hong Kong is higher than that of Taipei 
music teachers. 

Hong Kong music teachers spend more money on buying 
current pop music CD-ROMs and magazines than Taipei’s. 

Hong Kong music teachers can apply 
more funds to employ Chinese 
instrumental instructors to teach Chinese 
instruments as extra-curricular activities 
than Taipei music teachers can. 

More Chinese music instrumental classes, ensembles and 
competitions were held in Hong Kong than Taipei. 

The economic pace in Hong Kong is 
faster than the pace in Taipei. 

Taipei music teachers have more time to settle down and 
read books for leisure and enrichments than Hong Kong 
music teachers have. 

HK A lot of Western music accessories, for 
example, Western and Japanese music 
CDs, instruments come to Hong Kong 
through close trading among Hong 
Kong ,Western countries and Japan. 

Music teachers can easily use these Western and Japanese 
music CDs, instruments for their teaching of Western / 
Japanese music. 

There is a rapid growth of economy in 
Hong Kong and increase of relationship 
with Western countries during different 
trading. 

Western pop music invades the knowledge of music 
teachers. They only think Chinese music is an outdated 
product and cannot catch up with the popular and updated 
Western music. Therefore, a lot of Western pop songs are 
introduced by the music teachers. 

Taipei A lot of Western music accessories, for 
example, Western and Japanese music 
CDs, instruments come to Taipei through 
close trading among Taipei, Western 
countries and Japan. 

Music teachers can easily use these Western and Japanese 
music CDs, instruments for their teaching of Western / 
Japanese music. 

The economy of Taiwan is highly relied 
on the United States, especially during 
martial law was in effect and has no 
contact or relationship with China. 

Music teachers learn much about Western music and teach 
more about Western music. They have less contact with 
Chinese music and therefore, they seldom teach Chinese 
music. 
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It was the stone rejected by the builders that 

proved to be the key stone; 

this is Yahweh’s doing, 

it is wonderful to see. 

 

 

 

 

 

               Psalm 118: 22 – 23 

 


